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Executive Summary 

 
The Integrated Cultural Resource Management Plan (ICRMP) provides guidance and 
procedures to enable the Garrison Commander to meet the legal responsibilities of 
responsible stewardship of the cultural resources at Fort Drum. This plan is the 
implementing document for the Cultural Resources Program at Fort Drum during the 
five-year cycle from 2011- 2015.  Army requirements relating to the development and 
approval of ICRMPs are outlined in chapter 6 of Army Regulation (AR) 200-1, 
Environmental Protection and Enhancement.  
 
Cultural resources under the stewardship of Fort Drum consist of archeological sites, 
historic properties (including buildings, structures, districts and landscapes), and 
archeological and historic collections or objects that are eligible for listing or have been 
listed on the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). The cultural resources 
located on Fort Drum represent 12,000 years of human occupation. The Fort Drum 
Cultural Resources Program (CRP) mission is to identify, protect, and manage the 
ancestral places and historic era archaeological sites that are potentially eligible for 
listing on the NRHP and occur on Fort Drum. To meet our mission the CRP sponsors an 
active archaeological survey and site evaluation program in addition to managing the 
LeRay Mansion Historic District. Furthermore, the CRP fulfills our stewardship 
obligations through coordinating consultation between Fort Drum and federally 
recognized tribes that have ancestral ties to Fort Drum properties. Archeologists, 
working for the CRP, participate in outreach events with the goal of sharing the cultural 
heritage of Fort Drum, in its entirety, with soldiers, families, and civilians of all ages.  
 
The onus of supporting Fort Drum’s military mission is the CRP’s first priority. The 
ICRMP meets the Fort Drum IPB Strategic Action Plan specifically by addressing the 
following goals: 
 
Goal 2.3 Training lands capable of supporting current and future training missions. 
 
By hardening archaeological sites and incorporating them into training actions, the CRP, 
partnering with ITAM, helps to create training areas that are used to offer realistic 
scenarios where soldiers can learn how to address cultural heritage properties in a 
theater of war. 
 
Goal 4.4 Minimize all forms of encroachments. 
 
By incorporating archaeological sites as training aids, many of the cultural resources on 
Fort Drum can now be listed as training assets, thus minimizing the encroachment to 
training lands. 
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Goal 6.2 Partnership Opportunities 
 
The CRP builds and maintains strong community alliances and partnerships through an 
open and mutually respectful dialogue with our consultation partners, which include 
various Tribal governments, community leaders and organizations, state and local 
governments, various federal agencies, and professionals throughout Jefferson, Lewis, 
and St. Lawrence Counties, as well as the State of New York and the U.S.  
 
Goal 6.6 Quality of Life Improvements 
 
Quality of life depends on many factors, among these includes the importance of 
establishing a sense of place. It is understood that those locales where people feel a 
strong sense of place are those that have a vivid history or cultural heritage surrounding 
it. The Fort Drum CRP strives to provide a sense of place in this manner for the 
soldiers, families, and civilians that work, live, and play here on Fort Drum. The CRP 
contributes to this sense of place through our protection and stewardship efforts, and 
our continued public outreach and engagement.   
 
Goal 7.1 Effective resource management that incorporates performance metrics. 
 
The ICRMP is a responsive resource management plan that optimizes the use of 
training land while ensuring that the garrison’s obligation for responsible cultural 
resource stewardship is met. 
 
The ICRMP is designed to be a modular document for use by a variety of offices. It is 
divided into five sections which are: 
 

 Chapter 1 – Introduction and Command Summary. This chapter is the decision 
document for the Garrison Commander. 
 

 Chapter 2 – Planning and Execution. This chapter is for use by the CRM and 
other officials that must coordinate planning level activities. 
 

 Chapter 3 – Cultural Resource Management. This chapter outlines management 
processes to maintain, monitor, and improve cultural resources program. 
 

 Chapter 4 – The Integration Mission. This chapter is an integration section that 
explains coordination of cultural resources management activities with other 
offices and organizations both on and off the installation. 
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 Appendices – The final section contains supporting documents and material to 
the ICRMP including Standing Operating Procedures (SOPs). The SOPs provide 
critical guidance for implementation to the integrated plan. 

 
From 2011-2015 the Cultural Resources Program (CRP) will implement the following 
programs on Fort Drum to fulfill requirements to inventory, evaluate, nominate, and 
preserve cultural resources, based on availability of funds: 
 

 Conduct internal review of Fort Drum projects and activities for cultural resources 
concerns. 

 

 Conduct archeological reconnaissance survey of areas of high cultural resources 
sensitivity and significant training impacts. 

 

 Evaluate archeological discoveries using the highest standards of scientific 
excellence in order to make determinations of potential eligibility for sites deemed 
worthy of protection and/or mitigation. 

 

 Conduct review per Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) 
in cooperation with the New York State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO), the 
Advisory Council and federally recognized Native American Indian tribes, as the 
need arises. 

 

 Consult with federally recognized Native American Indian tribes in accordance 
with Section 106 of the NHPA, the American Indian Religious Freedom Act 
(AIRFA) and the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act 
(NAGPRA). 

 

 Be responsive to other interested parties in consultation issues as the need 
arises. 

 

 Annually assist in planning and implementation of the Native American/Indian 
Heritage Month activities on Fort Drum. 

 

 Install and maintain signage to protect significant archeological sites on Fort 
Drum, including installation of internationally recognized cultural resources signs 
to improve troop identification in real world situations.   

 

 Conduct periodic monitoring of significant archeological sites to assess the 
condition of signage and to identify impacts. 
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 After appropriate Section 106 consultation, and development of any necessary 
agreements, mitigate adverse effects to significant archeological sites through 
site protection or data recovery as required. 

 

 Curate artifacts and associated records in accordance with 36 CFR 79. 
 

 Develop and implement standard operating procedures (SOP) for curation. 
 

 Maintain a geographic information system (GIS) at the Environmental Division 
and in cooperation with DPTM Range Division to support cultural resources 
management and the integration of cultural resources management with other 
management activities, to include implementation of a cultural landscape 
approach in cultural resources planning. 

 

 Develop and maintain databases at the Curation Facility and at GIS to support 
cultural resources management.  

 

 Distribute literature, developed by the cultural resources team, describing the 
history and prehistory of the Fort Drum region. 

 

 Support initiatives and functions, including Earth Day, New York Archeology 
Week, field trips, invited lectures, professional annual meetings, and other 
special events, to educate military personnel, the archaeological professional 
community and the wider public on the cultural landscapes of the installation and 
the manner and need for cultural resources protection on Fort Drum. 

 

 Implement measures to control the dissemination of sensitive cultural resources 
information. 

 

 Conduct cultural resources law enforcement to enforce the Archeological 
Resources Protection Act of 1979 (ARPA). 

 

 Conduct annual reviews of the ICRMP. 
 

 Implement a full-scale update of the ICRMP in 2016. 
 
This ICRMP will meet Department of Defense obligations for compliance with cultural 
resources legislation, thus supporting the military mission carried out at Fort Drum.  This 
plan intends to go beyond minimal compliance to accept the leadership role that the 
National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) envisions for Federal agencies to manage 
cultural resources “. . . in a spirit of stewardship for the inspiration and benefit of present 
and future generations” (NHPA, Section 2 (3)).  Furthermore, the ICRMP will comply 
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with all programmatic agreements that are in place or currently under negotiation with 
stakeholders (i.e., NYSHPO, Tribal Governments, etc.). Per AR 200-1, this ICRMP will 
be reviewed annually and updated at least every five years. 
 

Signatories 
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CHAPTER ONE   

 

INTRODUCTION 

This document was developed in response to requirements of DOD instruction 4715.3, 
AR 200-1 and DA 200-1.  Integrated Cultural Resources Management Plans (ICRMPs) 
are internal US Army management plans that integrate the entirety of the installation 
cultural resources program procedures with federal historic preservation laws and 
regulations, executive orders, presidential memoranda, regulations and other 
requirements and ongoing mission activities. The ICRMP is an essential tool that allows 
the garrison commander to balance the need for maintaining the availability of mission 
essential properties and acreage with the federally mandated obligation of providing 
responsible cultural resource management. The importance of this document is that 
potential contradictions between these two goals can be recognized and compliance 
actions necessary to seek congruent solutions can be identified.   
 
The ICRMP is a crucial component of the installation master plan. The ICRMP is the 
Garrison Commander's decision-making document for cultural resources management 
actions and specific compliance procedures. The driving tenet of the Fort Drum ICRMP 
is mission support.  The ICRMP must directly interface with the installation mission, 
ensuring that mission essential activities are fully supported by the management 
policies and procedures outlined in the ICRMP.  
 
The integration of cultural resources management should happen at three levels: 
 

 With the daily activities of the installation 

 With other planning documents. 

 With outside entities 
 
An ICRMP supports the mission of the installation through compliance with cultural 
resources laws. Ideally, the ICRMP proactively guides the management of cultural 
resources by establishing procedures that identifies potential conflicts between 
installation mission activities and the necessary compliance with cultural resource 
regulation, which serves to reduce the impacts of such conflicts. . The cultural resources 
program manager and staff work with installation trainers on a daily basis to ensure that 
mission essential training activities and installation cultural resources are both fully 
supported and fully protected. 
 
The five-year period covered by this ICRMP is the program implementation time frame, 
rather than an arbitrary standard within which certain actions are completed. This time 
frame enables the Cultural Resources Manager (CRM) and other installation personnel 
to allocate the funds necessary to manage cultural resources on post. Furthermore, the 
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development and completion of cultural resources management actions are best 
accomplished when merged with mission activities. 
 
Successful implementation of the ICRMP will enable the cultural resources manager to 
anticipate, identify, and mitigate any potential conflicts between the military mission of 
Fort Drum and protection of cultural resources on the installation.  Successful 
implementation of the ICRMP will insure that Fort Drum remains in compliance with 
applicable cultural resources laws and regulations to avoid potentially time consuming 
and costly litigation that could have very serious impacts on the mission. 
 

Intent and Purpose of the ICRMP 

Purpose of the ICRMP 

 
As stated above, Army Regulations (AR) 200-1 and Department of Defense Instruction 
(DODI) 4715.3 require all installations with statutory and regulatory Cultural Resources 
Management responsibilities to have an Integrated Cultural Resources Management 
Plan (ICRMP).  ICRMPs are internal Army compliance and management plans.  They 
integrate the entirety of the installation cultural resources program with ongoing mission 
activities, allow for ready identification of potential conflicts between the installation’s 
mission and cultural resources, and identify compliance actions necessary to maintain 
the availability of mission-essential properties and acreage.  
 
The goals of the Fort Drum ICRMP are to outline philosophy and methods in order to 
help Fort Drum: 
 

 Comply with federal and state laws and regulations governing the treatment 
of cultural resources, thus supporting the military mission.  

 Review Fort Drum actions in accordance with the National Historic 
Preservation Act of 1966, as amended (NHPA) and NEPA to ensure minimal 
impacts to significant cultural resources. 

 Complete Phase II evaluation of select archeological sites on Fort Drum for 
determination of eligibility to the NRHP. 

 Protect and monitor NRHP-eligible archeological sites. 

 Minimize adverse effects on cultural resources that meet criteria for inclusion 
in the NRHP. 

 Curate cultural resources collections in accordance with federal and state 
regulations. 

 Enforce federal laws that prohibit vandalism of cultural resources through law 
enforcement, monitoring and public awareness. 
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 Consult with partners in cultural resources management, including the New 
York SHPO, the Advisory Council and federally recognized Native American 
tribes. 

 Consider outside interests, including those of local governments and public 
groups. 

 

The ICRMP Process 

 
The ICRMP receives a major review from the installation command staff on a five-year 
cycle.  Thus, the plan follows a pattern that is similar to and integrated with the rolling 
five-year fiscal program and budget cycle used by the Department of Defense.  
 
The ICRMP provides a forum to examine long-term management goals, to explore the 
intended focus of such goals on critical issues, and to achieve consensus about these 
goals.  Thus, as it evolves, the periodic major reviews intentionally serve as a reference 
point for relevance to command interests.  Command approval of the plan signals 
confidence in the program.  Approval also serves as the delegation of authority and 
responsibility to the Cultural Resources Program Manager (CRM) through the Garrison 
and DPW Chain of Command.  Once the plan is implemented, the CRM updates it 
yearly to insure that current installation activities and funding requirements are fully 
integrated into the plan. 
 

ICRMP Five-Year Review 

 
The ICRMP will be completely re-evaluated every five years to determine if it continues 
to meet mission requirements. Some events that may trigger a re-evaluation of all or 
parts of the ICRMP prior to the five-year review point are: 
 

1. Significant federal actions (e.g., change in mission, Base Realignment and 
Closure); 

 
2. Deficiencies resulting from an environmental audit (IAW AR 200-1); 

 
3. A significant increase in the number or percentage of completed surveys; 

 
4. Change in HQDA policy; 

 
5. New or revised federal statute, regulation, Executive Order, or Presidential 

Memoranda; or Review of the Cultural Resources Program by the Advisory 
Council on Historic Preservation. 
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Definitions 

 

Cultural Resources 

 
Cultural resources are buildings, structures, sites, districts and objects that are eligible 
for listing or have been included on the National Register of Historic Places.   The 
criteria include: 
 

 Association with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad 
patterns of our history. 

 Association with the lives of persons significant in our past 

 Embody distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of 
construction, or that represent the work of a master, or that possess high 
artistic values, or that represent a significant and distinguishable entity whose 
components may lack individual distinction. 

 That has yielded or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory 
or history. 

On Fort Drum examples of these properties include the LeRay Mansion Historic District, 
five archeological historic districts, and a series of significant and potentially eligible 
Native American ancestral places. 
 

Cultural Resources Manager (CRM) 

The CRM, in accordance with AR 200-1, provides for the day-to-day management of 
cultural resources, ensuring that all installation activities are in compliance with 
applicable cultural resources management requirements.  To integrate cultural 
resources management into the daily activities of the installation the CRM establishes 
processes to: 
 

 Plan for execution of the program over the short and long term,  

 Fund, maintain, and improve the existing program,  

 Coordinate internally with other installation offices that impact cultural 
resources,  

 Consult externally with outside entities who have a stake in cultural resources 
on the installation, and,  

 Monitor, evaluate, and publicize the success of the program internally and 
externally.   
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Although the ICRMP is a five-year plan, each year the Fort Drum CRM prepares an 
annual work plan that both implements the long-term goals of the ICRMP and prioritizes 
program goals as a response to short-term mission goals and requirements of the 
installation.  Annual work plans allow flexibility, as the CRM cannot always predict which 
projects will have command interest from year-to-year. 
 

Fort Drum Cultural Resources Program 

 
The Fort Drum Cultural Resources Program is located in the Environmental Division, 
which is within the Public Works Directorate of Fort Drum.  Cultural Resources reports 
to the Garrison Commander (GC) via the Fort Drum chain of command, which is as 
follows:  
 
Garrison Commander 

Director of Public Works 
Environmental Division Chief 

Cultural Resources Section 
 

Integration 

 

Integration within the Installation 

 
The primary users of the ICRMP at the activity level are: 
 

 Public Works, Environmental Division 

 Public Works, Engineering Division 

 Readiness Business Center, Range Division  

 Directorate of Community Activities 

 Public Affairs Office 

 Protocol 

 Staff Judge Advocate 

 Tenant Activities 

 

Integration with Outside Agencies 

 
Outside agencies with an interest in the Fort Drum ICRMP include: 
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 Federally Recognized Native American Tribes or Nations with cultural 
affiliations to Fort Drum 

 Historic Village Residents 

 Jefferson County Historical Society 

 Village of Sackets Harbor 

 Four Rivers Historical Society 

 Buffalo Museum of Science 

 Rochester Museum and Science Center 

 Bard College 

 SUNY Potsdam 

 Dartmouth College 

 Penn State University 

 Hamilton College 

 Queens University 

 St. Lawrence University 

 State University of New York (SUNY) College at Potsdam 

 Colgate University 

 Syracuse University 

 New York Archeology Council (NYAC) 

 Thousand Islands Chapter of the New York Archeology Association 

 New York State Office of Historic Preservation (NYSHPO) 

PRESENT DAY COMMUNITY AND LAND USE PATTERNS 

 

A Brief History of Fort Drum 

 
In the early 1900s, the US military outgrew its military post at Sackets Harbor, NY.  As a 
result, the United States Army purchased over 35,000 acres of land for a larger facility 
east of Watertown and established the Pine Plains training facility in 1908.   They 
changed the name to Pine Camp shortly thereafter.  The outbreak of World War II 
precipitated a major expansion of the post, resulting in the purchase, in 1941, of 75,000 
acres of land and construction of over 600 temporary wooden buildings.  This expansion 
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required the demolition of five villages and over three hundred fifty farms.  The Army did 
spare the LeRay Mansion and all of the cemeteries from destruction.  During World War 
II, the Army used Pine Camp as a training facility and a prisoner-of-war camp. 
 
In 1951, the installation was renamed Camp Drum and designated Fort Drum in 1974.  
In 1984, the installation became the headquarters for the 10th Mountain Division, Light 
Infantry.  The Army constructed a new cantonment as well as related installation 
operations and training facilities.   
 

Land Use Summary 

 
Fort Drum is located in Jefferson and Lewis Counties, New York, approximately nine 
miles northeast of Watertown, New York.  Approximately 80% of the reservation is in 
the northeastern corner of Jefferson County.  The 107,265 acre installation is utilized 
primarily for military training and is the permanent home of the 10th Mountain Infantry 
Division (Light).  Active Army, Army National Guard, and law enforcement units also 
train at Fort Drum on a frequent basis.  Fort Drum is a troop training installation with 
approximately 15,000 active duty military personnel.  The garrison directs installation 
activities and provides administrative and logistical support, as well as training and 
range areas, for active Army units, Reserve and National Guard components, other 
military services, and governmental agencies (US Army 2004).  Approximately 30,000 
acres of the installation are used as firing ranges and impact areas, while over 11,000 
acres make up the administrative area or cantonment, including Wheeler-Sack Army 
Airfield (WSAAF). The remaining 66,000 acres are utilized for troop maneuver and 
training and are divided into eighteen training areas and seventy sub areas.  Fort Drum 
has thirty-seven developed ranges that support training in a wide variety of weapons 
systems, small arms, artillery, armor, and aviation.   
 
The cantonment area is divided into the old cantonment and the new cantonment.  The 
old cantonment area is characterized by World War II temporary wood construction.  
The old cantonment includes a railhead, an industrial area with warehousing, motor pool 
areas for mobilization of National Guard and other installation support activities.  There 
is one 1970s era family housing area adjacent to the old cantonment. 
 
The new cantonment features 1980s brick architecture.  Many of the tenant facilities are 
located in the new cantonment including headquarters.  The commissary, clinic, and 
other installation support facilities are located in the new cantonment.  There are at least 
eight substantial family housing neighborhoods as well within the new cantonment.  
There are two neighborhoods of housing for high-ranking officers adjacent to the LeRay 
Mansion Historic District.  
 

Effects of Installation Activities on Cultural Resources  
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The activities associated with Fort Drum's mission in the United States Army have a 
potential impact on structures within the archeological and historic districts as well as on 
archeological deposits that occur throughout the training areas.  Archeological deposits 
are at the greatest risk and could be destroyed by installation activities. 
 

Cultural Resources Summary 

Fort Drum has completed archeological inventory of approximately 87 percent of its 
surveyable territory, excluding the permanent impact areas and the previously 
developed portion of the cantonment.  The archeological survey completed on 
approximately 69,000 acres thus far has identified a total of 891 sites that began with 
earliest human occupation of the region approximately 11,000 years ago and continue 
through construction of World War II military training features in the 1940s. 
 
Fort Drum currently tracks a total of 940 archeological sites, 1 district with standing 
structures, and 5 archeological districts, and supports management of 13 historic 
cemeteries. Resources of concern include the historic districts, 2 traditional cultural 
properties (TCP), 13 cemeteries and an as yet undetermined number of archeological 
sites considered eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP).  
 

Future Management Requirements 

The following is a list of the primary on-going and future management requirements of 
the Fort Drum Cultural Resources Program.   
 

 Conduct internal review of Fort Drum projects and activities for cultural 
resources concerns.  Survey as appropriate and evaluate archeological 
discoveries using the highest standards of scientific excellence in order to 
make determinations of potential eligibility for sites deemed worthy of 
protection and/or mitigation. 

 

 Develop reasonable budgetary projections and project requests to support 
required cultural resource management as specified in the ICRMP. 

 Coordinate cultural resource management on Fort Drum with the Northeast 
Region and the Installation Management Agency. 

 Conduct review per Section 106 of the NHPA in cooperation with the New 
York SHPO, the Advisory Council and Native American consultation partners, 
as appropriate. 

 Consult with Native American consultation partners in accordance with 
Section 106 of the NHPA, the American Indian Religious Freedom Act and 
the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA). 
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 Annually assist in planning and implementation of the Native American/Indian 
Heritage Month activities on Fort Drum. 

 Install and maintain signage and other preservation strategies to protect 
significant archeological sites on Fort Drum. 

 Install and maintain signage around cultural sites with the international 
symbol for a cultural site thereby providing troops training on Fort Drum to 
recognize cultural sites worldwide. 

 Support Environmental Division soldier awareness training efforts addressing 
both Fort Drum and in theatre cultural resources. 

 Conduct periodic monitoring of significant archeological sites to assess the 
condition of signage and to identify impacts. 

 After consultation and completion of any necessary agreements, mitigate 
adverse effects to significant archeological sites through protection methods 
and/or data recovery as required. 

 Curate artifacts and associated records in accordance with 36 CFR 79. 

 Develop and implement standard operating procedures (SOP) for curation. 

 Maintain a geographic information system (GIS) at the Environmental Division 
in cooperation with DPTM Range Division to support cultural resources 
management and the integration of cultural resources management with other 
management activities. 

 Develop and maintain databases at the Curation Facility and at GIS to 
support cultural resources management.  

 Prepare database management for integration with MCRAD, the cultural 
resources alternative to standardization of geo-spatial data management 
across the Army. 

 Distribute literature, developed by the cultural resources team, describing the 
history and prehistory of the Fort Drum region. 

 Support initiatives and functions, including Earth Day, New York Archeology 
Week, field trips, invited lectures, professional annual meetings and other 
special events, to educate military personnel, the professional archaeological 
community and the public on the manner and need for cultural resources 
protection on Fort Drum. 

 Implement measures to control the dissemination of sensitive cultural 
resources information. 

 Conduct cultural resources law enforcement to enforce the Archeological 
Resources Protection Act of 1979 (ARPA). 
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 Conduct annual reviews of the ICRMP. 

 Implement a full-scale update of the ICRMP in 2016. 
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CHAPTER TWO: PLANNING 

 

Planning Level Survey Introduction 

The intent of the Planning Level Survey is to establish the potential for discovery of 
additional cultural resources at an installation, not just those already identified.  A wide 
variety of sources are investigated to determine the range and types of resources that 
might be present.  These include studies that identify prehistoric and historic contexts, 
the historic and current missions of the installation, reviews of past reports and surveys, 
oral histories, old photographs and other graphic and written documentation.   
 

Current Mission Statements 

Mission statements help identify the types of activities that take place at an installation.  
From a cultural resources point of view, one can then identify the types of buildings 
and/or land uses associated with those activities.  This analysis helps to provide a 
context in which to evaluate priorities in managing resources.  Understanding the 
mission and potential transformations in implementation of the mission also helps the 
Cultural Resources Manager anticipate potential impacts to cultural resources on an 
installation. 

 

Department of the Army 

 
The Army’s mission is to fight and win our Nation’s wars by providing prompt, sustained 
land dominance across the full range of military operations and spectrum of conflict in 
support of combatant commanders. The Army does this by:  
 

 Executing Title 10 and Title 32 United States Code directives, to include organizing, 
equipping, and training forces for the conduct of prompt and sustained combat 
operations on land. 

 Accomplishing missions assigned by the President, Secretary of Defense and 
combatant commanders, and transforming for the future. 

 

U.S. Army Installation Management Command (IMCOM) 

 
The Installation Management Command (IMCOM) is dedicated to providing 
standardized, effective and efficient services, facilities and infrastructure to 
Soldiers, Families and Civilians for an Army and Nation engaged in persistent 
conflict. IMCOM, a single organization with six regional offices worldwide, was 
activated on Oct. 24, 2006, to reduce bureaucracy, apply a uniform business 
structure to manage U.S. Army installations, sustain the environment and 
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enhance the well-being of the military community. It consolidated three 
organizations under a single command as a direct reporting unit:  

1. The former Installation Management Agency (IMA)  
2. The former Community and Family Support Center, now called Family and 

Morale, Welfare and Recreation Command (FMWRC), which is a subordinate 
command of IMCOM. 

3. The former Army Environmental Center, now called the Army Environmental 
Command (AEC), which is a subordinate command of IMCOM. 

   
IMCOM’s goals are as follows: 

 Implement common levels of support (CLS) across all Army installations to 
ensure high quality predictable services at all Army installations. 

 Develop and implement installation design standards (IDS) that provide 
common facility and infrastructure standards for all Army installations. 

 Aide all Army installations to build their own installation-specific installation 
design guide (IDG) as a tool for implementing the Army installation design 
standards. 

 Implement a standard garrison organization (SGO) template, which has 
already been developed. The SGO provides a standard garrison structure at 
the directorate level with consistent functions and processes to manage 
installations consistently to common standards.  SGO is targeted for 
implementation across the Army by the end of fiscal year (FY) 2006. 

 Dedicated to projecting the force in support of the global war on terrorism. 

 

The Fort Drum Mission 

 
The mission of Fort Drum is, “To provide base operations support for forces training, 
mobilizing or deploying and installation services for military, civilians, retirees, and their 
family members living and working in the Fort Drum Community; to manage quality of 
life programs and provide a safe and secure environment; to manage available 
resources; and to shape a first class sustainment base capable of supporting power 
projection.”   
 
Fort Drum is the home of the 10th Mountain Division (LI).  The mission of the 10th 
Mountain Division (LI) is: “To maintain a Light Infantry Division, trained and ready to 
deploy rapidly by air, sea, and land, anywhere in the world, and to be prepared to fight 
upon arrival and win.”   
 
Fort Drum is currently the largest military installation in the northeastern United States. 
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The Fort Drum IPB Strategic Action Plan 

 
The ICRMP meets the Fort Drum IPB Strategic Action Plan specifically by addressing 
the following goals: 
 
Goal 2.3 Training lands capable of supporting current and future training missions. 
 
By hardening archaeological sites and incorporating them into training actions, the CRP, 
partnering with ITAM, helps to create training areas that are used to offer realistic 
scenarios where soldiers can learn how to address cultural heritage properties in a 
theater of war. 
 
Goal 4.4 Minimize all forms of encroachments. 
 
By incorporating archaeological sites as training aids, many of the cultural resources on 
Fort Drum can now be listed as training assets, thus minimizing the encroachment to 
training lands. 
 
Goal 6.2 Partnership Opportunities 
 
The CRP builds and maintains strong community alliances and partnerships through an 
open and mutually respectful dialogue with our consultation partners, which include 
various Tribal governments, community leaders and organizations, state and local 
governments, various federal agencies, and professionals throughout Jefferson, Lewis, 
and St. Lawrence Counties, as well as the State of New York and the U.S.  
 
Goal 6.6 Quality of Life Improvements 
 
Quality of life depends on many factors, among these includes the importance of 
establishing a sense of place. It is understood that those locales where people feel a 
strong sense of place are those that have a vivid history or cultural heritage surrounding 
it. The Fort Drum CRP strives to provide a sense of place in this manner for the 
soldiers, families, and civilians that work, live, and play here on Fort Drum. The CRP 
contributes to this sense of place through our protection and stewardship efforts, and 
our continued public outreach and engagement.   
 
Goal 7.1 Effective resource management that incorporates performance metrics. 
 
The ICRMP is a responsive resource management plan that optimizes the use of 
training land while ensuring that the garrison’s obligation for responsible cultural 
resource stewardship is met. 
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POTENTIAL IMPACTS TO CULTURAL RESOURCES 

 
Potential impacts to cultural resources on Fort Drum include training activities, 
installation activities that support training, and willful destruction.  The Cultural 
Resources Program reviews all training activities following the same procedures 
whether they are 10th Mountain Division, tenant units, or National Guard.  The Cultural 
Resources Program coordinates with the Integrated Training Area Management (ITAM) 
program for sustainable range management including archeological site protection. 
 

Training Activities 
 

Infantry Training Activities 

 
Infantry training activities include but are not limited to; bivouac or making campsites, 
digging latrines, digging foxholes, constructing berms, digging bunkers, establishing 
shower facilities, firing weapons, throwing grenades, digging soakage pits, trenching for 
tanks and vehicle positions, and breaking trails.  Mechanized infantry use tread and 
wheeled vehicles on and off the road.  Additional training activities include but are not 
limited to armored gunnery, artillery, air assault, mortar fire, air pyrotechnics, grenade 
launching, handling of claymore, anti-personnel, and anti-tank mines, use of TNT, and 
dynamite.  Support construction in the ranges may include but are not limited to road 
and bridge building, multipurpose buildings, sheds, small buildings, storage facilities, 
bleachers, tent pads, and covered mess areas. 
 
Of the wide range of infantry training activities, digging foxholes, fighting positions, tank 
trenches, bunkers, and latrines as well as berm construction pose the greatest risk to 
archeological sites and buried cultural resources.  When large numbers of individuals 
are engaged in activities of this nature, substantial amounts of earth can be moved with 
significant ground disturbance resulting.  Fortunately, during the history of military 
training at Fort Drum, the soldiers have preferred to reuse the same positions over and 
over.  As a result, some areas are highly disturbed while others are relatively intact. 
 

Mechanized Infantry Maneuver Damage 

 
Mechanized infantry use both tracked and untracked vehicles.  Monitoring of tracked 
vehicle activity at Fort Hood found that tracked vehicles posed the greatest risk to 
archeological sites in shallow soils or located on bedrock outcrops.  During wet weather, 
disturbance can extend to a depth of 30cm in alluvial soils at stream crossing points.  
Examination of tracked vehicle stream crossing points at Fort Drum revealed significant 
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soil disturbance to depths in excess of 50cm in some places.  ITAM construction of 
hardened stream crossing points is helping to diminish disturbances of this nature.   
 
Wheeled vehicles do not pose as much of a risk to sites located in shallow soils as 
tracked vehicles but can damage stream banks in a similar way to tracked vehicles.  
Analysis of range use at Fort Drum found that dense vegetation in some of the training 
areas is causing concentrated vehicular traffic at some points (Parsons 1997:9).   The 
resulting erosion and soil damage has implications for previously undetected 
archeological resources.  Training plans that call for prescribed burning or mechanized 
clearing of shrub vegetation in order to spread out vehicular traffic will help protect any 
possible cultural material as well as preventing further erosion and soil disturbance. 
 
Bivouac sites or temporary encampments generally involve parking vehicles (from 
HUMVEEs to large wheeled and tracked vehicles), setting up tents, camouflage 
activities, preparing food, personal hygiene and similar tasks.  Bivouac locations involve 
the concentration of vehicles and personnel at specific sites, often for extended periods.  
The type of training, the area being used and terrain features determine bivouac site 
locations.  Specific bivouac sites tend to be heavily used due to repeated similar training 
activities in commonly used areas with limited sites that meet bivouac requirements.  
Bivouac activities have the potential to disturb archeological sites, especially where 
digging occurs and vehicles are concentrated. 

Artillery, Explosives and Impacts 

 
Clearly, cultural resources within immediate impact and target areas are going to be 
significantly damaged if not destroyed.  Exploding artillery shells leave craters and 
destroy cultural resources in the immediate vicinity of impacts.  Ideally, this type of 
damage is restricted to the boundaries of Fort Drum’s impact area that occupies 
approximately 23,000 acres.  This impact area at Fort Drum was established before 
cultural resources were a regulatory and legal consideration.   In addition to ongoing live 
fire, unexploded ordinance in the impact area will prevent cultural resource survey of 
this acreage for the foreseeable future. It may never be possible to assess the presence 
or condition of archeological or historic sites on this acreage using traditional survey or 
excavation techniques.  However, monitoring and analysis of impact areas at Fort Hood 
discovered that buffer zones around impact areas and the restricted access combine to 
provide excellent protection for cultural resources in these locations.   
 
In addition to explosive impacts, there are disturbances from artillery training in the 
training areas.  These disturbances result from digging vehicle-fighting positions and 
from establishing tactical operations centers (TOCs).  Digging in and/or constructing 
berms using bulldozer push piles often protect artillery TOCs. 
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Live-fire training is conducted at firing ranges specifically designed for each weapon or 
weapon system.  Firing ranges can be as simple as a firing line for shooters with 
permanent targets at known distances downrange to very sophisticated, computer-
operated, multi-purpose ranges with lanes for personnel or vehicles to move downrange 
engaging a variety of pop-up and/or moving targets.  Ranges can be for weapons as 
basic as rifles and pistols or as complex as a helicopter gunnery or artillery ranges.  
New range construction will involve cultural resource survey and clearance.    
 

Aviation and Airborne Corps 

 
Fort Drum is the home of Wheeler-Sack Army Airfield.  The installation provides a place 
for aerial gunnery training in addition to air transport, helicopter exercises, and tactical 
air support.  There is always the potential for an aviation accident that could have the 
secondary effect of damaging or destroying a cultural resource.  In addition, intense, low 
flying helicopter activity over non-vegetated sandy areas can result in wind erosion.  
This erosion could have the secondary effect of damaging sites in the landform. 
 

Combat Engineer Operations  

 
Combat engineers provide support to combat units.  Combat heavy engineers have two 
general classifications.  Vertical units construct walls, drill wells, install 
power/communication lines, complete electrical and plumbing projects, build structures 
and similar tasks.  Horizontal units construct and maintain roads, prepare landing strips, 
dig fighting positions, construct or erect bridges, haul materials and similar tasks.  
These types of operations require NEPA consideration and cultural resource comments 
on the Record of Environmental Concern (REC).  These activities will be coordinated 
with the Cultural Resources Program to minimize and avoid impact whenever possible.  
Additional information on inadvertent discovery can be found in SOP# 7, Accidental 
Discovery of Archeological Deposits. 
 

Installation Support Activities  

Permanent Construction 

 
Over the years, buildings, paved roadways, parking lots, lakes, pipelines, and training 
range facilities have been constructed on the installation.  Most of this activity has been 
confined to the cantonment area.  Portions of the cantonment have been surveyed prior 
to new construction both during the 1980s and during recent expansion projects.  The 
Cultural Resources Program reviews all plans for new construction in the cantonment 
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areas and surveys project footprints deemed to be sensitive for prehistoric archeological 
sites.  Development of training areas also requires construction of permanent facilities 
from time to time.  All construction plans at Fort Drum, both inside and outside of the 
cantonment areas require environmental review.  As a result, the potential for accidental 
cultural resource disturbance is minimized.  It is the policy of the Fort Drum Cultural 
Resource Program to aid in the choice of construction locations in archeologically 
sensitive areas in order to identify and avoid archeological sites.   
 
If avoidance is an impractical alternative, identified sites must be mitigated prior to 
disturbance after consultation and appropriate agreements are in place.  In addition, all 
construction contracts on Fort Drum include a cultural resource protection provision 
requiring contractors to stop work in the event of discovering an archeological site 
during construction.  The recommended text for this provision is: 
 

The proposed construction area has been evaluated for cultural resources by the 
Fort Drum Cultural Resources Program. Due to previous World War II 
construction and buried utilities, there is no current evidence of intact cultural 
resources at this location. However, occasionally, cultural resources are 
accidentally discovered during construction excavation activities. If accidental 
discovery of items that appear to be cultural remains (historic foundations, 
graves, historic or prehistoric artifacts or features) occurs during construction, all 
work shall cease within a 30m radius of the find.  The Contracting officer shall be 
contacted immediately who shall contact the Cultural Resources Manager, Public 
Works, 772-4165 or the Archeologist, Public Works, 774-3848. 

 
The Cultural Resource Program also recommends that all Fort Drum construction 
contracts should also contain a provision that any source of off post borrow material 
being brought onto the installation must come from a DEC permitted source that has 
received proper archeological survey and clearance. 
 
The Cultural Resources Program also has the option of providing archeological 
monitors for construction projects should the Cultural Resources Manager deem it 
necessary.  If a previously unidentified cultural resource is accidentally discovered 
during the course of construction, the archeologist will provide an immediate response 
and proceed according to SOP #7, Accidental Discovery of Archeological Deposits. 
 

Engineering Infrastructure Projects 

 
In order to fulfill the training mission, construction and maintenance of roads and 
bridges on and off the cantonment areas is critical.  Additional engineering projects like 
installation of utilities also occur from time to time.  These projects have implications for 
significant ground disturbance and are handled and considered in a similar fashion to 
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permanent construction.  The training area plan has prioritized bridge repair, and these 
engineering plans are considered when the Cultural Resources Program is prioritizing 
survey locations. 
 
Many Fort Drum construction projects are designed and coordinated through the Fort 
Drum Public Works Engineering Division.  The Engineering Division, in turn, coordinates 
directly with the Environmental Division.  In addition, all construction projects that take 
place on Fort Drum are coordinated as well through the National Environmental 
Protection Agency (NEPA) office of the Natural Resources Branch, Environmental 
Division.  These projects include but are not limited to, MCA, JOC, Troop Operations, 
and Corps of Engineers projects.  As a result, the cultural resources program provides 
review for potential impact of any planned construction on the installation. 
 

Timber Harvest 

 
The heavy vegetation over much of the acreage at Fort Drum means that ongoing 
forestry management activities are necessary for maintaining sustainable range training 
areas.  Use of skidders and heavy logging equipment can result in significant ground 
disturbance.  As a result, it is necessary for the Cultural Resource Program to survey 
acreage designated for timber harvest before those activities take place.  Any significant 
archeological sites discovered in timber harvest areas are posted and avoided.  Per 
Army policy only forestry dollars may be used to fund archeological survey for forestry 
management activities.  Forestry dollars are not used for site evaluation or mitigation on 
Fort Drum. 
 

Firewood Cutting 

 
Fort Drum has an active program that allows members of the interested public to 
remove dead and down firewood.  This program is coordinated through the Forestry 
office in the Natural Resources Branch of the Environmental Division.  Potential impacts 
on cultural resources are minimized through Forestry cooperation and NEPA 
coordination.  The Forestry program avoids known archeological sites when selecting 
cutting locations and mapping them for the public.  The Cultural Resources Program 
has an opportunity to review all proposed firewood cutting sites. 
 

Land Rehabilitation and Maintenance Program (LRAM) 

 
An integral part of environmental management at Fort Drum is land rehabilitation and 
maintenance.  The Cultural Resources Program effectively integrates survey planning in 
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order to mitigate any possible impacts to cultural resources from land rehabilitation or 
maintenance activities.  Over the next five years, the Cultural Resources Program will 
provide surveys so that the LRAM program can proceed with re-vegetation, vegetation 
control, establishment of Bivouac areas, and construction of hardened firing positions 
over a total of at least nine separate training areas.  The LRAM program supports the 
Cultural Resources Program on Fort Drum by offering erosion control methods like re-
vegetation for actively eroding archeological sites in sandy soils, buried posting and 
protection of archeological sites, protective barriers for training in the immediate vicinity 
of archeological sites, and hardening and protection of historic properties used as 
training assets. 
 

Other Potential Sources of Disturbance 

Installation Recreational Activities 

 
Fort Drum offers recreational opportunities for hunting, fishing, boating, camping, hiking, 
skiing, and other outdoor activities to the interested public.  These activities pose a 
minimal risk to cultural resources on Fort Drum.  The Cultural Resources Program 
reviews proposed locations of angling access sites and boat launches.  These sites 
have been deliberately located away from known archeological sites.   
 

Vandalism 

 
Restricted access to Fort Drum acreage offers protection to all archeological sites and 
cultural resources on post.  Vandalism has not been a significant problem for the Fort 
Drum Cultural Resources Program.  Periodic education of commanding officers helps to 
remind troops to respect protected areas.  Federal law and Army policy prohibits 
treasure hunting on post.  The Cultural Resources Program uses public outreach 
programming to teach members of the installation and regional community about 
treasure hunting restrictions.  However, if personnel report found objects to the Cultural 
Resources Program they are not penalized.  This policy has helped the Cultural 
Resources Manager identify new sites and offers additional opportunities for educating 
soldiers.  Exact site location information is not available to people outside the Cultural 
Resources Program except on a need-to-know basis with the approval of the CRM. 

Looting 

 
Fort Drum has had minimal problems with deliberate looting on archeological sites.  The 
remote location, controlled access, and absence of marketable artifacts on typical Fort 
Drum prehistoric sites have all helped to reduce an incentive for looting.  All potentially 
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significant sites are monitored on an annual basis. Should any evidence of looting 
occur, the Cultural Resources Program would coordinate with the Military Police and the 
New York Department of Environmental Conservation, as needed. If necessary, 
recreational public access to the training areas would need to be more strictly monitored 
and controlled. 

Metal Detecting 

 
Metal detecting by individuals for recreational purposes is prohibited under the 
Archaeological Resource Protection Act on Fort Drum. 
 

Archeological Resources Protection Act (ARPA) Permits 

 
The only archeological excavations that take place on Fort Drum are survey, site 
evaluation, and data recovery funded through the Fort Drum Cultural Resources 
Program.  For additional information on ARPA permits see SOP #3, Archeological 
Resources Protection Act of 1979, Compliance Process. 
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Statutes, Laws and Regulations 

 
Army Regulation (AR) 200-1, specifies Army policy for cultural resources management.  
This section provides an overview of federal statutes and regulations that are applicable 
to the Cultural Resource Program at Fort Drum and any and all real property of other 
federal, state, and local agencies and private parties used by Fort Drum under license, 
permit, lease, or other land and/or facility use agreement. The statutes and regulations 
discussed are as follows: 

 

1. National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969 

2. National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) of 1966 

3. Archeological Resources Protection Act (ARPA) of 1979 
(and)Antiquities Act of 1906 

4. Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA) of 
1990 

5. American Indian Religious Freedom Act (AIRFA) of 1978 

6. Executive Order 13007 Indian Sacred Sites, dated 1996 

7. Traditional Cultural Properties (NHPA) 

8. White House Memorandum dated 29 April 1994 Government-to-
Government Relations with Native American Tribal Governments 

9. Curation of Federally Owned and Administered Archeological 
Collections (36 CFR § 79) 

 

Authority 

 
The Garrison Commander (GC) is responsible for the existing cultural resource 
properties on Fort Drum.  AR 200-1, Section 42, states that it is the responsibility of the 
Garrison Commander to provide for the management of cultural resources in a way that 
maximizes beneficial effects on cultural resources and minimizes adverse effects and 
impacts without impeding the installation’s mission. The NHPA, as amended [16 USC 
470 et seq.] and its implementing regulations [36 CFR § 800] provide the legal basis for 
this overall cultural resources management policy. 
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Federal Regulations 

 

Abandoned Shipwreck Act (ASA) of 1987, 43 USC 2101-2106 

 
The ASA establishes government ownership over most abandoned shipwrecks in the 
Nation's rivers, lakes, and offshore in the ocean out three miles from the coast.  
 

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP), Protection of 

Historic Properties (36 CFR 800) 

 
Outlines how Federal agencies carry out their consultation responsibilities under 
Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act. In it are defined the roles of the 
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, the State Historic Preservation Officer, the 
Tribal Historic Preservation Officer, and interested parties. 
 

American Indian Religious Freedom Act of 1978 (AIRFA) 

 
Protects and preserves traditional religions of Native Americans.  AIRFA applies the 
First Amendment guarantee of religious freedom to Native Americans.  Native American 
religious practices that may affect the Army involve access to sacred sites, use and 
possession of sacred objects, and freedom to worship through ceremonies and 
traditional rites. 
 

Antiquities Act of 1906, 16 USC 431-433; 34 Stat. 225 

 
This Act establishes the protection of archeological materials on lands owned by the 
U.S. Federal Government.  The Act sets up penalties for the unauthorized collection or 
excavation of historic or prehistoric ruins or monuments situated on federal land.   
 
The first U.S. law of its kind, it provides protection for all historic and prehistoric 
resources on federal lands and prohibits excavation or destruction of such antiquities 
without the permission (Antiquities Permit) of the secretary of the department that has 
the jurisdiction over those lands.  This act was the first national historic preservation 
policy. 
 
This Act empowers the president to set aside historic landmarks, historic or prehistoric 
structures, or other objects of historic or scientific interest on lands controlled by the 
federal government as national monuments. The federal agencies assigned to oversee 
these monuments are required to offer proper care and management of the resources, 
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which includes caring for the objects collected from sites in a museum so the public can 
view them. 
 

Archeological and Historic Preservation Act of 1974 (AHPA), 16 U.S.C. 

469-469c 

 

AHPA makes federal agencies responsible for mitigating the damage caused by their 
actions to important archeological sites. It is also known as the Archeological Recovery 
Act and the Moss-Bennet bill.  The AHPA required that Federal agencies provide for 
"...the preservation of historical and archeological data (including relics and specimens) 
which might otherwise be irreparably lost or destroyed as the result of...any alteration of 
the terrain caused as a result of any Federal construction project of federally licensed 
activity or program (Section 1)." 
 

Archeological Resources Protection Act of 1979 (ARPA), 16 USC 

470aa-470mm, Public Law 96-95, as amended 

 
This law was enacted to, “ ...to secure, for the present and future benefit of the 
American people, the protection of archaeological resources and sites which are on 
public lands and Indian lands, and to foster increased cooperation and exchange of 
information between governmental authorities, the professional archaeological 
community, and private individuals (Sec. 2(4)(b)).”   
 
The main focus of ARPA is on regulation of legitimate archeological investigation on 
public lands and the enforcement of penalties against those who loot or vandalize 
archeological resources.  ARPA substantially increased the penalties that can be levied 
against convicted violators.   
 
The original statute and, especially the amendments to it in 1988, provided authority to 
Federal officials to better manage archeological sites on public land.  ARPA also 
provides for criminal penalties for those who knowingly loot or damage federally owned 
archeological properties. 
 

Council on Environmental Quality, Regulations Implementing the 

National Environmental Policy Act (40 CFR 1500-1508) 

 
Provides regulations applicable to and binding on all Federal agencies for implementing 
the procedural provisions of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, as amended 
(Pub. L. 91-190, 42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq.) (NEPA or the Act) except where compliance 
would be inconsistent with other statutory requirements.  
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Department of the Interior, Curation of Federally Owned and 

Administered Archaeological Collections (36 CFR 79) 

 
Provides regulations for the curation and care of federal archeological collections.  
Establishes the procedures and guidelines to manage and preserve collections, 
including objects and associated records under the authority of the Antiquities Act (16 
USC 431-433), the Reservoir Salvage Act (16 USC 469-469c), NHPA (16SC 470h-2), 
or ARPA (16 USC 470aa-mm).  Provides guidelines for acceptable access and use of 
collections, inventories, and inspections.  
 
36 CFR 79 is the first set of regulations to produce standards for determining a viable 
repository for federally-owned and administered archeological collections. 
 

Department of the Interior, Determinations of Eligibility for Inclusion in 

the National Register of Historic Places (36 CFR 63) 

 
Assists federal agencies in identifying and evaluating the eligibility of properties for 
inclusion in the National Register.  
 

Department of the Interior, National Historic Landmark Program (36 

CFR 65) 

 
Facilitates identification and designation of National Historic Landmarks, and 
encourages the long-range preservation of nationally significant properties that illustrate 
or commemorate the history and prehistory of the United States. These regulations set 
forth the criteria for establishing national significance and the procedures used by the 
Department of the Interior for conducting the National Historic Landmarks Program.  
 

Department of the Interior, National Register of Historic Places (36 

CFR 60) 

 
Sets forth the procedural requirements for listing properties on the National Register 
and authorizes the Secretary of the Interior to expand and maintain a National Register 
of districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects significant in American history, 
architecture, archeology, engineering and culture.  
 

Department of the Interior, Preservation of American Antiquities (43 

CFR 3) 
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Places responsibility for ruins, archeological sites, historic and prehistoric monuments 
and structures, objects of antiquity, historic landmarks, and other objects of historic and 
scientific interest on the Secretaries of Agriculture, Defense, and Interior on federal 
lands that fall under their respective jurisdictions. Sets forth the types of permits that 
may be granted, to whom, and restrictions and requirements for authorized 
organizations who have obtained a permit for the examination of ruins, the excavation of 
archeological sites, and the gathering of objects of antiquity. 
 

Department of the Interior, Supplemental Regulations [per ARPA] (43 

CFR 7) 

 
Implements Department of the Interior provisions of ARPA of 1979, as amended (16 
U.S.C. 470aa-mm) by establishing the uniform definitions, standards, and procedures to 
be followed by all Federal land managers in providing protection for archaeological 
resources, located on public lands and Indian lands of the United States. 
 

Department of the Interior, Waiver of Federal Agency Responsibility 

under Section 110 of the National Historic Preservation Act (36 CFR 

78) 

 
Authorizes the Secretary of the Interior to promulgate regulations under which the 
requirements in Section 110 may be waived in whole or in part in the event of a major 
natural disaster or an imminent threat to the national security.  
 

Department of the Interior, the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for 

the Treatment of Historic Properties (36 CFR 68)  

 
Provides guidelines for the treatment of historic properties. These guidelines include 
standards for preservation, rehabilitation, restoration, and reconstruction projects. 
 

Historic Sites Act of 1935, 16 USC 461-467 

 
Declares that it is a national policy to preserve for public use historic sites, buildings, 
and objects of national significance for the inspiration and benefit of the people of the 
United States.  It authorizes the Secretary of the Interior to obtain information, survey, 
conduct research, maintain, and preserve sites with archeological significance. This Act 
also established the National Park Service Advisory Council. 
 

National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), 42 USC 4321-4370c 
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Compels informed decision-making by federal agencies and their departments by 
requiring the systematic consideration of direct, indirect and cumulative environmental 
impacts of the implementation of proposed actions and involving the public in the 
decision-making process. As our basic national charter for protection of the 
environment, the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) establishes policy, sets 
goals (Section 101), and provides means (Section 102) for carrying out the policy. 
Section 102(2) contains action-forcing provisions to make sure that federal agencies act 
according to the letter and spirit of the Act. NEPA procedures must insure that 
environmental information is available to public officials and citizens before decisions 
are made and before actions are taken. 
 
Typically, Army activities or actions that impact a cultural resource will require some 
level of NEPA documentation in addition to the separate documentation and compliance 
requirements of the applicable cultural resources statute or regulation. 
 

National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (NHPA), as amended, 16 

USC 470 et seq. 

 
The National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (NHPA) is the law under which much of 
contemporary American archeology is conducted for environmental review purposes. It 
strongly supports historic preservation activities and programs, including archeology. 
The NHPA enables archeological sites to be listed on the National Register of Historic 
Places.  The NHPA allows for the expansion and maintenance of a national register 
(Section 101), requires all federal agencies to take into account the effects of their 
actions on the nation's historic properties (including archeological properties) (Section 
106), and directs federal agencies to assume responsibility for the preservation of 
historic properties which are owned or controlled by such agency (Section 110).  It 
requires that all federal agencies provide the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation 
with the opportunity to comment on any undertaking that might affect a property listed 
on, or eligible for, the National Register.  It notes that the historical and cultural 
foundations of the country should be preserved as a living part of our community life 
and development in order to give a sense of orientation to the American people. 
 

Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act of 1990 

(NAGPRA), 25 USC 3001-3013 

 
NAGPRA specifies special treatment for Native American human remains, funerary 
objects, sacred objects, and objects of cultural patrimony. NAGPRA stipulates that 
illegal trafficking in human remains and cultural items may result in criminal penalties.  
 
NAGPRA has two major purposes. One purpose is to require that federal agencies and 
museums receiving federal funds inventory holdings of Native American funerary 
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remains and funerary objects.  The second purpose is to give Native American burial 
sites greater protection. NAGPRA requires that Indian tribes and Native Hawaiian 
organizations be consulted when archeological investigations are anticipated, or when 
cultural items or human remains are unexpectedly uncovered.  
 

Public Buildings Cooperative Use Act, 40 USC 601a, Public Law 94-541 

 
Directs the Administrator (of the General Services Administration) to acquire and utilize 
space in suitable buildings of historic, architectural, or cultural significance, and to 
encourage public access to, and community use of public buildings for cultural, 
educational and recreational activities. The Administrator must consult with Governors, 
other appropriate officials, and community leaders when necessary. 
 

Sikes Act, 16 USC 670a-670o, 74 Stat. 1052 

 
Provides for cooperation by the Departments of the Interior and Defense with State 
agencies in planning, development and maintenance of fish and wildlife resources on 
military reservations throughout the United States. 
 

Sikes Act Improvement Amendment, 1998 

 
Provides for cooperation by the Departments of the Interior and Defense with State 
agencies in planning, development and maintenance of fish and wildlife resources on 
military reservations throughout the United States.  Legislates that military installations 
will develop and implement Integrated Natural Resources Management Plans 
(INRMP’s) and that military departments may enter into cooperative agreements with 
States, local governments, non-governmental organizations, and individuals to provide 
for the maintenance and improvement of natural resources and/or to benefit natural and 
historical research on installations. The Sikes Act authorizes natural and cultural 
resources programs to enter into special “cooperative agreements” with non-Federal 
entities to accomplish work on installations. 
 

Executive Orders 

 

EO 11593 - Protection and Enhancement of the Cultural Environment 

 
Requires agencies of the executive branch of the Government to administer the cultural 
properties under their control in a spirit of stewardship and trusteeship for future 
generations, initiate measures that will facilitate the preservation, restoration and 
maintenance of federally owned sites, structures, and objects of historical, architectural 
or archaeological significance, and in consultation with the Advisory Council on Historic 
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Preservation, to institute procedures to assure that federal plans and programs 
contribute to the preservation and enhancement of non-federally owned sites, structures 
and objects of historical, architectural or archaeological significance. 
 

EO 12512 - Federal Real Property Management 

 
Ensures that federal real property resources are treated in accordance with their value 
as national assets and in the best interests of the Nation's taxpayers.  Provides for 
consistent federal policies regarding the acquisition, management and disposal of 
properties.  Requires all executive departments and agencies to develop internal 
policies regarding effective use of real property and annual real property management 
improvement plans. 
 

EO 13007 - Indian Sacred Sites 

 
Requires executive agencies with administrative responsibility of federal land 
management to accommodate access to and ceremonial use of Indian sacred sites and 
avoid adversely affecting the physical integrity of sacred sites.  
 

EO 13084 - Consultation and Coordination with Indian Tribal 

Governments 

 
Reaffirms the unique legal relationship between the United States and Indian tribal 
governments. Stresses that federal agencies maintain regular and meaningful 
collaboration with Indian tribal governments when formulating policies that would 
uniquely affect such governments being guided by the principle of respect for their self-
government and sovereignty. 
 

Department of Defense Regulations 

 

DOD American Indian and Alaskan Native Policy 

 
Establishes Department of Defense principles for interaction with American Indian and 
Alaskan Native governments. Four main areas of concern are addressed: the trust 
responsibilities of the DOD (and specific federal statutes and policies that govern such 
responsibilities); how to conduct government-to-government relations; the consultation 
process, and preservation of natural and cultural resources significant to various tribes. 

 

DOD Instruction 4715.3: Environmental Conservation Program 
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Promotes DOD wide conservation program cooperation to guarantee continued access 
to land, air, and water resources for realistic military training and testing while ensuring 
that the natural and cultural resources on said land, air and water continue to be 
sustained for future generations.  Includes the requirement that all installations have an 
Integrated Natural Resources Management Plan (INRMP) and/or an Integrated Cultural 
Resources Management Plan (ICRMP). 
 

Protection of Archeological Resources (32 CFR 229) 

 
Establishes uniform definitions, standards and procedures for federal land managers to 
provide protection for archeological resources.  See SOP #3 for details on the 
procedures for ARPA compliance.  
 

Presidential Memoranda 

 

Government-to-Government Relations with Native American Tribal 

Governments (White House Memorandum, Dated 29 April 1994) 

 
Reiterates the federal government’s relationship with Native American tribes as one of 
“government-to-government.” 
 

Army Regulations 

 

AR 200-1 

 
This is the Army policy written to enable CRMs responsible for federal lands to meet all 
legal compliance requirements while supporting the military mission.  AR 200-1 is the 
revision of the previous policy AR 200-1. 
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PLANNING LEVEL SURVEY 

 

Archeological Resources 

 
Archaeological sites may be defined as the physical evidence of any past human 
activity. The Archaeological Resources Protection Act (ARPA) and Department of the 
Army guidelines define archaeological resources as “material remains of past human 
life or activities which are of archaeological interest, as determined under uniform 
regulations.” Examples of archaeological sites include but are not limited to burials, 
artifacts, shell middens, cemeteries, rock piles, rock shelters, chimney falls, brick walls, 
piers, shipwrecks, earthworks, trash pits and piles, and building remains. ARPA limits 
archaeological resources to sites or items that are more than 100 years old. However, 
under NHPA and other legislation, sites more than 50 years old, and in rare cases of 
exceptional significance less than 50 years, must be evaluated for their historical 
significance. 
 
At Fort Drum archeological sites range from transient paleo-Indian occupations to World 
War II firing points.  Sites occur at a wide range of depths and throughout all of the 
physiographic landforms.  Information regarding all known archeological sites and their 
attributes on Fort Drum are kept and maintained in a database that can be linked to an 
associated spatial database in the GIS. 
 

Traditional Cultural Properties 

 
 There are currently two sites on Fort Drum that have been identified as traditional 
cultural properties. They include FDP1, the Iroquoian Village site, and FDP1151, a 
feature of aligned stones known as the Calendar site.   

Historic Buildings and Structures 

 
There are five designated historic buildings on Fort Drum and all occur together in the 
LeRay Mansion Historic District.  These buildings include the LeRay Mansion, the 
LeRay Mansion Farm Manager’s House, the LeRay Mansion Servant’s Quarters, a 
possible chapel or icehouse, and possibly James LeRay’s land office that currently 
serves as a garage.   
 
Fort Drum has developed detailed sets of recommendations for restoration and 
maintenance of the historic buildings within the LeRay Mansion Historic District.  These 
volumes are referenced in a list below. 
 
In addition to the LeRay Mansion Historic District and buildings, Fort Drum still has 
hundreds of World War II wood structures.  Many of these structures have been 
rehabilitated and are used for a variety of offices, classrooms, workshops, and storage.  
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Demolition of these structures has been approved by a programmatic agreement 
between the Department of Defense and the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation.   
 
Fort Drum has two 1920s vintage single family homes with outbuildings that are used 
for Army family housing.  In consultation with the NYSHPO, these structures were 
determined to be ineligible for the National Register due to loss of integrity through 
documentation of extensive renovation. 
 

Historic Landscapes 

 
The only documented historic landscape on Fort Drum is the LeRay Mansion Historic 
District.  At this point in time, the only remaining obvious elements include the standing 
structures, additional foundation remains, ponds and streams with associated retaining 
walls, and lawns.  This landscape would require more research if historically accurate 
restoration and garden plans were to be developed. 
 
The US Army Corps of Engineers Research and Development Center (CERL) 
completed a Needs Assessment for Historic Landscapes Identification and 
Management for Fort Drum in 2003.  In addition to the LeRay Mansion Historic District, 
they identified the following potentially significant landscapes: 

WW II Officer’s Loop 
General’s Row 
Division Hill 
1920 Pine Camp 
Solstice Site  

Recommendations were to continue with inventory and evaluation landscape projects, 
followed by implementation of historic landscape management plans.  Per DPW 
direction, historic landscapes are not a cultural resources priority on Fort Drum at this 
time. 
 

Monuments and Memorials 

 
There are thirteen cemeteries on Fort Drum.  In addition, there are five monuments on 
Fort Drum.  The monuments include the Tenth Mountain Division Monument, the 
McGrath Monument,  
 

Archival Documents 

 
The only archival collections at Fort Drum directly associated with the Cultural 
Resources Program are paper records and background materials associated with the 
archeological surveys.  Archival materials related to the military history of the installation 
are in the custody of the Fort Drum History Collection. 
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ANNUAL WORK PLAN FY 2006 
 
The Work Plan for FY 2006 includes: 

Complete documentation for the 2004 and 2005 archeology field seasons. 
Complete Native American consultation for the recommendations based on findings 

from the 2004 and 2005 field seasons. 
Work to bring Cultural Resource GIS data base information up to date 
Maintain good Native American relations 
Complete the ICRMP 
Complete consultation for the ICRMP 
Complete consultation for the INRMP 
Complete archeological survey field work for the Forestry 2007 Work Plan 
Complete site evaluation for the proposed SUA construction on Camp Hale 
Complete site evaluation at the old Force Mod footprint 
Complete inventory of Pratt material from FDP 1. 
Complete consultation for results of the Pratt Inventory. 
Plan and implement a visit from the Onondaga Nation. 
Participate in the USACE funded remote sensing project if approved. 
Test the Adirondack Lowlands predictive model while doing training surveys in TA 

19. 
Complete Legacy funded Paleo Maritime project 
Submit Legacy proposals for future projects 
Harden Lewisburg 
Assist in the addition of a mock Moslem Cemetery to the Convoy Live Fire training 

route. 
Support environmental training for soldiers 
Continue to work with LRAM to re-vegetate eroding prehistoric sites and implement 

alternative site protection methods 
Present findings at Society for American Archeology Meetings 
Present management lessons learned at the ITAM conference 
Install bat netting in attic of LeRay Mansion 
Provide outreach when requested 
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FIVE YEAR WORK PLAN WITH BUDGET 
  
FY 20011-2015 
Example of a 1 year budget 

 
Government Employees  
  
Cultural Resource Manager 90,000 (burdened rate) 
Archeologist 
 

75,000 

Contract Employees  
  
Program and Survey Coordinator 75,000 
GIS Analyst and Remote Sensing 75,000 
  
Outreach, Special Projects 65,000 
Field Crew (routine inventory survey and 
site evaluation 

200,000-300,000 

  
Other Expenses  
  
Special Site Evaluation for NRHP 
evaluation 

100,000 

Native American Consultation 5,000 
Supply Budget 20,000 
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CHAPTER THREE: MANAGEMENT PROCESS 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this ICRMP is to outline the short- and long-term goals of the cultural 
resources management program and document the processes by which the cultural 
resources manager can meet these goals. This plan also provides reporting 
requirements for monitoring the success of the program.  Realistically, the cultural 
resources staff must work within funding restraints while furthering installation goals and 
supporting the Mission. The plan emphasizes efficient and effective methods for 
working toward substantive accomplishments.   
 
Efficient and effective cultural resources management comes from experience and from 
understanding the role of a cultural resources program in the military setting. It derives 
from a contextual evaluation that in its relevant form leads to “integration” with other 
programs. The only way to practice efficient and effective management in a program 
such as cultural resources is to reach out and maintain regular contact with the rest of 
the installation and outside entities. This ICRMP defines ways to establish and 
perpetuate that contact, and to make it simple and relevant. 
 
This chapter is organized to include the management goals of the plan, which should be 
carried out by qualified staff, management action descriptions that provide for the 
maintenance of the program, monitoring protocols that evaluate the success of the 
program, and future management requirements for maintaining and improving the 
program. 
 

MANAGEMENT GOALS OF THE ICRMP 

 
The management goals of this plan are to: 
 

 Comply with Army standards, which are derived from federal legislation 
pertaining to cultural resources management, the Installation Status Report, 
and the Environmental Division of the Fort Drum Department of Public Works. 

 Maintain a cultural resources management program that identifies and 
protects resources while supporting the mission. 

 Assess the success of the program. 

 Identify improvements that can be made in management processes. 

 
The CRM plans to meet existing standards, implement program improvements, and 
respond to new initiatives and emergencies as they arise. Monitoring the success of the 
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plan is accomplished as status reports are created and as processes are followed to 
accomplish management goals. In developing this plan, the CRM can identify additional 
work that may be needed to more effectively meet existing standards. Responses to 
some emergencies can be standardized, such as dealing with the inadvertent discovery 
of an archaeological site or human remains. Processes have already been established 
to ensure compliance with federal legislation. However, the CRM cannot always foresee 
new Army initiatives that may ultimately impact cultural resources management but 
cannot be reflected in the plan. The implications of some unexpected changes may not 
be fully understood until several years have passed. The only recourse for the CRM is 
to assess the success of the plan annually and redirect efforts, if necessary, in the 
annual work plan. When the major five-year review of the ICRMP is due, the overall 
plan can be re-evaluated. 
 

Fort Drum Cultural Resources Staff Responsibilities 

 
One critical aspect of maintaining the cultural resources program is to have a full-time, 
federally appointed Cultural Resources Manager. This position has been in existence at 
Fort Drum since the late 1980s.  The Cultural Resources Program at Fort Drum 
provides oversight and management in three areas:  
 

 Archeology 

 Historic buildings and landscapes 

 Native American affairs.   

The program focuses on identification and management of archaeological, historical, 
and traditional resources but functionally it has three objectives. 
 

Minimize impacts to military missions. 

Meet compliance requirements. 

Identify, enhance, and implement program efficiencies. 

 

Army Expectations 

 
The Army sets high standards for and assigns great responsibility to its Cultural 
Resource Managers.  Each individual manager is expected to develop specific ways 
that work to meet expectations.  For cultural resources, the Army expects the CRM to 
know: 
 

 What is important? 

 Where is it? 
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 What is its condition? 

 Why is it important? 

 What threatens its integrity? 

 
The CRM will: 
 

 Establish standards for performance; 

 Develop specific management actions and design them either to maintain or 
improve resource conditions; 

 Define and implement a program to monitor established standards; 

 Monitor to determine whether or not management actions work; 

 If management actions do not work, apply an analysis that defines the root 
cause of the problem and modify management based on this analysis; and 

 Endeavor to make a difference. 

 
The necessary and sufficient definition of “to make a difference” is that the CRM’s 
activities apply to the cultural resources program mission, which in turn supports other 
missions as part of an integrated effort. 
 

Duties 

 
Duties fall into twelve major categories that relate to accomplishment of the program’s 
missions. These categories are further subdivided and are: 
 

1. Develop, implement, and monitor cultural resources projects, which include: 

 Administrative tasks to document decisions 

 Application of system checks to determine quality of program 
performance 

 Documentation and management of known resources 

 Internal coordination to facilitate application of program 

 Contracting Officer’s Representative and contract management tasks 

 Review of proposed undertakings across the installation 

 Permitting activities 

 Protection of important resources. 
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2. Develop, update, and implement integrated cultural resources management 
plans: 

 Create the plan 

 Apply the plan 

 Provide training in use of plan 

 Maintain databases that are part of plan 

 Improve the plan. 

 

3. Facilitate Government-to-Government relations with Indian Tribes: 

 Implement policy (DOD, DA, and Fort Drum) 

 Inform Command concerning Native American issues and Command 
responsibility 

 Facilitate good relations 

 Provide internal coordination for meetings 

 Ensure meaningful and timely contacts 

 Implement “trust responsibility” in liaison work 

 Provide training on intercultural contacts. 

 

4. Manage the program: 

 Plan annual application of cultural resources program 

 Prepare budget for program 

 Ensure budget submittal occurs 

 Apply the annual work plan 

 Improve the cultural resources program 

 Apply appropriate management techniques 

 Prepare program management reports 

 Respond to data calls 

 Work to maintain at least minimal funding levels to keep core staffing 
intact. 
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5. Negotiate with external agencies and provide legal compliance: 

 Comply with applicable laws and regulations 

 Establish installation policy on coordinating with external agencies 

 Provide cultural resources support in negotiation of mitigation 
comments and decisions under the NEPA 

 Meet with outside interested parties and consult with them when 
asked. 

 

6. Perform technical research to aid in implementation of projects and programs 

 Prepare technical documentation in support of NEPA and NHPA 
compliance 

 Determine technical solutions for special problems 

 Review land use requests through the NEPA REC system 

 Understand and use current technology 

 Maintain scientific excellence for program activities 

 

7. Provide archaeological resources management 

 Plan for archaeological investigations 

 Request and program funds for archeological survey and site 
evaluation 

 Prepare Statements of Work (SOWs) and support contracting efforts to 
implement archeological survey and site evaluation projects 

 Provide training on the need to protect resources and how to protect 
resources. 

 Provide funding for ORISE and other internship projects that further the 
mission of the Fort Drum Cultural Resources Program and mentor the 
participants. 

 

8. Provide collections management 

 Document collections 

 Protect collections and collection records per archival standards 
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9. Provide historic buildings and landscapes management 

 Plan for building and landscape documentation 

 Define important aspects of historic buildings/landscapes 

 Prioritize efforts to protect important building and landscape features 

 Facilitate appropriate preventative maintenance activities 

 Provide training on standing operating procedures for maintenance 

 Facilitate capital improvement programs for building and landscape 
systems. 

 

10.   Provide technical support, which includes: 

 Public education and outreach projects. 

 Garrison subject matter expert duties. 

 Instructor for DA and DOD training courses. 

 

11.   Provide traditional cultural places and traditional cultural resources 
management 

 Plan for traditional cultural property investigations 

 Manage traditional cultural places including appropriate preservation 
and access 

 Provide training on need to protect resources and how to protect 
resources. 

 

12.   Review, interpret, and apply laws and regulations 

 Monitor changes in statutes and regulations 

 Interpret laws and regulations 

 Provide training in legal requirements 

 Ensure compliance. 
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MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 

 

Monitoring 

 
Monitoring of the Fort Drum cultural resources program occurs at two levels:  

 

1. Monitoring the success of the program with respect to performance 
standards.   

2. Assessing current conditions and documenting any changes since the last 
condition assessment was conducted.  

 
Monitoring the success of the cultural resources management program entails 
evaluation of whether or not the management actions at Fort Drum work to meet or 
exceed management goals. These goals are set by the Army in the form of the 
Installation Status Report (ISR) and by the installation’s adoption of the Environmental 
Management System (EMS). The Army Command Compliance and Protective 
Management Standards are taken directly from the revised Installation Rating System 
(IRS). The Management Action Descriptions are based on applicable federal, state, and 
local environmental laws and regulations; Army regulations; formal agreements; and the 
Environmental Management System. 
 
Fort Drum performance standards apply to a range of cultural resources: archaeological 
sites; buildings, structures, landscapes, and potentially, traditional cultural properties.  
Archaeological sites, buildings, structures, and landscapes are historic properties 
considered to have significant value to warrant protection, whereas traditional cultural 
properties are those sites of demonstrable continuing importance to Native American or 
other cultural groups. Significance of historic or traditional cultural properties is 
determined by application of the test for eligibility to list on the NRHP. Only those 
historic properties that meet this test are significant and need to be protected. 
 

Command and Installation Standards 

 
The ISR is a three-part information system with purpose of providing decision makers at 
all levels with an objective assessment of the status of Army installations with respect to 
infrastructure (ISR Part I), environment (ISR Part II), and services (ISR Part III).  Part II 
of the ISR evaluates 24 different environmental programs.   
 
The evaluation for each is in four parts: 
 

1. Program Performance  
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2. Environmental Condition  

3. Mission Impact  

4. Compliance with legal requirements.   

 
Each environmental program receives a GREEN, AMBER, or RED rating for the four 
areas.  Detailed tables of the Army Command Standards are located in Appendix B: 
Army Command Standards. 
 
The Fort Drum CRM also sets standards to rate local success of the cultural resources 
management program at Fort Drum.  If a rating is amber or red, the CRM should revise 
management actions to address unacceptable resource conditions.  More specifically, 
the management strategy associated with the green, amber, and red conditions is as 
follows: 
 

 Green Rating.  This rating refers to standard/maintenance-level resources 
management.  All legal requirements are being met and all rating elements 
are acceptable. 

 

 Amber Rating.  There is reason for heightened concern with respect to 
cultural resources management.  All legal requirements are being met, and 
some rating elements are unacceptable.  Management actions will be 
implemented to specifically address resource conditions that are 
unacceptable. Resource conditions will be monitored and data reviewed for 
adaptive management.  

 
 Red Rating. Priority resources management. Legal requirements are not 

being met, and/or several rating elements are unacceptable.  Management 
actions will be implemented to meet all legal requirements and to specifically 
address all resource conditions that are unacceptable.  The actions will be 
proactive to aggressively encourage improvement of resource conditions. 
Resource conditions will be monitored and data reviewed for evaluation of 
adaptive or alternative management strategies or actions. 

 
Portions of the installation standards are related directly to the EMS that is being 
implemented at Fort Drum through the Environmental Division of the Directorate of 
Public Works (DPW).   Cultural Resources is one of the environmental programs. 
Therefore, the CRM must prepare an annual work plan to develop and execute the 
cultural resources portion of the environmental program.  The annual work plan is 
funded through the Installation Management Agency (IMA) budgeting process and 
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defines specific actions for fulfilling the objectives and targets.  Survey for forestry 
management activities is funded by the forestry program. 
 

Environmental Management System (EMS) 

 
Reviews and audits are built into the Fort Drum DPW EMS. These programs are 
developed and executed through annual work plans, which are funded through the 
Installation Management Agency (IMA) budgeting process. Annual work plans identify 
the action(s) to achieve a target or objective, the time frame to achieve a target or 
objective, and performance indicators necessary to measure completion.  The EMS 
undergoes both internal and external audits.  Internal audits determine whether the 
EMS conforms to plans for environmental management, meets the requirements of ISO 
14001, and has been properly implemented and maintained. An external audit of the 
EMS occurs every three years as part of the Army’s Environmental Performance 
Assessment System (EPAS). The Program Management portion of the EPAS is 
assessed according to ISO 14001 standards. 
 

Program Review 

 
The CRM will report performance data from the annual work plan to the Chief of the 
Environmental Division for incorporation into quarterly reporting to the Garrison and for 
PW Management Review. 
 

Internal Audit 

 
The CRM will respond to internal audits of the EMS as scheduled by the EMS 
Management Representative. 
 

External Audit, Environmental Performance Assessment System 

(EPAS) 

 
The CRM will participate in the EPAS as required.  Monitoring the execution of the EMS 
is coordinated with the Army-wide Environmental Performance Assessment System 
(EPAS) Program as assigned. An EPAS review results in an Environmental 
Performance Assessment Report (EPAR) that includes the findings, recommended 
corrective actions, and a draft Installation Corrective Action Plan (ICAP) that will be 
further reviewed and developed by installation personnel.  EPAS is designed to assist 
commanders in evaluating environmental programs, identifying strengths and weakness 
and recommending corrective actions if needed.  
 
The periodic assessment is conducted by a technical team of environmental experts 
who are not employed by the installation. An internal assessment is conducted annually 
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by the installation to track deadlines set in the EPAR, and to evaluate the status of 
compliance as new installation operations are introduced.  The CRM provides data to 
the internal assessment and the assessment by the outside technical team on the 
status of the environmental program. The data needed for EPAS overlaps with that 
used to address the Army Command Standards that are a replication of ISR, Part II; the 
Fort Drum Standards; and the EMS program review. The Army advises that an 
installation develop an interface between EPAS and the IMA budget process to ensure 
that deficiencies requiring funding are programmed, and cross check the EPAS and the 
ISR, Part II, Environment so that each reporting system submission describes the same 
environmental compliance/performance status. 
 

Annual Reporting Requirements 

 
The EPR Report serves as a source document to program, budget, and allocate 
resources needed to execute the Army Environmental Program. It is used to show past 
accomplishments and expenditures; to indicate the status of current projects; to refine 
and validate requirements for the budget year; and to support planning, programming, 
and budgeting for the out-years, to build the Program Objective Memorandum (POM). In 
addition, EPR data is used for congressionally mandated lists of funded projects that 
are part of the DOD Environmental Quality Report to Congress.   
 

Installation Status Report (ISR)  

 
The Chief of Staff, Army (CSA) directed the implementation of ISR Part II (Environment) 
on 2 October 1995. As part of the readiness review for the CSA, the Assistant Chief of 
Staff for Installation Management (ACSIM) reports ISR Part II results. The goal of Part II 
is to capture macro-level status of an installation’s environmental program and improve 
the justification/prioritization of limited resources.  Project objectives are to assess 
installation environmental compliance, summarize environmental conditions, measure 
mission impacts, and assess the effectiveness of environmental program performance. 
Analysis of ISR data should assist commanders at all levels to improve installation 
conditions and ultimately the readiness of forces that our installations support. 
 

Environmental Quality Report (EQR) 

 
The EQR is a World Wide Web-based data system that serves as a primary source of 
information for conveying the Army’s environmental status to the Senior Army 
Leadership, DOD, and Congress. Its primary focus is to track Army compliance with 
environmental laws for multi-media reporting and management areas through 
Inspections, Enforcement Actions (ENFs), and Fines and Penalties, and other program 
parameters on a quarterly basis. Primary reports for this data are the Quarterly Army 
Performance Review (to the Secretary of the Army), and the semi-annual DOD 
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Environmental Quality IPR, the fall IPR being the Army’s input to the DOD 
Environmental Quality Report to Congress (RCS-1997). In addition to the quarterly 
reports, the EQR data calls in the Fall and the Spring also include requirements for 
additional data required by the semi-annual DOD IPRs and other reports that HQDA 
submits. 
   

Secretary of Interior’s Report to Congress on Federal Archaeological 

Activities 

 
The Secretary of Interior’s Report to Congress on Federal Archaeological Activities is 
mandated through statute 16 USC Section 470ll and Archeological Resources 
Protection Act (ARPA) of 1979. Annually, through a standardized questionnaire, each 
Federal agency with land management responsibilities provides information on 
archaeological activities occurring that year. The report is compiled and submitted to the 
Secretary of the Interior. The data for this report is currently collected in surveys defined 
in the Fall EQR data call. 
 

COMPLIANCE 

 

Monitoring Protocol for Section 106 Compliance 

 
The Section 106 compliance monitoring protocols are based on program maintenance 
activities.  The Fort Drum Cultural Resources Program will visit each protected 
archeological site and historic district on an annual basis.  Each site is assessed for 
current condition and evidence of incursion, deterioration or damage.  Each site is 
photographed and the monitoring form completed.  A copy of the monitoring form is 
included in Appendix C.  If there is evidence that a site has been damaged or has 
deteriorated, the Cultural Resources Program will develop a site-specific mitigation plan 
within 30 days.   On completion of the monitoring, the CRM shall rate compliance as 
Green, Amber, or Red according to the standards established in the ICRMP, and make 
recommendations for any necessary corrective action at the programmatic level. 
 

Archaeological Survey 

 
The CRM will be responsible for insuring that an annual report is completed for the 
inventory results generated during the field season.  In addition to the formal written 
report suitable for submission to the NYSHPO, the survey will provide the 
Environmental Division with up to date information on areas surveyed, archeologically 
sensitive areas, and new site discoveries through the GIS system. 
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The Fort Drum Cultural Resources Program will either protect or evaluate all newly 
discovered archeological sites until National Register Determination of eligibility can be 
made. 
 

Compliance with 36 C.F.R. 79: Curation of Archaeological Collections 

 
The monitoring protocols for curation of archeological collections are based on program 
requirements as outlined in 36CFR79.  On or before March 1 of each year, the CRM will 
inspect the collections and record repository to verify that the facility remains in 
compliance.  A summary report of the condition of the facility will be prepared and 
submitted to the Chief of the Environmental Division. 
 

Compliance with NAGPRA 

 
Fort Drum currently has official consultation partnerships with the Oneida Indian Nation, 
the St. Regis Mohawk Tribe and the Onondaga Nation.  Consultation procedures are 
included in the NAGPRA SOP section of the Appendices.   
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CHAPTER FOUR: INTEGRATION 

 

Integration Mission 

 
Army Regulation (AR) 200-1 requires that the ICRMP identify “interface requirements 
between the cultural resources management program and other program areas 
including, but not limited to, natural resources management, ITAM, master planning, 
facilities and housing, and mission related training and testing activities.”  Department of 
the Army Pamphlet (DA Pam) 200-1 states that an ICRMP is a component plan to the 
installation Master Plan and should be prepared in conjunction with: 

 

 Master Planning (installation development and land uses) 

 Natural Resources Management (Integrated Natural Resources 
Management Plan) 

 Training Management (Integrated Training Area Management and range 
management programs) 

 Real Property Planning, including facilities and housing 

 Installation Operations and Maintenance Activities. 

 

Integration with other Installation Programs 

 
An installation’s ICRMP can be fully integrated with the mission only if it is well 
coordinated with all installation offices and plans that can impact cultural resources, 
including but not limited to master planning, natural resources management, range 
control and training. As with the previous ICRMP, these offices are consulted during 
planning stages, project development, and in association with the NEPA process.  The 
ICRMP includes information about how these offices address cultural resources issues, 
how they share information, and the cultural resources management priorities as a 
result of mission activities. 
 

Directorate of Public Works 

 
Many offices that require cultural resources integration fall under the Directorate of 
Public Works (DPW) on the Fort Drum installation.  The DPW is responsible for 
managing roads, buildings, and natural and cultural resources at Fort Drum.  DPW 
maintains and manages land to conserve biodiversity, and ensure that the installation 
complies with federal and state environmental laws and regulations.   The DPW has the 
responsibility to implement ICRMPs and Integrated Natural Resources Management 
Plans (INRMPs).   
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At Fort Drum, the Director of Public Works serves as the Installation’s Historic 
Preservation Officer.  As a result, all formal communications with outside agencies are 
routed through the DPW’s office.  The DPW signs all official correspondence.  The 
Cultural Resources Program will keep the Directorate informed on the status of the 
program. 
 
Using the 408 process, the CRM informs the DPW who sends pertinent information to 
the Garrison.  It is the policy of the Cultural Resources Program to inform the Garrison 
Commander of site discoveries that affect training lands within two weeks of discovery.  
The DPW also coordinates Native American Consultation activities through the Garrison 
and arranges for protocol and security support when needed. 
 

Public Works and DCA Project Coordination, LeRay Mansion Historic 

District 

 
The Directorate of Community Activities (DCA) holds the responsibility for managing the 
use of the LeRay Mansion District.  As a result, they generate use, maintenance, and 
improvement projects that may affect the structures and the landscape.  Any DCA 
project within the LeRay Mansion Historic District needs to be coordinated through the 
Cultural Resources Manager.  The CRM may also identify maintenance and 
preservation projects required to keep the structures and the District in an optimal state 
of repair.  LeRay Historic District projects must meet Secretary of Interior standards and 
guidelines for rehabilitation of historic structures and must be coordinated through the 
NYSHPO.  The Public Works Work Order Office also needs to identify projects within 
the LeRay Mansion District that have the potential to affect cultural resources.  These 
work requests need to be reviewed by the CRM. 
 
In addition to projects that affect the structures, it is helpful for Cultural Resources to 
integrate with ground maintenance and gardening activity within the Mansion Historic 
District.  It is the responsibility of the district’s groundskeeper and DCA to keep the 
Cultural Resources Program informed of any ground disturbing activity planned or 
occurring in the Mansion District. 
 
The Cultural Resources Manager needs to be pro-active with respect to educating all 
users of the LeRay Mansion District.  The Cultural Resources Program needs to provide 
written educational materials concerning the history of the Mansion and to provide 
guidelines for minimizing impact to the structures through activities like special events 
and holiday decorations.  The CRM needs to be available and prepared for historic 
lectures and walking tours that increase appreciation and consideration for this valuable 
resource across the installation. 
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Cultural Resources Manager Responsibilities 

 
When a project within the LeRay Historic District has the potential to affect cultural 
resources, the CRM has six basic responsibilities. 
 

Review work requests that have the potential to affect the structures or 
grounds. 

Work with project proponent to minimize effects. 

Prepare the necessary documents required by Section 106 of the NHPA for 
review and coordination with the NYSHPO and others. 

Insure that archeological work within the historic district does not interfere 
with any planned events or with district guests. 

Develop an historic district-landscaping plan that grounds maintenance may 
use as a guide when planning landscaping activity. 

Keep PW and grounds maintenance staff informed of historic landscaping 
plans. 

 
The CRM is also needs to work cooperatively toward the goal of funding and developing 
long range use and rehabilitation plans for all of the structures in the Historic District.  
When the plans are established, they need to be approved by the NYSHPO and a 
programmatic agreement established so that improvements can be made in the 
Mansion District without separate Section 106 consultations. 
 

Master Planning 

 
Master Planning is part of the Engineering Division, which is housed in the DPW. The 
installation master plan is an official statement of an installation’s long-range plans from 
a real property standpoint. The master plan provides information on existing conditions 
and future requirements for individual facilities and activities at an installation. The plan 
is integrally tied to the mission. Each military installation plays a particular role in the 
national defense mission. Real Property Master Planning links the Department of the 
Army missions to the installation’s real property required to accomplish the mission. The 
two primary purposes the master planning process serves are as follows: 
 

It provides a systematic approach to defining the missions and operations at 
an installation in terms of the facilities and land area requirements.  

It provides a foundation for developing and implementing a strategy to use, 
acquire and manage those assets. 
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The primary goal of the master plan is to plan facilities that support the long-range goals 
of the Army and the missions and personnel assigned to an installation in an efficient, 
economical, and environmentally responsible manner. 
 

Fort Drum Master Plan 

 
The Fort Drum Master Plan is a dynamic plan intended to provide the installation with a 
comprehensive development vision for the future. The plan is comprised of four primary 
components: 
 

1. Existing condition maps, to include airfield, training area, and cantonment 
land use 

2. Transportation, utility, and storm drainage maps, 

3. Land use plan, including analysis of functional relationships and future 
land use plan, transportation plan, and utilities plan, 

4. Future development plan, showing all relocations of activities into new or 
renovated facilities, expected demolition and replacement beyond the 
current five-year Defense Plan, and major new construction expected in 
the long-range period. 

 
In addition, the master plan consists of a series of supplemental documents including, 
but not limited to the Installation Design Guidelines, the Landscape Development Plan, 
a Capital Improvement Program, and an Airfield, Air, and Range Operations Plan.  The 
cultural resources manager is consulted when decisions in the master plan pose 
potential impacts to cultural resources. 
 
At Fort Drum coordination with Master Planning is accomplished through good 
communications with the Engineering Division of PW. 
 

Cultural Resources Manager Responsibilities for Master Plan and 

Engineering Integration 

 

 Provide the master planning and engineering offices with current data 
regarding cultural resources inventories, assessments, and management 
plans. This information should be presented in a format that is compatible 
with the current master plan. The cultural resources manager shall ensure 
that the data is kept current as cultural resources research activities are 
accomplished. 
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 The CRM will inform the master planning office of cultural resources 
accomplishments like inventories and programmatic agreements 
particularly if they have the potential to affect how the master plan 
operates. 

 Advise the master planning process and engineers as necessary, 
particularly in matters relating to the location of new construction, planned 
building renovations and demolitions, proposed changes to vehicular and 
pedestrian traffic, utility construction, the historic landscape, traditional 
cultural properties, archeological sites, and future range/training activities. 

 If the CRM has any concerns about a decision made during an Installation 
Planning Board (IPB) meeting from which he/she was absent, he/she shall 
notify the Master Planner of these concerns within five working days after 
the meeting. 

 Of importance during the master planning process is the preservation of 
the character of the LeRay historic district, which includes the placement 
of new buildings or other facilities, the treatment of traditionally open 
spaces, and the proposed realignment of roads or other transportation 
elements.  

Master Planner and Engineering Responsibilities for Cultural 

Resources Compliance 

 

 Integrate cultural resources data, in the form of a GIS data layer, into the 
master plan. 

 Consult with the cultural resources manager on master planning activities 
that involve potential adverse effects to cultural resources that are not 
addressed in a cultural resources management plan. 

 Integrate cultural resources inventories and management into the master 
plan. 

 Consider the revitalization versus replacement costs of historic properties 
as stated in DOD Instruction 4715.3. 

 Invite CRM to attend the Installation Planning Board annually to review 
MCA projects. 

 Forward the IPB minutes to the CRM within two working days after the 
meeting. 

 Notify CRM of any unforeseen changes in the master plan.  Make sure 
that the CRM’s master planning information is up to date. 
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Funding Mechanisms for Construction Projects 

  
Major Construction Army (MCA): The five-year plan is funded under Congressional 
authority. It includes the major construction projects, whose “L-Work” (new work) 
exceeds $500,000. The list of projects is reviewed and prioritized by the Installation 
Planning Board annually, in late October/November. A second meeting is held in the 
spring to review the previous year’s submittal and plan for the next submittal.  MCA 
projects that require special cultural resources survey or mitigation of archeological sites 
in order to achieve successful completion need to budget for the necessary 
archeological work. 
 
Operations and Maintenance: O & M dollars are used to fund minor construction 
projects. Funds are received by DPW annually and must be spent in the fiscal year in 
which they were received. Projects that are completed using these funds include: 
 

 Materials for Troop Construction Projects (Troop Ops) – these projects are 
executed by troops stationed at Fort Drum and include range road 
resurfacing, culvert repair/replacement, and general infrastructure repairs. 
No troop construction projects are allowed within the historic district. 

 Preventive Maintenance (PM) projects – these projects include the 
maintenance of the boilers and other (mechanical) systems-related 
elements. 

 Repair and Maintenance projects – these projects include all repairs and 
maintenance activities made to existing buildings and structures.  It is 
important to note that some maintenance projects are covered under 
ongoing contracts like roofing and paving.  Maintenance activities under 
these contracts within the historic district need to be reviewed by the 
Cultural Resources manager. 

 Minor Construction – these projects include major rehabilitation projects 
than combine old work (K-work) with new work (L-work), and whose L-
work is less than $500,000. Job Order Contracts (JOC) fall under this 
program. 

 
Archeological investigations or cultural resources reviews necessary for successful 
completion of O & M projects are funded through ongoing operation of the Cultural 
Resources Program. 
 

Maps/Database 
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Geographic Information Systems (GIS) allows for the storage, manipulation, and 
analysis of spatial data.  GIS is a major component of environmental management at 
Fort Drum, supporting offices such as Forestry, Fish and Wildlife, ITAM, and Cultural 
Resources.  
 

Cultural Resources Manager GIS Responsibilities 

 

Assure that the cultural resources data is current and that the GIS analysts have 
access to the data. 

Use the GIS system to help determine current and future mission impacts to 
cultural resources and communicate this information to appropriate 
installation offices. 

 

Natural Resources 

 
The Natural Resources Program is part of the Environmental Division within the 
Directorate of Public Works. The Integrated Natural Resources Management Plan 
(INRMP) is the installation commander’s adaptive plan to manage natural resources to 
support the military mission while protecting and enhancing those resources for multiple 
use, sustainable yield, and biological integrity. The INRMP is housed in the Planning 
Division. The purpose of the INRMP is to ensure that natural resources conservation 
measures and Army activities on mission land are integrated and are consistent with 
federal stewardship requirements. INRMPs are written to reflect the scope of the Army’s 
stewardship requirements to sustain native ecological resources on a landscape and 
watershed scale and to comply with current legal mandates.  The Sikes Act (16 U.S.C. 
670a et.seq., DOD Directive 4715.3, and AR 200-3) requires an INRMP.  The Secretary 
of Defense is required to carry out a program to provide for: 
 

 Conservation and rehabilitation of natural resources on military lands, 

 Sustainable multipurpose use of the resources, which include hunting, 
fishing, trapping, and non-consumptive uses, 

 Public access to military installations to facilitate the use of natural 
resources subject to safety requirements and military security.  

 
The plan is prepared, implemented, and monitored by natural resources management 
professionals. Like the ICRMP, it is used to assist planners and implementation of 
mission activities and is a component of the Installation Master Plan. It is reviewed 
annually and updated no less than every five years. 
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Fort Drum Integrated Natural Resources Management Plan  

 
The Fort Drum INRMP was completed in August of 2001 and extends through 2005.  It 
is currently under revision.  The INRMP discusses the Fort Drum installation, military, 
and natural resources goals and policies. The Fort Drum INRMP contains the following: 
 

 An overview of the installation, description of the Fort Drum mission, 
functions of other organizations, and parties with interest in the plan, 

 Existing natural, cultural, and recreational resources on Fort Drum, land 
management units, and management goals and procedures for these 
resource areas, 

 Ongoing inventories and monitoring of natural and recreational resources 
with methods to minimize ecosystem damage, outside assistant projects, 
and enforcement, 

 How NEPA will be met, 

 How the various natural and cultural resources and recreational programs 
operated by the Army and Fort Drum would be integrated to maximize the 
use of existing and future resources and ensure compliance with 
applicable federal laws and regulations, and 

 Guidelines for implementation. 

 

Cultural Resources Manager Responsibilities 

 

 Continue to supply the natural resources office with current GIS data 
showing sensitive and potentially sensitive cultural resources areas. 
(These maps can be consolidated to reveal a composite of both natural 
and cultural sensitivity areas.) 

 Before undertaking a cultural resources project at Fort Drum, determine if 
there are any sensitive natural resources sites within the proposed project 
area.  This determination can be accomplished by reviewing current maps 
or through consultation with the natural resources office. 

 If the cultural resources proposed project area contains sensitive natural 
resources, consult with the natural resources office to determine the most 
appropriate operating procedure. 

 To insure that all cultural resource activities are coordinated with NEPA. 
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Natural Resources Office Responsibilities 

 

 Natural resources projects that may involve ground-disturbing activities 
must be reviewed by the Fort Drum cultural resources program.  

 The Natural Resources Office shall coordinate with the CRM during the 
NEPA process. 

 

Real Property 

 
The Real Property office has two primary functions: (1) real property accountability and 
(2) real estate actions. Under real property accountability, this office maintains the 
accounts of assets, or real property; maintains the disposal files; and receives and 
maintains documentation on any new construction. Real property is defined as land, 
structures, and monuments permanently affixed to the land. Real estate actions include 
Records of Availability (ROA), Records of Excess (ROE), leases or permits for non-
Army usage of Fort Drum facilities, and annexation and jurisdiction issues.  Other 
responsibilities include: 

 

 Maintain the Real Property Record Book, which includes both old and new 
cards for existing buildings, and cards for buildings that have been 
demolished. 

 Archive old cards and cards of demolished buildings.  It is important to 
note that the real property building cards are an excellent resource for the 
cultural resources manager when questions arise concerning alterations to 
older and historic structures.  These references are detailed and accurate.  
The real property office is also an excellent source of information 
concerning historic cemeteries and land use relative to human burials. 

 Maintain DD Form 1354 – Transfer and Acceptance of Military Property. 
Records include forms back to the 1940s land acquisition for Fort Drum. 
Responsibilities include archiving these records. 

 Maintain general files on the real estate of Fort Drum. These files include 
newspaper articles, information on monuments, some historic site plans, 
and maps. 

 

Cultural Resources Manager Responsibilities 

 Prepare sections on Cultural Resources in ROAs and ROEs. 
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 Provide the real property office with current data regarding historic 
buildings and structures inventories. 

 

National Environmental Policy Act Management Program   

 
The NEPA Management Program is responsible for ensuring that Fort Drum complies 
with the requirements of NEPA. NEPA requires that federal agencies give appropriate 
consideration to the environmental effects of proposed actions in their planning process, 
and prepare detailed statements for public review of major federal actions significantly 
affecting the quality of the human environment. AR 200-2, Environmental Effects of 
Army Actions, outlines the procedural requirements for completion of NEPA 
documentation. Army regulations require proponents of Army actions to complete 
appropriate documentation prior to taking proposed actions.  The NEPA evaluation 
process evaluates proposed actions on Fort Drum and determines which level of 
environmental documentation is required for the action. These include:   
 

Categorical Exclusion (CX): Categorical Exclusions are applied to actions that are 
categorically excluded from further NEPA review.  These actions are identified in 
AR 200-2. These actions do not individually or cumulatively have a significant 
effect on the human environment. 

Record of Environmental Compliance (REC): A REC is a document that briefly 
describes a proposed action and its anticipated time frame, identifies the 
proponent, and explains why further documentation is not required.  A REC 
offers an opportunity for comment on the proposed action. 

Environmental Assessment (EA): An EA is a detailed statement outlining the 
anticipated effects of a proposed action. An EA is prepared to document potential 
effects of a proposed action and is subject to review and comment. An EA results 
in a finding of no significant impact (FNSI) or a notice of intent to prepare an EIS. 

Environmental Impact Statement (EIS): an EIS is a detailed public statement 
documenting the environmental consequences of actions that may cause 
significant environmental impacts.  

 
The NEPA Program at Fort Drum is responsible for preparing the Environmental 
Baseline Survey (EBS) for all real property transactions including real property permits 
for off-post training. The purpose of the EBS is to determine the environmental 
conditions and identify the contamination liabilities of properties being considered for 
acquisition, out-grants, and disposals.  
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Cultural Resources Manager Responsibilities 

 

 Screen the actions as recommended by the NEPA Project Manager and 
determine what level of NEPA documentation needs to be completed for 
cultural resources. 

 Either prepare or review the cultural resources sections of any Fort Drum 
related EAs and EIS’s. 

 Review REC forms for training requests and other projects in order to 
prevent impacts to cultural resources. 

 

NEPA Program Manager’s Responsibilities 

 

 NEPA Project Manager is responsible for considering all of the 
environmental regulations and determining which actions would drive an 
EA or an EIS. 

 

 The NEPA Program Manager is responsible for bringing projects that may 
have an impact on cultural resources to the attention of the cultural 
resources manager. 

 

Directorate of Plans, Training and Mobilization (DPTM) 

 
DPTM Range Division is the link between cultural resources and soldiers training in the 
field.   The Combat Readiness Training Division more commonly referred to as Range 
Control is responsible for training lands management, military training coordination, and 
release of training areas for forestry, land restoration, and recreational use in 
accordance with FD Regulation 350-30 Range Regulations.  Cultural Resources 
personnel work closely with Range Control to insure that crews in the field work safely 
and that their presence does not interfere with military training in any way. 
 

Range Officer’s Responsibilities 

 
A key element in protection of cultural resources on Fort Drum is an awareness of off 
limits and archeologically sensitive areas at Range Control.   
 

 Range officers can alert cultural resources personnel when active training 
is taking place in the vicinity of archeologically sensitive areas.   

 Range officers can discourage soldiers from training in archeologically 
sensitive areas.   
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 Range officers coordinate rapid response when cultural resources 
personnel find unexploded ordnance in the field. 

 Range officers alert cultural resources personnel to potentially dangerous 
conditions in the field. 

 

Cultural Resources Manager Responsibilities 



 Review proposed actions on training lands that pose potential threats to 
cultural resources. 

 Consult with the Range Officer to arrive at satisfactory solutions to 
mitigate proposed activities that may impact cultural resources. 

 Keep range personnel up to date on archeological site locations and 
sensitive areas. 

 Make proactive management decisions concerning preservation of cultural 
property with the training mission in mind. 

 

Integrated Training Area Management (ITAM) Program 

 
Effective and realistic training relies on the availability of sustainable training lands on 
Army installations. The ITAM Program establishes a systematic framework for decision-
making regarding the use of Army training lands at or controlled by Army installations. It 
integrates elements of operational, environmental, master planning, and other programs 
to identify and assess land use alternatives. The ITAM Program is built around four 
components: 
 

Range & Training Land Assessments (RTLA) a management procedure that 
provides for collecting, inventorying, monitoring, managing, and analyzing tabular 
and spatial data concerning land condition on an installation.  This program was 
previously known as the Land Condition-Trend Analysis (LCTA) program. 

Training Requirements Integration (TRI), a decision support procedure that 
integrates training requirements with land management, training management, 
and natural and cultural resources management processes and data derived 
from LCTA and Army Conservation Program components.  

Land Rehabilitation and Maintenance (LRAM): a preventive and corrective land 
rehabilitation and maintenance procedure that reduces the long-term impacts of 
training and testing on an installation.   
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Environmental Awareness: a means to develop and distribute educational 
materials to land users.  These materials show procedures for sound 
environmental stewardship of natural and cultural resources and help to reduce 
the potential for inflicting avoidable impacts (AR 350-4). 

 
Future work activities and projects of the ITAM Program are identified and developed in 
the Annual ITAM work plan. The installation ITAM Work plan is developed in the early 
spring of each year to reflect ITAM program requirements in detail for the following three 
fiscal years and in summary format for the subsequent two fiscal years. The ITAM 
coordinator, in conjunction with the LCTA and LRAM coordinators and GIS specialists, 
identify projects required to support the installation long-range ITAM plan, by fiscal year. 
Project input is also obtained from the DPW environmental staff members and the 
installation Range Officer. This work plan reflects all ITAM activities for the installation. 
 
It is important for the CRM to know that part of the Mission of ITAM is to support efforts 
to protect archeological sites on Army installation.  Methods offered by ITAM include but 
are not limited to re-vegetation for eroding sites and site hardening using geo textiles 
and fill. 
 

Cultural Resources Manager Responsibilities 

 

 Provide the ITAM Program coordinator with current data regarding cultural 
resources inventories, assessments, and management plans. This 
information should be presented in a format that is compatible with the 
current GIS data layers of the ITAM program. The cultural resources 
manager shall ensure that the data is kept current as cultural resources 
research activities are accomplished. 

 The cultural resources manager will keep the ITAM Program Coordinator 
abreast of yearly cultural resources activities in the form of an annual 
summary. The CRM will inform the ITAM Program coordinator of cultural 
resources accomplishments like completed inventories particularly if they 
have the potential to effect the execution of ITAM work activities and 
projects. 

 

ITAM Coordinator’s Responsibilities 

 

 Integrate cultural resources considerations into the Annual ITAM work 
plan. 
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 Consult with the cultural resources manager on all ITAM work activities 
and projects that involve ground disturbing activity and/or potential 
adverse effects to cultural resources. 

 

The Fort Drum Cultural Resources ITAM Partnership 

 

Fort Drum is extremely fortunate to be an Army leader in terms of implementation of 
projects co-sponsored by Cultural Resources and ITAM.  The programs work together 
to: 

 Stabilize eroding archeological sites through re-vegetation 

 Harden historic foundations to prevent maneuver accidents and to make them 
safe for occupation as training assets 

 To develop in theatre cultural resource training aids when necessary 

 To develop educational materials that increase cultural resource awareness 
including professional briefings to colleagues 

 To pioneer and test site protection methods that offer alternatives to 
restricting access to the training lands. 

 

Forestry Program 

 
The Forestry Program is responsible for stewardship of forest resources at Fort Drum.  
By law, the Forestry Program is required to fund Cultural Resource inventory of 
proposed forestry management areas.  Forestry funding for Cultural Resources may not 
be used for any other purpose, and the Cultural Resources Program must take the 
funding sources into consideration when setting priorities for field investigation. 
 

Cultural Resources Manager Responsibilities 

 

 Ensure that the Forestry Program receives information on the location of 
cultural sites that may affect forestry management activities. 

 To cooperate with the Installation Forester to develop an appropriate 
educational and awareness program that will make it possible for loggers 
to report inadvertently discovered cultural sites to the Cultural Resources 
Manager. 
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 Ensure that funded forestry management surveys are completed in a 
timely fashion and that the forestry program receives immediate results of 
these surveys. 

 

Forestry Program Manager’s Responsibilities 

 

 Coordinate with the Cultural Resources Manager when planning forestry 
activities to assess the need for surveys for cultural sites or to address any 
specific cultural issues. 

 Report all inadvertent discoveries of cultural sites immediately to the 
Cultural Resources Manager and stop work in the area to protect the site 
until the CRM can respond to the report. 

 Require all contractors and loggers to report the inadvertent discovery of 
cultural sites immediately to the Installation Forester and take measures to 
protect the site until further instructions are issued from the Cultural 
Resources Manager. 

 

Public Affairs 

 
The Fort Drum Cultural Resources Program generates interest in the community and 
provides the Installation with an opportunity for positive publicity.  It is the responsibility 
of the CRM to keep Public Affairs informed of field trips, outside lectures, and visits to 
the program.  The official process is for interested parties to contact Public Affairs, who 
in turn, inquires whether the Cultural Resources Program can support the request.  The 
Public Affairs Office coordinates visits from the press as well. 
 

Integration with Outside Agencies and Entities 

 
Due to the laws and regulations as well as the history and location of Fort Drum, there 
exists a series of  non-military agencies that take an interest in Cultural Resources 
Management on the installation. Most of these agencies are strictly in an advisory role 
for Fort Drum and have no legal authority. 
 

New York State Historic Preservation Office 

 
The New York State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO), according to the National 
Historic Preservation Act of 1966 as amended (NHPA), must review all undertakings 
and actions that affect cultural resources at Fort Drum.  Until Fort Drum completes a 
more formal programmatic agreement with the NYSHPO, the Fort Drum Cultural 
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Resources Program will submit an annual report to the SHPO that summarizes all 
program activities, the results of all inventory survey, and the results of all site 
evaluation activities.  This report will meet the criteria of the New York State Archeology 
Council Standards with the exception that the Fort Drum shovel test interval in non-
archeologically sensitive areas is 20m and not 15m. 
 
The Fort Drum Cultural Resources program consults on specific construction projects 
with the NYSHPO where proof of specific approval is needed by other agencies. 
 

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation 

 
The Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP) is an independent Federal 
agency created by the NHPA, and is the major policy advisor to the Government in the 
field of historic preservation. The ACHP is composed of nineteen members. A small 
professional staff serves it with an office in Washington, DC.   
 

Native American Groups Not Federally Recognized 

 
At this point, there are no non-federally recognized Native American Groups with a 
cultural affiliation to Fort Drum. 
 

Tribal Governments, Recognized 

 
In 1998, a federally sponsored cultural affiliation report identified five federally 
recognized tribal governments as having potential cultural affiliations to the land where 
Fort Drum is located.  At the time of European settlement of the Fort Drum region, there 
were no known permanent settlements of Native Americans in the area.  However, Fort 
Drum was recognized as an aboriginal hunting and fishing area.  The five governments 
included: 
 

 The Oneida Indian Nation  

 The Sovereign Oneida Nation of Wisconsin 

 The Onondaga Nation 

 The St. Regis Mohawk Tribe 

 The Wyandotte of Kansas 

 
In 2002, the Commanding General of the 10th Mountain Division invited the chiefs of 
these nations in addition to the chiefs of all of the Federally Recognized Native 
American Nations located in the State of New York to enter into consultation with Fort 
Drum concerning cultural resource issues.  Three nations accepted these invitations, 
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the Oneida Indian Nation, The St. Regis Mohawk Tribe, and the Onondaga Nation.  The 
Sovereign Oneida Nation of Wisconsin replied with a letter deferring to the Oneida 
Indian Nation. 
 

The New York Archeology Council 

 
The New York Archeology Council is a group of professional archeologists who set 
standards for Cultural Resources Management activities in New York State.  This 
organization is closely aligned with the New York SHPO.  As a practical but unofficial 
measure, a representative of the Fort Drum Cultural Resources Program should try to 
attend their meetings at least once a year to stay informed. 
 

Other Interested Parties 

 
The Cultural Resources Staff will handle partnerships, relationships and responses to 
other interested parties if there is interest in a cultural resource issue. 
 

Current Public Involvement 

 
Fort Drum has established a strong record for public involvement in its programs.  The 
Cultural Resources Program staff members prepare presentations and displays for post 
wide celebrations like Earth Day where the public is encouraged to attend.  The cultural 
resources program has prepared educational exhibits, shared material with the Fort 
Drum Historical Collection, cooperates with press coverage, and hosts field trips and 
tours of archeological sites. 
 
It is common for members of the Cultural Resources Program staff and cultural 
resources contractors to give lectures to college classes in the region and to interested 
civic and not for profit organizations.  Members of the Fort Drum Cultural Resources 
Program staff currently, on their own time, volunteer for agencies in the region that work 
to understand and preserve archeological and historic resources. 
 
In addition, the Fort Drum Archeological Survey employs interested college students 
from the region for each field season.   The Fort Drum Cultural Resources program has 
developed collaborative relationships with: 
 

 SUNY Potsdam 

 Colgate University, and 

 St. Lawrence University. 
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Since 1998, the Fort Drum Cultural Resources Program has become proactive in 
sharing scientific information and results with the academic community.  Fort Drum 
ORISE fellows, staff members, and occasionally CSU contract employees prepare 
posters and papers for the NYAC meetings, SAAs, and the NYSM conferences in 
addition to other specialized symposia and scientific gatherings. 
 

Future Public Involvement  

 
The Cultural Resources Program will continue with its active role in public 
presentations.  The installation has also developed a list of parties who should be 
offered copies of programmatic information on a regular basis.  A formal plan for 
disseminating information about program activities to interested parties is outlined in 
SOP #8, Dissemination of Information to Interested Parties. 
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Appendix A 

CONTEXT 

 

Climate, Fauna, and Flora 

 
Much of the northern United States was covered by continental ice sheets that flowed 
southward from eastern Canada in four major periods of glaciation within the past two 
million years. Two million years may seem like a long time, but it is only about 1/100 of 
1% of the known age of planet Earth.   
 
According to current information, the final retreat of glacial ice-sheets during the 
Wisconsin Stage around 12,500 years ago in New York marks the first entrance of 
people into this part of North America.   
 
A number of known paleo Indian archeological sites along fossil beaches of the glacial 
lakes in the Great Lakes region indicate that human occupation began immediately as 
the glaciers were melting.  Contour lines following the fossil beaches at Fort Drum have 
proven to be an excellent predictor of archeological site locations.   
 
Pollen data indicate that a warming trend prevailed throughout the Holocene over most 
of North America (see Antevs 1955; Bryant and Holloway 1985; Roberts 1989).  
Climates in this area have changed considerably over the past 10,000 years, and have 
had significant influences on the distribution of plant and animal species as well as 
human behavior.  Analysis of pollen samples collected during the 1999 field season 
may provide new insight into past environments on Fort Drum. 
 
Fort Drum lies within the Canadian Biotic Province and contains mixed deciduous and 
coniferous forest.  Oak and white pine forest/grassland mosaics characterize the 
landscape around the Pine Plains.  Sand erosion subsequent to deforestation has 
resulted in dune formations and blowouts in the Pine Plains area as well.  Upland areas 
contain coniferous and deciduous oak hickory forest, with marshes and perennially and 
seasonally inundated palustrine wetlands. Early Holocene climates supported white 
spruce, balsam fir, jack pine, paper birch, and aspen.  As climates warmed, those that 
were more tolerant of warmer climates replaced these plant species.  Today, red oak, 
hemlock, hickory, and chestnut dominate the forest landscape (Isachsen et al. 1991).  
The riparian and lacustrine habitats of the Black and Indian Rivers and lakes and 
wetlands would have provided an important source of food resources such as fish and 
aquatic plants to native populations (cf. U.S. Army 1997a).  White-tailed deer are 
abundant in areas around Fort Drum and would have provided a primary large-game 
resource to native inhabitants.  Other economically important resources also consisted 
of fur bearing mammals and waterfowl.  Economically important plant food resources 
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probably included knotweed, goosefoot, raspberries, blueberries, acorns, beechnuts, 
huckleberries, blackberries, Indian cucumber root, leeks, and skunk cabbage. 
 

Archeological Sensitivity Assessment and Predictive Model 

 

Geophysiography 

      
Fort Drum is located in northwestern New York, east of Lake Ontario, north of the Tug 
Hill Plateau and in the western foothills of the Adirondack Mountain region.  The 
reservation encompasses portions of Jefferson and Lewis Counties and is entirely in the 
Ontario – Saint Lawrence drainage basin.  Glacial push, melt-water deposition and 
isostatic uplift are the primary factors that shaped the region’s current landscape during 
the final phase of the last ice age.           
 
The Pleistocene Epoch, which began about 1.6 million years ago, was the last of the 
Earth’s four glacial periods.  Glacial progression in the final stage of the Pleistocene is 
referred to as the Wisconsin advance in northeastern North America.  This stage 
reached its maximum in New York State about 21,750 BP.  This advance covered 
virtually all of New York State and the northeastern portion of Pennsylvania, effectively 
erasing most of the pre-Wisconsin landscape.  By 10,000 BP, the ice advance retreated 
northward into present day Canada.  The retreat released millions of gallons of melt-
water, which further altered the landscape.  Icebergs and glacial debris dammed valleys 
and formed large glacial lakes.  As the blockades diminished, many of the lakes drained 
and rebound caused the shorelines to rise.   
 
The ice mass that encompassed New York State was termed the Laurentide.  It began 
in the Quebec uplands and Labrador and progressed southward to the central section of 
Long Island, northeastern Pennsylvania and the Salamanca Re-entrant in southwestern 
New York State.  This glacial progression is complex and the term ice sheet is rather 
ambiguous.  The Laurentide advance was not a homogenous event.  Rather, multiple 
ice streams or lobes migrated in many different directions including from south to north 
on occasion.   These lobes advanced and retreated seasonally and regionally during the 
terminal phase of the Pleistocene epoch and had comprehensive variations depending 
on ice thickness, annual climatic conditions and elevation.   
 
During the transitional phase of the Pleistocene and Holocene epoch, between 11,000 
and 13,000 BP, the tongue of ice that occupied the Black River Valley and small 
independent ice streams of the Tug Hill Upland began to recede northward.  This 
recession and attendant melt-water is the primary force that shaped the glacial 
landscape at Fort Drum (Buddington,1934). The initial product of these recessions was 
the formation of a small glacial lake that occupied the basin north of present-day 
Boonville and south of the Black River ice lobe and is described as the Lake Forrestport 
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phase of glaciation.  The presumed outlet for Lake Forrestport was the divide between 
present-day Black River and West Canada Creek that became partially blocked by 
icebergs and glacial debris, greatly slowing the drainage process.  This impediment and 
increasingly warmer temperatures caused the lake to dramatically increase in size. This 
phase, referred to as Glacial Lake Port Leyden, occupied an area of the Black River 
Valley from Honnedaga northward to Port Leyden and had a maximum elevation of 
1300 feet.  As ice lobe recession proceeded up the Black River Valley, numerous deltas 
were built along the Valley’s walls by steams flowing into the lake from the Adirondack 
uplands to the east and Tug Hill Plateau to the west.  These deltaic deposits along the 
banks of the valley are found to decrease in elevation in a northward fashion from Port 
Leyden to Carthage, indicating the trajectory of recession.  Earlier and some later 
geologists hypothesized that the Pine Plains at Fort Drum is a lower level depositional 
feature contemporaneous with this phase of glaciation, deposited by melt-water streams 
draining the northern region of the Tug Hill Plateau and Adirondack uplands.  This idea 
is somewhat supported by the location of a large channel in TA 6C that was possibly a 
delta apex.  The feature is centrally located over a strong bend in the Black River and 
has a trajectory in line with a relict river that once occupied Rutland Hollow.  Largely, the 
early geologist’s argument was based on elevation, shape and the proximity to the 
Black River.  In his 1934 investigation of the Hammond-Antwerp quadrangle, 
Buddington identified a fundamental problem with his alluvial deposition hypothesis.  He 
interpreted the area north of the Black River between Deferiet and Herring as 
problematic, now TAs 7G, 7D and 7F due to the higher elevation of deposition, 
inconsistent with deltaic depositional processes.  He surmised that the deposits must 
have been made during an earlier and higher level of the glacial lake.   
 
The MacClintock and Stewart (1965) synthesis of the Saint Lawrence region contradicts 
the earlier hypotheses and appears to be the more plausible for the southern portion of 
the Pine Plains.  First, the team considers the Pine Plains to be of direct glacial origin. 
The outwash plain or apron is characterized by erratics and sorting patterns common to 
this type of glacial feature.  The 500-600 foot contour line area between Black River and 
Evans Mills, TAs 4B, 4A 4E, 5B and 11A, is believed to be a frontal moraine formed at 
the outwash limits.   This moraine is identified as being part of the Southwestern 
Massive Moraine sub-section and the subsequent shoreline of a later phase of Glacial 
Lake Iroquois.  Second, the geologists effectively show a north to south ice lobe 
trajectory by kame deposition in the tablelands south of Philadelphia and north of Pine 
Plains.  For the northern region of the Pine Plains, the MacClintock and Stewart team 
describes the sands as being built between in and among till moraines but gives no 
direct data that demonstrates the origins of deposition conclusively. 
 
Obviously, a comprehensive geomorphological study is needed to truly understand 
geological features at Fort Drum.  However, in the meantime, GIS modeling and cultural 
resource surveying has identified several geological formations that may contain data 
regarding the higher elevation sands of the northern Pine Plains region.  Understanding 
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these geological features and their associated landforms is proving to be critical for 
predicting prehistoric site locations.                                                                                                   
 

Previous Prehistoric Sensitivity Model on Fort Drum 

 
In the 1980s, a prehistoric site predictive model was established for Fort Drum (U.S. 
Army 1985).  This model established low, moderate, and high sensitivity areas based on 
similar models for the Mohawk Valley, known sites, distance to water, soil drainage, and 
slope.  However, subsequent field survey revealed an abundance of sites within areas 
of “low sensitivity,” particularly on the Pine Plains Delta or outwash plain (U.S. Army 
1998:98).  One reason for the disproportionate discovery was that surface sites were 
easily identified in walkovers in the eroded sands.  However, other problems with the 
model included the fact that it was causing the survey to systematically exclude sloped 
landforms like ravines and saddles.  Defining “water” was also problematic, and 
implementation of the model resulted in modern navigable waterways being 
emphasized.   In the sand delta, most of the acreage was very well drained rendering 
the drainage variable meaningless.  In summary, the previous model was a poor 
predictor of site location and resulted in tens of thousands of negative survey tests. 
 

Current Land Form Based Prehistoric Sensitivity Model 

 
In 1998, the Fort Drum Cultural Resources Program decided to reevaluate the 
sensitivity model and survey strategy.  The process began with review of the prehistoric 
site database and analysis of location patterns of known sites. The tools available 
included GIS coverage of the 120 known prehistoric site locations on Fort Drum with 
some cultural context data and survey notes.  In addition, the Fort Drum GIS system 
offered over two hundred environmental variables.  We began by reviewing the 
locations of known sites looking for patterns in geographic attributes.  This analysis 
revealed a proximity to ravines.   In order to determine the presence or absence of a 
meaningful relationship between site location and proximity to a ravine, GIS provided a 
hill shade model.   
 
The model was a ten-meter resolution raster data set with pixel values that represent 
degrees of shade ranging from 0 (shadow) to 255 (full sunlight).  The relief model was 
generated with Arc/Grid's HILLSHADE command, using as input a ten-meter resolution 
digital elevation model of the installation.  Interpolating from five-foot interval digitized 
contours for the entire Fort Drum acreage created the digital elevation model. 
 
The visual relationship was striking.   Nearly eighty five percent of the previously 
identified sites on Fort Drum that were not associated with a navigable waterway were 
located on the banks of a ravine or a fossil waterway.  Given the land management 
needs of the program, including imminent timber harvests along some of the ravine 
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edges, ravine edges were tested as a highly sensitive landform early in the 1999 field 
season.   This strategy resulted in a very successful season for the Fort Drum survey in 
terms of new prehistoric sites identified.  One way to quantify this success was to 
compare 229 positive tests out of 4590 as compared with 20 positive out of 10,100 tests 
from the year before. 
 
Not only were new sites identified, but also a pattern of positive tests emerged from the 
successful survey.  The highest frequencies of positive tests clustered around the 600-
foot elevation line within the survey areas.  In response, the elevation data was further 
analyzed.  Careful examination showed that the 600-foot line across Fort Drum provides 
a precise delineation of the Glacial Lake Iroquois beach at the Frontenac Stage that 
dates to approximately 11,300 BP.  This delineation fit precisely with the site records of 
the discovery of a fluted point along the glacial lake fossil beach in 1995.  The 
preliminary Fort Drum results fit Rapp and Hill’s (1998:72) observations of archeological 
sites often being associated with fossil beaches along the margins of glacial lakes. 
 
Positive shovel tests and test units along the 600-foot contour showed a distinct layer of 
pebbly sand that lay just above varve deposits from the glacial lake.   The most frequent 
artifact category is blocky debitage of Onondaga Chert.  There were also fragments of 
mineralized faunal remains.  The possibility of paleo occupation of the beach line is 
further reinforced by the discovery of cultural material in the form of quartz flakes at the 
600-foot contour line on what can be classified as fossil island land forms rising out of 
the glacial lake plain in the northwest corner of the installation.  The Frontenac appears 
to be the most productive shoreline to date, perhaps because it stayed intact for the 
longest period of time. 
 
We then began to compare the 600-foot elevation line with clusters of additional known 
sites along the edge of the sand delta.  It became clear that Glacial Lake Iroquois 
drained slowly, leaving behind a series of shorelines.  We added water to the Lake, 
twenty feet at a time, and discovered that many prehistoric sites on Fort Drum occur 
along fossil shorelines at levels varying between 620 and 780 feet above sea level.   
Glacial Lake Iroquois at its higher levels features shorelines between 680 and 780 feet 
with dates in the geology literature approximating 12,500 BP.   
 
The predictive power of the model varies with slope.  We tested the model again 
between the 600 and 620-foot contour lines on the north edge of the delta in an area 
where the slope is gradual.  These areas were negative for cultural material. The high 
organic content of the soils in this region may represent fossil wetlands from the glacial 
time period.  The wetlands would not have been as attractive for occupation as the 
beach.   We plan to further refine and test the model, using slope as a predictive 
variable during future survey testing. 
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Considering variability in soil development and in soil types also provides an opportunity 
to use some of the thousands of negative shovel tests to help further refine the 
predictive capabilities at Fort Drum.  We have customized our GIS data entry into 
ArcView with pit grid and labeling software tied to an ACCESS database platform.  As a 
result, we hope to further refine the model by making regional comparisons of soils as 
they relate to known prehistoric site locations and preservation potential.   
 
In addition to the discovery of a possible paleo occupation level, the Model proved to 
also be a powerful predictor of transitional Archaic to Early Woodland occupations.   It 
appears that Native Americans returned to the beach landforms as early as 1400 BC 
and occupied the edges of the ravines.   In the past two years, the Fort Drum cultural 
resources survey has documented repeated use of the land forms at 0 AD, 800 AD, and 
1400 AD. 
 
The Lake Plain Landform offers a striking contrast to the delta not only in potential for 
prehistoric cultural remains but also in depositional history and soil type.  The Lake 
Plain, in essence, offers the control acreage or contrast that further strengthens the 
evidence for the power of the predictive model.  In over 7,000 acres surveyed in the 
Lake Plain, there have been no prehistoric archeological sites discovered on the lake 
bottom landform that are not directly associated with an active waterway.  In the sites 
that are discovered, the archeological material occurs in the top 15cm of soil, indicating 
relatively recent deposition within the depositional history.   
 
However, the discovery of cultural deposits at the summits of till piles in the Lake Plain 
section of the installation offers a significant variation.  These landforms were the only 
areas in the region that were above the 600-foot elevation line and would have been 
islands in Glacial Lake Iroquois.  As a result, these discoveries further support the 
proposed sensitivity model and suggest a maritime component to the cultures 
represented. 
  

Prehistoric Cultural Contexts on Fort Drum 

 

The PaleoIndian Complex 
 

Pre-Clovis        

 
The earliest dates for the first Americans in the Northeast are controversial.  The 
deepest feature at the Meadowcroft Rockshelter in western Pennsylvania has produced 
dates of more than 17,000 BP, 6000 years earlier than the most accepted date.  Once 
thought to be spurious findings or the results of poor excavation controls, the 
Meadowcroft chronologies are receiving strong support from recent site excavations at 
the contemporaneous Cactus Hill site in Virginia and South Carolina’s Topper site 
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(Anderson, 2000).    These sites are beginning to produce assemblages that hope to 
characterize early paleoindian or pre-Clovis horizons in the Northeast and, equally, they 
have the potential to demonstrate settlement patterns continentally.   
 
The 1999 cultural resource survey recovered a single artifact from site FDP 1146 that 
has the potential of representing a pre-fluted projectile point horizon.  A residual core 
found in the second and third glacial interface was submitted to the Holland Lithic 
Laboratory for analysis.  It was determined to be a bipolar quartzite core with further 
analysis pending.  This discovery is significant for two reasons.  First, quartzite blades 
seem to be an important component at Topper and Cactus Hill.  Second, although found 
in a surface context, two fluted projectile points were recovered well above the glacial 
interface in a landform identical to the one where the core was discovered.  As a result, 
there is a possibility that the core could predate Clovis context materials on Fort Drum.   
 

Clovis and Beyond 

 
Paleoindian culture in the Northeast is traditionally recognized as spanning from 10,800 
years ago to approximately 9,000 BP.   An exception would be the Saint Lawrence 
Valley where occupation continued until approximately 8,000 years ago (Dincauze, 
2000).  Diagnostics for the earliest phase of occupation in this region date between 
10,800 BP and 10,500 BP.  Concave fluted points known as Gainey and Bull Brook are 
found north of Pennsylvania.  In the far north, Nova Scotia to Vermont, Debert and Vail 
types are found, having an extremely deep concavity.   Shoop style points prevail as the 
dominant early type in the Middle Atlantic States, while the somewhat later (10,500 – 
10,100 BP) Barnes, Parkhill and Neponset varieties are distributed pan-regionally.  The 
latter types are similar to the Late Pleistocene Cumberland point of the Midwest and 
appear more frequently than other varieties in the Northeast (Dincauze 2000).  Unfluted 
varieties of lanceolate projectile points continue into the Early Holocene in and around 
the Saint Lawrence Valley.  Agate Basin (Justice 1987; Gramly 1992), Holcombe, and 
Turkey Swamp are the predominate types of the final phase of Paleoindian occupation 
in this region (Dincauze 2000).  
 
Two components of the Paleoindian tradition are represented on the Fort Drum Military 
Installation.  The earliest component of this complex is FDP 1025, located in TA 5B 
along a relict shoreline of Glacial Lake Iroquois.  Whether the occupation was 
associated with a glacial lake phase or of the Gilbert Gulf marine epoch is currently 
unclear.  The assemblage includes a fluted point that is constructed of Normanskill 
chert.  Trait characteristics of this artifact suggest that it is either a Barnes type without 
the characteristic fishtail or the more plausible unfinished straight-sided Gainey type.  
The distal section of a large fluted point was also recovered.  A small portion of the flute 
is still apparent and has retouch along the fractured edge.  The reworked projectile point 
is constructed of Nedrow Onondaga chert, possibly of Divers Lake origin.    An abrading 
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stone, Normanskill and Morehouse Onondaga primary and secondary flakes and a 
Morehouse Onondaga trianguloid end scraper (Holland, pers. comm. March 2000) 
comprise the remaining assemblage from this site. 
 
A later phase of Paleoindian occupation is located in TA 6B and has been designated 
FDP 1019.  The site produced a well-made unfluted lanceolate point constructed of high 
quality quartz.  The projectile point has a slightly concave base that demonstrates fine 
basal grinding.  Unfortunately, only the medial and proximal portions have survived.  
The projectile point has a strong affinity to Agate Basin types found in the Upper Great 
Lakes Region.   
 

The Archaic and Transitional Complex 
 
William Ritchie (1965) originally placed the Archaic stage in New York between 4500 
BC and 1300 BC.  However, recent excavations at the Haviland and Blue Dart sites 
clearly demonstrate a much earlier date for occupation.  Several C-14 assays 
attempting to date small bifurcate projectile points produced consistent dates of ca. 
8,300- 8200 BP (Smith pers. comm.) 
 
The Fort Drum Cultural Resource Survey of past years has identified several Archaic 
Projectile points (Brewerton, Otter Creek, Lamoka, Normanskill, Snookhill, and 
Genesee) from isolated surface contexts.  Only two sites that produced archaic points 
produced associated features.  A Genesee stemmed projectile point was recovered 
near a circular fire cracked rock feature at FDP 1150.  Test Unit Investigations have not 
yet been initiated at this site.  In addition, the 1992 cultural resource survey crew near 
Indian Lake in TA19D found a Brewerton Corner-notched projectile point.  They 
reported that the point was found in a stratified context with features and lithic debitage. 
This site also requires further investigation. 
 
Steubenville, Susquehanna Broadspear and Orient Fish Tail projectile points are 
artifacts representative of the Transitional Phase of the terminal Archaic, ca. 2000 – 
1000 BC.  These projectile point types have been found on Fort Drum in isolated non-
stratified contexts.  They possibly overlap into the Woodland Period and may represent 
a contemporaneous component on some Fort Drum Point Peninsula sites.   These 
possibilities will be presented in more detail in the discussion of Early and Middle 
Woodland below.     
 
Archaic traditions in New York State are chronologically and typologically undefined.  A 
clearer view of the archaic landscape of northeastern North America has begun to 
emerge in recent years.  However, more research is needed to adequately understand 
temporal and spatial placements during this long phase of prehistory.         
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The Early and Middle Woodland Complexes 
 
Cross-Mending Point Peninsula Traditions and The Development of a Chronology: FDP 1093, FDP 1154, 
FDP 1021, FDP 1004, FDP 1015, FDP 1036, and FDP 1151 

The vast scope of Early and Middle Woodland sites on the Fort Drum Military 
Installation, compared to the dearth of similar sites in other Eastern Woodland regions, 
provides tremendous opportunity to begin synthesizing settlement and subsistence 
patterns, establish geopolitical boundaries and augment the temporal taxonomies of 
these cultural horizons.  
        
Between approximately 1500 BC and AD 600, highly complex hunting and gathering 
cultures occupied the Great Lakes Region and river valleys of the Northeast and 
Midwest.  In the northern, central and western regions of New York State, along the 
Saint Lawrence River Valley into the Maritime provinces of Canada, a unique side-
notched projectile point, the Meadowood type, and undecorated thick grit tempered 
Vinette I pottery characterized the earliest phase of Woodland culture.  In the Upper 
Great Lakes Region, Turkey-tail projectile points and similar thick grit tempered pottery 
with straight sides and globular and conoidal bases are representative trait 
characteristics of this phase.  Robbins and Adena stemmed projectile points with thick 
crude ceramics are found throughout the Midwest into the Northeast and represent 
early manifestations of Early Woodland culture there.  Variations in material culture, 
especially projectile points, have led scholars to surmise that Early Woodland culture 
comprised fairly distinct autonomous groups pan-regionally.          
        
The majority of Early and Middle Woodland archeological investigations in the Northeast 
and Midwest have been burial components, which radiate around the Great Lakes 
Region and its attendant river systems, clustering in religious/ceremonial centers.  
Traditionally, archeologists have grouped these cultures together regionally and built 
taxonomies and chronologies based on burial trait characteristics of each center.  In 
terms of archeological analysis, due to the paucity of domestic components, the 
relationship between Early Woodland burial components and habitation districts is 
largely unknown.  For example, several decades of fieldwork at Adena sites in the Ohio 
Valley region have produced little information regarding domestic contexts (Clay 1996).  
Equally, in western, central and northern New York State, Meadowood burial 
components are numerous, yet domestic sites are infrequent and ephemeral (Ritchie 
1965).  In the Upper Great Lakes Region, Red Ocher Culture burials, identified by the 
“diagnostic” Turkey-tail projectile point, are frequent, however, like Meadowood and 
Adena, habitation sites are rare (Ritzenthaler and Quimby 1962).  
        
If mortuary traditions in the Early and Middle Woodland are viewed as highly symbolic 
with profound cognitive significance, the interment may be a product of changes through 
time, different programs for different individuals, or perhaps negotiated by family 
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members (Clay 1996).  Variability of interment practices through time and space can 
provide a clear understanding of regional burial practice development based on material 
culture.  However, the usefulness of mortuary practices to understand subsistence or 
settlement patterns is limited at best.  Features of mortuary sites have limited 
comparative value for understanding domestic components on Early and Middle 
Woodland archeological sites.  Therefore, observations and interpretations based on 
such comparisons have a propensity to be obscured and fragmented.  Past attempts to 
show lucid views of Early and Middle Woodland culture based only on mortuary activity 
has resulted in some temporal and spatial ambiguities.   As a result, opportunities to 
investigate domestic sites from this time period are highly significant.    
 

Red Ochre Culture                 
        
Robert E. Ritzenthaler, Curator of Anthropology, Milwaukee Public Museum and, 
George I. Quimby, Curator of North American Archeology and Ethnology, Chicago 
Natural History Museum, first identified the Red Ocher Culture in publication on March 
27, 1962.  This culture was temporally placed in the terminal Archaic and Early 
Woodland transitional phase of North American prehistory.  As the name suggests, the 
bearers of this culture sprinkled powdered red ocher (hematite) over the bodies of their 
dead.  The locus for this culture is centered in the Upper Great Lakes Region and 
adjacent areas.   Ritzenthaler and Quimby (1962) particularly found a significant 
presence for this culture in the states of Wisconsin, Michigan, Illinois, Iowa, Indiana and 
Ohio.   The two curators investigated nearly fifty archeological sites in these states and 
Ontario before developing a comprehensive set of common characteristic traits for the 
Red Ocher Culture.  The two divided the characteristics into primary and secondary 
categories that they termed nuclear and peripheral traits.  The former were 
characteristic of all sites investigated, and the latter appeared sporadically and 
inconsistently through time and space.  The set of nuclear traits were identified as 
follows: 
 

 The ceremonial use of red ocher in human and animal burials. 

 Flexed pit burials in sand as the primary method followed by cremation 
and bundle interment as a secondary mode. 

 Large white flint blades sometimes killed (broken). 

 Various forms of Turkey-tail “projectile points” predominately 
constructed of bluish-gray Indiana hornstone.  These points usually 
occur in small caches. 

 Large caches of unnotched ovate-trianguloid bifaces.   

 Presence of worked copper beads and tools. 

 Tubular marine shell beads.        

 The following secondary traits occurred on sites occasionally: 

 Interment in mounds. 
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 Use of cremation or bundle burial. 

 Occurrence of galena cubes.  

 Circular or ovate shell gorgets. 

 Birdstones. 

 Bar amulets. 

 Three whole rectanguloid gorgets.   

 Tube pipes. 

 Grooved axes. 

 Celts. 

 Early Woodland pottery. 
 
Ritzenthaler and Quimby (1962) assigned three sites as temporal determinations for the 
Red Ocher Culture.  The earliest, the Andrews site in Saginaw County, Michigan, was 
dated at 1210 BC +/- 300 years.  The date was obtained from human bone that was in 
association with red ocher burials.  The site’s artifact assemblage included birdstones 
and copper and chert tools.  The second sequential determination was based on the 
Sny-Magill Mound 43 in Clayton County, Iowa, dating at 470 BC +/- 250 years and 540 
BC +/- 250 years.  Finally, the third determination, K.B. 1 Mound at Killarney Bay, dated 
to approximately 80 BC. 
        
The trait characteristics outlined by the two curators are of extreme significance for they 
characterize burial components in all of the regions being discussed.  Efforts of 
contextual seriation should therefore cross-mend trait characteristics pan-regionally.  If 
Clay (1996) is correct in that interments are either negotiated or change over time and 
space, or both, then interments can be an indicator of spiritual or religious variation.  
Similar interments are then likely to reflect ethnic homogeneity.  Therefore, the Red 
Ochre Culture trait characteristics apparent in Adena and Meadowood burials in this 
region of New York State are important.  These characteristics remain evident into early 
and middle phases of Point Peninsula and terminate abruptly with the introduction of 
Port Maitland and Long Bay projectile point traditions.  
        
If the character of burial traditions suggests ethnic similarities pan-regionally then it is 
reasonable to expect that habitation districts and resource extraction patterns of these 
groups may also share similar trait characteristics.  This concept may be demonstrated 
when comparing a series of sites where small stemmed projectile points, Vinette I ware, 
and rocker dentate ceramics are found in association with Meadowood artifacts.  When 
the association between the artifacts and pottery is documented, it is possible to identify 
a series of domestic occupation and resource extraction sites in and around Fort Drum 
as being associated with the Meadowood complex.  
 
In the past, both US and Canadian archeologists, when encountering sites of this 
nature, have described the sites as being Point Peninsula and the ceramics as being 
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out of context with the Meadowood artifacts.  In addition, small stemmed Kramer points 
found in these contexts (Gumbus, 1997) are frequently misidentified as Lamoka 
varieties.  If misidentified, these Kramer points are sometimes characterized as isolated 
and insignificant when they are found in association with Vinette I ware and Meadowood 
projectile points.  Garret Cook (1985) grappled with this dilemma in his investigation of 
the LeBoeuf Site in Saint Lawrence County, New York.  This site produced Meadowood 
projectile points and Vinette I pottery with rocker dentate and cord impressed criss-
cross.  In addition, he recovered several Kramer projectile points in the same sub-plow 
zone context.   
 
The character of Fort Drum’s FDP 1093 site is similar to sites excavated and discussed 
by Cook.  Further, the 1999 Cultural Resources Crew at Fort Drum discovered FDPs 
1151 and 1154.  At FDP 1151, they recovered several Meadowood points and a 
Saugeen type point in a surface context with contemporaneous Carbon 14 
determinations.  At FDP 1154, they discovered a possible Meadowood butchering tool 
kit.  The addition of an Adena face to the collection from FDP 1, one of the Iroquoian 
Village sites, and the presence of Point Peninsula pottery at FDPs 1021, 1004, 1015, 
and 1036 mean that these occupations also have the potential to yield information 
contributing to our knowledge of prehistoric occupation throughout the Northeast and 
Great Lakes. 
 

Point Peninsula Culture 
 
The Meadowood tradition gradually gave way to the Point Peninsula culture in the Fort 
Drum area. Point Peninsula people continued the trend toward more elaborate grave 
offerings, as well as increasingly complex pottery decoration.  The Point Peninsula 
culture created unique pottery designs influenced by the Hopewell people who inhabited 
the Ohio and Illinois Valleys.  This period also saw the introduction of pipe smoking as 
an integral part of ritual and everyday practice. 
 
The change to subsistence agriculture introduced a new social paradigm that called for 
labor division, segregating sex and age and thereby encouraging a culture that 
supported the rise of the individual.  Burial traditions also indicate that a hierarchy or 
class structure was beginning to develop.  Acquisition of resources that were in demand 
throughout the region raised the status of the controlling group.  During the Middle 
Woodland Period descendents of the Early Woodland people began abandoning the 
practice of seasonal migration and developing extensive trade networks. 
 
By the Late Woodland period reliance on agriculture had increased.  The agricultural 
fields adjacent to villages began to become a permanent feature of the landscape as 
domesticated flora became a staple food source. Prime agricultural lands in close 
proximity to village sites were sought out for cultivation. 
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As agricultural technology increased, so did the production of surplus food and the 
ability to store food for the winter.  With this agricultural success it was possible to 
sustain a village community year round.  Villages became larger and more heavily 
populated. Hostilities erupted between neighboring peoples, so that by A.D. 1000, some 
groups found it necessary to defend their villages with palisades and ditches. 
 

Saint Lawrence Iroquois Period (1300 AD-1550 AD) 
  
The people known as the St. Lawrence Iroquoians, who are distinct from, but related to, 
the Haudenosaunee people, inhabited a large number of villages in the Jefferson 
County area, including villages in what is now Fort Drum.  Defensibility in times of war 
appears to have been a major consideration in village placement as evidenced by 
trenches, palisades and earthen works.   
 
A striking cultural development of the late prehistoric era was the intensive cultivation of 
maize (Indian corn), squash and beans.  The rise in agriculture was accompanied by 
the ‘slash and burn’ system, where forested land was burnt and cleared away in order to 
make room for crops and to fertilize soils.  Hunting, fishing and gathering of wild plants 
continued to be important. 
The St. Lawrence Iroquois people used two types of settlement: large, heavily 
defensible villages, and small fishing camps.  Villages could accommodate up to two 
thousand people.  The fishing settlements were probably satellite settlements to the 
main villages. Each village contained up to forty large, multi-family longhouses and was 
protected by a tall, defensive palisade of closely set vertical poles enclosing an area of 
up to 8.5 acres.   
 
The village longhouses were similar to those built by other contemporary Iroquoian 
people.  Longhouses were oval in shape and usually twenty to thirty meters long and six 
to eight meters wide housing multiple families.   A number of central hearths were used 
for cooking and warmth. Pits dug through the floor were used for storage of corn and 
personal belongings. These pits often filled up with refuse once they went out of use. St. 
Lawrence Iroquois longhouses were multiple dwellings occupied by members of related 
families.   
 
Two fortified St. Lawrence Iroquois villages were located on Fort Drum.  Remnants of 
these villages are evidenced in earthworks visible still today.  Research indicates a 
possible third village may also be located on the Fort Drum installation. 
 
In 1534, when Jacques Cartier explored the St. Lawrence River Valley he encountered 
the St. Lawrence Iroquoian people along the way.  Sixty years later, when Samuel de 
Champlain traveled the same route, he found the villages abandoned and the people 
gone.  Whether they fell prey to European diseases, were wiped out in wars with their 
neighbors the Algonquin tribes or some combination of the two, is unknown. What is 
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certain is that by the late sixteenth century, the once powerful and numerous St. 
Lawrence Iroquoians no longer existed as a distinct people. 
 

European and Native American Contact Period (1540 AD -  1768 AD) 
 
The first encounters in the Fort Drum region between Native American governments, 
societies and residents and European explorers, missionaries and settlers are grouped 
under the context of the contact period.  This period ranges from the mid-16th century (c. 
1540), following the abandonment of the St. Lawrence Iroquois fortified settlement at 
Camp Drum 1, until the Treaty of Canandaigua opened the area for Euro-American land 
speculation and settlement after 1797.   
To date, direct evidence of one contact period site has been found on Fort Drum, 
following examination of significant artifacts, namely a French gunflint and glass trade 
beads.  Little is known about French contact in Northern New York between the years 
1534 to 1603, meaning that the site on Fort Drum could write an important chapter in 
the archeology of New York State and the history of the nation.  Opportunities for 
contact in the Fort Drum area came with Jesuit missionaries and French fur traders, 
although no direct mention of contact within the Fort Drum boundaries has yet been 
discovered in maps or in archival documents. 
 
Several sites on Fort Drum could be classified as multi-component sites.  This term 
simply means that people have inhabited the same area of land at various times 
throughout history.  Fort Drum’s contact period site is a good example of a multi use 
site.  In 2002, field crews’ unearthed 8000 year old hearths and post molds next to 
artifacts and hemlock structural remains dating to the 1650s.  Later this site became the 
home and farm of the Ford family until the land was bought by the federal government 
in the 1920s. 
 
Finding further contact period archeological sites remains an exciting possibility for 
future training area archeological surveys. 
 
In fact, trade beads from the 1700s have been found at another farmstead site on Fort 
Drum.  Evidence of 18th and 19th century trade with the Indians coincides with oral 
history information.  Residents of Woods Mills, New York, now in Fort Drum’s impact 
area remember Indians coming every year to Fort Drum to fish and sell baskets up until 
1941 when the US Army acquired the land. 
 
Several sites on Fort Drum could be classified as multi-component sites.  This term 
simply means that people have inhabited the same area of land at various times 
throughout history.  Fort Drum’s contact period site is a good example of a multi use 
site.  In 2002, field crews’ unearthed 8000 year old hearths and post molds next to 
artifacts and hemlock structural remains dating to the 1650s.  Later this site became the 
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home and farm of the Ford family until the land was bought by the federal government 
in the 1920s. 
 
Finding further contact period archeological sites remains an exciting possibility for 
future training area archeological surveys. 
 
In fact, trade beads from the 1700s have been found at another farmstead site on Fort 
Drum.  Evidence of 18th and 19th century trade with the Indians coincides with oral 
history information.  Residents of Woods Mills, New York, and now in Fort Drum’s 
impact area remember Indians coming every year to Fort Drum to fish and sell baskets 
up until 1941 when the US Army acquired the land. 
 

Euro-American Settlement, James LeRay de Chaumont and the LeRay 
Mansion 
 
Few attempts had been made to settle the vast majority of Northern New York until the 
end of the Revolutionary war.  At the close of the War for Independence, the Iroquois or 
Haudenosaunee, ceded their lands in New York to the American government.  
Alexander McComb, an ambitious land baron acquired 1,920,000 acres of land in 1791.  
The large tract encompassed all of today's Jefferson and Lewis Counties as well as 
large portions of Franklin and Saint Lawrence counties, with the exception of a small 
square of land known as Penet's Square. [Penet's square was a ten mile square, with 
one corner extending to the St. Lawrence at French Creek, reserved by the Oneida 
Indians in the treaty of 1788 for Peter Penet].  McComb went bankrupt shortly after 
purchasing the large tracts of land and left his partner, William Constable, to sell off the 
land in order to recover some of the money owed in debt. 
 

The two largest land companies with which James was associated were the Castorland 
Company and the Antwerp Company, both of which were located in northern New York 
State. James LeRay de Chaumont owned approximately 350,000 acres with these two 
land companies.  The majority of land was located in four northern New York Counties; 
Lewis, Jefferson, Saint Lawrence and Franklin.                                                                      
 
The Castorland Land Company was formed in 1792 when a group of French investors, 
with the financial backing of some Swiss creditors, purchased a 630,000-acre lot in 
upper New York State near the present day town of Carthage, to create a colony for 
upper class French families fleeing from the tribulations of the French Revolution.  The 
name Castorland was in tribute to the area's history with the French fur trade, since 
"castor" is another name for beaver.  The "Compagnie de New York" adopted a seal 
depicting a beaver chewing on a tree and the name Castorland.  
 
The Antwerp Company was a proprietary land company in northern New York.  
Gouverneur Morris became the first agent, and later, James Le Ray de Chaumont 
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extensively invested in the company.  Under his ownership much of the land in 
Jefferson, Lewis and St. Lawrence counties was settled. 
 

In 1802, James returned to America for two years.  According to historian Thomas 
Wood Clarke in his book, Émigrés in the Wilderness, when James LeRay de Chaumont 
traveled into the wilderness of northern New York State in 1803 to survey his newly 
purchased lands in Jefferson County when his canoe party "was obliged to stop at 
Gravelly Point [today's Cape Vincent], two miles above Putnam's [on Point Peninsula] 
where they pitched their tent . . . " (Clarke 1941).  Also according to Clarke, it was 
during this trip that James became soaking wet and caught pneumonia soon after, an 
illness he would barely survive.  This trip was not without other consequences to James’ 
party.  One evening Gouverneur Morris, founding father and signer of the Constitution, 
slept to close to the fire and his wooden leg was incinerated.     
 

Returning from France in 1807, James commissioned the construction of a home near 
LeRaysville, New York.  Dr. Baudry, a Frenchman, was sent to Jefferson County by 
LeRay to choose a location for his residence and land office.  Dr. Baudry, after seeing 
Mr. Brown's mill operations in the village later known as LeRaysville, and having made a 
thorough examination of the area in LeRay's purchase, decided at once the location of 
the first mansion.   
 
LeRaysville, originally called Brown’s Mill, was first settled by Benjamin Brown, brother 
to General Jacob Brown, the founder of Brownville and the hero of the Battle of Sackets 
Harbor.  General Brown was the most important of LeRay’s early land agents, serving in 
that capacity until a land office was established in LeRaysville in 1808 (Clarke 1941). 
 
In October 1807 land survey recorded the presence of the LeRay Mansion and 
associated outbuildings (Survey of LeRay's Mansion Farm, October 1807, Jefferson 
County Bar Association).  Other records indicate that the LeRay family did not live in the 
first mansion until 1808 when James’ son Vincent arrived from France (Kellogg 1932).  
In May of the following year, James LeRay wrote to David Parish from his home near 
LeRaysville stating that he was negotiating construction of a road he believed would 
greatly enhance the likelihood of attracting settlers to the northern New York region 
(LeRay to Parish May 3, 1809, JCHS).   
 
In the fall of 1806, timber for the first mansion was cut and processed at Brown's mill.  
Ethni Evans, whom history has assumed was the master carpenter in charge of erecting 
the first mansion, began construction in 1807.  When the LeRay family came to the area 
in 1808 the house was not finished but was ready to be occupied.  According to Holice 
Young, the first mansion was at the head of Brown's millpond in a broad opening 
amongst the forest at the crest of the hill overlooking the pond.   
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Early historians have made the unsubstantiated claim that the early mansion was built 
using the plan of the Hôtel de Valentinois in Passy, near Paris but on a much smaller 
scale and more adapted to the American way of life.  To date, no records or remains 
have been found to indicate the size, stature or architecture of the first mansion so such 
comparisons are merely hearsay.   
 
Federal census records in 1810 indicate that LeRay listed himself as a resident of 
Jefferson County, presumably at the mansion now contained on Fort Drum.  LeRay 
reported a household comprised of 35 people: 1 male under 10, 11 males between the 
ages of 16-26, 10 males ages 26-45, 8 males over 45 and 2 women ages 26 and 45.  
Three other household members were not reported under any specific heading.  The 
age and predominant gender of the household indicates the presence of laborers.  
Though whether slave or free was not noted, it is significant to note that LeRay was a 
slave owner.    
 
When James returned to France in late 1810, he left his estates in his son Vincent's 
charge (LeRay to George Parish, February 25, 1818, JCHS).  Vincent, the eldest son of 
James and Grace LeRay de Chaumont, was educated in Paris at the Ecolé Royal 
Polytechnique.  Upon finishing his studies in 1808 Vincent left to join his family in 
LeRaysville, New York.    James often remarked to others in his personal and business 
letter of the pride he felt in Vincent's business prowess.  At the time of M. LeRay's 
departure to France Moss Kent, the first agent in charge of the land office at 
LeRaysville, stayed in the area to assist Vincent in his management needs. Mr. Kent 
resided with the LeRay family at the first mansion.  Kent remained in the service of 
LeRay until his retirement in 1816 at which point Samuel C. Kanady succeeded him. 
 
Vincent, like his father James, would play an integral role in the history of Northern New 
York.      
 
In 1812 the Board of Internal Navigation—Gouverneur Morris and De Witt Clinton 
president and vice-president—appointed M. LeRay de Chaumont to negotiate in Europe 
a loan of six million dollars for the planned construction of the Erie Canal.  James LeRay 
travelled to Switzerland then to Belgium in attempts to procure the loan.  The hopes of 
peace, however, were vanishing. The re-election of President Madison made the 
continuance of the war certain and the bankers gave a definite refusal. 
 
In 1815, LeRay  a large tract of land to Joseph Bonaparte, with whom he had long been 
acquainted, and smaller parcels to Count Real, the duc de Vincence, Marshall Grouchy 
and others. Local legend has long stated that the exiled King of Spain Joseph 
Bonaparte as well as Madame Deferiet had long been visitors to the mansion when they 
were in their local residences.  Of particular local fame are the elaborate picnics hosted 
by LeRay on the mansion grounds. 
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In the LeRay era, the mansion became a stopping point and destination for various 
famous people including fifth President James Monroe, New York Governor Dewitt 
Clinton, Robert Livingston (who represented New York State at the Continental 
Congress, served as Secretary of Foreign Affairs [the equivalent of today's Secretary of 
State], and was a negotiator for the Louisiana Purchase), Albert Gallatin (U.S. Secretary 
of the Treasury from 1801 until 1814 under presidents Jefferson and Madison), as well 
as other French dignitaries and LeRay contemporaries. 
 
When LeRay returned from France in 1816 he brought with him his only daughter 
Therese and her distinguished husband the Marquis de Gouvello.  Therese and the 
Marquis de Gouvello spent a year at the mansion. 
   
The year was one of heartfelt tragedy for them when they lost their fifteen-month-old 
daughter Sigit.  Sigit was buried on the mansion grounds near the large reflecting pool 
at the end of the lawn.  Sigit's nursemaid, the slave known as Rachel or Aunt Rachel, 
has been remembered with a great degree of respect.  Rachel was noted for her loyalty; 
perhaps because of the care she gave the infant girl.  It has been noted that two 
priceless Sevres vases were commissioned by LeRay during one of his stays in France, 
one bearing the portraits of his two sons Vincent and Alexander, the other likenesses of 
Therese, Sigit and Rachel.    
 
Although Therese only spent a year at the mansion her presence was greatly noted.  
Villagers across Northern New York still tell tales of her enormous set of gold gilt 
porcelain china and the elegant parties she was hostess to while in residence.  Oral 
histories record that Therese brought fifty place settings of the gilt porcelain with her 
from France.  Fort Drum was able to purchase a few pieces of Therese’s china from one 
of the last descendents of the Payen/Anderson family.  The beautiful monogrammed 
porcelain can be seen in the LeRay Mansion parlor display cabinets.   
 
From 1817-1829 LeRay established and became the first president of the Jefferson 
County Agricultural Society, the second oldest in the state.  The Jefferson County Fair 
was first organized by the Jefferson County Agricultural Society in Watertown, New 
York on October 25, 1817.  The fair came into being due to an existing competition held 
to inspire local agricultural interest and manufacture in the county.  The competition was 
for the production of the best woolen cloth no less then thirty yards in length that would 
be judged on texture and quality.  James LeRay, having improved the Merino breed of 
sheep he imported from France, provided the material.   LeRay's interests were in 
promoting every branch of agriculture.  This is evident in the working model farm he 
established next to the mansion.  Of particular interest to LeRay was the breeding of 
horses, rearing of ornamental plants and the culture of hemp and mulberry.  LeRay 
hoped that the experimental mulberry tree groves would aid in the introduction of the 
silkworm to the area.   
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The history of the mansion under LeRay's ownership is somewhat uncertain.  Historian 
and author Hamilton Child (1890) argued that the original LeRay home was an 
unfinished frame house on a rise overlooking the Village of LeRaysville that was 
demolished in 1825 to make room for a new stone mansion.  The new mansion, said to 
have been finished in 1825 (other historians claim 1827) according to Child, measured 
sixty feet in front with a wing and portico on the south side.    
 
Some accounts have claimed that the original mansion was destroyed by fire in 1822 or 
1823.  A letter from Vincent LeRay describes the first mansion as a total loss.  The letter 
to his agent requesting insurance for the new house, written on January 17, 1827 tells 
that the workmen are still building the home and have used “the window sashes of the 
old house which was pulled down” to use in the new construction (Bonney 2004).    
 
What does seem certain is that a fire never occurred at the present mansion, according 
to a Crawford and Stearns architectural study of the LeRay Mansion complex in 1988.  
The Crawford and Stearns study also concluded that the entire mansion was built at the 
same time, discounting other historical claims that the existing mansion is an addition to 
the original mansion. 
 
What is known is that on December 31, 1823, James LeRay, in the amidst of serious 
financial difficulty, bequeathed all of his holdings to his son Vincent, except for the 
LeRay Mansion, outbuildings and grounds.  These he leased to Vincent.  In the 
following year Vincent married Cornelia Juhel, the daughter of John and Cornelia Juhel 
of New York City.  Mr. Charles Durham, past historian for Jefferson County, contends it 
was this match that allowed LeRay to remain solvent and thereby build the current 
LeRay Mansion. 
     
The five years preceding the completion of the current mansion were said to be a period 
of elegant hospitality before LeRay's return to France in 1832.  M. LeRay returned to 
America in 1836 and spent just a few months at his home near LeRaysville.  He made 
his final return to France in 1840.  On the final day in 1840, at the age of 80, full of 
health and vigor, his mind unimpaired, he was suddenly taken with an inflammation of 
the chest, which caused his death in five days.   
 

James LeRay de Chaumont has earned the title of Father of the North Country.  He was 
one of the original backers of the Saint Lawrence Turnpike, a roadway that connected 
Sackets Harbor with Plattsburg.  During the War of 1812 this road proved to be 
invaluable to the transportation of arms and supplies for defending the new American 
nation against British invasion from Canada.  His agricultural interests encouraged 
growth and settlement in the area.  However, it was this same entrepreneurial spirit that 
lead to his financial ruin.  His backing of the Erie Canal was an outstanding financial 
failure.   
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James LeRay de Chaumont was respected and beloved by the people in Jefferson 
County and in all accounts has been remembered in affectionate and respectful tones.  
He was a man of vision and liberal encouragement, generous to a fault in sponsoring 
public improvements and the promotion of schools, churches and community centers.  
LeRay philanthropically donated land for the construction of both Catholic and 
Protestant churches. He was a protector over the people who settled on his lands.  
Stories still persist of LeRay's kindness and benevolence, giving him a place in the 
permanent memory of the North Country. 
 
After James’ death in 1840 Vincent sold the mansion, its contents and over 2,000 acres 
of surrounding property to Jules Rene Payne in October of that year.  Jules Rene Payen 
was born in Paris, August 31, 1800.  Payen studied engineering at the Ecole Royal 
Polytechnic.  Upon completion of his studies, Payen worked for the French government 
and by 1838 he had become Engineer of the Mines in the Cote d'Or section of France.   
 
What connection, before the purchase of the LeRay mansion, the Payens and the 
LeRay de Chaumonts had is uncertain.  As early as 1823, Mr. Payne had a connection 
with the Chateau de Chaumont sur Loire when he painted a fine watercolor of the 
estate. 
 
Jules Payen, his wife Annette (often referred to in accounts as Anne/Ann) and daughter 
Julia permanently settled in the mansion upon arriving from France.  First intending to 
conduct experiments in the manufacture of gunpowder, Payen gave up this venture 
after competing chemists began to make rapid advancements in the gunpowder field.  
Jules Payen then turned his attention to the business of farming. 
 
Shortly after buying the mansion, farm and property Jules Payen initiated a series of 
renovation and construction projects.  Historians have argued about whether it was this 
series of construction projects that reoriented the mansion and added the Ionic 
colonnade to the facade.  Fourteen bills for personal effects, materials and labor from 
Cyrus and William Phelps to Payen date from 1841-1848 (CM Collection Misc. Papers 
file, JCHS).  The first bill is for constructing an aqueduct with a list of materials including 
the purchase of bricks, logs and lead pipe.  A series of construction bills from 1841 that 
still exist to include the painting of the "Spy House," the purchase of planking for a 
bridge, as well as siding for a new barn.  Throughout that year Payen also purchased a 
large amount of nails, lumber, screws, and shingles.  While these purchases imply 
construction renovations, it is impossible to say whether these renovations were made 
on the mansion or the farm outbuildings.   
  
In 1850, Jules Payen reported his household in the census.  Jules recorded himself as a 
farmer, age 49, his wife Anna (Annette), age 45, and two French Canadian servants, 
19-year-old Jeremiah Dupea and 21-year-old Mary Curting (US Bureau of Census 
1850b:n.p.).  Jeremy [sic] Dupoy was described in census records as both a "servant" 
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and a "farmer," perhaps suggesting that he rented land from Payen.  In the 1860 
census, Payen described himself as a "gentleman" and Dupoy described himself as a 
"farm hand."  The household also included Jeremy's 19-year-old brother Oliver, also a 
farm hand, and one domestic servant, Mary St. Amos, also from Canada.      
 
By 1855, Jules' daughter Julia had married William S. Phelps of LeRaysville.  William 
was from a prominent family in LeRaysville.  Prior to the marriage William Phelps and 
his father, Cyrus Phelps, were employed as master craftsmen for renovations at the 
mansion.   
 
After Payen's death in 1862 the mansion passed in trust to his widow Anna who 
occupied the mansion until her death in 1875.  (Berger information on how Anna ran the 
mansion and farm is incorrect according to census and receipt ledger book from the 
Historical society.  Double-check the information before writing the remainder of the 
paragraph.)  Anna (or Annette) Payen did not receive ownership of the Mansion after 
the death of her husband Jules, but instead had inherited a life interest in the mansion 
and farm as well as a dower.  Her dower or curtesy consisted of personal property 
including both household and farm items (Probate of Jules R. Payen Estate, File P:20, 
JC Surrogates Court.)  Given the amount of household goods Anna retained, and the 
quality of the items, LBA surmised that Anna continued to occupy the mansion rather 
than one of the smaller homes on the estate.     
 
Upon Anna's death the mansion passed to her daughter Julia Phelps who inherited a 
life interest in the property.  Julia and her husband William maintained their residence in 
LeRaysville until 1890 when Julia took up residence in the mansion (Child 1890:523).  
Julia Phelps then rented the entire property, with the exception of the mansion and 
surrounding park to Mary A. Hill (Phelps to Hill, March 7, 1894, CM).  The “surrounding 
park” referred to the mansion, a garden near the mansion, the "Spy House lot, so 
called", a shed and an alley adjoining a horse barn (Phelps to Hill, March 7, 1894, CM).     
 
In 1913, Julia's son Frederick became the absolute owner of the mansion and property 
until he passed it down to his daughter Mabel Phelps Anderson and her husband Fred.  
Reportedly they used the mansion as a summer residence while maintaining their 
residence in Watertown, NY.  At her death in 1919 Mabel Phelps Anderson passed 
down ownership of the mansion to her son Fred Anderson who owned the property until 
1936 when the New York Stock Land Bank of Rochester repossessed the mansion and 
surrounding land.   
 
The Andersons rented the mansion to Reverend H.W. Bell of Christ Episcopal Church in 
Carthage, New York and the Trinity Chapel in Great Bend, New York.  Newspaper 
articles between 1936 and 1940 indicate that Mr. Bell had moved from the mansion to 
reside in Clayton, NY.  Records indicate that the New York Stock Land Bank of 
Rochester repossessed the mansion property from Fred Anderson on May 27, 1936.  
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Fred Anderson had placed a sizable mortgage on the property in 1922 that he used to 
build a new, ultra-modern dairy barn and silo.  The new dairy barn made quite an 
impression on Phillip, the Rev. Bell's son, who enthused that the barn was equipped 
with individual drinking fountains for each animal.     
 
Rev. Bell's son, Lt. Commander Phillip S. Bell with the US Coast Guard, described the 
property in the late 1920's-30s as being somewhat “primitive”.  At the time the Bell 
family lived at the mansion, the water supply for the main house was from a spring in a 
creek above the barn area where water was fed through a pipe to a "ram-jet" pump.  
The ramjet pump was described as a water-operated pump that required no external 
power. The pump fed water into a second story tank on the mansion that gave it enough 
gravity power to feed the upper kitchen.  This pump system eventually failed and the 
Bells’ resorted to filling a watering trough outside the kitchen wing on the mansion.  All 
wastewater from the upper and lower summer kitchens was fed into a large crevasse in 
the limestone bedrock beneath the house.  There was a small (two hole) outhouse 
attached to the wing of the house opposite the kitchen wing and a larger outhouse 
facility (four-holes) in a separate stone building known as a "bath house," in close 
proximity to the carriage house or garage structure.           
 

After Mabel and Fred Anderson lost the property during the Great Depression in 1936, 
the mansion was sold to Harold and Margaret Remington at auction.  The Remington's 
were responsible for much of the restoration and preservation of the mansion prior to 
the federal government acquiring the property in 1940.    
 
Architecture of the LeRay Mansion 
 
The current two-story Neoclassic LeRay Mansion was constructed of locally quarried 
limestone.  The exterior of the mansion is covered in white-washed stucco that has 
been maintained by the US Army. 
 
The mansion was built by Master builder, David Granger of Champion, New York.  The 
architect for the mansion is still under debate.  Historian Bruce Sherwood has stated 
that the mansion was designed by the French architect Joseph Jacques Ramee (1764-
1842) who worked for David Parish, a friend of LeRay’s who lived in St. Lawrence 
County from 1812 to 1816 (Bonney 1985).  New York State Historic)Trust records 
indicate that the mansion was designed by Asher Benjamin.  However, architectural 
historian Claire Bonney disputes this claim in her detailed research and discusses the 
evidence that Ramee designed the home. 
 
Historian Bonney describes the mansion architecture in detail.  Bonney writes, “A 
domed portico with four Ionic wooden columns of slight entasis [the slight convex 
curvature of a classical column that diminishes in diameter as it rises] shades the main 
facade with its four matching Ionic pilasters. The necks of the columns are decorated 
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with a band of egg-and-dart motif carving. Two one-story wings, each 1/3 of the depth 
and 1/2 the width of the main house, greatly enlarge the home. A central door framed by 
a set of fluted pilasters with square capitals is of the native "Cross and Bible” type, so 
called because the raised wooden panels of the upper half of the door intersect to form 
a Latin cross, while two recessed vertical panels on the lower half of the door, bisected 
by a thinner raised panel could be likened to the image of an open Bible. Over the 
wooden door lintel is a leaded glass transom window with the design of four linked 
circles and one half-circle at either end, a motif which is repeated in the door’s 
sidelights.   
 
The hipped roof's soffit [the exposed underside of any overhead component of a 
building] is decorated by a single row of dentil work around all sides of the main portion 
of the house. A stringcourse echoes this dentil work. Originally, a white wooden 
balustrade graced the roofs of the wings, the portico and the main house. A matching 
balustrade ran between the main columns and out along the wing facades to form an 
enclosed gallery and a cellar space below it.” . . .    
 
“The three large windows on the upper floor and two full-story windows on the lower 
floor of the main facade oppose four windows of equal size on both the upper and lower 
stories of the rear facade. The windows are divided into pairs by the rear entry on the 
ground floor and by a small balcony with a decorative iron railing between the first and 
second floors. The rear doorway is of unpainted limestone post-and-lintel construction 
with a voussoir [a wedge-shaped stone used in the construction of an arch] which 
serves only a decorative purpose. The fluted pilasters and sidelights of the door are 
similar to those of the front entry, although there is no transom light. Iron handrails 
similar to the balcony grillwork grace low limestone stairs. The fenestration [collection of 
windows] on the entire house is extremely plain; a narrow gray limestone slab under 
each window serves as support.   
 
The interior of the house is likewise simple. The octagonal salons of the first floor can 
be halved by a great wooden sliding door.  All interior doors are made of cherry and burl 
maple. Flooring is soft pine plank. Plaster cornices edge the ceilings. Four fireplaces of 
gray Italian marble heated the main part of the house entirely by wood. A curved 
wooden stairway on the left side of the central hallway leads to the second floor. The 
east wing, originally serving as the library, exhibits an iron stove fitted into the fireplace, 
a feature that was, for its time, the latest in heating technology and one that can also be 
found in some of the LaFarge houses in the neighboring Town of Orleans. The kitchen 
of the home was in the cellar, accessed by a narrow spiral staircase, and was serviced 
with a dumbwaiter system. The large brick cooking hearth can still be seen in the cellar. 
Originally the house had no bathroom or plumbing system. The only running water 
came from a spring outside which flowed through the house in a wooden trough and out 
the other side. Rain gutters formerly lined the roofs. Their down spouts fed into a cistern 
in the cellar with wooden pipes fitted together with mortise and tendon joints. 
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The Romantic or English style landscaping of the 640-acre Le Ray Mansion grounds 
included statues fountains, and a deer park. A circular drive led up to the veranda after 
crossing a small wooden bridge. A stocked trout pond was dug out to flow into a stream 
where cheeses and wines were stored. The property was surrounded by a picket 
fence.” 
 

The LeRay Mansion district was placed on the National Register of Historic Places in 
1974.  
 
Today the LeRay Mansion is used as housing for visitors to the Fort Drum Military 
Installation.  Its present use has allowed for the continued preservation and upkeep of 
the mansion.  The Army continues to do an excellent job of saving the mansion and 
associated buildings for the American people. 
 

Fort Drum Cultural Resources Management Plan Statement 

on Historic-Period Archeological Contexts 

 
By David W. Babson 
 

CONTEXTS DEFINED BY LOUIS BERGER AND ASSOCIATES 
 (See LBA 1994a:Chpt. 3.) 
 
1. The Farmstead Historic Context, circa 1800-1920.  Involves the architectural 

(foundation) and archeological remains of Fort Drum farmsteads, the foci of family 
residence and farm production for a majority of the region’s residents during this 
period.  This context is considered as mitigated by a standing memorandum of 
agreement between Fort Drum and the New York State Historic Preservation Office 
(SHPO). 

 
2. The Dispersed Agricultural Processing Industries Historic Context, circa 1800-

1920.  Involves architectural (foundation) and archeological components of sites 
related to industries intended to process agricultural and natural resource products, 
outside of nucleated village settlements on the Fort Drum lands.  Property types for 
agricultural products processing include: gristmills, cheese factories, butter factories 
or creameries, cider mills, carding mills, fulling mills, tanneries, slaughterhouses, 
maple sugar processing sites, stills, sawmills, cheese box mills, planing mills, paper 
mills, axe helve factories, mineral extraction industries, toll houses and blacksmith 
shops.  At present, this context is not considered as mitigated, or governed by a 
memorandum of agreement between Fort Drum and the New York SHPO.  From 
1998 to 2001, this context was one of two (along with # 4, the Dispersed Social 
Centers Context) investigated to the Phase I level by the Fort Drum CRS.  
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Information from this Phase I inventory survey is intended to support an MOA 
between Fort Drum and the NY SHPO, to bring this context into the same mitigated 
status as that of the Historic-Period Farmsteads (# 1), the Historic-Period Rural 
Villages (# 3), and the Iron Industry (# 5) contexts. 

 
3. The Rural Village Historic Context, circa 1800-1920.  Covers architectural 

(foundation) and archeological components of small rural villages, often associated 
with an iron furnace or mill complex (especially a gristmill or gristmill complex), found 
within the boundaries of Fort Drum.  This context is considered as mitigated by a 
standing memorandum of agreement between Fort Drum and the New York SHPO. 

 
4. Dispersed Social Centers Historic Context, circa 1800-1920.  Architectural and 

archeological remains from centers of non-farm and extra-family social activity 
located in completely rural areas (outside the recognized boundaries of villages) and 
created to facilitate and express the social lives of area residents.  Property types 
include:  schools, churches, cemeteries, taverns, hotels, post offices, and rural 
stores. At present, this context is not considered as mitigated, or governed by a 
memorandum of agreement between Fort Drum and the New York SHPO.  From 
1998 to 2001, this context was one of two (along with # 2, the Dispersed Agricultural 
Processing Industries Context) investigated to the Phase I level by the Fort Drum 
CRS.  Information from this Phase I inventory survey is intended to support an MOA 
between Fort Drum and the NY SHPO, to bring this context into the same mitigated 
status as that of the Historic-Period Farmsteads (# 1), the Historic-Period Rural 
Villages (# 3), and the Iron Industry (# 5) contexts. 

 
5. The Iron Industry Historic Context (see LBA 1994:Technical Appendix 2, Task 

Order 15, Section 3), circa 1830-1885.  This covers the three blast furnaces 
(Lewisburg/Sterlingbush, Sterlingville and Alpina) constructed in the region during 
the 1830s to exploit local deposits of iron ore and operated sporadically until the 
early 1880s.  Also covered are ancillary structures and facilities, e.g. the limekilns (a 
component of the quarry pond site, FDH 1074) that supplied lime flux to Sterlingbush 
and possibly Alpina Furnaces.  Iron furnace sites (with the exception of Alpina) are 
associated with rural villages. This context is considered as mitigated by a standing 
memorandum of agreement between fort drum and the New York SHPO. 

 
6. LeRay Mansion Context and Site, 1800-1940.  The LeRay Mansion is a National 

Register of Historic Places property.  It is a large, Greek Revival, two-story stone 
mansion house, with symmetrical wings on its east and west sides, and a very large, 
two-story porch supported by four Doric columns.  Fort Drum DCA presently uses 
the mansion as temporary housing for senior officers and other distinguished guests 
of Fort Drum.  Standing outbuildings include a garage (recent), land office and 
servants quarters behind (north of) the mansion, and a standing stone caretaker’s 
house some 100m south of the mansion.  LeRay Mansion was begun in the first 
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decade of the 19th century, and extensively remodeled in the 1830s, at which time 
the Doric porch was probably added.  It served as the home and office for James 
LeRay du Chaumont, a well-connected land speculator and businessman during the 
first four decades of the 19th century.  Archeological investigations at the mansion 
site (LBA 1994b) have documented intact deposits from an undefined prehistoric 
occupation, and from 19th and 20th century use of the mansion and its grounds by 
the LeRay, Payen, Phelps, Anderson and Remington families.  Active management 
of the LeRay Mansion property by the Fort Drum CRS includes review and approval 
of any architectural restoration or remodeling of the mansion and its outbuildings, 
and assessment, monitoring or Phase III mitigation of any projects undertaken on 
the mansion grounds (e.g. installation of a French drain to control dampness in the 
mansion basement, scheduled for 2002) that involve subsurface excavation. 

 

Contexts Defines by Fort Drum CRM Program 
 
1. Contact Period Context.  Covers archeological sites, artifacts, and landscapes 

related to contact in the Fort Drum region between Native American governments, 
societies and residents, and European explorers, missionaries, traders, fur trappers 
and settlers.  This period runs from the mid-16th century (c. 1540), following the 
abandonment (possibly due to an epidemic of European-imported disease, an 
indirect aspect of contact) of the St. Lawrence Iroquois fortified settlement at Camp 
Drum 1 (FDP 0001) until the Treaty of Fort Stanwix opened the area for Euro-
American land speculation and settlement after 1797.  Opportunities for contact in 
the Fort Drum area included the Cartier/Roberval Expeditions of 1534 through 1543, 
and undocumented incursions along the St. Lawrence River by Basque and British 
fishermen.  There are also accounts of Europeans taken captive by Native American 
polities who were transported through the Fort Drum region during the French and 
Indian War and other conflicts between England and France as colonial powers and 
the Huron, Iroquois and other Native American governments from the late 17th 
century through the 18th century.  To date, the one direct evidence of contact found 
on Fort Drum is a “French” (blonde) gunflint, from FDH 1253.  This is a spall flint 
from a French or Scandinavian source, of a type used in a snaphaunce gunlock, 
most commonly used (in Europe) during the 17th century; it could have been used 
later in America, especially in an older gun traded to a Native American.  Finding 
further contact-period archeological sites remains a primary goal of the Phase I 
training area surveys conducted by the Fort Drum CRS. 

 
2. The Pre-WWII Pine Plains National Guard Training Facility Context.  This 

context includes architectural and archeological resources related to the “first” 
version of Fort Drum, a c. 10,000 acre military reservation established by the US 
Army and the New York National Guard to perform summer maneuvers and train 
(mostly) cavalry units from 1908 until establishment of Pine Camp (see # 3) in 1940.  
Architectural resources include three connected buildings immediately east of the 
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junction of Munns Corner Road and NYS Rt. 26, heavily-modified remnants of a 
complex of one-story frame barracks, mess hall and HQ buildings built for the NY 
Guard in the late 1930s.  Archeological resources related to Pine Plains have 
appeared piecemeal in the southern part of Fort Drum (Training Areas 5, 7 and 8B) 
as a result of Phase I surveys conducted by Fort Drum CRS between 1992 and 
present.  These resources include isolated finds of alcohol, condiment and milk 
bottles and surface scatters of bottle glass sherds, probably related to mess hall and 
camp areas, surface scatters of fired ammunition from small arms and rifle training, 
displaced concrete pylons from pipelines for a potable water distribution system, and 
occasional UXO from artillery training (this UXO is handled as a personnel hazard by 
Ft. Drum EOD, and is not assessed as archeological material).  One site of note 
related to this context is FDH 1071, a burial containing three horse skeletons, each 
horse having been shot through the skull, a common means of disposal for injured or 
surplus cavalry mounts.  The Fort Drum CRS is in the process of developing a 
management statement and plan for the Pine Plains National Guard Training Facility 
context. 

 
3.  The WWII Pine Camp Cantonment, Training Lands and POW Camp Context.  

Pine Camp was an expansion of the c. 10,000 acre Pine Plains installation to the 
109,176 acres of present-day Fort Drum, intended to aid the United States in facing 
the difficult international situation that immediately preceded WW II.  Pine Camp was 
the direct institutional ancestor of Fort Drum; it was Pine Camp that was renamed 
“Fort Drum” in the 1950s, to honor General Hugh Drum.  As with all WW II era 
military installations, hundreds of 700 and 800 series one- and two-story wood-frame 
temporary barracks buildings were a major architectural feature of the Pine Camp 
cantonment.  These buildings for were constructed in the “Old Cantonment” area of 
Fort Drum during the winter of 1940-41, as a project of the Civilian Conservation 
Corps.  Many of these buildings stand today on Fort Drum, in heavily-modified form, 
reused for everything from storage to temporary housing in support of National 
Guard summer training to an archeological laboratory and curation facility.  These 
“wood temps” are considered as mitigated, under a standing national MOA; see Kriv 
c. 1990.  Remnants of WWII training facilities encountered during Phase I surveys of 
Fort Drum training areas by the Fort Drum CRS include concrete pillboxes and 
bunkers (TA 8B), concrete backstop walls from firing ranges (TA 5A), old temporary 
bridges, and ammunition scatters.  (As with UXO from Pine Plains, WW II ordnance 
is handled as a personnel hazard by Ft. Drum EOD, and is not assessed as 
archeological material.)  Another major WW II component of Pine Camp was an 
internment camp for POWs from the Whermacht, Luftwaffe and the Italian Army, 
located across the installation’s railroad southwest from the U.S Army cantonment.  
The Pine Camp POW Camp was composed of approximately 50 wood temporary 
buildings, barbed wire security fences and armed guard towers.  This camp operated 
from September of 1943 to May of 1946, and was the primary camp among a 
system of satellite camps throughout upstate New York.  Prisoners from the Pine 
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Camp POW Camp worked on area farms, at local paper mills, and in other industries 
throughout New York State.  At present, the Pine Camp POW Camp site is in large 
part covered by a blacktop parking lot for the New York Guard MATES site.  The 
Fort Drum CRS is in the process of developing a management statement and plan 
for the Pine Camp POW Camp, as part of the WWII Pine Camp Cantonment, 
Training Lands and POW Camp context. 

 
4. The Black River and Utica Railroad Context.  This is a prospective context, 

developed around land not presently owned by DoA as part of Fort Drum, but which 
may be acquired by the Army for the fort in the foreseeable future.  The Black River 
and Utica railroad was one of the last railroads built in the Fort Drum area, coming 
through from Carthage to Philadelphia, New York, between 1871 and 1873 (Thomas 
1963:119).  Later, the railroad was merged into the New York Central System, which 
itself became part of Penn Central, then Conrail, then (and, at present) CSX 
Transportation Systems.  This railroad crosses the southern part of Fort Drum, 
bordering or crossing Training Areas 5, 7, 8, 11 and 12, on a right-of-way (probably) 
owned by the railroad, following common practice by the New York Central.  In 
recent years, the major customer for this railroad line was the Champion paper mill 
in Deferiet, New York, which closed permanently in February 2001.  If the (former) 
Black River and Utica Railroad is closed, DoA/Fort Drum would almost certainly 
have right of first refusal to buy the present right of way contiguous to its present 
property within the installation.  Should this happen, railroad structures (bridges, 
culverts, embankments) and objects (e.g. cast concrete whistle posts, signal stands) 
would become property of DOD/Fort Drum and, with many of them being over 50 
years in age, they would require assessment as historic properties potentially eligible 
to NRHP.  
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APPENDIX B  

CURATION POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 

 

LONG TERM CURATION PLAN FOR THE ARTIFACTS AND 

ARCHIVES STORED IN FORT DRUM ARTIFACT CURATION 

FACILITY  

 

Introduction  

 
The successful completion of any cultural resource excavation is the long-term storage 
and preservation of all recovered materials and associated records.  Fort Drum as a 
Federal facility must be in compliance with the governing laws for the long-term 
preservation and storage of federally owned collections, 36 CFR 79. The Fort Drum 
Artifact Curation Facility (ACF) has been actively involved in long-term storage of 
artifacts since the ACF building was completed. Recently the ACF has made further 
steps to ensure compliance with all sections of 36 CFR 79, NAGPRA, and the National 
Park Service (NPS) standards for the care, preservation and long-term storage of all 
cultural materials and associated records.  
 
In order for the Fort Drum ACF to be in compliance with all laws concerning the care 
and storage of Federally owned materials the cultural resource program is actively 
involved in the cataloging and accessioning of all artifacts and associated records 
collected and produced during cultural resource surveys and ensuring that they are 
packed in acid free bags and boxes. In addition to artifacts and associated documents 
the Fort Drum ACF also occasional acquires artifacts from sites off of Fort Drum 
property that enhance the knowledge of Fort Drum prehistory and history. The ACF is 
also involved in the building and maintaining of a research library for use by ACF staff 
and the general public. The artifacts include the backlog of artifacts collected by the 
Louis Berger and Associates survey completed in 1989 and all artifacts recovered from 
subsequent surveys conducted by Colorado State Center for the Ecological 
Management of Military Lands (CSU-CEMML).  
 

Fort Drum Artifact Curation Facility 

 
The Fort Drum Artifact Curation Facility (ACF) is housed in Building P-4836. The ACF 
itself is a wooden two story renovated B-74 type World War II barracks. The ACF is 89 
feet 4 inches long by 26 feet 6 inches wide. The first level of the ACF is used for storage 
of field equipment and it also houses the archaeological laboratory and all equipment 
related to the operation of the archaeological laboratory. The second floor is where the 
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curation room and long term archival storage area is located along with office space for 
the Cultural Resource staff in addition to a conference room. The building is centrally 
heated by propane gas and has full pluming facilities located on the first floor.  
 
The Curation Room/Collections storage area, offices and laboratory workspaces are 
locked during non-business hours. Artifact boxes are stored on heavy load bearing, 
rolling enamel steel shelving units. .  The artifact storage area has a separate climate 
control and dehumidifier for holding the curation room at a constant level. A 
hydrothermograph monitors the temperature and humidity levels at all times.  
Temperature in the storage area is set at 64F and the relative humidity is maintained at 
45%.  The facility currently lacks both fire detection/ suppression system and security 
alarms.   
 

Collection  

 
The Fort Drum Artifact Curation Facility is responsible for the curation of archaeological 
materials and associated documents, electronic media, historic maps, archival 
photographs and records, architectural drawings and records, historic object collections, 
and a small amount of archival material relating to the history of Fort Drum, and a 
reference library.  These materials, because of their important research value for the 
Fort Drum region and for the fields of archeology and history, should be preserved and 
protected in perpetuity as a resource and legacy for future generations.  In addition, 
federal law mandates the “preservation of prehistoric and historic material remains, and 
associated records, that are recovered in conjunction with Federal projects and 
programs under certain Federal statutes” (31 CFR Part 79 p. 1). 
 
The archaeological collection consists of both prehistoric and historic period materials.  
Archaeological collections have been the result of federally legislated cultural resource 
management activities.  A small number of artifacts resulting from random finds or other 
excavation activities typically connected with construction projects also contribute to the 
archaeological collection.   
 

Materials in the Collection 

 

Artifact Curation Facility Summary of Building, Artifact Materials and 

Archives 

 
Amount of archaeological material stored in the facility (cubic feet): 
Length X Width X Height  
20 Shelf units 36 shelves per unit equals 720 shelves  
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Each shelf equals 12 cubic feet of storage 8640 cubic feet of storage total for shelving 
units 
Four cabinets of archaeological material storage totaling 108 cubic feet  
Three cabinets of archaeological curation materials totaling 27 cubic feet  
Total amount of space in cubic feet available for the storage of archaeological material 
8775 cubic feet  
Total amount in cubic feet of archaeological material that has been completely 
accessioned equals 4212 cubic feet. 
Total amount of archaeological material in cubic feet to be accessioned equals 4563 
cubic feet. 
 
Amount of associated written records stored in the facility (cubic feet): 
Length X Width X Height 
1 Map cabinet 27 cubic feet  
14 file cabinets totaling 630 cubic feet of storage  
2 Map bins totaling 30 cubic feet of storage  
1 Cabinet-containing aerial photographs 27 cubic feet         
Total 714 Cubic feet of storage for associated written records 
Total amount in cubic feet of associated records that have been archived 499.8 cubic 
feet       
Total of 9489 cubic feet of storage for artifacts, associated written records, and curation 
material storage available  
   
Types of artifacts stored in the facility:  
Artifacts currently stored in the Artifact Curation Facility (ACF) 
Prehistoric Material: 
Lithic material (chert, quartz, quartzite, and other lithic material)   
Prehistoric ceramics (pottery) 
Faunal remains (animal bone) 
Floral remains (seeds and charcoal)  
Soil samples 
Human Remains (1 box of possible human remains)  
Historic Material: 
Glass (window glass, bottles both broken and whole) 
Historic Ceramics (Stoneware, Whiteware, transfer print wares, terra cota pipes, and 
kaolin pipes) 
Metal (iron nails, machinery parts) 
Brick and mortar  
Foundation stones 
Wooden beams 
Documentation on and for artifacts currently stored in the Artifact Curation Facility: 
Field Notebooks and field reports  
Artifact curation forms and records 
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Journal Articles and books pertaining to archaeology and curation 
Technical reports on past and current archaeological projects 
Historic Maps and copies of historic maps covering the Fort Drum area 
Current Maps covering Fort Drum 
Aerial Photographs   
Laws and procedural handbooks pertaining to archaeology, cultural resource 
management, and artifact curation  
         
Miscellaneous Materials Stored in the Artifact Curation Facility not added into the cubic 
footage of storage  
Archaeological field equipment  
Geologic Collection containing rocks and minerals from the Fort Drum area  
Wetlands and wildlife division miscellaneous equipment, photographs, and other 
materials used by wetland division that are currently stored in the first floor of the ACF. 
 

Specific Long-Term Plans for the ACF  

 
In order for the Fort Drum ACF to be in compliance with all laws concerning the care 
and storage of federally owned materials the cultural resource program is actively 
involved in the cataloging and accessioning of all artifacts collected during cultural 
resource surveys and ensuring that they are packed in acid free bags and boxes. The 
artifacts include the backlog of artifacts collected by the Louis Berger and Associates 
survey completed in 1989 and all artifacts recovered from subsequent surveys 
conducted by Colorado State Center for the Ecological Management of Military Lands 
(CEMML). The current long-term curation plan for the ACF is following a tight schedule 
in order to complete the accessioning of the backlog of artifacts from the Louis Berger 
and Associates cultural resource survey and ensuring that a backlog of artifacts from 
CEMML survey projects does not develop as all CEMML artifacts have been fully 
cataloged and accessioned.  A plan to tie the electronic catalog created by Berger to the 
Fort Drum Cultural Resource Program’s curation accession records is in the planning 
stages and should be implemented as soon as possible.  
 

ACF Security  

 
Once the entire backlog has been accessioned and the data entered into the data base 
periodic inventories must be completed. Monthly random inventories of the collection 
should be undertaken to ensure the artifacts are accounted for and once a year a 
complete inventory should be completed of the entire collection and any discrepancies 
reported to the Federal Archaeologist for proper follow up by the appropriate Military 
Police Authorities.  
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All diagnostic and unique artifacts prehistoric and historic should be photographed as an 
added measure of security. Current Security measures for the Fort Drum ACF curation 
room include a sign-in log for all personnel entering the curation room all personnel 
must sign in with the date and time of entry and departure.  
 
Access to secure storage is strictly controlled only the Federal Archaeologist, Curator, 
Lab Director and Survey Coordinator have access to the key for the locker. In addition 
there is a log sheet for the secure storage locker. Anytime secure storage is opened the 
person opening it must sign and date the log sheet and note any material added or 
subtracted from the locker. Monthly inventories of secure storage are done by the 
curator and submitted to the Federal Archaeologist to ensure all material(s) are present. 
Any discrepancies should be immediately investigated internally to ensure it was not 
simply an oversight in counting. If after the internal investigation the material(s) are still 
missing the Federal Archaeologist is notified and then the proper Military Police 
Authorities must be notified and a full criminal investigation undertaken.      
 
Long-term security of the ACF should include the installation of one-inch throw dead 
bolts on the doors leading into the curation room. The installation of electronic alarms at 
a minimum on the doors leading into the curation room should be installed. There 
should also be plans to put fire detection and suppression installed in the building or at 
a minimum the curation room.  
 

Additional Information 

 
Detailed information regarding curation procedures can be found in SOP#14, Curation 
of Archeological Collections at Fort Drum, in this document. 
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APPENDIX C  

FORT DRUM CULTURAL AFFILIATION REPORT 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
According to NAGPRA and its implementing regulations (43 CFR 10), officials of federal 
agencies are responsible for determining which present-day Native American tribes may 
have valid claims to human remains, funerary objects, sacred objects, or objects of 
cultural patrimony that are excavated intentionally or discovered inadvertently on federal 
lands.  Tribes that are culturally affiliated, the aboriginal landowners as decided by the 
Indian Claims Commission or the U.S. Court of Claims, or the aboriginal occupants may 
make claims to these materials and determine their treatment and disposition.  Tribes 
that disagree with a determination of cultural affiliation can present information to 
challenge it. 
 
What is cultural affiliation? Cultural affiliation (as defined by NAGPRA 43 CFR 10.2 (e)) 
means that there is a relationship of shared group identity, which can reasonably be 
traced historically or prehistorically between members of a present-day Indian tribe and 
an identifiable earlier group. Cultural affiliation is established when the preponderance 
of the evidence -- based on geographical, kinship, biological, archeological, linguistic, 
folklore, oral tradition, historical evidence, or other information or expert opinion -- 
reasonably leads to such a conclusion. 
 

OBJECTIVES AND METHODS 

 
The Oak Ridge Institute for Science and Education (ORISE) funded research at Fort 
Drum, New York, that will contribute to compliance with the requirements of the Native 
American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA).  Information was 
reviewed on the cultural affiliation of the existing archaeological collection to identify the 
federally recognized Native American tribes most likely culturally affiliated with any 
human remains, funerary objects, or items of cultural patrimony derived from Federal 
land at Fort Drum.    
 
While consultation with three federally recognized Native American tribes has already 
begun, there is no conclusive determination of cultural affiliation.  This document 
represents a summary of the research conducted to date and should not be considered 
a final determination of cultural affiliation and intent to repatriate to any specific Native 
American tribe at this time.  Any NAGPRA related issues would be channeled through 
the consultation process. 
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The ORISE-prepared research report provides the Cultural Resource Manager at Fort 
Drum with an overview and bibliography of the prehistoric and historic Native American 
presence in the Fort Drum vicinity.  The purpose of the report is to, 
 

 Give the cultural resources manager sufficient information to make informed 
decisions about choosing present-day Native American tribes to consult 
concerning the repatriation of potentially sacred objects or items of cultural 
patrimony, and any future inadvertent discoveries or planned excavations of 
human remains or funerary objects, and  

 
 To provide a resource for the evaluation of the legitimacy of potential claims 

by Indian tribes to human remains and cultural objects pursuant to NAGPRA.   
 
To establish cultural affiliation, the federal official (In this case the CRM at Fort Drum 
with any consultation deemed necessary by the CRM) must be able to trace a 
reasonable relationship of group identity between the culture associated with the 
material in the collections and the present-day Native American tribe.  This earlier group 
may be recognized as culturally discrete or a biologically distinct population.  Evidence 
supporting cultural affiliation must establish that a present-day Native American tribe 
has been identified from prehistoric or historic times to the present as descending from 
the earlier group.  The standard of proof for a determination of cultural affiliation is a 
preponderance of evidence rather than an argument having scientific certainty. 
 
Research was performed to review available archaeological, historical, and ethnological 
information that might aid in determining cultural affiliation.  This is a difficult task as 
Europeans never encountered the St. Lawrence Iroquoians of Jefferson County, New 
York.  Information on the disappearance of the St. Lawrence Iroquoians must be 
inferred from the archaeological record or traditional histories of other Native groups 
that may have had contact with the St. Lawrence Iroquoians.  Archaeological records of 
prehistoric Iroquoian populations of Jefferson County are not readily available partly due 
to large amounts of site looting, misidentification of sites due to various names given 
sites and conflicting locations for a site (Engelbrecht et al. 1990; Pendergast 1985: 23-
24; Trigger and Pendergast 1978).  Earlier studies suggesting the St. Lawrence 
Iroquoians were the ancestors of one or several of the contemporary Six Nations 
Iroquois (Beauchamp 1904; Morgan 1928) have been refuted (Pendergast 1991: 55; 
Trigger and Pendergast 1978: 359-360).  There are no known direct descendants of the 
prehistoric populations represented at Fort Drum. 
 
According to Section 3 of NAGPRA, Native American human remains and objects would 
belong to the tribe on whose land the items were recovered.   
 
The Oneida and the Onondaga Nations, two members of the Six Nations Iroquois, have 
two distinct ancestral land claims to sections of Jefferson County, to include sections of 
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Fort Drum, New York.  During consultation visits with the Oneida Nation and Onondaga 
Nation, the tribes indicated that much of Fort Drum was part of their ancestral hunting 
and fishing lands. 
 
The archaeological collection currently controlled by cultural resources at Fort Drum 
was reviewed by the Mandatory Center of Expertise for the Curation and Management 
of Archaeological Collections (MCX), St. Louis District of U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
in August 1995 in order to comply with Section 5 requirements of NAGPRA.   MCX 
found no human remains or associated funerary items in the collection.  
 
Representatives of the Seneca, Cayuga, Onondaga, Oneida, Mohawk, and Tuscarora 
tribes were informed in 1996 of the results from this inventory.  Review of the collections 
in 1998 yielded possible human remains and a human effigy pipe, resulting in renewed 
correspondence with the Tribes.  Further review by forensic archeologists in 2002 and 
2003, reviewed the artifacts tagged as possible human remains and concluded that they 
were not human remains but were animal remains.  Consultations with three Native 
American tribes, the Oneida, Onondaga and St. Regis Mohawk Nations, have included 
evaluation of artifacts curated at Fort Drum that could be potentially sacred or items of 
cultural patrimony.  Although no artifacts have been identified as needing to be 
repatriated at this time it is important to note that to the Native American Nations, which 
Fort Drum has begun official consultation with, believe that any item made by Native 
Americans is sacred.   
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RESEARCH RESULTS 

 
Archaeological investigations at Fort Drum indicate prehistoric occupation extending 
back 10,000 years (U.S. Army 1995: 4-10; Ft. Drum CR Annual Report 2000-2005).   
 
The largest and most extensively excavated prehistoric site on Fort Drum is Camp 
Drum #1 (NYSM 3450).  Squier noted this St. Lawrence Iroquoian site in 1848 and 
Hough investigated it in 1849 (Louis Berger and Associates 1994b: 13; Pendergast 
1991: 52).  SUNY Oswego professor, Peter Pratt began excavations in 1964.  In 1989, 
Louis Berger and Associates (LBA) excavated a representative sample of the exposed 
features from the previous Pratt investigations and then backfilled the site in order to 
protect it from further deterioration (LBA 1994b: 1).   
 
The artifact assemblage suggests Camp Drum #1 was occupied seasonally, from spring 
to early fall.  Few stone or bone artifacts associated with men’s activities, little skeletal 
material from mammals, a high percentage of fish remains, shallow hearths, and 
numerous tools for making clothes recovered from the site support this assessment 
(LBA 1994b: 72-74).  Diagnostic ceramics revealed a variety of types associated with 
Onondaga, Mohawk-Onondaga-Oneida, Huron, and Cayuga ceramic traditions at Camp 
Drum #1 (LBA 1994b: 54-62). 
 
No research on human remains has been conducted by Fort Drum, and no known 
human remains were ever deliberately excavated and added to the Fort Drum 
collections.  However, it is possible that Dr. Pratt recovered non-diagnostic human 
remains with faunal material in the 1960s.  One human burial was discovered, not 
disturbed, and reburied in place during the LBA survey.  This burial was suspected to be 
part of an ossuary.  Small ossuaries have been associated with St. Lawrence Iroquoian 
sites (Pendergast 1991: 54).  Antiquarians of the 19th century observed ossuaries at the 
near-by Aaron Poor site as well as another isolated find of skeletal material (LBA 
1994b:39-42; Pendergast 1985: 32-33). The Aaron Poor site is not within the 
boundaries on Fort Drum or on Federal land. 
 
The Military Road Site (FDP 83-60) is a prehistoric Iroquoian site occupied from circa 
1350-1575 (LBA 1994a: 1).  Lack of certain artifact classes such as knives, projectile 
points, grinding stones, and anvils suggest limited activities took place or that the site 
was occupied briefly (LBA 1994a: 20).  The ceramics from the Military Road site were 
similar to those found at Camp Drum #1.  Most were in the Onondaga-Oneida-Mohawk 
tradition, some Mohawk type, two Huron, and one representative each of Neutral-
Wenro, Erie, Seneca, and Erie types (LBA 1994a: 33-35). 
 

SAINT LAWRENCE IROQUOIANS 
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The St. Lawrence Iroquoians occupied village clusters on both the north and south 
shores of the St. Lawrence and the Eastern end of Lake Ontario in Canada and 
northern New York.  There is no academic consensus concerning their cultural 
antecedents. The archeological record indicates that occupation of their villages in the 
area suddenly terminated in the mid-16th century (Pendergast 1993: 9; Tuck 1978: 324).   
 
Some archaeologists and historians have suggested that the St. Lawrence Iroquoians 
were ancestors of the historic Five Nations Iroquois.  The Five Nations are a 
confederation of the Seneca, Cayuga, Onondaga, Oneida, and Mohawk.  The 
Tuscarora joined the Five Nations between 1722 and 1723 and became the sixth nation 
of the League of the Iroquois (Landy 1978: 519).   Archaeologists now recognize the St. 
Lawrence Iroquoians as a distinct group who were not ancestors of any present-day 
Iroquois tribes (Kuhn et al. 1993: 78; Pendergast 1975 and 1991: 55; Trigger and 
Pendergast 1978: 359-360).  However, various tribes of the Five Nations may have 
assimilated St. Lawrence Iroquoian captives and refugees into their tribes.  Their 
disappearance has been attributed to various causes such as disease, European 
arrival, diminished crop production, or conflict with other native groups (Engelbrecht 
1995: 49; Pendergast 1985: 345; Pratt, M. 1991: 44; Trigger and Pendergast 1978: 360-
361; Tuck 1978: 324-330).  The Huron, Onondaga, Oneida, and Mohawk are the most 
commonly cited enemies of the St. Lawrence Iroquoians.  To this date, it is unclear why 
the St. Lawrence Iroquoians disappeared. 
 
Little is known about the St. Lawrence Iroquoians from direct European observations.  
Jacques Cartier, the first European explorer of the St. Lawrence River, met the St. 
Lawrence Iroquoians near its gulf in 1534.  In his subsequent travels, Cartier 
encountered the St. Lawrence Iroquoian village of Stadacona, near Quebec City and 
Hochelaga, near Montreal.  Cartier made several more visits to these and other St. 
Lawrence Iroquoian villages, concluding his voyages in 1541.  Cartier made the closest 
contact with Jefferson County Iroquoians when he encountered a small group at a 
village called Toniata on Tar or Grenadier Island near the present day Rockport, 
Ontario.  When Samuel de Champlain traveled up the St. Lawrence in 1603, the St. 
Lawrence Iroquoians previously visited were gone. (Engelbrecht 1995: 35; Pendergast 
1975; Trigger and Pendergast 1978).  Unlike the inhabitants of the villages on the 
shores of the St. Lawrence, Europeans are thought to have never contacted the St. 
Lawrence Iroquoians of Jefferson County directly or through trade (Pendergast 1991: 
47-8). Pendergast constructs a terminal date of 1580 for the St. Lawrence Iroquoian 
presence in Jefferson County (1985: 35; 1991: 59).  
 
Warfare, endemic among the prehistoric Iroquois (Tuck 1978: 326), likely contributed to 
the demise of the St. Lawrence Iroquoians.  In Jefferson County, 77% of St. Lawrence 
Iroquoian sites show concern about defensibility through earthworks, palisades, or 
environmental features (Engelbrecht et al 1990: 75-76).  Deaths attributed to warfare 
were not the only means of depopulation.  Captives were taken as well.   Iroquoian 
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groups commonly practiced adoption of captives and refugees (Guldenzopf 1984: 85; 
Jennings 1984: 37).   
 
Iroquoians would take captives from enemy tribes to replace their relatives lost in 
warfare.  The captive would take on the deceased person’s name and role. If the family 
of the deceased deemed the captive unacceptable, the captive was tortured and killed 
(Lafitau 1724: 22:99-106; Richter 1992: 65-74).  This created a cycle of captive taking 
and replacing resulting in continual warfare.   
 
Forced captives of war were not the only people absorbed by Iroquoians.  Refugees 
from decimated villages were also taken in by their allies and assimilated into the new 
village.  Archaeologists recognize refugees or captives by the presence of exotic 
ceramics, pipes, or chert.  The newcomers are assumed to be female when exotic 
ceramics are present and male when atypical pipes or exotic chert tools are excavated 
(Pendergast 1993: 19-20).    
 
Ceramics characteristic of the St. Lawrence Iroquoians have been found on Huron 
(Pendergast 1993), Onondaga (Bradley 1987: 83-89), Oneida (Kuhn et al 1993: 78), 
and Mohawk (Engelbrecht 1995: 51-53; Kuhn et al 1993: 78-84) sites.  Possible 
reasons for the presence of St. Lawrence Iroquoian ceramics on other sites include 
trade or the presence of St. Lawrence Iroquoian women.  These women could have 
either carried their pottery or made new pieces in their traditional style at the new site, 
but it is unclear if they would have relocated initially as war captives or refugees.   
 
Ceramics flowed in the opposite direction as well.  Huron, Mohawk, Onondaga, and 
Oneida style pottery have been recovered from St. Lawrence Iroquoian sites (LBA 1994 
a: 33-35; LBA 1994b: 54-62).  The St. Lawrence Iroquoians evidently did not live in 
isolation from other groups.  From ceramic, pipe, and lithic evidence, there was 
interaction between the St. Lawrence Iroquoians and the Huron, Onondaga, Oneida, 
and Mohawk.  It is unclear whether these encounters were peaceful or violent.   
 

HURON 

 
Sizable groups of St. Lawrence Iroquoians were assimilated into Huron villages in the 
16th century either as captives of war or refugees from war (Tuck 1978: 324).  
Pendergast suggests that the Huron and St. Lawrence Iroquoians were allied against 
the Five Nations (1991: 60) or that they could have been engaged in war (1991: 58-9, 
62).  The assumptions that relations were hostile are based on the fact that the only St. 
Lawrence Iroquoian artifacts found on Huron sites are pottery.  This interpretation 
implies that St. Lawrence Iroquoian men were killed and only women, the pottery 
makers, were assimilated.  When pipes with St. Lawrence Iroquoian features are found 
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as well, the interpretation is that men are represented on the sites under assumed 
friendly relations.   
 
Huron pottery, clay and stone pipes, and bone tools have been found on St. Lawrence 
Iroquoian sites (Engelbrecht 1995: 52; Kuhn et al. 1993: 78, 85; Pendergast 1985: 32).  
Material culture of both men and women suggest that the Huron were living or visiting 
these sites under amicable circumstances.  This interpretation of hostilities and the 
archaeological record is still debated by Iroquoian scholars.   
 
Regardless of the nature of contact, St. Lawrence Iroquoian ceramics have been found 
on Huron sites beginning at circa 1450 (Pendergast 1993: 24-25).  Significant portions 
of Huron-Petun ceramic assemblages were comprised of St. Lawrence Iroquoian 
pottery.  In 1550, 10% to 20% of the ceramics excavated were St. Lawrence Iroquoian.  
A high of 35% St. Lawrence Iroquoian ceramics occurred at the Trent site.  Over a 
decade after St. Lawrence Iroquoian disappearance in Jefferson County, their ceramics 
were still being made in Huron-Petun villages (Pendergast 1993: 25-26). 
 
The Five Nations drove the Huron out of the region in 1649-1650 (Pendergast 1993: 
18).  At the time of this dispersal the Huron and Petun came together in Ontario as the 
Wyandot (also Wendat or Wyandotte) in 1650.  Subsequently, they migrated to 
Michigan, Wisconsin, and Ohio, finally settling in Kansas and Oklahoma (Garrad and 
Steckley 1998; Tooker 1978).  The Wyandotte and Wyandot tribes are the modern 
descendants of the Huron. 
 

ONONDAGA 

 
In the early 20th century some historians, such as Beauchamp (1904: 9-10) and Parker 
(1928: 1) believed that the Onondaga originated in Jefferson County and later migrated 
south of Syracuse to where they live today.  This theory has been successfully refuted 
as archaeologists have determined that the St. Lawrence Iroquoians were a distinct 
group and that the Onondaga developed in their own territory (Pendergast 1991: 54-55; 
Tuck 1978: 322).  Ceramic traditions and site occupation sequences show that the 
Onondaga evolved in situ (Bradley 1987: 83).   
 
The ceramic evidence demonstrates that the St. Lawrence Iroquoians migrated south 
from Jefferson County and were assimilated into Onondaga villages (Bradley 1987: 83).  
Several pipes, formed in a fashion associated with the St. Lawrence Iroquoians, have 
also been found on Onondaga sites (ibid: 61).  This suggests men, as well as women, 
joined the Onondaga.  Pendergast proposes that these individuals may have been 
captives as a result of conflict between the Onondaga and the St. Lawrence Iroquoians 
(1991: 58).  St. Lawrence Iroquoian traits found in Onondaga ceramic assemblages are 
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less cohesive suggesting that smaller groups at various intervals were assimilated than 
those migrating to Huronia (Bradley 1987: 58, 86-87). 
 
In a more roundabout and less plausible way, St. Lawrence Iroquoians could have been 
incorporated into the Onondaga via the Huron.  The Onondaga adopted Huron captives 
in the 17th century (Blau et al 1978: 492, Bradley 1987: 87).  Beauchamp recounted 
Onondaga presence on Huron frontiers in 1647 (1894: 68), supporting the likelihood of 
conflict between the two.  The St. Lawrence Iroquoians that were assimilated by the 
Huron may have been taken captive, but this time by the Onondaga.   
 

ONEIDA 

 
The Oneida, like the other present-day tribes, did not descend directly from the St. 
Lawrence Iroquoians (Pendergast 91: 55; Pratt, P. 1991: 40). However, it is possible 
that some St. Lawrence Iroquoians became part of Oneida villages. Ceramics 
recovered in Oneida sites indicate a few St. Lawrence Iroquoians made or carried their 
pots to their new homes (Kuhn et al 1993: 78).   
 
In the mid-17th century, warfare intensified between the Five Nations and the Huron 
primarily due to beaver trade competition  (Beauchamp 1904: 57; Campisi 1978: 482).  
Many Huron were taken by the Oneida and functioned as such.  In 1668, Bruyas, a 
Jesuit among the Oneida, remarked that two-thirds of the village was comprised of 
Algonquians and Hurons (Campisi 1978: 482).  Perhaps some of the St. Lawrence 
Iroquoians were introduced into Oneida villages through the Huron.   
 

MOHAWK 

 
The Mohawk did not descend from the St. Lawrence Iroquoians, as the Mohawk 
developed in situ (Pendergast 91: 58).  However, St. Lawrence Iroquoians of Jefferson 
County did inhabit Mohawk sites.  This is inferred from pottery styles and Jefferson 
County lithics found on Mohawk sites (Kuhn et al: 1993: 78-84).  Captives, acquired 
through warfare, likely left these artifacts (Snow 1994: 75-78).  Engelbrecht supports 
this idea by correlating ceramic similarities and a sudden increase in late 16th century 
Mohawk population (1995: 51-53).  LeRay chert, from Jefferson County, is found at only 
one Mohawk site (Kuhn et al 1993: 79, 83).  Whether this signifies male captives, 
extensive trade networking, or Mohawk expeditions to Jefferson County to procure the 
chert cannot be conclusively determined.   
 
Any impact of the St. Lawrence Iroquoian captive population on the Mohawk was small.  
The Mohawk assemblages are never comprised of more than 2% St. Lawrence 
Iroquoian artifacts.  The lack of St. Lawrence Iroquoian material culture on 17th century 
sites may mean that they quickly adjusted to Mohawk life (Kuhn et al 1993: 85).   
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As with the previous Five Nations tribes discussed, Huron war captives were taken by 
Mohawk in the 17th century (Fenton and Tooker 1978: 468-470; Guldenzopf 1984: 85).  
Just as above, it is possible that some of these captives were St. Lawrence Iroquoians.   
 

SENECA, CAYUGA, TUSCARORA 

 
No evidence of Seneca, Cayuga, or Tuscarora adoption of St. Lawrence Iroquoians has 
been found in the literature reviewed.  It is especially unlikely that any St. Lawrence 
Iroquoians would be incorporated into the Tuscarora tribes, as they resided in North 
Carolina at the time of the St. Lawrence Iroquoian disappearance. 
 

Five Nations Territory 

 
Iroquois nations of New York may also be affiliated with prehistoric sites on Fort Drum 
through land claims.  Historic maps, treaties, and lawsuits may elucidate ancestral 
Native American territory in Jefferson County.  After the St. Lawrence Iroquoians 
disappeared, other native groups may have used the land for fishing, hunting, gathering, 
or traveling.  The Fort Drum area was probably used by both the Onondaga and Oneida 
for hunting and fishing (LBA 1994a:10).  Hough also acknowledges Onondaga and 
Oneida use of Jefferson County for fishing and hunting (1854: 15).  Dr. Wonderley, 
Nation Historian for the Oneida of New York, informed Fort Drum that the Oneida have 
hunted and fished in the Fort Drum area from time immemorial.   
 
Several historic maps drawn by Europeans show their interpretation of Native American 
boundaries.  Maps concerning the Five Nations always include Oneida and Finger 
Lakes regions.  Some of these lines continue north to the St. Lawrence while others 
stop abruptly.  Other maps do not use line divisions; the tribal names are printed without 
any indication of where the territories begin or end.   
 
It is also unclear in some cases as to what alterations have made to the original maps.  
Authors reprinting maps may have added or accentuated boundary lines to better 
illustrate territories.  The Map of the State of New York with Its Counties originally drawn 
in 1788 has dashed lines defining the territories of the Five Nations as presented by 
Upton (1980: 32-33).  The same map, titled Map of Oneida Aboriginal Lands, used on 
the Oneida Nation’s world-wide-web page (http://oneida-nation.net/lcmap.html) shows 
the same territories but the Oneida claim is colored.  Morgan’s description of the 
boundary between the Onondaga and Oneida confirms these divisions (1851: 43).  In 
both versions of this 1788 map, most of Jefferson County is in the country of the 
Oneida.  A thin western portion of Jefferson County is considered Onondaga land.  Fort 
Drum is entirely in the territory of the Oneida according to this map.   
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Other maps also support this division of territory.  A map dividing pre-1790 and post-
1790 Oneida land claims divides Oneida country on the same western boundary from 
the Onondaga (Vecsey 1988: 3-4).  However, the 5.5 million acres of Oneida territory 
does not extend all the way north to the St. Lawrence River.  The portion of Jefferson 
County claimed by Oneida still includes all of Fort Drum.  In the same volume, Starna 
provides maps of Oneida circa 1600 (Starna 1988: 32-35).  This map uses the same 
boundaries as the one presented by Vecsey.   
 
Map of the Territorial Division of the Aborigines of New York about A.D. 1600 by 
Beauchamp (1904: front and endpiece) incorporates county lines, rivers, and cities. 
Onondaga territory encompasses more land in Jefferson County compared to the 
previously discussed maps.  Fort Drum falls in both Onondaga and Oneida territory.  
Furthermore, Jefferson County is included in an assessment of Onondaga land of over 
two million acres prior to European colonization (George-Kanentiio 1995: 60).  
Unfortunately, specific boundaries are not given.  
 
Some historical maps of New York and aboriginal lands do not extend far enough to 
include Fort Drum or Jefferson County.  This may be partly due that northern New York 
was seasonally occupied and not the year-round homes of the native groups living in 
New York at the time the maps were drawn.  Guy Johnson’s 1771 Map of the Country of 
the VI Nations Proper does not divide tribal territory by lines (Beauchamp 1904: 286-7; 
Kimm 1900: endpage).  Furthermore, the map only covers central New York and does 
not include Jefferson County.  “This country belongs to the Oneida” is printed at the 
northern-most point on the partially drawn east shore of Lake Ontario (Kimm 1900: 
endpage).  The same area is keyed to a number on a legend with the same description 
in Beauchamp’s version (Beauchamp 1904: 286-7).  It is unclear how far north the 
Oneida country extended.   
 
Colden’s 1747 map of the country of the Five Nations, which extends to parts of 
Canada, labels territories without boundary lines (1747: xvii-xix).  Colden does not 
assign the Jefferson County area or most of the North Country to any particular tribe.  
 
Philip Tarbell compiled a map showing the extent of Iroquois nations circa 1600 (Upton 
1980: 179).  On this map, division lines between the Onondaga, Oneida, and Mohawk 
become smaller and disappear before reaching the Black River.  
 
Sylvester provides a narrative account of the boundary lines between nations (1877: 
15).  Although he gives a clear line between the Mohawk and Oneida, the division 
between Onondaga and Oneida is not as specific.  It is probable that the Fort Drum 
area would fall into Oneida territory as Sylvester assigns the Black River valley to the 
Oneida and uses the western shore of Oneida Lake as a boundary.   
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The Indian Land Areas Judicially Established 1978 map 
(http://www.cr.nps.gov/aad/nacs/namap-4.htm) based on the findings of the Indian 
Claim’s Commission identifies Native American land claims.  Only a western portion of 
New York is acknowledged by the commission, which is recognized as Seneca territory. 
This commission has not identified any land in the Fort Drum vicinity as original territory 
of a specific tribe. 
 
Treaties between the Five Nations and the United States, the State of New York, or 
Great Britain were examined to determine which tribes claimed certain territory.  The 
assumption was that if a particular tribe ceded land to another government, that tribe 
was the aboriginal owner of the land.  The following treaties have been consulted during 
the preparation of this report (Institute for the Development of Indian Law Kappler 1903; 
National Archives Microfilm Publications 1966; Washburn 1973). 
 

 Treaty between the Governors of New York, Virginia and Pennsylvania and 
the Five Nations, 1722  

 Treaty with the Indians of the Six Nations, 1744 with the Commissioners of 
Virginia and Maryland as subjects of the King of England  

 Treaty of 1763 between the Six Nations and Great Britain  
 Treaty of Fort Stanwix, October 22, 1784 between the Six Nations and the 

United States 
 Treaty of Fort Harmar, 1789 between the Six Nations and the United States  
 1792 Agreement with the Five Nations of Indians  
 Canandaigua Treaty of 1794 between the Six Nations and the United States  
 Treaty with the Oneida (Veterans’ Treaty), 1794  
 Treaty with the Mohawk, 1797 with the United States  
 Treaty with the New York Indians, 1838 (Buffalo Creek) with the United States 

Agreement with the Oneida, 1909 with the Commissioner of Indian Affairs.   
 
Unfortunately, these treaties examined did not record the specific land being ceded.  
Instead, the treaties set aside the land reserved for the Iroquois.  Furthermore, treaties 
were not made with just one tribe.  Representatives of several of the Five or Six Nations 
signed the treaties.   
 
One treaty did prove an exception.  A treaty at Fort Stanwix in 1788 between the 
Oneida and New York State confirms the cession of Oneida land to the State (Hough 
1854: 39-41).  Although the land ceded is not specified, there is an allowance of a ten 
mile square lot to Peter Penet.  The treaty specifies that the land will be north of Oneida 
Lake and the exact location determined at a later date.  Penet’s Square was established 
in Jefferson County July 13, 1790 (Hough 1854: 42-43) and lies west of Fort Drum.  
Since Onondaga territory is west of the Oneida, Fort Drum would have been considered 
part of Oneida land.   
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In general, more than one tribe signed land cessions in most cases.  Starting in the 
early 18th century the Six Nations acted as a cohesive unit regarding territory.  
 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

 
Several current groups of Native Americans may be perceived as culturally identified 
with the St. Lawrence Iroquoians.  These groups include the Oneida, Onondaga, 
Mohawk, and Wyandot.  
 
The St. Lawrence Iroquoians of Jefferson County were dispersed at the close of the 16th 
century most likely due to warfare.  More St. Lawrence Iroquoians were assimilated into 
Huron villages than any other tribe based on ceramic and pipe analysis. There are 26 
Huron-Petun sites with St. Lawrence Iroquoian ceramics from 1500 to 1600 AD 
(Pendergast 1993: 27).  For this reason, the present-day Wyandot may have St. 
Lawrence Iroquoian ancestors.   
 
St. Lawrence Iroquoian material culture has also been recovered on Onondaga, 
Oneida, and Mohawk sites.  Pendergast notes only four Onondaga, four Oneida, and 
three Mohawk sites have produced St. Lawrence Iroquoian pottery during the same 
time period (1993: 26-27).  Huron ceramics have also been excavated from villages of 
these three tribes.  Although highly unlikely, St. Lawrence Iroquoians may have been 
introduced into Onondaga, Oneida, and Mohawk populations through captives from 
Huronia.  Archaeological investigations show that the interactions of the Five Nations 
with the St. Lawrence Iroquois were quite limited. 
 
Affiliation based on aboriginal ownership of the Fort Drum vicinity favors the Oneida.  
Examination of numerous historic maps and narratives indicate that a portion of Fort 
Drum has been part of Oneida territory at one time.  However, some of the maps and 
historical accounts of native territory are vague concerning exact division lines between 
the Onondaga and Oneida.  The map constructed by Beauchamp shows the boundary 
on land now a part of Fort Drum.  Due to this ambiguity, the Oneida should be consulted 
and the Onondaga as well.  Appendix A provides a list of current NAGPRA contacts for 
the Wyandot, Onondaga, Oneida, and Mohawk tribes.   
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Contact Information for Native American Consultation 

Partners 

 
ONONDAGA NATION  
Chief Irving Powless, Jr.  
Onondaga Nation 
Box 319B, Hemlock Rd. 
Nedrow, NY  13120 
(315) 492-4210, FAX: (315) 469-1302 
E:Mail Address: NOSNEAKS2@aol.com 
 
ONEIDA INDIAN NATION  
Dr. Anthony Wonderley 
Oneida Indian Nation 
Legal Department 
PO Box 662 
via Oneida, NY 13421-0662 
(315) 829-8461 
FAX: (315) 829-8473 
E:Mail Address:  twonderley@oneida_nation.org 
 
Mr. Brian Patterson 
NAGPRA Liaison 
Oneida Indian Nation 
Route 5, P.O. Box 1 
Vernon, NY 13476 
(315) 829-3090 
 
ST. REGIS MOHAWK TRIBE 
Sheree Bonaparte 
NAGPRA Coordinator/THPO 
412 State Route 37 
Akwesasne, NY 13655 
Phone Number: (518) 358-2272 
Fax Number: (518) 358-4302 
Cell:  613-551-7066 
 
 
 

mailto:NOSNEAKS2@aol.com
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APPENDIX D 

Historic Building and Properties Management 

 
Fort Drum Cultural Resources program will follow NPS standards for historic building 
and properties management as appropriate.   The outline of the Secretary of the 
Interior’s standards are summarized as follows.  
 

The Secretary of the Interior's Standards for the Treatment 

of Historic Properties, 1995, as adopted by the National Park 

Service (www.cr.nps.gov) 

 
The Standards are neither technical nor prescriptive, but are intended to promote 
responsible preservation practices that help protect our Nation's irreplaceable cultural 
resources. For example, they cannot, in and of themselves, be used to make essential 
decisions about which features of the historic building should be saved and which can 
be changed. But once a treatment is selected, the Standards provide philosophical 
consistency to the work. 
  
The four treatment approaches are Preservation, Rehabilitation, Restoration, and 
Reconstruction, outlined below in hierarchical order and explained:  
 

 The first treatment, Preservation, places a high premium on the retention 
of all historic fabric through conservation, maintenance and repair. It 
reflects a building's continuum over time, through successive occupancies, 
and the respectful changes and alterations that are made.  

 Rehabilitation, the second treatment, emphasizes the retention and repair 
of historic materials, but more latitude is provided for replacement 
because it is assumed the property is more deteriorated prior to work. 
(Both Preservation and Rehabilitation standards focus attention on the 
preservation of those materials, features, finishes, spaces, and spatial 
relationships that, together, give a property its historic character.)  

 Restoration, the third treatment, focuses on the retention of materials from 
the most significant time in a property's history, while permitting the 
removal of materials from other periods.  

 Reconstruction, the fourth treatment, establishes limited opportunities to 
re-create a non-surviving site, landscape, building, structure, or object in 
all new materials.  
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Choosing the most appropriate treatment for a building requires careful decision-making 
about a building's historical significance, as well taking into account a number of other 
considerations:  
 

 Relative importance in history. Is the building a nationally significant 
resource--a rare survivor or the work of a master architect or craftsman? 
Did an important event take place in it? National Historic Landmarks, 
designated for their "exceptional significance in American history," or 
many buildings individually listed in the National Register often warrant 
Preservation or Restoration. Buildings that contribute to the significance of 
a historic district but are not individually listed in the National Register 
more frequently undergo Rehabilitation for a compatible new use.  

 Physical condition. What is the existing condition--or degree of material 
integrity--of the building prior to work? Has the original form survived 
largely intact or has it been altered over time? Are the alterations an 
important part of the building's history?  

 
Preservation may be appropriate if distinctive materials, features, and spaces are 
essentially intact and convey the building's historical significance. If the building requires 
more extensive repair and replacement, or if alterations or additions are necessary for a 
new use, then Rehabilitation is probably the most appropriate treatment. These key 
questions play major roles in determining what treatment is selected.  
 
Proposed use. An essential, practical question to ask is: Will the building be used as it 
was historically or will it be given a new use? Many historic buildings can be adapted for 
new uses without seriously damaging their historic character; special-use properties 
such as grain silos, forts, ice houses, or windmills may be extremely difficult to adapt to 
new uses without major intervention and a resulting loss of historic character and even 
integrity. 
 
Mandated code requirements. Regardless of the treatment, code requirements will 
need to be taken into consideration. But if hastily or poorly designed, a series of code-
required actions may jeopardize a building's materials as well as its historic character. 
Thus, if a building needs to be seismically upgraded, modifications to the historic 
appearance should be minimal. Abatement of lead paint and asbestos within historic 
buildings requires particular care if important historic finishes are not to be adversely 
affected. Finally, alterations and new construction needed to meet accessibility 
requirements under the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 should be designed to 
minimize material loss and visual change to a historic building.  
 

Preservation 
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Definition 

 
Preservation is defined as the act or process of applying measures necessary to sustain 
the existing form, integrity, and materials of an historic property. Work, including 
preliminary measures to protect and stabilize the property, generally focuses upon the 
ongoing maintenance and repair of historic materials and features rather than extensive 
replacement and new construction. New exterior additions are not within the scope of 
this treatment; however, the limited and sensitive upgrading of mechanical, electrical, 
and plumbing systems and other code-required work to make properties functional is 
appropriate within a preservation project. 
 

Standards for Preservation 

 
1. A property will be used as it was historically, or be given a new use that maximizes 
the retention of distinctive materials, features, spaces, and spatial relationships. Where 
a treatment and use have not been identified, a property will be protected and, if 
necessary, stabilized until additional work may be undertaken.  
2. The historic character of a property will be retained and preserved. The replacement 
of intact or repairable historic materials or alteration of features, spaces, and spatial 
relationships that characterize a property will be avoided.  
3. Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use. 
Work needed to stabilize, consolidate, and conserve existing historic materials and 
features will be physically and visually compatible, identifiable upon close inspection, 
and properly documented for future research.  
4. Changes to a property that have acquired historic significance in their own right will 
be retained and preserved. 
5. Distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of 
craftsmanship that characterize a property will be preserved.  
6. The existing condition of historic features will be evaluated to determine the 
appropriate level of intervention needed. Where the severity of deterioration requires 
repair or limited replacement of a distinctive feature, the new material will match the old 
in composition, design, color, and texture.  
7. Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be undertaken using the gentlest 
means possible. Treatments that cause damage to historic materials will not be used.  
8. Archeological resources will be protected and preserved in place. If such resources 
must be disturbed, mitigation measures will be undertaken.  
 

Choosing Preservation as a Treatment 

 
In Preservation, the options for replacement are less extensive than in the treatment, 
Rehabilitation. This is because it is assumed at the outset that building materials and 
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character-defining features are essentially intact, i.e, that more historic fabric has 
survived, unchanged over time. The expressed goal of the Standards for Preservation 
and Guidelines for Preserving Historic Buildings is retention of the building's 
existing form, features and detailing. This may be as simple as basic maintenance of 
existing materials and features or may involve preparing a historic structure report, 
undertaking laboratory testing such as paint and mortar analysis, and hiring 
conservators to perform sensitive work such as reconstituting interior finishes. 
Protection, maintenance, and repair are emphasized while replacement is minimized. 
 

Identify, Retain, and Preserve Historic Materials and Features 

 
The guidance preservation treatment begins with recommendations to identify the form 
and detailing of those architectural materials and features that are important in defining 
the building's historic character and which must be retained in order to preserve that 
character. Therefore, guidance on identifying, retaining, and preserving character-
defining features is always given first. The character of a historic building may be 
defined by the form and detailing of exterior materials, such as masonry, wood, and 
metal; exterior features, such as roofs, porches, and windows; interior materials, such 
as plaster and paint; and interior features, such as moldings and stairways, room 
configuration and spatial relationships, as well as structural and mechanical systems; 
and the building's site and setting.  
 

Stabilize Deteriorated Historic Materials and Features as a Preliminary 

Measure 

  
Deteriorated portions of a historic building may need to be protected thorough 
preliminary stabilization measures until additional work can be undertaken.  
Stabilizing may include structural reinforcement, weatherization, or correcting unsafe 
conditions. Temporary stabilization should always be carried out in such a manner that 
it detracts as little as possible from the historic building's appearance. Although it may 
not be necessary in every preservation project, stabilization is nonetheless an integral 
part of the treatment Preservation; it is equally applicable, if circumstances warrant, for 
the other treatments.  
 

Protect and Maintain Historic Materials and Features  

 
After identifying those materials and features that are important and must be retained in 
the process of preservation work, then protection and maintenance must be addressed. 
Protection generally involves the least degree of intervention and is preparatory to other 
work. For example, protection includes the maintenance of historic materials through 
treatments such as rust removal, caulking, limited paint removal, and re-application of 
protective coatings; the cyclical cleaning of roof gutter systems; or installation of 
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fencing, alarm systems and other temporary protective measures. Although a historic 
building will usually require more extensive work, an overall evaluation of its physical 
condition should always begin at this level.  
 

Repair (Stabilize, Consolidate, and Conserve) Historic Materials and 

Features  

 
Next, when the physical condition of character-defining materials and features requires 
additional work, repairing by stabilizing, consolidating, and conserving is recommended. 
Preservation strives to retain existing materials and features while employing as little 
new material as possible. Consequently, guidance for repairing a historic material, such 
as masonry, again begins with the least degree of intervention possible such as 
strengthening fragile materials through consolidation, when appropriate, and repointing 
with mortar of an appropriate strength. Repairing masonry as well as wood and 
architectural metal features may also include patching, splicing, or otherwise reinforcing 
them using recognized preservation methods. Similarly, within the treatment 
Preservation, portions of a historic structural system could be reinforced using 
contemporary materials such as steel rods. All work should be physically and visually 
compatible, identifiable upon close inspection and documented for future research.  
 

Limited Replacement In Kind of Extensively Deteriorated Portions of 

Historic Features  

 
If repair by stabilization, consolidation, and conservation proves inadequate, the next 
level of intervention involves the limited replacement in kind of extensively deteriorated 
or missing parts of features when there are surviving prototypes (for example, brackets, 
dentils, steps, plaster, or portions of slate or tile roofing). The replacement material 
needs to match the old both physically and visually, i.e., wood with wood, etc. Thus, 
with the exception of hidden structural reinforcement and new mechanical system 
components, substitute materials are not appropriate in the treatment Preservation. 
Again, it is important that all new material be identified and properly documented for 
future research. If prominent features are missing, such as an interior staircase, exterior 
cornice, or a roof dormer, then a Rehabilitation or Restoration treatment may be more 
appropriate.  
 

Energy Efficiency/Accessibility Considerations/Health and Safety Code 

Considerations 

 
These sections of the Preservation guidance address work done to meet accessibility 
requirements and health and safety code requirements; or limited retrofitting measures 
to improve energy efficiency. Although this work is quite often an important aspect of 
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preservation projects, it is usually not part of the overall process of protecting, 
stabilizing, conserving, or repairing character-defining features; rather, such work is 
assessed for its potential negative impact on the building's historic character. For this 
reason, particular care must be taken not to obscure, damage, or destroy character-
defining materials or features in the process of undertaking work to meet code and 
energy requirements.  
 

Rehabilitating 

 

Definition 

 
Rehabilitation is defined as the act or process of making possible a compatible use for a 
property through repair, alterations, and additions while preserving those portions or 
features which convey its historical, cultural, or architectural values. 

Standards for Rehabilitation 

 
1. A property will be used as it was historically or be given a new use that 

requires minimal change to its distinctive materials, features, spaces, and 
spatial relationships.  

2. The historic character of a property will be retained and preserved. The 
removal of distinctive materials or alteration of features, spaces, and 
spatial relationships that characterize a property will be avoided.  

3. Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, 
and use. Changes that create a false sense of historical development, 
such as adding conjectural features or elements from other historic 
properties, will not be undertaken.  

4. Changes to a property that have acquired historic significance in their own 
right will be retained and preserved.  

5. Distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction techniques or 
examples of craftsmanship that characterize a property will be preserved.  

6. Deteriorated historic features will be repaired rather than replaced. Where 
the severity of deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, 
the new feature will match the old in design, color, texture, and, where 
possible, materials. Replacement of missing features will be substantiated 
by documentary and physical evidence.  

7. Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be undertaken using 
the gentlest means possible. Treatments that cause damage to historic 
materials will not be used.  

8. Archeological resources will be protected and preserved in place. If such 
resources must be disturbed, mitigation measures will be undertaken.  
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9. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction will not 
destroy historic materials, features, and spatial relationships that 
characterize the property. The new work shall be differentiated from the 
old and will be compatible with the historic materials, features, size, scale 
and proportion, and massing to protect the integrity of the property and its 
environment.  

10. New additions and adjacent or related new construction will be undertaken 
in such a manner that, if removed in the future, the essential form and 
integrity of the historic property and its environment would be unimpaired.  

 

Rehabilitation Guidelines 

 

Choosing Rehabilitation as a Treatment 

 
In Rehabilitation, historic building materials and character-defining features are 
protected and maintained as they are in the treatment Preservation; however, an 
assumption is made prior to work that existing historic fabric has become damaged or 
deteriorated over time and, as a result, more repair and replacement will be required. 
Thus, latitude is given in the Standards for Rehabilitation and Guidelines for 
Rehabilitation to replace extensively deteriorated, damaged, or missing features using 
either traditional or substitute materials. Of the four treatments, only Rehabilitation 
includes an opportunity to make possible an efficient contemporary use through 
alterations and additions. 
 

Identify, Retain, and Preserve Historic Materials and Features  

 
Like Preservation, guidance for the treatment Rehabilitation begins with 
recommendations to identify the form and detailing of those architectural materials and 
features that are important in defining the building's historic character and which must 
be retained in order to preserve that character. Therefore, guidance on identifying, 
retaining, and preserving character-defining features is always given first. The character 
of a historic building may be defined by the form and detailing of exterior materials, such 
as masonry, wood, and metal; exterior features, such as roofs, porches, and windows; 
interior materials, such as plaster and paint; and interior features, such as moldings and 
stairways, room configuration and spatial relationships, as well as structural and 
mechanical systems.  
 

Protect and Maintain Historic Materials and Features  

 
After identifying those materials and features that are important and must be retained in 
the process of Rehabilitation work, then protecting and maintaining them are addressed. 
Protection generally involves the least degree of intervention and is preparatory to other 
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work. For example, protection includes the maintenance of historic material through 
treatments such as rust removal, caulking, limited paint removal, and re-application of 
protective coatings; the cyclical cleaning of roof gutter systems; or installation of 
fencing, alarm systems and other temporary protective measures. Although a historic 
building will usually require more extensive work, an overall evaluation of its physical 
condition should always begin at this level. 
 

Repair Historic Materials and Features 

 
Next, when the physical condition of character-defining materials and features warrants 
additional work repairing is recommended. Rehabilitation guidance for the repair of 
historic materials such as masonry, wood, and architectural metals again begins with 
the least degree of intervention possible such as patching, piecing-in, splicing, 
consolidating, or otherwise reinforcing or upgrading them according to recognized 
preservation methods. Repairing also includes the limited replacement in kind--or with 
compatible substitute material--of extensively deteriorated or missing parts of features 
when there are surviving prototypes (for example, brackets, dentils, steps, plaster, or 
portions of slate or tile roofing). Although using the same kind of material is always the 
preferred option, substitute material is acceptable if the form and design as well as the 
substitute material itself convey the visual appearance of the remaining parts of the 
feature and finish. 
 

Replace Deteriorated Historic Materials and Features  

 
Following repair in the hierarchy, Rehabilitation guidance is provided for replacing an 
entire character-defining feature with new material because the level of deterioration or 
damage of materials precludes repair (for example, an exterior cornice; an interior 
staircase; or a complete porch or storefront). If the essential form and detailing are still 
evident so that the physical evidence can be used to re-establish the feature as an 
integral part of the rehabilitation, then its replacement is appropriate. Like the guidance 
for repair, the preferred option is always replacement of the entire feature in kind, that 
is, with the same material. Because this approach may not always be technically or 
economically feasible, provisions are made to consider the use of a compatible 
substitute material. It should be noted that, while the National Park Service guidelines 
recommend the replacement of an entire character-defining feature that is extensively 
deteriorated, they never recommend removal and replacement with new material of a 
feature that--although damaged or deteriorated--could reasonably be repaired and thus 
preserved.  
 

Design for the Replacement of Missing Historic Features 
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When an entire interior or exterior feature is missing (for example, an entrance, or cast 
iron facade; or a principal staircase), it no longer plays a role in physically defining the 
historic character of the building unless it can be accurately recovered in form and 
detailing through the process of carefully documenting the historical appearance. 
Although accepting the loss is one possibility, where an important architectural feature 
is missing, its replacement is always recommended in the Rehabilitation guidelines as 
the first or preferred, course of action. Thus, if adequate historical, pictorial, and 
physical documentation exists so that the feature may be accurately reproduced, and if 
it is desirable to re-establish the feature as part of the building's historical appearance, 
then designing and constructing a new feature based on such information is 
appropriate. However, a second acceptable option for the replacement feature is a new 
design that is compatible with the remaining character-defining features of the historic 
building. The new design should always take into account the size, scale, and material 
of the historic building itself and, most importantly, should be clearly differentiated so 
that a false historical appearance is not created. 
 

Alterations/Additions for the New Use 

  
Some exterior and interior alterations to a historic building are generally needed to 
assure its continued use, but it is most important that such alterations do not radically 
change, obscure, or destroy character-defining spaces, materials, features, or finishes. 
Alterations may include providing additional parking space on an existing historic 
building site; cutting new entrances or windows on secondary elevations; inserting an 
additional floor; installing an entirely new mechanical system; or creating an atrium or 
light well. Alteration may also include the selective removal of buildings or other features 
of the environment or building site that are intrusive and therefore detract from the 
overall historic character. The construction of an exterior addition to a historic building 
may seem to be essential for the new use, but it is emphasized in the Rehabilitation 
guidelines that such new additions should be avoided, if possible, and considered only 
after it is determined that those needs cannot be met by altering secondary, i.e., non 
character-defining interior spaces. If, after a thorough evaluation of interior solutions, an 
exterior addition is still judged to be the only viable alterative, it should be designed and 
constructed to be clearly differentiated from the historic building and so that the 
character-defining features are not radically changed, obscured, damaged, or 
destroyed. Additions and alterations to historic buildings are referenced within specific 
sections of the Rehabilitation guidelines such as Site, Roofs, Structural Systems, etc., 
but are addressed in detail in New Additions to Historic Buildings.  
 

Energy Efficiency/Accessibility Considerations/Health and Safety Code 

Considerations 
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These sections of the guidance address work done to meet accessibility requirements 
and health and safety code requirements; or retrofitting measures to improve energy 
efficiency. Although this work is quite often an important aspect of Rehabilitation 
projects, it is usually not a part of the overall process of protecting or repairing 
character-defining features; rather, such work is assessed for its potential negative 
impact on the building's historic character. For this reason, particular care must be taken 
not to radically change, obscure, damage, or destroy character-defining materials or 
features in the process of meeting code and energy requirements.  
 

Restoration 

 

Definition 

 
Restoration is defined as the act or process of accurately depicting the form, features, 
and character of a property as it appeared at a particular period of time by means of the 
removal of features from other periods in its history and reconstruction of missing 
features from the restoration period. The limited and sensitive upgrading of mechanical, 
electrical, and plumbing systems and other code-required work to make properties 
functional is appropriate within a restoration project. 
 

Standards for Restoration 

 
1. A property will be used as it was historically or be given a new use which 

reflects the property's restoration period.  
2. Materials and features from the restoration period will be retained and 

preserved. The removal of materials or alteration of features, spaces, and 
spatial relationships that characterize the period will not be undertaken.  

3. Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, 
and use. Work needed to stabilize, consolidate and conserve materials 
and features from the restoration period will be physically and visually 
compatible, identifiable upon close inspection, and properly documented 
for future research.  

4. Materials, features, spaces, and finishes that characterize other historical 
periods will be documented prior to their alteration or removal.  

5. Distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction techniques or 
examples of craftsmanship that characterize the restoration period will be 
preserved.  

6. Deteriorated features from the restoration period will be repaired rather 
than replaced. Where the severity of deterioration requires replacement of 
a distinctive feature, the new feature will match the old in design, color, 
texture, and, where possible, materials.  
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7. Replacement of missing features from the restoration period will be 
substantiated by documentary and physical evidence. A false sense of 
history will not be created by adding conjectural features, features from 
other properties, or by combining features that never existed together 
historically.  

8. Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be undertaken using 
the gentlest means possible. Treatments that cause damage to historic 
materials will not be used.  

9. Archeological resources affected by a project will be protected and 
preserved in place. If such resources must be disturbed, mitigation 
measures will be undertaken.  

10. Designs that were never executed historically will not be constructed.  
 

Restoration Guidelines 

 

Choosing Restoration as a Treatment 

 
Rather than maintaining and preserving a building as it has evolved over time, the 
expressed goal of the Standards for Restoration and Guidelines for Restoring Historic 
Buildings is to make the building appear as it did at a particular--and most significant--
time in its history. First, those materials and features from the "restoration period" are 
identified, based on thorough historical research. Next, features from the restoration 
period are maintained, protected, repaired (i.e., stabilized, consolidated, and 
conserved), and replaced, if necessary. As opposed to other treatments, the scope of 
work in Restoration can include removal of features from other periods; missing features 
from the restoration period may be replaced, based on documentary and physical 
evidence, using traditional materials or compatible substitute materials. The final 
guidance emphasizes that only those designs that can be documented as having been 
built should be re-created in a restoration project.  
 

Identify, Retain, and Preserve Materials and Features from the 

Restoration Period 

 
The guidance for the treatment Restoration begins with recommendations to identify the 
form and detailing of those existing architectural materials and features that are 
significant to the restoration period as established by historical research and 
documentation. Thus, guidance on identifying, retaining, and preserving features from 
the restoration period is always given first. The historic building's appearance may be 
defined by the form and detailing of its exterior materials, such as masonry, wood, and 
metal; exterior features, such as roofs, porches, and windows; interior materials, such 
as plaster and paint; and interior features, such as moldings and stairways, room 
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configuration and spatial relationships, as well as structural and mechanical systems; 
and the building's site and setting.  
 

Protect and Maintain Materials and Features from the Restoration 

Period  

 
After identifying those existing materials and features from the restoration period that 
must be retained in the process of Restoration work, then protecting and maintaining 
them is addressed. Protection generally involves the least degree of intervention and is 
preparatory to other work. For example, protection includes the maintenance of historic 
material through treatments such as rust removal, caulking, limited paint removal, and 
re-application of protective coatings; the cyclical cleaning of roof gutter systems; or 
installation of fencing, alarm systems and other temporary protective measures. 
Although a historic building will usually require more extensive work, an overall 
evaluation of its physical condition should always begin at this level.  
 

Repair (Stabilize, Consolidate, and Conserve) Materials and Features 

from the Restoration Period  

Next, when the physical condition of restoration period features requires additional 
work, repairing by stabilizing, consolidating, and conserving is recommended. 
Restoration guidance focuses upon the preservation of those materials and features 
that are significant to the period. Consequently, guidance for repairing a historic 
material, such as masonry, again begins with the least degree of intervention possible, 
such as strengthening fragile materials through consolidation, when appropriate, and 
repointing with mortar of an appropriate strength. Repairing masonry as well as wood 
and architectural metals includes patching, splicing, or otherwise reinforcing them using 
recognized preservation methods. Similarly, portions of a historic structural system 
could be reinforced using contemporary material such as steel rods. In Restoration, 
repair may also include the limited replacement in kind--or with compatible substitute 
material--of extensively deteriorated or missing parts of existing features when there are 
surviving prototypes to use as a model. Examples could include terra-cotta brackets, 
wood balusters, or cast iron fencing.  
 

Replace Extensively Deteriorated Features from the Restoration 

Period  

 
In Restoration, replacing an entire feature from the restoration period (i.e., a cornice, 
balustrade, column, or stairway) that is too deteriorated to repair may be appropriate. 
Together with documentary evidence, the form and detailing of the historic feature 
should be used as a model for the replacement. Using the same kind of material is 
preferred; however, compatible substitute material may be considered. All new work 
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should be unobtrusively dated to guide future research and treatment. If documentary 
and physical evidence are not available to provide an accurate re-creation of missing 
features, the treatment Rehabilitation might be a better overall approach to project work.  
 

Remove Existing Features from Other Historic Periods  

 
Most buildings represent continuing occupancies and change over time, but in 
Restoration, the goal is to depict the building as it appeared at the most significant time 
in its history. Thus, work is included to remove or alter existing historic features that do 
not represent the restoration period. This could include features such as windows, 
entrances and doors, roof dormers, or landscape features. Prior to altering or removing 
materials, features, spaces, and finishes that characterize other historical periods, they 
should be documented to guide future research and treatment.  
 

Re-Create Missing Features from the Restoration Period  

 
Most Restoration projects involve re-creating features that were significant to the 
building at a particular time, but are now missing. Examples could include a stone 
balustrade, a porch, or cast iron storefront. Each missing feature should be 
substantiated by documentary and physical evidence. Without sufficient documentation 
for these "re-creations," an accurate depiction cannot be achieved. Combining features 
that never existed together historically can also create a false sense of history. Using 
traditional materials to depict lost features is always the preferred approach; however, 
using compatible substitute material is an acceptable alternative in Restoration 
because, as emphasized, the goal of this treatment is to replicate the "appearance" of 
the historic building at a particular time, not to retain and preserve all historic materials 
as they have evolved over time. If documentary and physical evidence are not available 
to provide an accurate re-creation of missing features, the treatment Rehabilitation 
might be a better overall approach to project work.  
 

Energy Efficiency/Accessibility Considerations/Health and Safety Code 

Considerations  

 
These sections of the Restoration guidance address work done to meet accessibility 
requirements and health and safety code requirements; or limited retrofitting measures 
to improve energy efficiency. Although this work is quite often an important aspect of 
restoration projects, it is usually not part of the overall process of protecting, stabilizing, 
conserving, or repairing features from the restoration period; rather, such work is 
assessed for its potential negative impact on the building's historic appearance. For this 
reason, particular care must be taken not to obscure, damage, or destroy historic 
materials or features from the restoration period in the process of undertaking work to 
meet code and energy requirements.  
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Reconstruction 

 

Definition 

 
Reconstruction is defined as the act or process of depicting, by means of new 
construction, the form, features, and detailing of a non-surviving site, landscape, 
building, structure, or object for the purpose of replicating its appearance at a specific 
period of time and in its historic location. 
 

Standards for Reconstruction 

 
1. Reconstruction will be used to depict vanished or non-surviving portions of 

a property when documentary and physical evidence is available to permit 
accurate reconstruction with minimal conjecture, and such reconstruction 
is essential to the public understanding of the property. 

2. Reconstruction of a landscape, building, structure, or object in its historic 
location will be preceded by a thorough archeological investigation to 
identify and evaluate those features and artifacts which are essential to an 
accurate reconstruction. If such resources must be disturbed, mitigation 
measures will be undertaken.  

3. Reconstruction will include measures to preserve any remaining historic 
materials, features, and spatial relationships.  

4. Reconstruction will be based on the accurate duplication of historic 
features and elements substantiated by documentary or physical evidence 
rather than on conjectural designs or the availability of different features 
from other historic properties. A reconstructed property will re-create the 
appearance of the non-surviving historic property in materials, design, 
color, and texture.   

5. A reconstruction will be clearly identified as a contemporary re-creation.   
6. Designs that were never executed historically will not be constructed.  

 
 

Reconstruction Guidelines 

Choosing Reconstruction as a Treatment 

 
Whereas the treatment Restoration provides guidance on restoring--or re-creating--
building features, the Standards for Reconstruction and Guidelines for Reconstructing 
Historic Buildings address those aspects of treatment necessary to re-create an entire 
non-surviving building with new material. Much like restoration, the goal is to make the 
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building appear as it did at a particular--and most significant--time in its history. The 
difference is, in Reconstruction, there is far less extant historic material prior to 
treatment and, in some cases, nothing visible. Because of the potential for historical 
error in the absence of sound physical evidence, this treatment can be justified only 
rarely and, thus, is the least frequently undertaken. Documentation requirements prior to 
and following work are very stringent. Measures should be taken to preserve extant 
historic surface and subsurface material. Finally, the reconstructed building must be 
clearly identified as a contemporary re-creation.  
 

Research and Document Historical Significance 

 
Guidance for the treatment Reconstruction begins with researching and documenting 
the building's historical significance to ascertain that its re-creation is essential to the 
public understanding of the property. Often, another extant historic building on the site 
or in a setting can adequately explain the property, together with other interpretive aids. 
Justifying a reconstruction requires detailed physical and documentary evidence to 
minimize or eliminate conjecture and ensure that the reconstruction is as accurate as 
possible. Only one period of significance is generally identified; a building, as it evolved, 
is rarely re-created. During this important fact-finding stage, if research does not provide 
adequate documentation for an accurate reconstruction, other interpretive methods 
should be considered, such as an explanatory marker.  
 

Investigate Archeological Resources 

Investigating archeological resources is the next area of guidance in the treatment 
Reconstruction. The goal of physical research is to identify features of the building and 
site which are essential to an accurate re-creation and must be reconstructed, while 
leaving those archeological resources that are not essential, undisturbed. Information 
that is not relevant to the project should be preserved in place for future research. The 
archeological findings, together with archival documentation, are then used to replicate 
the plan of the building, together with the relationship and size of rooms, corridors, and 
other spaces, and spatial relationships.  
 

Identify, Protect and Preserve Extant Historic Features  

 
Closely aligned with archeological research, recommendations are given for identifying, 
protecting, and preserving extant features of the historic building. It is never appropriate 
to base a Reconstruction upon conjectural designs or the availability of different 
features from other buildings. Thus, any remaining historic materials and features, such 
as remnants of a foundation or chimney and site features such as a walkway or path, 
should be retained, when practicable, and incorporated into the reconstruction. The 
historic as well as new material should be carefully documented to guide future 
research and treatment.  
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Reconstruct Non-Surviving Building and Site  

 
After the research and documentation phases, guidance is given for Reconstruction 
work itself. Exterior and interior features are addressed in general, always emphasizing 
the need for an accurate depiction, i.e., careful duplication of the appearance of historic 
interior paints, and finishes such as stencilling, marbling, and graining. In the absence of 
extant historic materials, the objective in reconstruction is to re-create the appearance 
of the historic building for interpretive purposes. Thus, while the use of traditional 
materials and finishes is always preferred, in some instances, substitute materials may 
be used if they are able to convey the same visual appearance. Where non-visible 
features of the building are concerned--such as interior structural systems or 
mechanical systems--it is expected that contemporary materials and technology will be 
employed. Re-creating the building site should be an integral aspect of project work. 
The initial archeological inventory of subsurface and aboveground remains is used as 
documentation to reconstruct landscape features such as walks and roads, fences, 
benches, and fountains.  
 

Energy Efficiency/Accessibility/Health and Safety Code Considerations  

 
Code requirements must also be met in Reconstruction projects. For code purposes, a 
reconstructed building may be considered as essentially new construction. Guidance for 
these sections is thus abbreviated, and focuses on achieving design solutions that do 
not destroy extant historic features and materials or obscure reconstructed features.  
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Appendix E 

SITE SPECIFIC MANAGEMENT PLAN 

 

Prehistoric Cultural Resources Management Summaries 

 
FDP 1 (NYSM 3450) Cantonment  
 
This is site is one Fort Drum’s St. Lawrence Iroquoian villages.  It lies between the West 
Branch of the Black Creek and the Black River.  Located on a sandy plateau area the 
land takes an abrupt rise in elevation creating a ridgeline overlooking the site.  Peter 
Pratt and Associates conducted the first excavations at this site in 1960’s; 
documentation covering this time frame is missing despite several attempts by Fort 
Drum to recover the information.  Following Pratt’s excavations Louis Berger and 
Associates completed stabilization of the exposed site.  Though Pratt describes a site 
boundary in the draft of the NRHP nomination, no supporting documentation exists to 
corroborate this information.  Significant subsurface cultural remains were recovered 
including prehistoric ceramic associated with both the St. Lawrence Iroquois and the 
Point Peninsula Cultures, buried hearths, storage pits, post molds, palisades, lithic 
material, and pipes.  Previous excavations have also located associated burials along 
the western edge of the palisade.  Recent inquiries into the archived artifacts, in the 
Artifact Curation Facility, have recognized a need to re-evaluate the site and its cultural 
contexts.  Some of the prehistoric ceramic materials demonstrate characteristics 
attributed to the Point Peninsula culture meaning that NYSM 3450 may be a multi-
component site.   Recommendations include further evaluation of the artifacts recovered 
from Berger’s work to critically assess the possibility of a multi-component site.  Also 
additional fieldwork is recommended in the northwestern portion of the site, within the 
palisade wall to assess the soil stratigraphy for possible multi-component conjunction 
with the artifacts.  This site is considered NR eligible.    
 
In 2005, FDP 1 was revegetated as part of an erosion control project. That effort has 
proven successful and the site has been stabilized.  
 
FDP 2 Cantonment 
 
First identified by the Louis Berger survey, the site was located in the northeast corner 
of what is now New Cantonment.  The site was described as a lithic scatter with no 
diagnostic artifacts and said to be a potential village site.  It was recommended for 
Phase I investigation but there are no artifacts in the collection and no indication of 
whether the testing was ever carried out.  The site is presumed destroyed by the 
construction of Pannels Road.  Given the fact that a Phase I survey was apparently 
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never carried out, further testing is recommended to determine whether the site was 
actually destroyed. 
 
FDP 10-1 (NYSA 045-11-0108) Cantonment 
 
First identified by the Louis Berger survey, the site was located in the central section of 
what is now New Cantonment.  A Phase I was performed and the only artifact listed is a 
single utilized flake.  Phase II testing was not recommended.  The site has since been 
destroyed by the construction of New Cantonment.  No further testing is recommended. 
 
FDP 10-2  (A045-11-0109) Cantonment 
 
First identified by the Louis Berger survey, the site was located in the central section of 
what is now New Cantonment.  It is listed as a camp/lithic scatter.  The artifact 
assemblage consisted of 20 flakes but since these artifacts are missing or lost, no 
determination can be made of their type.  Given this and the fact that a Phase II was not 
performed, further testing is recommended to relocate and evaluate this site.  The area 
of the site remains undisturbed by construction of New Cantonment. 
 
FDP 83-35 Cantonment 
 
First identified by the Envirosphere survey, this site was located in the southeastern part 
of Old Cantonment near what is now called Officer’s Loop.  It is described as a lithic 
scatter with no diagnostic artifacts.  A Phase I was conducted but no Phase II was 
recommended.  There is some confusion as to what artifacts and features were 
discovered in what locations during this project.  Since this site is in what appears to be 
an undisturbed area of Cantonment, further testing in order to locate and evaluate it are 
recommended prior to consideration for NRHP. 
 
FDP 83-45A Cantonment 
 
First identified by the Envirosphere survey, this site was located in the northeastern part 
of what is now New Cantonment along a tributary of Pleasant Creek.  The site was 
described as a camp.  A Phase I was performed and no Phase II was recommended.  
The artifacts are not listed. There is some confusion as to what artifacts and features 
were discovered in what locations during this project.  Since this site is in what appears 
to be an undisturbed area of Cantonment, further testing in order to locate and evaluate 
it are recommended prior to consideration for NRHP. 
 
FDP 83-60 Cantonment 
 
First located during the Envirosphere survey, this site is described as a Late Iroquoian II 
Phase hamlet or semi-sedentary village dating to the Late Prehistoric (1550-1575 A.D.).  
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Often this site is referred to as the Military Road Site (A045-11-0011; NYSM 3529).   
Both Phase I and II surveys were performed.  The artifact assemblage consists of a 
large amount of chert debitage and prehistoric ceramic sherds.  The site is currently 
protected and is considered NR eligible.  More recent testing in the area has revealed 
other features nearby which may be components of this site.  Just northeast of FDP 83-
60, on West Creek, another possible chert quarry was located.  The limestone in this 
area outcrops very close to the surface and large crevasses are visible in many places.  
Several features were located which appear to be piles of small stones placed on top of 
the crevasses.  Further testing would be necessary to evaluate these features and their 
relationship to FDP 83-60.  Due to the increased possibility of an inadvertent discovery, 
NAGPRA SOP’s and consultation agreements must be constantly referred to when 
excavating in this area.  This area is not in demand for training but its potential for 
development is limited pending further testing. 
 
FDP 1000 (A049-03-0046) TA 19D  
 
Although this site is listed as being in training area 19B, the original surveyor’s 
topographical map shows it to be located in training area 19D on the north side of 
Bonaparte Creek.  Given the original site description, this latter is probably the correct 
location.  Discovered during a judgmental survey of timber cutting unit 70, the artifacts 
are listed only as debitage from a shovel test and are either missing or lost.  Cruciforms 
at an unknown interval failed to yield any additional cultural material.  Further testing is 
recommended in order to relocate and define the site prior to consideration for the 
NRHP. In 2007 the site was relocated and flagged for avoidance. Further testing is 
recommended. 
 
FDP 1001 (A049-03-0047) TA 19A   
 
Although this site is listed as being in training area 19B, the original surveyor’s 
topographical map shows it to be located in training area 19A on the north side of a 
small tributary of Bonaparte Creek.  Given the original site description, this latter is 
probably the correct location.  Discovered during a judgmental survey of timber cutting 
unit 70, the only artifact listed on the site form is a quartz flake.  Additional cultural 
material from a cruciform shovel test is mentioned but not identified.  Artifacts in the 
collection consist of quartz shatter and debitage from what appear to have been two 
positive cruciform shovel tests.  Due to these inconsistencies, further testing is 
recommended in order to relocate and define the site prior to consideration for the 
NRHP.  In 2007 the site was relocated and flagged for avoidance. Further testing is 
recommended. 
 
 
FDP 1002 (A049-03-0048) TA 19D  
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Although this site is listed as being in training area 19B, the original surveyor’s 
topographical map shows it to be located in training area 19D on the south side of 
Rockwell Creek.  Given the original site description, this latter is probably the correct 
location. Discovered during a judgmental survey of timber cutting unit 70, the site 
consisted of two Onondaga chert scrapers, multiple Onondaga chert flakes and possible 
fire-cracked rock from a shovel test.  Although cruciform shovel tests at two meter 
intervals were negative, Phase II excavation yielded a Brewerton corner-notched 
projectile point and additional debitage.  Given the artifact assemblage the site is 
potentially eligible for the NRHP and further testing is recommended in order to relocate 
and define the site. 
 
FDP 1003 (A049-03-0049) TA 19D   
 
Although this site is listed as being in training area 19B, the original surveyor’s 
topographical map shows it to be located in training area 19D on the south side of 
Rockwell Creek approximately 100 meters southeast of FDP 1002.  Given the original 
site description, this latter is probably the correct location. Discovered during a 
judgmental survey of timber cutting unit 70, the site consisted of two Onondaga 
secondary flakes and may also include a quartz flake, which was originally misfiled with 
other artifacts from the same area. Although cruciform shovel tests at two-meter 
intervals were negative, Phase II excavation yielded 3 yellow jasper flakes and an 
unknown amount of unidentified debitage including a utilized flake.  Artifacts from the 
Phase II excavations are either missing or lost. Further testing is recommended in order 
to relocate and define the site prior to consideration for the NRHP. 
 
FDP 1004 (A045-21-0109) TA 6B 
 
Non-diagnostics artifacts include an ochre stained bowl fragment, numerous flakes, drill 
fragments and un-decorated pottery sherds.  Diagnostic artifacts include a Kramer or 
small Adena point and Point Peninsula cord impressed criss-cross.  Both the projectile 
point and pottery suggests the site to be of early Middle Woodland provenience.  It is 
important to note that this variety of criss-cross differs from the later Kipp Island type, 
which is thicker and does not display the characteristic rocker dentate motif apparent in 
earlier phases of Point Peninsula culture.  The site may be a satellite component 
(possibly a fishing station) of the FDP 1093 habitation district. In addition, the site may 
contain human or other mammal cremains.  However, many of the site’s artifacts 
disappeared after the 1993 field survey, including calcined bone fragments and yellow 
ochre.  The sited is potentially eligible for NRHP.  Further investigation is needed for 
proper evaluation.        
 
FDP 1005 (A049-03-0050) TA 19D   
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Although this site is listed as being in training area 19C, the original surveyor’s 
topographical map shows it to be located in training area 19D on the northeastern shore 
of Indian Lake. Given the original site description, this latter is probably the correct 
location. Discovered during the judgmental survey for timber cutting unit 73, the site was 
first identified by a number of lithics discovered in the back dirt of a military fighting 
position.  A Phase II excavation, listed variously as one meter and five meters square, 
was performed.  The artifact assemblage consists of a Brewerton corner-notched 
projectile point, two broken Onondaga bifaces, a graver and a combination 
graver/scraper of red jasper or possibly Onondaga chert with a red patina, one piece of 
yellow jasper debitage and more than 100 Onondaga flakes, some of which are heat-
altered.  This probable archaic site is potentially eligible for the NRHP and further 
testing will be performed during the upland lake survey. 
 
FDP 1006 (A049-03-0051) TA 19D  
 
Although this site is listed as being in training area 19C, the original surveyor’s 
topographical map shows it to be located in training area 19D on the northeastern shore 
of Indian Lake. Given the original site description, this latter is probably the correct 
location. Originally located during the judgmental survey for timber cutting unit 73, the 
artifact assemblage from 10 positive shovel tests consists of multiple Onondaga chert 
and quartz debitage.  Phase II excavations yielded additional chert and quartz debitage 
but the actual artifacts are missing or lost.  Although this site was originally listed as not 
eligible for the NRHP, its proximity to FDP 1005 with its Archaic associations should 
make it potentially eligible.  Further testing is recommended in order to relocate and 
define this site. 
 
FDP 1007 (A045-11-0177) TA 4A 
 
Site lies on the southeastern central edge of the training area and was evidenced by a 
single Onondaga chert flake found on the surface.  Thirty-four shovel test units in a ten-
meter grid failed to yield any further cultural material.  The area has since been 
destroyed by construction of the Central Vehicle Wash Facility.  No further testing is 
recommended. 
 
FDP 1008 (A045-11-0178) TA 4A  
 
Site lies on the southeastern central edge of the training area during the Phase I 
judgmental survey for the Central Vehicle Wash Facility.  A Phase II was also 
performed.  The artifact assemblage includes multiple Vanport (Flint Ridge) chert 
thinning flakes, and Onondaga chert thinning flakes but it is unclear which artifacts 
came from the Phase I and which came from the Phase II.  The Phase II also recorded 
two pit features containing chert debitage and charcoal. The area has since been 
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destroyed by construction of the Central Vehicle Wash Facility.  No further testing is 
recommended. 
 
FDP 1009 (A045-21-00110) TA 8A  
 
No information concerning pertinent fieldwork and associated documents was available 
for this site, with the exception of the site location. All documentation and associated 
artifacts are missing from the Artifact Curation Facility (ACF).  The site lies in a highly 
disturbed area; the proximity of the range to this site (located in the northwest corner of 
the training area) increases the possibility of contact between personnel and high 
explosives and therefore is considered dangerous.   No further investigation is 
recommended.      
 
FDP 1010 (A045-21-0111) TA 8A  
 
Discovered during a routine Cultural Resources survey of the training area in 1993 this 
site is located on a bluff overlooking Black Creek approximately 80 meters south of 
Doolin’s Crossing.  The artifact assemblage consists of one flake recovered from the 
surface material unknown.  No additional investigation was performed.  Due to the 
proximity of this location to active military ranges this site is considered highly disturbed 
and highly dangerous to approach for further evaluation.  All artifacts associated with 
this site are not available for identification and are lost from the collection.  No further 
investigation is recommended.   
 
FDP 1011 TA 5E 
 
Although this site was originally listed as being located in Training Area 5A, realignment 
of training areas in the mid-1990’s resulted in the location becoming Training Area 5E.  
The site consists of an oblong scatter of water worn cobbles measuring 2.5 meters by 
1.42 meters, which may be a prehistoric cairn.  No further testing has been performed 
and the site is protected in addition to being located inside the Ammunition Supply Point 
(ASP) fence.  An ASP guard first located the site.  Recent contact with a second guard 
revealed the approximate locations of two more possible cairns inside the ASP fence 
and one just outside it.  The two inside the fence have not yet been located but the one 
outside it has been protected.  Other artifacts located inside the ASP fence include a 
broken knife blade of Vanport (Flint Ridge) chert, a heat-altered flake of the same 
material and a piece of LeRay chert shatter.  These were located in the vicinity of the 
same springhead around which FDP 1022 appears to be established.  Further 
reconnaissance inside the ASP fence is recommended in order to locate the two 
possible cairns and to establish whether FDP 1022 extends into this area. In 2008 A-
Jacks barriers were installed to curtail vehicular intrusions to the site. Additionally 
Tensar was placed over exposed sand within the boundary of the site and then 
hydrosealed to prevent erosion. 
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FDP 1012 TA 6B 
 
This site is most likely an extension of FDP 1004.  Investigation of the sited was 
performed by the 1993 cultural resource survey where stratified flakes were apparently 
identified.  However, the artifacts were never accessioned and are at present missing.  
Further investigation is needed for proper evaluation.   
 
FDP 1013 TA 19D 
 
Although this site is listed as being in training area 19C, the original surveyor’s 
topographical map shows it to be located in training area 19D. Given the original site 
description, this latter is probably the correct location.  Originally located during the 
Range 51 Upgrade project, the site consisted of a single flake listed variously as quartz 
and quartzite from a shovel test.  The original artifact is either missing or lost.  
Cruciforms at 2.5 meter intervals failed to yield further cultural material.  For this reason, 
the site is not considered eligible for the NRHP. 
 
FDP 1014 (NYSA 045-11-0179) Cantonment 
 
First located by a State Game Protection official, the site was evidenced by a large lithic 
scatter on the surface of a bench along the Black River.  The artifact assemblage is 
recorded as consisting of large bi-polar cores, shatter and other LeRay chert debitage 
consistent with a lithic reduction or quarrying site.  These artifacts are either missing or 
lost.  According to the location given by the original surveyor on a topographic map, this 
site is not actually on Fort Drum Military Installation property.  
 
FDP 1015 TA 6C  
 
The site is situated on a sandy rise above the Black River.  A surface scatter consisting 
of debitage and three projectile points identified the site.  The projectile points are 
reminiscent of the Snook Kill, Brewerton and Jack’s Reef types (Ritchie 1971; Justice 
1986).  Carbon-14 data suggest middle to late Point Peninsula occupation.  Ceramics 
recovered include corded neck with smooth body sherds (identical to FDP 1036 type) 
and complex dentate type.  The latter is associated with late Point Peninsula culture.  
Carbon samples from this site produced the carbon-14 determination of 620 A.D.  the 
distribution of occupation debris revealed several distinct clusters which extend along 
the edge of the bluff.  Survey is needed to define site boundary.    The site is potentially 
NRHP eligible. 
 
FDP 1016 (NYSA 045-11-0184) TA 6B  
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This site is located on a bluff overlooking the flood plain of the Black River.  A lithic 
surface scatter discovered by CR personnel identified the site.  The lithic scatter 
consisted of chert debitage and a corner-notched biface of Black River chert, which 
were discovered in a wind-eroded dune formation.  A surface collection of the site was 
made at the time of the discovery.  A Phase IB investigation was recommended for the 
site following the 1993 field season. 
 
FDP 1017 TA 5E 
 
Located during a surface reconnaissance of the area, this site lies just east of Munn’s 
Corner’s Road between the road and the Ammunition Supply Point at a spring head of a 
hollow that slopes to the Black River.  The area is a highly eroded sand blowout from 
which Vinette II Dentate ceramics (similar to ceramics from FDP 1015 and FDP 1018) 
and chert debitage have been recovered. LeRay and Onondaga chert flakes, some 
heat-altered, have also been recovered.  Thirty-two shovel tests at 10 meter intervals 
over the area failed to produce any cultural material.  A Phase II test unit placed at the 
site of the ceramic concentration yielded seven additional pieces of ceramic from 
(arbitrary) level 4, however glass and concrete were recovered from (arbitrary) level 7 
indicating disturbance.  Two other test units were placed higher up in the dune but 
yielded no further prehistoric cultural material.  Conclusion is that this site is either 
highly disturbed or sterile.  Cultural material may have derived from fill used in patching 
activities to stabilize the dune.  No further testing is recommended. 
 
FDP 1018 (NYSA 045-21-0116) TA 6C   
 
This site is located on the edge of a hogback dune formation on a bluff overlooking a 
hollow, which slopes down to the Black River.  The site produced 2 Vanport (Flint 
Ridge) flakes inter mixed with LeRay flakes in the second level of a shovel test pit.  The 
site is in close proximity to FDP 1015 and may represent a satellite workstation.  Further 
is investigation is needed to adequately evaluate the site. 
 
FDP 1019 TA 6B 
 
This is a multi-component site situated on a sand knoll above the Black River.  A 
number of diagnostic projectile points have been recovered including a Jacks Reef 
corner notched, Brewerton side-notched and a Paleoindian Agate Basin.  In addition, 
several cores of rare black Flint Ridge (Vanport) chert and primary flakes of Morehouse 
Onondaga chert have been recovered.  The geological formation of this site and 
considering its proximity to the Black River indicates a propensity for deeply deposited 
interments.  The site is potentially eligible for NRHP.  Further investigation is needed for 
proper evaluation. 
 
FDP 1020 TA 6B 
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This site is probably an extension of FDP 1019.  This area of the site has not produced 
diagnostic artifacts.  However, the exotic chert types recovered indicate an affinity to 
other areas of the sand knoll.  The 1995 cultural resource survey conducted phase II 
investigation of sites FDP 1020 and FDP 1019.  The methodology for this data recovery 
was to intensively shovel test a five-meter grid.  Unfortunately, this method was 
ineffective as indicated by the sampling results.  Shovel testing at these sites have 
yielded very few artifacts however, blowouts that run parallel to the knoll trajectory 
produced and continue to produce a vast array of cultural material.  Simply put, cultural 
materials on either side of the blowouts must be deeper than the limits of the shovel.  
The average below surface depth of the blowout areas appears to be between one and 
three meters. 
 
FDP 1021 TA 6C 
 
This site was located during surface investigations.  The site lies on a narrow sand dune 
above a bluff on the Black River.  It was identified as a lithic scatter covering 
approximately a 10-meter square area.  The assemblage consists of Black River chert 
flakes, core fragments and shatter.  The site was suffering from erosion along a road cut 
on the western edge of the dune.  Additional Phase IB shovel testing was 
recommended to determine the presence or absence of intact cultural strata or features.  
Phase IB testing was carried out during FY 1995, with the recommendation of further 
Phase II testing based on the recovered evidence.  This site likely represents a lithic 
workshop and may have the potential to yield information regarding the prehistoric 
Black River chert lithic industry.  As such, the site is potentially eligible for listing on the 
National Register.  It is recommended that the site be protected pending further 
investigations. In 2008 A-Jacks barriers were installed to prevent vehicular incursions 
into the site. 
 
FDP 1022 TA 5E 
 
First located in 1994 during a Phase I survey, the site lies just north of the ASP fence 
near a springhead, which eventually drains into the West Branch of Black Creek. The 
artifact assemblage consisted of over 100 secondary and tertiary chert flakes recovered 
from the surface of a sandy blowout.  Seventy shovel tests were performed at 10-meter 
intervals in the blowout and on the intact grassy bluffs around it.  Five yielded additional 
chert debitage and no subsurface features or strata were documented.  The site was 
determined to have been destroyed and listed as not eligible for NRHP.  In 2001, based 
on the locations a nearby sites FDP 1148 and FDP 1150 and on another surface 
collection of the original FDP 1022, Phase II excavations were performed and the three 
sites merged.  These excavations will be evaluated in the 2001 excavation report, which 
is pending. 
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FDP 1023 TA 19A   
 
Discovered during judgmental survey for timber cutting unit 81, the site is located on a 
small island or hummock in a beaver pond.  At the time of survey it was accessible by 
means of a beaver dam.  The site consisted of one LeRay chert flake found in a shovel 
test.  This artifact is either missing or lost.  Cruciform shovel tests at 2.5 meter intervals 
failed to produce further cultural material.  A Phase II was conducted but did not 
produce further cultural material.  Both the shovel test and the test unit recorded and 
ashy layer but Phase II information reported that it had no clear boundaries within the 
unit and was believed to be the result of a more recent forest fire.  No further testing is 
recommended for this site. 
 
FDP 1024 TA 4C 
 
Located during a REC survey of the area, the site is in a sand blowout on the edge of a 
steep ravine above a tributary of Pleasant Creek.  Due to its location, the site is actively 
eroding.  The artifact assemblage consists of one large Onondaga chert core with 
cortex, multiple pieces of Onondaga chert shatter, two pieces of unidentified chert with 
an unusual crystallized cortex and one piece of unidentified dark chert (Grenville?) 
shatter with cortex.  Phase I shovel testing consisted of two rows of shovel tests 10 
meters apart along the top of the ravine.  Shovel tests themselves were at 20 meter 
intervals.  None of the 12 shovel tests produced any further cultural material.  The site is 
currently located inside the boundaries of Wheeler-Sack Army Airfield but has not yet 
been impacted by any expansion or construction.  Due to the unusual nature of the 
lithics, this site is considered eligible for NRHP.  Further testing is recommended in 
order to define this site. 
 
FDP 1025 TA 5B 
 
This site is located on a relic beach ridge of Glacial Lake Iroquois.  First located in 1994, 
the site has been revisited numerous times.  New artifacts and pieces of broken 
artifacts, which mend to previously collected pieces, have been found over the course of 
years.  The total artifact assemblage includes a Gainey-style northeastern fluted paleo 
point, a sandstone abrading tool, an unidentified red slate point, a Brewerton eared-
notched point of Onondaga chert and a triangular biface of Onondaga chert.  This last 
has also been identified as a knife blade and a Levana point, but the flaking pattern 
suggests that it might be a re-worked Paleoindian point.  Large amounts of Onondaga 
and Normanskill chert debitage have also been recovered.  During the 1994 survey, 232 
shovel tests were dug at the site at 10-meter intervals.  Only one was positive for 
debitage.  The site was protected pending further testing.  After the 1995 and 1996 field 
seasons, the protected status was reversed when testing suggested that the site had 
been destroyed by erosion and military activities.  In 1997, it was concluded that the site 
had research potential due to the Paleo-Indian context and the site was re-protected 
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and posted with Siebert stakes.  The discovery of another site on a terrace just north of 
FDP 1025 also increases the area’s potential.  Although not yet assigned a site number, 
pending testing to determine whether this site is part of FDP 1025 or an independent 
site, the artifact assemblage consisted of three pieces of Onondaga chert debitage from 
a shovel test.  Nearby is a possible Perch Lake-like mound.  Further testing and annual 
surface collection are recommended prior to consideration for the NRHP. The site was 
reevaluated in 2004 and returned to training in 2005. 
 
FDP 1026 TA 5B 
 
Located during a reconnaissance survey of the training area, the site is just east of 
County Route 29 and approximately 200 meters west of FDP 1025 on a relic beach line 
of Glacial Lake Iroquois.  The artifact assemblage includes a Jack’s Reef pentagonal 
point of Onondaga chert, a projectile point tip (possibly Kramer) of Onondaga chert and 
heat-altered Onondaga chert secondary flakes.  Only one of the 254 shovel tests 
performed at 10-meter intervals yielded Onondaga chert shatter from level 2.  In 2000, 
shovel skim testing revealed the presence of varied cultural deposits and defined the 
site boundaries.  Further stratographic evaluation is recommended in order to recover 
temporal data. 
 
FDP 1027 TA 5A 
 
Located during a reconnaissance survey of the training area, the site is just west of 
County Route 29 on the same Glacial Lake Iroquois relic beach ridge as FDP 1025 and 
FDP 1026.  The artifact assemblage consisted of a Susquehanna projectile point 
recovered from the surface.  No further investigation was carried out and the site has 
since been destroyed by military activities.  No further testing is recommended. 
 
FDP 1028 TA 6C   
 
The site is eroding from the side of a parabolic eolian deposit.  This dune is 
approximately 300 meters northeast of FDP 1032.  The site produced Point Peninsula 
ceramics similar to the nearby FDP 1036 assemblage. Therefore, it is probable that the 
site is related to the FDP 1036/1032 habitation/burial district.  Further investigation is 
required to determine NRHP status. 
 
FDP 1029 TA 20  
 
Although this site is listed as being in training area 14B, the original surveyor’s 
topographical map shows it to be located in training area 20 just southwest of the 
confluence of Rockwell Creek and the Indian River. Given the original site description, 
this latter is probably the correct location.  Originally located during the Phase I survey 
of training area 14B, the site consisted of two positive shovel tests which yielded three 
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LeRay chert flakes from level two.  Phase II testing was recommended but never 
performed and the site was listed as potentially eligible.  Further testing is 
recommended in order to define the site prior to consideration for the NRHP.  Prior to 
cultural resource activity in the area a sweep for probable ordnance is recommended by 
EOD. 
 
FDP 1030 TA 5A 
 
Located during a reconnaissance survey of the training area, the site is just west of 
County Route 29 on sand plain approximately 500 meters inland from the relic beach 
line of Glacial Lake Iroquois.  The artifact assemblage consists of a Lamoka point of 
Onondaga chert, 2 pieces of Onondaga chert shatter and more than 10 pieces of LeRay 
chert debitage.  All artifacts were recovered from the surface and no further testing was 
performed.  Although the area has been disturbed by bivouac activities, subsurface 
disturbance is probably minimal and shovel testing is recommended prior to 
consideration for the NRHP. 
 
FDP 1031 TA 5A 
 
Located during a reconnaissance survey of the training area, the site is just west of 
County Route 29 on a sand plain approximately 300 meters inland from the relic beach 
line of Glacial Lake Iroquois.  The artifact assemblage consists of 6 secondary 
Onondaga chert flakes recovered from the surface.  Twenty-four shovel tests, 
performed at 10 meter intervals around the collection area, failed to yield any further 
cultural material.  The site was listed as not eligible for NRHP and has since been 
destroyed by military activities.  No further testing is recommended. 
 
FDP 1032 TA 6C   
 
A stone cairn of river cobbles was excavated here by the 1993 cultural resource survey.  
Recovered data include an oily black feature at the base of the stones inter mixed with 
bone fragments and red ocher.  There is a high probability that this was the locus of a 
Point Peninsula burial component.  In Addition, a Meadowood cache blade was found in 
close proximity.  The site has since been destroyed.  Further evaluation is needed in 
adjacent vicinities to understand site formation processes and spatial distribution for this 
type of site.      
 
FDP 1033 TA 6C  
 
Apparently there were no artifacts recovered from this site.  Re-evaluation through 
proper testing is needed.    
 
FDP 1034 TA 5D 
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First located during a field reconnaissance in 1994, the sites lie in a large sandy blowout 
in the western central part of the training area.  At that time the site consisted of one 
Susquehanna Broadspear projectile point recovered from the surface.  No further 
testing was conducted.  The point was deemed an isolated find and the site was listed 
as not eligible for NRHP.   
 
In 1997, a systematic pedestrian survey of the area was performed.  This resulted in the 
recovery of 12 whole or partial projectile points and bifaces (a Jack’s Reef corner-
notched, a Steubenville Lanceolate, a possible Meadowood, a Saugeen fossiliferous 
point,  two Brewerton side-notched and a Susquehanna Broadspear are identifiable.  
Three points have broken bases and can only be identified as two lanceolates, one of 
Onondaga chert and the other of Upper Mercer chert and a triangular point of 
Onondaga chert.  A broken preform and a single-notched biface were also recovered 
along with several chert flakes and some prehistoric ceramic fragments.  Four Phase II 
1x1 meter test units at the eastern end of the site were inconclusive and the site was 
protected pending further testing.  In 1998, another pedestrian survey yielded 2 
projectile points (a Brewerton corner-notched and a Levanna), 2 bifaces (a trianguloid 
knife and the medial section of a point) and four pieces of debitage.  The eastern end of 
the site, which was believed to be intact rather than sand blowout, was shovel tested at 
20-meter intervals.  No cultural material was recovered from shovel tests.  Ten more 
1x1 meter test units were excavated at the eastern end of the site.  None yielded 
cultural material.   
 
Based on this and the fact that shovel testing had also not recovered any cultural 
material, the eastern end of the site was recommended to be returned to training status.  
The western portion, although disturbed by military and borrow activities and erosion, 
was considered to have research potential due to the wide range of diagnostic artifacts 
found there and remained protected.  In 1999, three 5x5 meter test units were opened 
in locations based on previous concentrations of artifacts, burnt bones and stains.  
Testing determined that the bones and stains were associated with fairly recent military 
activities and dumping.  No cultural materials were recovered and the eastern portion of 
the site was removed from protected status.  Deep trenching using backhoes operated 
by military personnel was performed in the exposed sandy portion of the site in order to 
judge the amount of prior disturbance and to determine the existence of any buried 
stratigraphy.  All of the three trenches dug revealed evidence of prior trenching and 
disturbance.  Also, the area is known to have been designated an impact area at one 
time.   
 
Based on these findings, it was determined that whatever site once existed in this area 
had been destroyed.  The entire site was removed from protected status.  No further 
testing is recommended although future visits for artifact recovery might be informative. 
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FDP 1035 TA 14G   
 
Located during reconnaissance for the Range 23 Upgrade project, the site was later 
determined to be outside the area of the project.  The site lies on a bluff overlooking the 
Indian River.  The artifact assemblage consisted of a single LeRay chert flake from a 
shovel test.  Cruciforms at 5-meter intervals failed to produce any further cultural 
material.  However, give the site’s location along the river, close interval testing is 
recommended in order to relocate the site and define its boundaries. 
 
FDP 1036 TA 6C 
 
The site is sixty meters south of FDP 1032 and is located on a sandy dune above the 
Black River.  Four stone cairns identical to the one at FDP 1032 was identified by the 
1995 cultural resource survey.  One of the cairns was excavated during that year.  
Additional phase II units identified an occupation zone approximately twenty meters 
south of the cairns.  This is a substantial Point Peninsula complex and is potentially 
NRHP eligible.  A soil resistivity survey conducted in 2004 that revealed several 
subterranean anomalies, which were not explored at that time. Further evaluation of the 
site is needed, including re-survey to define site boundary. 
 
FDP 1037 TA 5D 
 
First reported in 1994, the site consisted of a scatter of water worn cobbles similar to 
those at FDP 1011, FDP 1032 and FDP 1036 which may be a prehistoric cairn.  The 
feature was disturbed It lay in a vehicle trail) and a pedestrian survey of the immediate 
area failed to yield any cultural material.  No further testing was performed and the site 
was listed as not eligible for NRHP.  By, 1999, the exact location of the cairn was in 
question but one was eventually located in the general vicinity. A bisection was begun 
using a backhoe due to the heavily compacted state of the feature which resulted from 
its location in a dirt road.  Testing found it to be disturbed as evidenced by bovine faunal 
remains, glass and nails throughout the feature.  Due to the presence of additional 
cairns across Munn's Corners Road in Training Area 6C, further reconnaissance is 
recommended in order to locate any more cairns in this area. 
 
FDP 1038 TA 8A  
 
Located approximately 30 meters west of Alexandria Road (which forms the eastern 
boundary of the training area) this site lies along a tributary of Black Creek.  Originally 
identified in 1995 the area was tested with a phase I shovel testing survey in 2000.  The 
artifact assemblage from 1995 consisted of 3 LeRay  chert cores and multiple LeRay 
chert flakes, all recovered from the surface.  Phase I shovel tests in 2000 uncovered 
additional debitage.  Cruciforms at one-meter intervals for these shovel tests were 
negative for cultural material.  This site is posted Off Limits to military personnel and is 
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recommended for further testing.  Targeted landform should include the relic waterways 
present within this training area considered highly sensitive for prehistoric material.  
Prior to any cultural resources personnel activity a sweep for ordnance should be 
performed by EOD. 
 
FDP 1039 TA 8A 
 
Located directly south of FDP 1038 along the tributary to Black Creek.  This site was 
also recovered via surface collection during the 1995 Cultural Resources Survey and a 
phase I survey was completed during the 2000 field season.  The artifacts are similar to 
those collected at FDP 1038 and include 5 flakes; no diagnostic material was collected.  
The 2000 survey failed to yield additional material as mentioned above.  The highly 
sensitive nature of the location requires the recommendation of further fieldwork to 
better understand the site and its relationship to FDP 1038.  Prior to any cultural 
resources personnel activity a sweep for ordnance should be performed by EOD. 
 
FDP 1040 TA 4C 
 
Located during the Phase I survey for the expansion of Wheeler-Sack Army Airfield, the 
site was located in the southern part of the training area.  The site consisted of a single 
tertiary flake from level two of a shovel test.  The flake was first identified as LeRay 
chert but is now believed to be of an unknown material.  Cruciforms at five and ten 
meter intervals failed to yield any further cultural material.  No Phase II was performed.  
The site was listed as not eligible for NRHP and has since been destroyed by the 
expansion of the airfield. 
 
FDP 1041 TA 4C 
 
Located during the Phase I survey for the expansion of Wheeler-Sack Army Airfield, the 
site was located in the south central part of the training area.  The site consisted of a 
single edge-modified flake of LeRay chert from level two of a shovel test.  Cruciforms at 
ten meter intervals failed to yield any further cultural material.  No Phase II was 
performed.  The site was listed as not eligible for NRHP and has since been destroyed 
by the expansion of the airfield. 
 
FDP 1042 TA 4C 
 
Located during the Phase I survey for the expansion of Wheeler-Sack Army Airfield, the 
site was located in the central part of the training area.  The site consisted of a single 
flake of LeRay chert from level three of a shovel test.  Cruciforms at ten meter intervals 
failed to yield any further cultural material.  No Phase II was performed.  The site was 
listed as not eligible for NRHP and has since been destroyed by the expansion of the 
airfield. 
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FDP 1043 TA 3A 
 
Site was originally located in 1995 during the Phase I survey of this training area.  The 
artifacts, according to the field notes, consisted of 4 LeRay chert flakes from shovel 
tests. Only three flakes are actually present in the collection. Two cruciform shovel tests 
at unknown intervals were positive in addition to the original shovel test.  No Phase II 
was performed.  The site was relocated in 2001 by means of close-interval shovel 
testing.  Ten additional LeRay chert flakes were recovered from two shovel tests.  
Further testing is recommended in order to define this site prior to consideration for 
NRHP. 
 
FDP 1044 TA 3A 
 
Site was originally located in 1995 during the Phase I survey of this training area.  The 
only artifact is a LeRay chert secondary flake from level three of a shovel test.  
Cruciform testing at an unknown interval failed to yield any further cultural material. No 
Phase II was performed.  Further testing is recommended in order to define the site 
prior to consideration for NRHP. 
 
FDP 1045 TA 13A   
 
Site is located in the southeastern part of the training area above a swamp at 
approximately 600 feet of elevation.  The site was located during Phase I testing for a 
timber cutting unit.  The artifact assemblage consists of  LeRay chert and quartz 
debitage and possible jasper from the surface and one LeRay chert flake from level two 
of a shovel test.  However, the site map indicates the possibility of additional positive 
shovel tests for which no artifacts or documentation are present.  For this reason and 
since no cruciforms were performed, further testing is recommended at this site prior to 
consideration for the NRHP. 
 
FDP 1046 TA 6B 
 
The site has produced a possible killed Adena or Glacial Kame projectile point in a 
stratified context.  The point appears to be stained with red ocher suggesting that it may 
have been recovered from a burial context.  The site’s geophysiography also supports 
this hypothesis, being a sandy Knoll that rises 117 feet above the Black River. 
 
FDP 1047 TA 6B 
 
Initially uncovered during the 1995 cultural resources phase I survey this site yielded 3 
stratified cores of LeRay chert and a significant number of stratified LeRay waste flakes.  
Additional artifacts of LeRay and Onondaga chert were recovered from the surface.  
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The site lies on a flat sandy plateau only 5 meters north of the Black River, positive 
cruciforms(radials) extended for 70 meters beyond the shoreline.  No subsurface 
features were identified during the 1995 survey though the soil profile was intact at that 
time.  FDP’s 1046 and 1055 lie in close proximity to FDP 1047 and exhibit similar 
artifacts.  Further evaluation and testing of the area is recommended before NRHP 
potential is determined. 
 
FDP 1048 TA 6C   
 
One LeRay secondary flake was recovered on the surface.  Further site evaluation is 
needed including sub-surface testing. 
 
FDP 1049 TA 6C 
 
The artifact(s) were found in a subsurface context by the 1995 cultural resource survey.  
Unfortunately, the items have since disappeared.  The site needs to be relocated and 
properly evaluated.   
 
FDP 1050 TA 7D   
 
First recovered in 1994 a surface reconnaissance was completed in 1995.  The surface 
collection yielded several fragments of Onondaga debitage.  Additional subsurface 
testing was completed during the 2000 Cultural Resources phase I survey of the 
training area.  Again several pieces of Onondaga shatter and flakes were recovered.  
Phase II investigations of this area are recommended before this site can be determined 
eligible for the NRHP.   
 
FDP 1051 TA 6B 
 
Glacial LeRay chert fragments were recovered in a surface context.  Further 
investigation is not warranted.   
 
FDP 1052 TA 6B 
 
Five glacial LeRay Fragments were recovered in a surface context.  Further 
investigation is not warranted.    
 
FDP 1053 TA 6C 
 
The site is a multi-component lithic reduction station located on a rise above the Black 
River.  The 1995 cultural resource survey identified three stratums containing lithic 
detritus.  Of the many lithic reduction stations on the installation, FDP 1053 has the best 
potential for yielding data defining temporal and spatial dynamics of prehistoric lithic 
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industries.  Further evaluation is needed to locate site perimeter and identify NRHP 
status. 
 
FDP 1054 (NYSA 045-21-0132) TA 6C 
 
This site is a small prehistoric encampment located on a flat, sparsely wooded plain 
situated on the edge of a ravine that overlooks the Black River.  The site is located at an 
elevation of 700 feet AMSL and it is approximately 130 meters north of the Black River.  
The site was first discovered during the 1995 field season when lithic material was 
uncovered during Phase IB shovel testing.  Cruciform testing failed to yield additional 
prehistoric cultural materials.  No diagnostic artifacts were recovered and the surface 
and subsurface integrity of the site has been compromised sue to extensive military 
training activities.  Based on these results, FDP 1054 has been determined to be not 
eligible to the National Register of Historic Places.   
 
FDP 1055 (NYSA 045-11-0208) TA 6B 
 
This site was identified during the 1995 field season during Phase I surface collection.  
A bifacial LeRay chert blade and chert debitage were recovered.  Phase IB shovel 
testing was conducted at 10 meter intervals to identify the subsurface integrity of the 
site.  Shovel testing failed to yield additional prehistoric cultural materials.  No diagnostic 
artifacts were recovered and the surface and subsurface integrity of the site has been 
compromised due to severe erosion and military land use.  Based on these results FDP 
1055 has been determined to be not eligible to the National Register of Historic Places. 
 
FDP 1056 TA 12A  
 
Site is located in the eastern central part of the training area on a low plain north of an 
unnamed tributary of Black Creek.  Located during Phase I testing of the training area, 
the site consisted of one piece of LeRay chert shatter from level one of a shovel test.  
Cruciforms at five and ten meter intervals failed to yield further cultural material and no 
Phase II was performed.  No further evaluation is recommended at this site. 
 
FDP 1057  
 
No information exists for this site. 
 
FDP 1058 TA 7C  
 
Discovered during a reconnaissance investigation for a REC in training area 7C this site 
consists of 2 flakes recovered from the surface.  After collecting the material a single 
shovel test was performed to gauge subsurface integrity and to record a soil profile.  
The shovel test proved negative for cultural remains, the 1995 Cultural Resources 
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Annual Report recommended further evaluation since the subsurface integrity is 
unknown.  Since this recommendation repeated military use of the area has significantly 
disturbed the site and no further investigation is necessary.   
 
FDP 1059 TA 7B 
 
Originally discovered during a reconnaissance for a Record of Environmental 
Consideration (REC) in 1995 this site was described as a small prehistoric encampment 
located on a flat sandy area at an approximate elevation of 715 feet and lies 
approximately 100 meters south of a tributary of Warren Swamp, a branch of Black 
Creek.  Initial investigation of the area yielded small fragments of LeRay and Onondaga 
chert material.  No further subsurface investigation was completed and the site 
boundary and context are unknown.  Further examination of this site is recommended 
prior to placement as a potential site on the NRHP.        
 
FDP 1060 TA 7C  
 
Initially recognized during a reconnaissance of a REC in training area 7C, FDP 1060 
contains several fragments of LeRay chert shatter no diagnostic materials were found. 
The site is located in a sandy dune area and lays 150 meters north Warren Swamp a 
tributary of Black Creek.  The subsurface integrity was unknown at the time of collect 
and no subsurface investigations have been completed.  Since the collection of these 
materials in 1995 the area has become highly disturbed due to military training 
exercises.  Therefore due to the lack of subsurface integrity and the highly disturbed 
nature of the area no further investigation is recommended.  This site is not eligible for 
the NRHP. 
 
FDP 1061 TA 11B   
 
Located in the eastern part of the training area just off Birch Road and beside Beaver 
Meadow Creek, a tributary of Black Creek.  Identified during Phase I survey of the 
training area, the site consisted of one LeRay chert flake from level one of a shovel test.  
Cruciforms performed at ten-meter intervals did not yield further cultural material.  No 
Phase II was performed.  Due to its proximity to a sizable waterway and inadequate 
testing, further evaluation is recommended prior to consideration for the NRHP. 
 
FDP 1062 (NYSA 045-21-0138) TA 8C 
 
This site is a small prehistoric encampment located on a flat, sparsely vegetated 
hogback dune.  The site was identified during the 1995 field season during a surface 
collection grid which produced 5 pieces of quartz debitage and 1 piece of Black River 
chert debitage.  The site was then shovel tested to identify the subsurface integrity of 
the site.  Shovel testing failed to yield additional prehistoric cultural materials.  No 
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diagnostic artifacts were recovered, and the surface and subsurface integrity of the site 
has been compromised due to military training activities and erosion.  Based on these 
results the site is not eligible for the NRHP. 
 
FDP 1063 (NYSA 045-21-0139) TA 8C 
 
This site is a small prehistoric encampement located ona  flat, sparsely vegetated 
hogback dune and extends north into a wooded low lying area.  The site was evidenced 
by a single piece of Black River chert debitage and a possible sandstone platform for a 
fire starter.  The site was surface collected using a 10-meter grid and shovel tested at 
10 meter intervals to identify the subsurface integrity of the site.  No diagnostic artifacts 
were recovered and the surface and subsurface integrity of the site has been 
compromised due to military training activities and erosion.  Based on these results FDP 
1063 has been determined to not be NR eligible.  
 
FDP 1064 (NYSA 045-21-0140) TA 8C 
 
FDP 1064 is a small prehistoric encampment located on an open hogback dune 
situated on the edge of a ravine that overlooks the tributary of the Black Creek.  The site 
was identified when surface collection produced 63 pieces of quartz debitage, 5 pieces 
of Black River chert debitage and 1 piece of edge modified quartz debitage.  The site 
was then shovel tested at 10-meter intervals to identify the subsurface integrity of the 
site.  Shovel testing failed to yield additional prehistoric cultural materials.  No diagnostic 
artifacts were recovered and the surface and subsurface integrity of the site has been 
compromised due to military training activities and erosion.  This site is not eligible for 
the NRHP. 
 
FDP 1065 TA 11B   
 
Also located in the eastern part of the training area, the site lies approximately 380 
meters northwest of Beaver Meadow Creek.  Located during Phase I testing of the 
training area, the site consisted of one quartz flake.  No Phase II was performed but 
eight cruciform shovel tests at five and ten-meter intervals failed to yield additional 
cultural material.  No further evaluation is recommended at this site. 
 
FDP 1066 (NYSA 045-21-0141) TA 8B 
 
This site is a small prehistoric encampment located on a gently sloping, unvegetated 
and eroding hogback dune.  The site was discovered during an unscheduled visit during 
the 1995 field season.  Surface collection produced 2 pieces of Black River chert 
debitage and one possible tool of an unknown chert type.  No diagnostic artifacts were 
recovered and the surface and subsurface integrity of the site has been compromised 
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due to extensive military training activities and erosion.  This site is not eligible for the 
NRHP. 
 
FDP 1067 TA 8C   
 
This site lies 20 meters northwest of Lake School Road and approximately 120 meters 
northeast of the Black Creek.  Initial discovery of the site occurred during routine shovel 
testing investigation of the training area.  The first artifacts were recovered from two 
positive shovel tests at 10-meter intervals.  Artifacts recovered were one Onondaga 
flake and 2 white quartz debitage from 0-30 centimeters below surface.   Cruciforms at 
5 and 10 meters intervals were negative.  The subsurface integrity of the site is intact in 
conjunction with its proximity to the Black Creek further investigation of this site is 
warranted.    
 
FDP 1068 TA 8C   
 
This site approximately 350 meters west of a tributary of Black Creek and is also 
located directly along the boundary between training areas 8C and 7B on the South 
Tank Trail.  Recovered in 1996 the total artifact assemblage is comprised of one LeRay 
chert prismatic flake from the surface.  The site lies in a sandy blowout area that is 
actively eroding.  No subsurface investigation was performed at this location and 
therefore the subsurface integrity of cultural resources is unknown.  Further evaluation 
examining the site integrity and site boundary is recommended prior to consideration to 
the NRHP.    
 
FDP 1069 TA 8C   
 
Located approximately 200 meters east of the Alexandria Road this site lies at elevation 
of 650 feet AMSL.  Uncovered during a routine shovel testing survey this site produced 
one LeRay chert debitage from level 2 of a shovel test.  Additional cruciforms at ten 
meter yielded no additional cultural information.  Recommendation for this site includes 
relocating and performing cruciforms at tighter intervals to determine a site boundary.  
Further evaluation of the site is recommended prior to consideration for the NRHP. 
 
FDP 1070 TA 8C  
 
First discovered during routine surface reconnaissance of the training area in 1996 
subsequent preliminary phase II evaluations demonstrate its potential for the NRHP.  
The artifact assemblage contains prehistoric ceramic recovered from surface 
reconnaissance.  The diagnostic ceramic materials demonstrate two definitive cultural 
contexts, St. Lawrence Iroquoian and the  Point Peninsula cultural context.  These 
indications lead to a possible stratified multi-component site.  Preliminary phase II 
evaluations were performed in 1999 resulting the following recommendation; southwest 
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datums of the units need GPS coordinates, excavations need to be completed, and a 
comprehensive site map prepared.  In addition, controlled excavation of trench or long 
linear units needs to be initiated and completed in order to provide a precise delineation 
of the site perimeter.  Linear units would be able to confirm or deny the presence of a 
palisade as well and would intersect post mold perimeters for possible dwellings on the 
site.  Areas of eroding features in the sands should be investigated using large flat 
shoveled units similar to the ones that were successfully used to investigate FDP 1093.  
After initial discovery the site was considered potential for the NRHP and was placed 
“Off Limits by Order of the Commander” and clearly posted. In 2004 a remote sensing 
survey was conducted revealing a buried A Horizon. Further testing is recommended as 
well as site stabilization through re-vegetation.  
 
FDP 1071 TA 8C   
 
Recovered during the 1996 cultural resources survey this site is located in training area 
8C.   Artifacts associated with this site were curated, however after a thorough search 
they cannot be relocated.   As described in the 1996 Cultural Resources Survey Report 
they consisted of one Genesee-like point of unknown green-black chert and several 
fragment of LeRay chert debitage.   No subsurface investigation was completed and the 
integrity of the site is unknown.  Based upon this information further investigation of this 
site is necessary prior to consideration of the NRHP. 
 
FDP 1072 TA 8C   
 
This site is located approximately 350 meters south of FDP 1070 and lies at 660 feet 
AMSL.  Artifacts recovered from this site were discovered in a stratified context from a 
shovel test at levels 1 and 2.  The shovel tests yielded 3 Onondaga pressure flakes 
from both levels.  No documentation exists for possible cruciform; therefore 
recommendations include re-establishing the site location and placing cruciforms at 1-
meter intervals to determine subsurface integrity and site boundary.  Further evaluation 
is recommended prior to consideration for the NRHP. 
 
FDP 1073 TA 8C  
 
Located approximately 100 meters to the east of FDP 1070 this site lies only 200 
meters from Buck Creek.  All evidence consists of surface recovery; no subsurface 
investigation has been completed.  Artifacts include utilized LeRay chert flake, LeRay 
chert debitage, and faunal material.  Recommendations include examining subsurface 
for cultural horizons.  Further evaluation is recommended prior to consideration for the 
NRHP.   
 
FDP 1074, FDP 1075, FDP 1076, FDP 1077, FDP 1078 TA 6B   
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These sites are northwest of the Black River in the southeast corner of the training area.  
These sites are located in close proximity to one another with the furthest two being 400 
meters apart in distance.  Proximity in association with similarities between the artifacts 
lead to the conclusion these 5 sites are most likely smaller components of a larger site.  
All sites have produced LeRay lithics both on the surface and in sub surface strata.  
FDP 1075 yielded Onondaga shatter from the surface. The majority of artifacts 
recovered are LeRay chert shatter and secondary flakes, leading to a determination that 
these sites represent LeRay chert reduction locations.   Phase I investigations were 
completed on all sites and additional test units were placed at the most productive 
locations.  No phase II testing was completed at FDP 1074 though it is recommended 
due to the recovery of 2 LeRay chert prismatic blades. In 2008 FDP 1074 and FDP 
1075 could not be relocated and therefore do not meet Fort Drum’s criteria for site 
identification and can be removed from protective coverage. Also in 2008, FDP 1077 
was evaluated and considered to be significant. It has been placed in protective 
coverage. FDP 1074 and FDP 1075 could not be relocated during a 2008 survey, 
therefore they do not meet the criterion for significance and have been removed from 
protective coverage. 
 
FDP 1079 TA 6A  
 
Lies in the southwest of training area 6A in a wooded area along the old glacial lake 
Iroquois shoreline only 400 meters east of the current path of the Black River.  FDP 
1079 consists of one LeRay chert tertiary flake found within level one of a shovel test.  
No cruciforms were performed at this site, leaving the   boundary and site context 
undetermined.  Two additional sites, FDP 1080 and FDP 1081, are also in close 
proximity of FDP 1079 and contain similar artifact assemblages.   Further evaluation is 
needed for FDP 1079, FDP 1080, and FDP 1081 to determine their potential 
significance in regards to the NRHP. 
 
FDP 1080 TA 6A   
 
This site lies only 200 meters east of the Black River and is also located in the 
southwest of training area 6A.  Artifacts recovered include several fragments of LeRay 
chert shatter and several LeRay chert reduction flakes no diagnostic artifacts were 
recovered.  First discovery of the site occurred with positive shovel tests followed by 
additional positive cruciforms both contributed to the site assemblage.  This site is most 
probably a LeRay chert lithic reduction site, however its proximity to additional sites 
FDP 1079 and FDP 1081, the possible relationships between these sites, and the 
limited subsurface evaluation calls for further exploration of the area prior to 
consideration for the NRHP. 
 
FDP 1081 TA 6A  
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FDP 1081 is located in the southwest corner of training area 6A along the old glacial 
lake shoreline.  The artifact assemblage is similar to both sites FDP 1079 and FDP 
1080 containing several fragments of LeRay chert shatter recovered subsurface from 
both a shovel test and a test unit.  Initially discovery of this site occurred during a phase 
I shovel testing survey of the area and consisted of 1 positive shovel test.  No 
cruciforms were performed, however a test unit was placed over the positive shovel 
test.  The test unit also recovered subsurface artifacts.  In addition several anomalies in 
the soil were noted such as several large rocks and pockets of discoloration in the soil 
profile.  Again considering the proximity of sites FDP 1079 and FDP 1080, the similarity 
of site assemblages, and the limited evaluation of the entire area further examination is 
needed prior to determining the degree of significance represented by these sites, either 
singularly or as a possible site complex. 
 
FDP 1082 TA 6A 
 
This site lies within the floodplain of the Black River in a silty-sand deposit.  Phase I 
shovel testing followed by cruciforms at five-meter intervals recovered subsurface 
cultural deposits including 2 large scrapers of LeRay chert material and several 
fragments of LeRay chert shatter.  Test units were planned but were not completed 
therefore the boundary and context of the site is unknown.   Additional evaluation is 
recommended prior to submission to the NRHP. The site has been placed in protective 
coverage until it can be evalutated. 
 
FDP 1083 TA 17A  
 
The site is located along a small Indian River tributary.  One small LeRay chert shatter 
was recovered in a shovel test pit.  Cruciforms(radials) produced no cultural materials.  
Further investigation is not recommended. 
 
FDP 1084  
 
When this lithic surface scatter was first discovered it was thought to be in 7G but on 
further investigation this site was shown to be outside of the Fort Drum Military 
Reservation boundaries.   
 
FDP 1085 Cantonment  
 
Located during a Phase I survey of the area, the site lies between Military Road and 
West Creek.  The site consists of what may be a prehistoric chert quarry and three 
positive shovel tests.  There is some discrepancy between shovel test paperwork and 
artifacts, however.  The only artifacts present in the collection are two pieces of LeRay 
chert debitage and a possible granite-quarrying tool.  More intensive testing in this area 
has revealed the presence of large amounts of LeRay chert from both the surface and 
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subsurface.  LeRay chert outcrops naturally in this area.  Further testing in 2004 lead to 
the determination that there was no discrete site in this area.  Based on the amount of 
chert recovered from these 12 shovel tests as well as on other surveys along Military 
Road and the findings of the Phase II testing at the adjacent quarry (2003.055), FDP 
1085 appears to be a non-discrete part of the Military Road lithic resource procurement 
area, FDP 1209.  An NR evaluation of the site will occur under FDP 1209. The site was 
evaluated in 2004 and is considered ineligible for listing on the NRHP. 
 
FDP 1086 Cantonment   
 
Located during a Phase I survey of the area, the site lies between Po Valley Road and 
West Creek. The artifact assemblage consists of a single piece of LeRay chert debitage 
from a shovel test.  Cruciforms at an unknown interval failed to yield any further cultural 
material.  LeRay chert outcrops naturally in this area.  Evaluation of shovel test data and 
actual artifacts will be necessary before determinations can be made concerning the 
eligibility and cultural status of any clusters of artifacts.  
 
FDP 1087 Cantonment   
 
Located during a Phase I survey of the area, the site lies just north of Military Road at 
the head of West Creek.  There is some discrepancy between shovel test paperwork 
and artifacts, however.  Although the paperwork lists positive cruciforms, the only 
artifact present in the collection is one piece of LeRay chert debitage.  More intensive 
testing in this area has revealed the presence of large amounts of LeRay chert from 
both the surface and subsurface.  LeRay chert outcrops naturally in this area.  
Evaluation of shovel test data and actual artifacts will be necessary before 
determinations can be made concerning the eligibility and cultural status of any clusters 
of artifacts.  
 
FDP 1088 Cantonment 
 
Located during a Phase I survey of the area, the site lies between the New York Central 
Railroad and NYS Route 342.  The artifact assemblage consists of a single piece of 
Onondaga debitage from a shovel test.  Cruciforms at an unknown interval failed to 
yield further cultural material.  Due to the site’s location just north of West Creek and the 
nature of the artifact, further testing is recommended in order to define the site 
boundaries prior to consideration for NRHP. 
 
FDP 1089 Cantonment 
 
Located during a Phase I survey of the area, the site lies just south of Military Road.  
The artifact assemblage consists of several pieces of LeRay chert debitage from a 
shovel test and its cruciform.  More intensive testing in this area has revealed the 
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presence of large amounts of LeRay chert from both the surface and subsurface.  
LeRay chert outcrops naturally in this area.  Evaluation of shovel test data and actual 
artifacts will be necessary before determinations can be made concerning the eligibility 
and cultural status of any clusters of artifacts.  
 
FDP 1090 TA 4B  
 
The site is located adjacent to a spring on a low sandy rise.  It has produced numerous 
tools and flake detritus, post molds, pit and hearth features and ocher nodules.  The 
sites perimeter has not yet been identified.  Further testing is needed for the purpose of 
site delineation. The site is potentially NRHP eligible. 
 
FDP 1091 Cantonment 
 
Located during a REC survey, the site lies just inside the Fort Drum Military Installation 
fence in the easternmost corner of Cantonment along the Black River.  Phase I survey 
yielded 42 pieces of debitage from shovel tests.  Phase II excavations yielded a large 
amount of debitage, including cores.  The site was first believed to be a LeRay lithic 
reduction site.  Further analysis of the materials recovered revealed that much of the 
debitage is actually Onondaga chert.  Since the site is located along the boundary fence 
and it is unclear from the Installation map whether the actual boundary is the fence or 
the river, an effort should be made to determine ownership of the land on the riverside 
of the fence.  If it is found to belong to Fort Drum, the area should be tested in order to 
determine site boundaries.  Further investigation is also recommended inside the fence 
in order to better define the site prior to consideration for NRHP. In 2007, the site was 
posted with “Off Limits by Order of the Commander” signs. 
 
FDP 1092 Cantonment 
 
First located during a Phase I survey of Cantonment, the site lies near a tributary that 
drains first into Remington Pond and then into Pleasant Creek.  The artifact assemblage 
consisted of two pieces of Onondaga chert debitage from level two of a shovel test and 
one piece of unidentified debitage from the surface.  Cruciforms at ten-meter intervals 
failed to produce further cultural material.  Given the location of this site, further testing 
is recommended in order to define the boundaries prior to consideration for NRHP. 
 
FDP 1093 TA 4A 
 
Located in Training Area 4A of Fort Drum, Fort Drum Prehistoric Site 1093 was first 
discovered during the 1997 field season.  It was initially recorded as a prehistoric 
ceramic and lithic scatter.  During a visit on an annual monitoring trip in 1999, the crew 
discovered that the site was much more extensive than initially determined.  The site 
was recommended for protection and was posted with off-limits signs and Seibert 
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stakes.  Because the site is located on a large sandy plain, it has been subject to 
repeated damage from the elements and is being eroded at a rapid rate.  Prior to 
protection, military vehicles had contributed to the erosion by driving across it.  A series 
of test units were completed in 1999 in order to provide a culturally sterile corridor for 
vehicles to pass through the site. 
 
Data recovered from these test units suggested that FDP 1093 could provide a 
substantial amount of new information on the Point Peninsula culture of Northern New 
York.  Initial study confirmed that much of the site lies under a very shallow layer of 
loose sand and was being severely damaged by the wind, rain, and snow.  It was 
determined that further evaluation was needed in addition to recovery of some of the 
data that was in danger of being lost due to natural forces. 
 
Providing further evaluation for the site was important for two reasons. Foremost, it 
would provide archaeologists with an opportunity to study eroding portions of the area 
before they were completely lost to the elements.  Discoveries made during the 1997 
and 1999 field seasons revealed that although much of the area was badly eroded, 
there remained a considerable portion of the site that contained intact stratigraphy and 
features.  Secondary, but also very important, was the fact that FDP 1093 occupies 
approximately ten acres of land that is strategically important to the military as a location 
for training exercises.  The acreage was also under increasing pressure for 
development of an expanding National Guard infrastructure.  By determining the 
boundaries of the site and identifying and excavating areas of significance, portions of 
the site could be returned to the military for use.  Smaller parts of the site could also be 
protected and preserved for future study. 
 
FDP 1093 represents an excellent opportunity to study the relationship between New 
York State’s Point Peninsula Culture and earlier Transitional groups.  Excavations 
carried out during the 2001 field season have produced new data that have contributed 
to the understanding of the temporal and spatial elements of the site.  Information 
gathered thus far indicates that members of at least two different cultures have 
inhabited FDP 1093, using the area for either a multi-seasonal occupation or season-
specific visits to process local resources. 
 
The presence of several Orient fishtail projectile points represents the earliest identified 
occupation of the site.  The projectile points, coupled with the discovery of flakes and a 
modified core of yellow jasper that originated from a secondary source in Eastern 
Pennsylvania (Holland, pers. comm.), indicate that groups visited the site from the 
Eastern United States.  Areas of possible origin for these groups include the 
Susquehanna, Hudson, and Delaware River Valleys. 
 
The hypothesis that FDP 1093 was visited from the East is further supported by 
analysis of potential waterways providing access to the site.  The wetlands adjacent to 
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the site would have been accessible to the Great Lakes via Perch Lake and the Indian 
River.  The Black River, which is located less than two miles away from FDP 1093, 
connects to the Mohawk Valley via West Canada Creek.  The Mohawk, in turn, 
connects to the Hudson River Valley. 
 
The discovery this season of a line of deep post molds in the vicinity of the Orient 
projectile points indicates the presence of a structure that may be assigned to the Orient 
cultural context.  The post molds are situated in a straight line, suggesting that the 
structure was square or rectangular in shape.  This shape is characteristic of structures 
from the Transitional Period and may link it to an Orient context (Funk 1978).  A large 
hearth with several distinct layers of charcoal and ash deposits was discovered adjacent 
to the line of post molds. Dates from the feature will be provided by Carbon 14 
determinations and will hopefully tie the feature and structure to the Orient culture. 
 
The artifacts and features assigned an Orient context are located entirely in the 
southern portion of FDP 1093.  They represent a very small percentage of total material 
recovered.  The majority of items and data recovered during excavation suggest that the 
Point Peninsula component constitutes the primary element of the site.  A high 
concentration of the material was recovered from the northern portion of the site and 
indicates the possible presence of a domestic locus.  This hypothesis is based on the 
discovery of storage pits, several hearths, and numerous post molds.  Sherds of rocker 
dentate ceramic and fragments with interior channeling associated with the Point 
Peninsula Culture have been discovered with these features, supporting the hypothesis 
that the location was domestic in nature. 
 
Discoveries made during the 2001 field season have reinforced the previously 
established hypothesis that the Point Peninsula Culture had contact with or originated 
from groups in Ohio.  The presence of Vanport chert, which has been sourced to Licking 
County, Ohio, (Holland, pers.comm.) suggests at the very least a diffusion of material 
from the south.  The possibility of a migration by the early residents of Ohio to Northern 
New York raises important issues concerning the relationship between the Point 
Peninsula Culture and the Adena and Hopewellian interaction spheres. 
 
The hypothesis suggesting a relationship between the Point Peninsula culture and 
groups in Ohio is further supported by ceramic analysis of the material recovered from 
FDP 1093.  Microscopic examinations of sherds discovered in situ in 1999 have 
revealed technological similarities between the Point Peninsula and Hopewellian 
ceramic traditions.  The two types of ceramic exhibit similarities in the composition of 
their slip and each share the rocker motif (Holmes, 1999). 
 
The issue of resource procurement must be addressed when considering both the 
Orient and Point Peninsula components of FDP 1093.   What was it that made the site 
attractive to different cultures for such an extended period of time? Unfortunately, we 
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must rely on speculation in an attempt to answer this question. Excavations conducted 
have thus far revealed several clues to why the site represented an attractive location to 
settle. 
 
Because the sandy soil at FDP 1093 is very acidic, preservation of floral and faunal 
material has been very rare.  The few diagnostic fragments of bone that were recovered 
have been analyzed.  Samples have been tentatively identified as deer, beaver, 
porcupine, and rabbit (Bartholme, pers.comm.).  This assortment of species is in no way 
unique and represents the typical sources of protein for most groups during the 
Transitional and Woodland Period of the Northeast. 
 
The location of the site itself may be the reason why different groups chose to settle 
there for an extended period of time.  FDP 1093 is situated in close proximity to a large 
spring-fed ravine, which would have provided a good base from which to hunt species 
that came to the water source to drink.  By ambushing animals at the nearby spring, 
rather than tracking them, hunters could expend a great deal less energy procuring 
food.  FDP 1093 is also located close to what was once a productive wetland.  
Exploitation of the aquatic plants and animals was undoubtedly a large factor in the 
decision to settle at the location. 
 
A variety of seeds have been recovered from FDP 1093, including numerous goosefoot 
(Chenopodium strictum) and knotweed (Polygonum rammosium) seeds.  Seeds from 
the Rubus family, which includes several edible species such as raspberry and 
blackberry, were also discovered associated with a hearth feature.  There is strong 
evidence of domestication of Chenopodium in the Midwest (Smith, 1987), although it 
has yet to be confirmed in the Northeast. Discoveries at FDP 1093 suggest that 
Chenopodium played at least a minor role in the daily life of the site’s inhabitants.  A 
very high number of carbonized Chenopodium seeds have been found in and around 
hearth features.  The seeds of the wild Chenopodium plants were used to make flour 
while the leaves were edible without any additional processing (Ritchie, 1994). 
 
The discovery of a metate, or grinding tablet, on the surface of FDP 1093 in 1999 
supports the hypothesis that wild plants were being gathered and processed at the site.  
Unfortunately, because the metate was continuously exposed to the elements for such 
an extended period of time, residue analysis did not produce any information on the 
type of materials that were being processed.  Several fragments of ceramic are 
currently awaiting residue analysis and it is anticipated that they will confirm the use of 
local species of plants as a food source. Such discoveries are not uncommon and have 
been made on many contemporaneous sites in the region (Ritchie, 1994). 
 
The nearby lithic sources also appear to have been an important resource for the 
inhabitants of the site.  FDP 1093 is situated approximately two miles from the Black 
River.  The Black River is the source of Leray chert, which outcrops in abundant 
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amounts from the village of Great Bend to the shore of Lake Ontario. Leray chert has 
been identified as a major source of lithic material in the region. New studies suggest 
that Leray chert has often been misidentified as Onondaga chert in the past and there is 
evidence that its range is much greater than once believed (Fort Drum CRS, 2001).  
Cultural resource surveys conducted on Fort Drum during previous years have 
discovered a number of Point Peninsula sites containing artifacts manufactured from 
Leray chert.  FDP 1093 is no exception to this trend, suggesting that the nearby 
outcrops of chert were an important factor in the settlement of the site. 
 
Another local resource that may have been exploited by the residents of FDP 1093 is 
hematite, which is found in various locations on the Fort Drum Military Installation.  One 
of the primary deposits of raw hematite ore on Fort Drum may be located along the 
Indian River in Training Area 12, between the villages of Evans Mills and Philadelphia 
(Ritchie, 1994).  This source would have been easily accessible to the inhabitants of 
FDP 1093 via the navigable waterway.  Evidence of upland hematite mines has also 
been found in Training Area 19C (LCTA, 1997).  Nearby sources of hematitic limestone 
include Perch Lake and the Tughill Plateau (Fort Drum CRS, 2001). 
 
A large deposit of daub and finished paint stones has been discovered at FDP 1093 
near the western boundary of the site.  This discovery suggests that the location was 
used as a processing center for red ocher.  Red ocher is believed to have played an 
important role in the ceremonialism of the Point Peninsula people (Ritchie, 1994; 
Ritzenthaler and Quimby, 1962).  Traces of red ocher have also been found in several 
other locations at the site. 
 
Carbon 14 dating has greatly extended the temporal range of known occupation at FDP 
1093. Rocker dentate ceramics discovered in association with a hearth feature during 
the 1999 field season provided the initial Carbon 14 determination of the site, with a 
date of 20 A.D. (Beta-137376).  Thus far, this date has produced the earliest date of 
occupation at FDP 1093.  Several samples from features suspected to be associated 
with the earlier Orient component of the site have been submitted for analysis.  It is 
believed that the dates from these features will fall within the range of the Transitional 
Period in New York State and extend the temporal limit of FDP 1093. 
 
An additional assay of a hearth has produced dates of 770 A.D. (Beta-158137).  
Unfortunately, the hearth was not associated with any diagnostic artifacts.  This date 
corresponds to an assay obtained from a sample analyzed in 1999.  Taken from a layer 
of charcoal extending across the upper prehistoric layer of several units, the sample 
produced a date of 860 A.D. (Beta-137377). 
 
The dating of a hearth and storage pit associated with the suspected Point Peninsula 
domestic locus have produced dates of 1090 A.D. (Geo-28225), 1100 A.D. (Geo-
28224), and 1280 A.D. (Beta-158138).  These latter dates do not fit with the current 
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model of Point Peninsula chronology in New York State.  If the Point Peninsula Culture 
of Northern New York survived longer in the area than is currently believed, it could 
account for the paucity of artifactual materials assigned to the Owasco Culture on Fort 
Drum.  This culture, which had become relatively widespread in much of Western and 
Central New York by 1100 A.D., has not been documented to any significant degree at 
Fort Drum (Versaggi, 1999).  The implications of this possibility are widespread and 
further research offers this opportunity to contribute to the cultural chronology of 
Northern New York State. 
 
The fieldwork conducted during the 2001 season has provided new insight into the 
history of FDP 1093, as well as serving to support previously established hypotheses 
about the site.  Evidence of an Orient component at the site has increased with the 
discovery of features and a possible structure bearing a resemblance to those on other 
transitional sites.  The discovery of additional Vanport lithic material and the 
identification of technological and aesthetic similarities between the ceramics of the two 
groups have reinforced the belief that there was interaction between the Point Peninsula 
Culture and the Adena and Hopewellian spheres. 
 
The presence of ceramics characteristic of the Middle Point Peninsula Culture and new 
Carbon 14 dates has greatly extended the temporal limit of the site.  The later dates 
have also raised new questions about the continuity of the Point Peninsula Culture into 
time periods where it has previously been excluded. Subsequent laboratory analysis 
and Carbon 14 dating will contribute further to our knowledge of FDP 1093.  Coupled 
with new data emerging from other nearby Point Peninsula sites, they will assist in the 
development of a better understanding of the Point Peninsula complex of Fort Drum. 
 
Two primary areas of interest were identified during the 2001 field season.  The first 
area is centered around Units 1 and 5 from the 1999 season, which produced rocker 
dentate ceramics associated with a Carbon 14 determination of B.C. 5 – A.D. 140 
(Beta-137376).  A group of units excavated in 2001 produced artifacts and features 
suggesting that the area was a domestic district.  The locus is situated in the northern 
portion of FDP 1093 and merits further investigation to ensure that any remaining 
material be recorded and recovered before damage from the elements further 
compromise site integrity. 
 
The second major area of interest is located near the center of the site and was 
previously unidentified until this field season, when several units yielded information that 
suggests a second possible location of habitation. Although eight five by five meter units 
were excavated at the locus, additional excavation is recommended. This area merits a 
greater priority for additional work because of the fact that erosion is occurring at a 
higher rate than in the northern portion of the site, which is partially protected by a line 
of small sand dunes. 
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The southern and eastern areas of the site produced few signs of cultural activity and 
can be considered for removal from the protected area of the site. This locus appears to 
be an isolated area of prehistoric activity, although additional excavation in the areas 
immediately surrounding Unit 11 is recommended to ensure that the full extent of the 
cultural deposit is determined. 
 
Excavations have suggested that the sand dunes that extend along the western edge of 
the blowout have acted as a stabilizing element, preserving the stratigraphy of 
prehistoric features and material beneath them. If a portion of the site is to be 
permanently protected and preserved for posterity, the area of the site covered by these 
dunes would be an ideal choice. 
 
Additional concentrations of historic artifacts were identified in the northern area of FDP 
1093, bringing the total number of historic scatters to two.  Both areas appear to have 
been severely disturbed by a combination of the elements and vehicle traffic, limiting 
their usefulness as sources of new information.  Both scatters have been identified as 
FDH 1120 and are ineligible for the National Register of Historic Places because they 
lack provenience and stratigraphy. 
 
Fort Drum and the National Guard are currently planning an Annual Training 
mobilization site for the acreage where FDP 1093 is located.  The above four 
recommendations will be taken into consideration for setting up a fenced protected 
space within the development for long term preservation of this archeological site. 
 
FDP 1094 TA 4A  
 
This site was incorporated into FDP 1093 is recognized as an extension of the site and 
therefore it is eligible for the NRHP. 
 
FDP 1095 TA 5B 
 
Located during a REC survey in the area, this site lies across a deep ravine from FDP 
1025.  The site consists of a single LeRay chert primary flake from level 2 of a shovel 
test.  Cruciforms at 10-meter intervals failed to yield further cultural material.  
Subsequent cruciforms at one meter intervals yielded burned bone but no lithic 
materials.  Because of the location of this site, further testing is recommended prior to 
consideration for NRHP. 
 
FDP 1096 TA 5D 
 
Located during a Phase I survey of the training area, the site lies in a sandy road at the 
tip of a ravine.  The artifact assemblage consists of one Onondaga secondary flake, 
seven pieces of Onondaga debitage and a Pomranky projectile point (in 2 pieces).  This 
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site is probably associated with, if not part of FDP 1151 and should be tested 
accordingly. 
 
FDP 1097 TA 4B   
 
Found during the Phase I survey of the training area, the site is located in the northern 
part of the training area near a tributary of Pleasant Creek.  The site consisted of one 
piece of chert debitage from level two of a shovel test.  The flake is either missing or 
lost.  As recommended in the previous ICRMP, the Phase I survey was re-done in an 
attempt to relocate the site boundaries.  Two baselines were placed in the vicinity of the 
original positive shovel test as determined using the 1997 site map.  Shovel testing was 
performed at 5m intervals.  Testing uncovered a small lithic scatter, demonstrating that 
the original site of FDP 1097 was successfully relocated.  Phase II test unit evaluation 
should be performed before turning the area over for any type of construction or ground 
disturbing activities. 
 
FDP 1098 TA 6C  
 
The site is highly disturbed and needs no further investigation. 
 
FDP 1099 TA 5D  
 
Located during a Phase I survey of the training area, the site lies in a sandy road along 
a ravine.  The site consists of a single Moorehouse Onondaga chert flake.  This area 
has since been incorporated into FDP 1151 and should be tested accordingly. 
 
FDP 1100 TA 7F  
 
Discovered during a 1997 phase I investigation this site yielded 3 cores of Onondaga 
chert, multiple fragments of Onondaga shatter, and fire-cracked rock recovered from a 
surface collection.  No subsurface investigation was completed at this site.  Due to the 
frequency of Onondaga chert material and the unknown nature of the soil integrity 
further testing is recommended for this site.  Recent reconnaissance of the area has 
proved that the site is intact and no military disturbance is present.  Further evaluation is 
necessary prior to consideration to the NRHP. 
 
FDP 1101 TA 4A  
 
Located during the Phase I survey, this site is located in the southeastern part of the 
training area.  Four pieces of LeRay chert debitage were variously reported as having 
come from three shovel tests or from two shovel tests and a surface collection.  
Cruciforms of positive shovel tests failed to produce further cultural material.  Because 
the Pamelia limestone containing outcrops of LeRay chert occurs fairly high in the strata 
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in this area and the chert may work its way up into the sandy deposits, the site was 
considered not eligible for NRHP.  The area was re-tested in 1999 and no further 
evidence of sites was recovered.  No further testing is recommended. 
 
FDP 1102 TA 4A 
 
Located during the Phase I survey, this site is located in the southeastern part of the 
training area.  Two pieces of LeRay chert debitage were recovered from two shovel 
tests.  Cruciforms of positive shovel tests failed to produce further cultural material.  
Because the Pamelia limestone containing outcrops of LeRay chert occurs fairly high in 
the strata in this area and the chert may work its way up into the sandy deposits, the 
site was considered not eligible for NRHP.  The area was re-tested in 1999 and no 
further evidence of sites was recovered.  No further testing is recommended. 
 
FDP 1103 TA 4A 
 
Located during the Phase I survey, this site is located in the central part of the training 
area. A single piece of LeRay chert debitage were recovered from a shovel test.  
Cruciforms failed to produce further cultural material.  Because the Pamelia limestone 
containing outcrops of LeRay chert occurs fairly high in the strata in this area and the 
chert may work its way up into the sandy deposits, the site was considered not eligible 
for NRHP.  The area was re-tested in 1999 and no further evidence of sites was 
recovered.  No further testing is recommended. 
 
FDP 1104 TA 4A 
 
Located during the Phase I survey, this site is located on the northwestern central edge 
of the training area. A single piece of LeRay chert debitage were recovered from a 
shovel test.  Cruciforms failed to produce further cultural material.  Because the Pamelia 
limestone containing outcrops of LeRay chert occurs fairly high in the strata in this area 
and the chert may work its way up into the sandy deposits and also because of the 
disturbed nature of the area, the site was considered not eligible for NRHP.  No further 
testing is recommended.  
  
FDP 1105 TA 8B   
 
Located in the southern section of training area 8B this site lies 40 meters west of 
Alexandria Road in a sandy open area.  Initial recovery of the site consists of one flake 
found on the surface no diagnostic material was recovered.  Cruciforms were completed 
and no additional cultural material was recovered.  This site does lie in the glacial Lake 
Iroquois Shoreline and is considered highly sensitive thus making it potentially eligible 
for the NRHP. 
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FDP 1106 TA 8B  
 
Located in the southwestern boundary of the training area, FDP 1106 is comprised of 3 
fragments of debitage recovered from the surface of a sand blowout.  No diagnostic 
material was recovered.  Its location along the glacial Lake Iroquois shoreline places 
this training area in a prehistorically sensitive location and lack of subsurface 
investigation of this site leaves the open possibility of intact stratigraphy and buried 
archeological sites.  Further investigation is recommended. 
 
FDP 1107 TA 8B   
 
Located in training area 8B this site was first recovered in 1998 during a routine shovel 
testing survey.   FDP 1107 is located directly south of the South tank trail on a sandy 
blowout area. The artifact assemblage consists of a projectile point tip (non-diagnostic), 
multiple primary flakes, and one fragment of shatter.  All artifacts were recovered from 
the surface, and all are composed of Onondaga chert.  One subsurface shovel test was 
performed in the area with inconclusive results the integrity of the subsurface is 
unknown.  This site has the potential to be listed on the NRHP.   Further evaluation is 
recommended before listing.     
 
FDP 1108 TA 8B   
 
Located 20 meters north of the south tank trail this site has yielded prehistoric material 
dating to the early-middle woodland Point Peninsula culture.  In addition a Snyder 
projectile point of Nellie chert (southeastern Ohio) was recovered from this site.  Initial 
discovery in 1997 recognized this site as a potential NRHP.  Additional excavation in 
2000 confirmed intact subsurface integrity.  Further evaluation is recommended at this 
site. In 2005 the signs reading “Off Limits by Order of the Commander” were replaced 
with signs reading “Historic Area, Training Permitted, No Digging”. 
  
FDP 1109 TA 8B  
 
This site is located approximately 200 meters east of the South Tank Trail and is at the 
junction of several other unnamed tank trails.  This site also lies on the glacial Lake 
Iroquois shoreline therefore the area is considered highly sensitive for prehistoric 
material.  The site assemblage consists of multiple LeRay chert flakes recovered from 
surface reconnaissance.  A single judgmental shovel test was performed adjacent to the 
highest concentration of chert on the surface; this test was negative for cultural material.  
Due to the sensitive nature of the landform, the intact subsurface, and the recovery of 
lithic material further evaluation of this site is recommended. 
 
FDP 1110 TA 8B  
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This site was discovered during a phase I investigation of the training area.  Initial 
investigation yielded several flakes and shatter of Onondaga chert, some of which were 
heat-treated, from the surface.  Located east of the railroad tracks approximately 20 
meters and 600 meters south of the south tank trail.  One shovel test was performed to 
test the integrity of the subsurface.  Two signs are placed on the slope where the 
cultural material was collected indicating buried cable.  Located on the opposite side of 
the railroad tracks is an additional site FDP 1173 discovered during the 2000 survey, 
(see training area 5E).  Phase II evaluation conducted in 2001 concluded that the site 
has been completed destroyed by railroad construction.  A total of four test units yielded 
no cultural material, all wall profiles contained sterile glacial sand.  FDP 1110 is not 
eligible for NRHP and no further evaluation is recommended. 
 
FDP 1111 TA 8B   
 
Like many of the sites located in training are 8B FDP 1111 is found in a sandy area 
along the glacial Lake Iroquois shoreline.  Located approximately 700 meters from the 
railroad tracks and 325 meters FDP 1109 (previously discussed).  Associated artifacts 
include multiple fragments of debitage from surface reconnaissance.  No subsurface 
investigation has been completed and the site is actively eroding.  Further evaluation is 
recommended to determine the significance of this site. 
 
FDP 1112 TA 8B  
 
Discovered in 1998 this site lies in a sandy depression approximately 30 meters west of 
Alexandria road.  Artifacts include 1 modified Onondaga flake recovered from a surface 
reconnaissance.  No subsurface investigation was completed on this site.  This site lies 
in the glacial Lake Iroquois shoreline and is therefore considered highly sensitive for 
prehistoric material.  Further evaluation of the site including a subsurface investigation 
is recommended prior to consideration for the NRHP. 
 
FDP 1113 TA 5D 
 
Located during a Phase I survey of the training area, the site lies in a sandy blowout.  
The artifact assemblage consists of a possible Meadowood projectile point of Onondaga 
chert and several fragments of bone.  Also present at the site are a number of historic 
artifacts that give the site a late 19th century context and a second site number of FDH 
1154.  All artifacts were found on the surface of the blowout.  No subsurface testing was 
performed in this area.  The site is being considered part of the FDH 1154 complex.   
Further evaluation and testing is recommended in order to define this site and its 
boundaries prior to consideration for the NRHP. In 2006, the site was posted with signs 
reading “Off Limits by Order of the Commander.” 
 
FDP 1114 TA 8B   
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Initial discovery of this site occurred during the 1998 field season on a routine surface 
reconnaissance of the area.  The site lies along the West Branch of Black Creek and is 
located in a sandy blowout area.  A significant portion of the area is disturbed through 
military activity, however no written documentation exists as to the degree the site was 
disturbed.  Artifacts include 1 possible Flint Ridge flake.  Due to the unknown degree of 
destruction at the site and the exotic lithic material it yield further examination of the site 
is recommended.  For consideration to the NRHP further evaluation is needed.   
 
FDP 1115 TA 8B  
 
Located in northwest portion of 8B approximately 40 meters north of a tank trail in a 
sandy blowout area.  The artifact assemblage includes one Normanskill projectile point 
of Onondaga chert recovered from a surface reconnaissance.   No subsurface 
investigation was completed.  Photos taken from the site in 1998 indicate little 
disturbance in the area.  Recovery of significant subsurface remains from site FDP 1116 
(see below) which lies only approximately 300 meters west from FDP 1115 also 
indicates the presence of significant cultural remains.  These indications are sufficient to 
recommend further subsurface evaluation prior to consideration to the NRHP. In 2005 
the site was evaluated and found to be considerably disturbed, therefore the site is 
ineligible for listing on the NRHP. 
 
FDP 1116 TA 8B   
 
Located approximately 300 meters west of FDP 1115 and 40 meters west of the West 
Branch of Black Creek.  This site lies on an elevated projection of land surrounded by a 
swamp.  Total recovery consists of one positive shovel test with cultural material 
recovered from approximately 30 centimeters below surface.  The shovel test yielded 2 
Onondaga cores, 1 Onondaga primary flake, and several LeRay chert flakes.  
Cruciforms performed at 5-meter intervals did not yield cultural material.  However, 
considering the recovery of a projectile point from FDP 1115, the subsurface integrity of 
this location, and its proximity to an active waterway this site is recommended for further 
evaluation and should remain off limits until further testing has been completed.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
 
FDP 1117 TA 8B  
 
Located in the northeast section of the training area FDP 1117 lies at the bottom of a 
slope approximately 60 east of a tank trail.  The site consists of one positive shovel test 
with negative cruciforms at 10-meter intervals.  Cultural material recovered from the site 
includes one fragment of possible debitage from level 2 of the shovel test.  No additional 
cultural remains were found.  Further investigation at closer shovel test intervals is 
recommended prior to consideration to the NRHP. 
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FDP 1118 TA 18A   
 
Originally located during the judgmental survey of training area 18A, this site is located 
along a small drainage on a slope between the North Tank Trail and the Fort Drum 
boundary.  The site consisted of one possible broken tool of what has tentatively been 
identified as Nedrow Onondaga chert.  Cruciforms at five-meter intervals failed to 
produce further cultural material.  No Phase II was performed.  Further testing is 
recommended in order to define this site prior to consideration for the NRHP. 
 
FDP 1119 TA 8B  
 
Located about 10 meters to the west of a tank trail this site consists of one potential 
hand axe recovered from the surface.  Cruciforms were performed at 5-meter intervals 
in cardinal directions around the surface find.  No additional cultural material was 
recovered from these shovel tests.  Since the survey of this area in 1998 significant 
military disturbance has made recovery of any subsurface material impossible.  No 
further evaluation of the site is recommended.  
 
FDP 1120 TA 8B   
 
Located in a wooded area at the top of a slope overlooking a swamp and approximately 
30 meters east of the West Branch of Black Creek this site yielded a single LeRay chert 
secondary flake recovered from level 3 in a shovel test.  Cruciforms were performed at 
5-meter intervals and yielded no additional cultural information.  Consideration for the 
highly sensitive nature of the site location and probable subsurface integrity additional 
investigation is recommended for this site prior to NRHP.  Most probably a tighter 
cruciform interval is needed to evaluate the subsurface integrity and extent of the site 
boundary. 
 
FDP 1121 TA 7B 
 
Consists of several surface finds recovered from a sandy blowout area interspersed 
with vegetation.  The site assemblage contains several fragments of Onondaga chert 
shatter.  No further investigation was completed and no subsurface information of the 
area is available.  The initial phase I investigation spanned three transects and 100 
meters.  However, the military has significantly disturbed the area through routine 
training.   Prior to recommendation of NRHP potential a thorough reconnaissance of the 
area should be performed due to the disturbed nature of the area. 
 
FDP 1122 TA 7B   
 
Consisted of a surface find in training area 7B and the site assemblage contained only 2 
fragments of LeRay chert shatter.  This may be attributed to glacial deposit of the local 
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LeRay chert.  Considering this and the disturbed nature of the training area no further 
investigation is recommended. 
 
FDP 1123 TA 7B 
 
Identified during a phase I shovel testing survey of training area 7B the site consists of a 
possible subsurface feature characterized by red oxidized sand.  Cruciforms of the 
positive shovel test were negative and no cultural material or subsurface features were 
recorded.  Phase II investigation yielded no additional material and proved the area to 
be highly disturbed.   Military debris was recorded at 48 centimeters below datum in 
direct contact with the oxidized area.  This data confirms the disturbed nature of the site, 
therefore no further evaluation is recommended at this site. 
 
FDP 1124 TA 8A  
 
All associated documentation and artifacts are missing from the Artifact Curation Facility 
(ACF).  Nothing is known about this site. 
 
FDP 1125 TA 7C   
 
Discovered in1999 this site consists of multiple fragments of Onondaga debitage 
including flakes.  All artifacts were collected during a surface walkover; no subsurface 
evaluation was completed.  Further evaluation of the site is recommended prior to 
consideration for NRHP. 
 
FDP 1127-FDP 1147  
 
These numbers have been retired. 
 
FDP 1148 TA 5E 
 
Located during a Phase I survey of the training area, the site lies just north of the ASP 
fence in a sandy blowout near a springhead that eventually drains into the West Branch 
of Black Creek.  At first, the number was assigned to a single sandy area where a large 
quantity of debitage was recovered from the surface.  The artifact assemblage consists 
of a large number of Onondaga chert flakes, some LeRay chert flakes, and a possible 
flake tool made of Coxsackie chert, fire-cracked rock and a possible bone awl.  A single 
Phase II test unit in the blowout itself yielded few artifacts and no features.  Subsequent 
investigations at nearby FDP 1022 revealed intact strata in the grassy areas around the 
blowout and led to the conclusion that FDP 1048 should be included in the FDP 1022 
complex. The FDP 1150 site number was retired and the two sites incorporated. 
 
FDP 1149 TA 17C  
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The site produced possible cultural quartz flakes in a surface context.  However, the 
area is a high traffic training area for armored vehicles and could have been responsible 
for the creation of the quartz material. Further testing is recommended. 
 
FDP 1150 TA 5E 
 
Located during a Phase I survey of the training area, the site lies just north of the ASP 
fence in a sandy blowout near a springhead that eventually drains into the West Branch 
of Black Creek.  At first, the number was assigned to a scatter of fire-cracked rock 
believed to be a hearth and the Genesee point and LeRay and Onondaga chert 
debitage recovered from the surface nearby.  The site was protected pending further 
testing.  Phase II excavations of FDP 1022, a nearby site, led to the conclusion that 
FDP 1150 is part of the FDP 1022 complex.  The FDP 1150 site number was retired 
and the two sites incorporated.  The hearth remains protected. 
 
FDP 1151 TA 5D 
The site was discovered in 1999 and is classified as an alignment of stones.  Phase I, 
limited phase II testing, and C-14 dating indicate that the site was utilized between 3500 
BP and 1100BP. The site has been posted as off limits and is considered a traditional 
cultural property by both the Oneida and the Onondoga. 
FDP 1152 TA 17D  
The site produced possible cultural quartz flakes in a surface context.  Further 
investigation indicates that this site may be a fossil island paleo site with a maritme 
context.. The site is eligible for listing on the NRHP under criterion D and is similar to 
FDP 1208. The site has been posted with signs that read “Historic Site, Training 
Permitted, No Digging.”  Further testing is recommended as well as a 5m shovel test 
grid to determine the site boundary. Also a mitigation plan needs to be established.    
 
FDP 1153 TA 5E 
 
Located during a Phase I survey for a REC, this site lies just east of the South Tank 
Trail in the northwest corner of the training area.  The site number was assigned to 4 
shovel tests which spanned 140 meters and yielded chert debitage and a bone 
fragment.  Cruciforms at an unknown interval yielded possible chert debitage from one 
of the shovel tests.  No further testing was performed and land use was authorized 
outside the area of the positive shovel tests.  Further evaluation is recommended prior 
to consideration for NRHP.  
 
FDP 1154 TA 5D 
 
Located during a Phase I survey of the training area, the site lies in a sand blowout 
adjacent to a ravine that leads to the West Branch of Black Creek.  The artifact 
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assemblage consists of a wide variety of debitage including a large amount of 
Onondaga chert debitage, with thinning and pressure flakes; white quartz flakes and 
debitage; LeRay chert flakes and debitage; Upper Mercer chert flakes and debitage; 
and several cores.  Bifacial artifacts include a possible broken end scraper, a prismatic 
blade, two projectile point mid-sections, a crescent blade, a combination scraper, an 
acute angle biface, a combination graver/scraper and a graver all of Onondaga chert; a 
white quartz point mid-section; an unidentified biface of LeRay chert; an end-scraper of 
heat-treated Onondaga chert; a possible red slate abrading stone and a possible 
grooved axe of heat-treated sandstone. The assemblage seems to suggest a 
Meadowood affinity.  In addition to the broken Meadowood point found at FDP 1113, the 
crescent blade and the fine flaking techniques used to manufacture the bifaces argue 
for a Meadowood association.  Phase II excavations led to the conclusion that although 
the area of the site which is exposed sand has been deflated or destroyed, there may 
be intact deposits in the higher, wooded edges around the site.  The site was protected 
pending further investigation of these areas and the FDP 1113 site.  Further testing in 
undisturbed areas and in the blowout to confirm the deflation of that part of the site is 
recommended prior to consideration for NRHP. The site has been posted as Off Limits. 
 
FDP 1155 TA 5D 
 
Located in a sand blowout in the eastern side of the training area, just west of the New 
York Central Railroad.  A surface scatter of bone fragments first indicated a site.  Due to 
the site’s proximity to FDP 1113, FDP 1151 and FDP 1154 and a tentative diagnosis of 
one piece of bone as dog, the site was considered to be a possible dog burial in 
keeping with the Meadowood context of the surrounding sites.  The dune from which the 
bone was eroding was profiled.  Bits of mortar and other historic cultural material found 
among the bone fragments led to the conclusion that the site was actually the remains 
of some ephemeral historic occupation, perhaps related to construction of the railroad. 
 
FDP 1156 TA 4A 
 
This project number was assigned to a small prehistoric site discovered along the 
access road into FDP 1093.  The site consists of a small lithic scatter including a core.  
The surface deposit was small and well defined.  The lithic materials were non-
diagnostic.  This site requires subsurface investigation in order to determine if there are 
any buried components.  Further testing is required prior to consideration for NRHP.    
 
FDP 1157 TA 14E   
 
First located during a reconnaissance survey, the site lies on a fossil beach of Glacial 
Lake Iroquois in a sandy blowout in the central section of the training area.  The artifact 
assemblage consists of a Vanport (Flint Ridge) chalcedony flake and an Onondaga 
chert tertiary flake of both recovered from the surface of the blowout.  Historic cultural 
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material is also present on the surface.  No formal pedestrian survey or subsurface 
testing was performed.  Further testing in order to define the site and its boundaries is 
recommended prior to consideration for NRHP. The site should remain off limits until 
further testing can be performed. 
 
FDP 1158 Cantonment 
 
First located during a Phase I survey of the area prior to proposed construction of an ice 
rink, this site was identified as a prehistoric chert quarry.  The site lies on a limestone 
bluff over-looking Camp Drum #1, an Iroquoian village site.  The site consisted of an 
area of limestone approximately 10 meters in length where chert inclusions had been 
removed from the surrounding matrix.  Other chert inclusions were still visible in the 
limestone nearby.  Only minimal subsurface testing was possible due to the rockiness of 
the area and no subsurface features were recorded.  Further testing is required to 
determine if crevasses contain any cultural remains.  This area should be monitored 
during any subsurface testing to avoid inadvertent discovery. 
 
FDP 1159, FDP 1160 Cantonment 
 
These sites were identified during Phase I survey for the installation of a buried fiber 
optic cable across Division Hill.  Each number was assigned to a cluster of shovel tests 
and their cruciforms which yielded chert debitage.  Later it was determined that the 
chert was LeRay which occurs naturally in this area and was, in this case, not culturally 
modified.  The sites were judged not to be valid and the site numbers were retired.  No 
further testing is recommended. 
 
FDP 1161 TA 5D  
 
Located during a Phase I survey of the training area, the site lies in a sandy blowout.  
The artifact assemblage consists of a fragment of a prehistoric stone pipe stem or bead, 
1 piece of Upper Mercer chert debitage and 3 pieces of LeRay chert blocky debitage 
recovered from the surface of the blowout.  No further testing was conducted.  Further 
evaluation and testing is recommended in order to define this site and its boundaries 
prior to consideration for the NRHP. The site has been posted as Off Limits until further 
testing can be performed. 
 
FDP 1162 TA 4A 
 
This site was identified following the initial Phase IB survey completed during project 
1999.32.  This site number corresponds to positive STPs from baseline 6.  Artifacts 
collected included several pieces of chert debitage, chert flakes, bone fragments, 2 
pieces of quartz debitage and 2 shell fragments.  Further analysis of the artifacts 
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recovered and Phase II investigation at this site is necessary to determine the nature, 
function and extent of the cultural material present. 
 
FDP 1163 TA 4A 
 
This site was discovered after the predictive model identified the area as highly 
sensitive for prehistoric materials.  The site is on a glacial deltaic outwash apron 
adjacent to a ravine at the 600-foot elevation contour line.  The soil is mainly sand and 
loam and erosion is occurring in the sandy areas.  Phase IB investigations produced 
artifacts to include chert debitage, quartz debitage, chert flakes, and an exotic 
orthoquartzite core.  The positive shovel tests with positive cruciforms will require Phase 
II investigation and determinations of NRHP eligibility.       
 
FDP 1164 TA 5B 
 
Site consisted of a hearth with fire-cracked rock and two pieces of Onondaga debitage 
recovered from the surface.  The site was mapped and surface-collected.  No further 
testing was performed and the site has since been destroyed by military activities.  No 
further testing is recommended. 
 
FDP 1165 TA 5E  
 
Located during a surface reconnaissance of the area, this site lies in a sandy blowout 
just west of the ASP fence.  The artifact assemblage consists of 1 piece of quartz 
debitage and a geologic sample of an unidentified composite rock.  Given the high 
incidence of sites located in sand blowouts in this area, further testing is recommended 
prior to consideration for NRHP. 
 
FDP 1166 TA 7D  
 
Recovered during a surface reconnaissance of the training area in 2000 this site 
consists of 1 Onondaga flake found on the surface.  Further evaluation of the area is 
needed prior to consideration for the NRHP. 
 
FDP 1167, FDP 1168, FDP 1169 TA 5D 
 
These numbers were originally assigned to clusters of positive shovel tests located 
during the Phase I survey of the training area.  The artifact assemblage consisted 
largely of blocky LeRay and Onondaga chert debitage and two Vanport (Flint Ridge) 
chert thinning flakes.  It was later decided that the wide dispersal of materials did not 
warrant a breakdown into individual sites.  The numbers were retired and the material 
was reaccessioned under the original project number.  Further testing is recommended 
at the location, which yielded the Vanport thinning flakes. 
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FDP 1170 TA 8B   
 
This site was recovered during a routine survey of the training area during the 2000 field 
season.  The site lies in between the Alexandria Road and the West Branch of the Black 
Creek in the northern section of the training area.  This portion of the training area is 
considered highly sensitive for prehistoric material as it contains an abundance of relic 
waterways and lies on the glacial Lake Iroquois shoreline.  Initial discovery was made 
through a surface reconnaissance of a sandy blowout area.  The artifact assemblage for 
this site is extensive and includes several bi-face fragments, drill fragments, projectile 
point fragments (both bases and tips) and scrapers.  Lithic materials include Onondaga 
chert among other exotic lithic material, most probably Flint Ridge chert from Ohio.  
Majority of diagnostic materials recovered are from the Lamoka Lake cultural context.  A 
significant portion of the artifacts were recovered from with 5 centimeters of the surface.  
Phase II investigations yielded additional information with probable post molds and 
hearth features.  Time and economic constraints did not permit further evaluation of the 
location at that time.  The has been placed off limits by Cultural Resources personnel 
and a No Dig order was placed in the immediate area surrounding the site.  This states 
that pedestrian use of the area by personnel is permitted and no digging is allowed prior 
to approval of the cultural resources team.  This site is recommended for further 
investigation and is eligible for the NRHP. The site was evaluated in 2004. While no 
paleo-indian component of the site was discovered, the site is considered eligible for 
listing on the NHPA for the more recent components and should remain off limits. 
 
FDP 1171 TA 5D 
 
This site was discovered when a series of cobbles was noted in a packed sand 
roadway.  There were features reported as cairns in the vicinity and the area was 
sensitive for WWI era materials.  The packed sand road provided access to a borrow 
area and was extensively used by heavy machinery.  As a result, the compaction made 
the feature nearly impossible to excavate by hand.  Using a backhoe operated by 
military personnel, the cultural resources team monitored excavations that began by 
skimming in 10cm increments.  The first skim yielded an impressive deposit of cobble 
and one unidentified rib, much to large to be human.  Further excavation was put on 
hold until the rib could be identified. 
 
Dr. John Barthelme at St. Lawrence University identified the rib as possible moose, elk 
or cow.  This site is protected until a complete investigation of the feature is completed. 
 
FDP 1172 TA 14C   
 
First located during a Phase I REC survey, the site lies in a sandy blowout just east of 
Russell Turnpike.  The site was first identified by the presence of a large, broken 
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Vanport (Flint Ridge) core, a surface bone scatter and two areas of fire-cracked rock.  
The bone scatter was found to be present below the sand as well.  Surface bones were 
removed for faunal analysis and are believed to belong to more than one animal.  None 
of the bone was positively identified as human.  Pedestrian survey has recovered 
additional debitage as well as historic cultural material.  No subsurface testing has been 
performed.  Further testing is recommended in order to define the site and its 
boundaries prior to consideration for NRHP. 
 
FDP 1173 TA 5E 
 
Originally identified during a Phase I survey of the training area, the site lies in a sandy 
blowout just west of the New York Central Railroad tracks.  A small bifurcate projectile 
point, probably Erie variety (6300 B.C.-5800 B.C.), was recovered from the surface of 
the blowout along with multiple pieces of Onondaga chert blocky debitage, a possible 
greenstone, a piece of red slate and several pieces of fire-cracked rock. A Carbon-14 
assay from the vicinity of the projectile point returned a date of 1140 A.D.  or Early Late 
Woodland.  Four Phase II test units were excavated.  Large quantities of fire-cracked 
rock were recovered along with Onondaga and LeRay chert debitage, red slate, quartz 
debitage, burned bone and charcoal, a piece of jasper and several stones which might 
be greenstones.  Information from the Phase II excavation was inconclusive and did not 
resolve the disparity between the time periods of the projectile point and the Carbon-14 
date or establish site boundaries.  The site was protected and further testing is 
recommended prior to consideration for the NRHP. 
 
FDP 1174 TA 5D 
 
Apparently this site does not exist.  No information could be located.  It may be that the 
number was retired and the site was incorporated into another. 
 
FDP 1175 TA 8B   
 
Identified during a routine Cultural Resources survey this site lies in the north section of 
8B approximately 600 meters northwest of FDP 1170.  The site lies in an open sandy 
area; fire-cracked rock is visible over the entire surface, several larger boulders with 
additional oxidized segments visible.  Initially identified through the discovery of a 
French Gunflint from the surface phase II investigations were inconclusive.  Only one 
unit was excavated and little additional information was recovered.  This site is listed Off 
Limits to military personnel until further investigation can conclude its significance.  
Further testing is recommended before a determination of whether this site is eligible for 
the NRHP. 
 
FDP 1176 TA 8B  
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Routine survey of the training area yielded stratified cultural material within a shovel 
test.  The site lies along the Alexandria Road and a tributary of the Black Creek in the 
eastern side of the training area.  One unit was placed over the stratified shovel test to 
determine the extent of the cultural information.  Two additional fragments of chert were 
recovered no features were identified.  No further investigation of this site is 
recommended, it is not eligible for the NRHP. 
 
FDP 1177 TA 7G 
 
The site was identified during a Phase I investigation of the area.  A stratified Onondaga 
chert flake prompted further investigation.  Phase II investigation of the site proved 
negative for cultural materials and positive for military disturbance.  Combined with the 
intensive Phase IB shovel testing survey of the immediate area no further evaluation of 
FDP 1177 was required.  In 2008 during a Phase I survey for a proposed borrow pitThe 
site does not retain sufficient integrity or new knowledge to be potentially eligible for the 
NRHP.  No further investigation or protection is recommended.   
 
FDP 1178 TA 7G 
 
The inventory survey of TA 7G appeared to be complete according to previous Fort 
Drum cultural resource maps.  However, the high sensitivity of the landform for 
prehistoric materials and the lack of documentation for previous survey resulted in a 
management decision to complete a Phase IB shovel test investigation.   This 
investigation resulted in finding lithic debitage and chert flakes.  Requests to train in the 
area where cultural material has been discovered are shifted elsewhere until evaluation 
can be completed.  Phase II investigations are needed to determine the nature and 
integrity of the deposits.  If sites are present, perimeters need to be defined and the 
areas posted and protected appropriately until NRHP eligibility is determined. 
 
FDP 1179 Cantonment 
 
Located during a reconnaissance of the area, the site lies partially in an eroding dune 
near the Black River in the southeast part of Cantonment.  The artifact assemblage 
included LeRay and Onondaga chert debitage (primary, secondary and tertiary flakes 
and cores), burnt bone and prehistoric ceramic sherds recovered from the surface.  
Phase I shovel testing yielded large amounts of additional cultural material from all 
levels but especially from levels two and three.  The decorated ceramic sherds seem to 
indicate a Point Peninsula context.  Phase II testing is recommended prior to 
consideration for NRHP. 
 
FDP 1180, and 1183 TA 7F  
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These sites were recovered during a phase I investigation during a Cultural Resources 
Survey in 2000.  The environment is wooded with infrequent exposed sandy areas and 
lies along the old Glacial Lake Iroquois shoreline.  The artifact assemblage for FDP 
1183  consists of one Turkey-Tail projectile point of Onondaga chert recovered from the 
surface.  FDP 1180 yielded a possible Lamoka projectile point of Onondaga chert from 
a surface collection and a stratified Onondaga flake.  Further evaluation of these 
locations are recommended due in part to the highly sensitive and culturally productive 
location along the shoreline and combined artifact assemblages.   Currently these sites 
possess the potential to be listed on the NRHP.    
 
FDP 1181 TA 7B 
 
This site was recovered during phase I shovel testing survey in 2000.  The artifact 
assemblage consisted of several stratified flakes.  This site is listed as temporarily 
protected until further evaluation can be completed.  Further investigations are 
recommended before consideration to the NRHP. 
 
FDP 1182 TA 14C   
 
First located during a Phase I REC survey, the site lies in a sandy blowout on what may 
be a fossil beach ridge of a glacial inland sea.   A Paleoindian crescent blade and chert 
debitage were recovered from the surface of the blowout.  A large quantity of historic 
cultural material was also present.  The area has been highly disturbed by military 
activities and the crescent blade’s presence on the surface argues that even deeper 
deposits have been disturbed.  However, trenching may be helpful in determining the 
extent of the deep disturbance prior to consideration for the NRHP. 
 
FDP 1184 TA 7F 
 
This site was discovered during a large acreage survey in training area 7F.  Using the 
Fort Drum sensitivity model this area was determined to be highly sensitive for 
prehistoric material.  A possible Lamoka projectile point was found during a pedestrian 
walk over.  Further testing of this area should be conducted as part of a more 
sophisticated evaluation strategy for this area.  This area will require comprehensive 
evaluation with appropriate recommendations for land management once NRHP 
eligibility is determined. 
 
FDP 1185 TA 19C   
 
Located during the Phase I testing for the FUSA Boulevard Upgrade project, this site 
lies approximately 200 meters southeast of Indian Lake in what was a parking area for 
Angling Site 24.  A small creek, which drains into Indian Lake, runs along the western 
edge of this site.  The site was first evidenced by chert and jasper debitage recovered 
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from shovel tests and their cruciforms.  Close-interval shovel testing in order to define 
the site boundaries showed that the site was confined to open area adjacent to FUSA 
Boulevard and did extend to the other side of the road.  Phase II excavations yielded 
large amounts of lithic material and two Orient Fishtail projectile points.  Carbon-14 
testing, taken from the vicinity of the Orient fishtail point, returned a date of 840 +/- 80 
BP.  An unidentified historic component is also present giving the site a second 
designator of FDH 1254.  Given the site’s Orient associations and its location in the 
uplands of Fort Drum, it is clear that it is very important.  The site has been protected 
and, since the road upgrade would destroy the site, total mitigation has been 
recommended prior to construction. 
 
FDP 1186 TA 19C   
 
Located during Phase I testing for the FUSA Boulevard Upgrade project, the site lies on 
a rocky hill above the small creek associated with FDP 1186.  Several possible argillite 
flakes and pieces of debitage were recovered from a shovel test and its cruciform.  A 
single 1x1 meter Phase II excavation yielded several more pieces of possible argillite 
debitage and two possible groundstone tools.  However, the pieces were not clearly 
cultural and no associated cultural features were recorded.  No further testing is 
recommended. 
 
FDP 1187 TA 19D 
 
Located during the Phase I survey for the FUSA Boulevard Upgrade project, this site 
lies on a flat area of shoreline along the southeast side of Indian Lake.  Most of the 
shoreline of the Lake is steep and rocky so these low areas present easy access to the 
water.  In fact, the site was designated Angling Site 24 prior to Cultural Resources 
excavations.  An Orient Fishtail projectile point was recovered from a shovel test and 
several LeRay and Onondaga chert flakes were found in the resulting cruciforms.  
Carbon-14 testing associated with the point returned a date of 3380 +/- 70 BP (1430 
B.C.).  A single 1x2 meter Phase II test excavation was performed.  Several post molds 
were recorded and quartzite and Onondaga chert debitage were recovered.  Angling 
Site 24 was moved to a different location on Indian Lake and the area was protected.  
Given the Orient associations of this site coupled with its location in the uplands of Fort 
Drum and its proximity to FDP 1085, this site has the possibility of being National 
Register eligible and further testing is recommended prior to NRHP designation. 
 
FDP 1188 TA 14E   
 
Identified during a Phase I survey to locate a possible blacksmith shop, the site lies in 
the northern corner of the training area just north of Black Creek.  The artifact 
assemblage consists of a single Onondaga flake and possible fire-cracked rock from a 
shovel test.  Although one-meter cruciform shovel tests did not yield any further cultural 
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material, the location of the site argues for further testing prior to consideration for 
NRHP. 
 
FDP 1189 TA 14C  
 
First located during a Phase I survey of the area for a timber harvest, the site was 
located in a sandy blowout in the southern part of the training area.  Surface evidence 
included a scatter of fire-cracked rock and a scatter of unidentified red lithic material 
later determined to be either a crude jasper material from Ontario or Vermont or argillite 
from southeast Pennsylvania.  Two Phase II test units were excavated.  A 2x2 meter 
unit was placed in the location of the fire-cracked rock.  Two unidentified lithics were 
recovered but determined not to have been culturally modified.  A 1x1 meter unit was 
placed in the location of the red lithic scatter.  A small amount of debitage was 
recovered from the first level.  No features were recorded in either unit.  Based on the 
lack of regular stratigraphy and cultural features in the test units, it is believed that the 
site is either eroded or deflated.  However, trenching may be helpful in determining the 
presence of the deeper cultural deposits prior to consideration for the NRHP. 
  
FDP 1190 TA 14C   
 
First located during a Phase I survey of the area for a timber harvest, the site consisted 
of several pieces of material preliminarily identified as red jasper from a shovel test.  A 
single 1-meter square test unit was excavated.  Although some lithics that might be 
jasper were recovered, there were no subsurface features to indicate that this site is 
more than an isolated find.  The test excavation found the site to be insignificant, and 
the Holland Lithic Laboratory identified the original lithic material as a naturally occurring 
red chert.  This report was submitted to SHPO and a concurrence received under 
project 02PR04005.  No further testing is recommended and the site is not eligible for 
NRHP. 
 
FDP 1191 TA 5B 
 
Three Phase II test units were excavated in the vicinity of a scraper of LeRay chert 
recovered from the surface.  Data from all three units showed the site to have been 
disturbed.  Charcoal areas were widespread, leading to the belief that they resulted 
from a forest fire and military disturbance was found in level two.  No lithics or 
diagnostic artifacts were recovered.  No further testing is recommended. 
 
FDP 1192 TA 7G 
 
This site was recovered during a phase I shovel testing survey of the training area 
during 2000.  The site is located in a sandy blowout along the glacial Lake Iroquois 
shoreline.  The artifact assemblage includes local lithic material.  All cultural material 
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was collected from the surface of the blowout.  Subsurface investigation was performed 
during the 2001 Cultural Resources Survey as a phase II investigation.  It was 
determined that the immediate area was highly disturbed through military maneuvers.   
During this investigation a possible WWI trench was uncovered within the unit.  This site 
is not eligible for the NRHP.  Additional survey of the area in 2000 uncovered stratified 
artifacts only 60 meters from FDP 1192.  Shovel testing in this area proved the 
subsurface integrity of the soil.  Further investigation of the area is recommended before 
consideration to the NRHP. 
  
FDP 1193 TA 5D 
 
A Phase IB survey in TA 5D consisted of surface collection that led to the discovery of a 
possible broken tool on transect # 3, shovel test pit # 20. The decision was made to 
open two test units.  One was in the immediate location of the artifact recovered, and 
one was in an area nearby. The purpose of the second unit was to determine the 
degree of previous military disturbance in the general project area.   
 
The first test unit did not produce culturally altered lithic material and showed evidence 
of military disturbance. The second test unit showed obvious military and historic 
disturbance. 
 
The extent of disturbance and the lack of cultural material present indicate the 
probability of finding potentially National Register deposits at this location is low.  No 
further archeological investigation is recommended for this area.   
 
FDP 1194 Wheeler-Sack Airfield 
 
A possible prehistoric site, FDP 1194, was located during phase IB reconnaissance for 
project 2001.087.  Evidence for this site was a large scatter of fire-cracked rock and 
some surface debitage.  No further phase IB investigations provided any indication that 
the deposits would have the integrity or significance to make them National Register 
eligible.  No further investigation is recommended. 
 
FDP 1195 TA 7C   
 
While locating and evaluating School House No. 10 (FDH 916/1051) prehistoric artifacts 
were found.  The site was given a prehistoric site identifier during the phase IB 
investigation (2000.084) when a shovel test produced one piece of Onondaga chert.  
Since the cruciforms were negative, the location does not appear to contain enough 
material to warrant further investigation for National Register eligibility. 
 
FDP 1196 Cantonment 
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The phase IB survey of this site recovered a possible lithic chert flake.  A phase II 
investigation included a test unit excavation in response to the phase IB results.  There 
turned out to be no other evidence of a prehistoric site at the location.  In addition, the 
flake after further examination, turned out to be coal.  The report for this site was 
incorporated into the project summary for the post office outbuildings (2002.023). 
 
FDP 1197 Cantonment 
 
This site was recorded as a protected lithic quarry on cantonment.  No further 
information has been found. 
 
FDP 1198 TA 7B   
 
The prehistoric component of this site was discovered when re-evaluate the Ford Farm 
(A045-21-0018/FDH 512) following identification of an 18th-century French gunflint in the 
site collection during curation.  The site had originally been evaluated during the Louis 
Berger survey in the 1980s.  At that time it was classified as a typical farmstead, 
considered mitigated through an agreement with the NYSHPO and returned to training.  
A brief field visit to the site, conducted on 26 February 2002, revealed that no extensive 
impact has been made on the site since the Berger Phase II investigation in 1986.    
 
Discovery of the gunflint and possible Saintonge ceramics in the artifact assemblage 
meant that the site identification needed to be reconsidered with the possibility of multi-
componency.  As a result, the site could no longer be considered mitigated and required 
further evaluation to determine the extent and condition of deposits reflecting 
occupation prior to construction of the farmstead in the mid nineteenth century.   
 
The Ford Farmstead is within the original Pine Camp boundaries, purchased in 1908 by 
the New England National Guard, then later purchased in 1909 and 1910 by the War 
Department.  The original farmstead was established by Philip Ford, died 30 October 
1849, between 1835-1840 and was later operated by his widow Mary.     
 
The Ford Farm underwent a Phase II investigation by LBA in 1986 (1986.07.11). 
 
On 26 February 2002, William Cooney, Curator of Archeological Collections, found a 
small, prismatic French gunflint in the LBA collection from FDH 0512/A045-21-0018, 
also known as the Ford Farmstead, located on the south side of the junction of Lake 
School Road and South Tank Trail in TA 7B.   
 
The gunflint is a blonde, beeswax or “honey-colored,” European flint, 0.6cm thick by 
2.3cm long by 1.9cm wide, weighing 4.2 grams.  It has a slight area of reddening on its 
right side.  The flint is fine to very fine in texture.  The gunflint is interpreted as that of 
French manufacture, in use from late 17th century to the early 19th century.  French flints 
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were traded in large numbers in the Fort Drum region during the French Fur Trade 
period beginning in the mid 17th century.  The earliest French gunflints were the spall 
type with the rounded heel.  Fort Drum’s example is prismatic and may be a slightly 
later example. 
 
Provenience research revealed that this flint came from Level 5 of TU 7, a 5X5 foot 
Phase II test unit, excavated 10 feet northwest of the northeastern corner of the 
farmhouse foundation at Ford Farm (Figure 2) in the 1986 LBA excavation.  Levels 3 
and 4 of TU 7 are interpreted by LBA (1994e: 12-42 to 12-43) as displaced fill 
excavated from the cellar of the Ford farmhouse as this building was constructed circa 
1835.  Level 5 in TU 7, the source of this gunflint, is a buried A horizon, a pre-1835 
ground surface sealed by deposition of the fill excavated from the farmhouse cellar 
(Figure 3).  It is therefore almost certain that this gunflint was recovered in a primary 
depositional context, related to pre-1835, occupation of the FDH 0512 area.  Recovery 
in this stratigraphic context, beneath strata associated with the 19th-century occupation 
of Ford Farm, supports association of this gunflint with a pre 19th century European and 
Native American contact environment.        
 
Two sherds of green glazed vessel ceramic and one jug shoulder sherd of unglazed fine 
red earthenware were rediscovered in further searches of the LBA FDH 0512 artifacts.  
These sherds came from levels three and four respectively in test unit 7.  These levels 
were determined to be fill displaced from the construction of the cellar for the Ford 
farmhouse.  Mr. Robert Ferguson and Ms. Denise Hansen of Parks Canada and the 
Nova Scotia Museum, authorities on eighteenth century French ceramics, preliminarily 
identified photos of the green glazed ceramics as Saintonge earthenware (Ferguson 
and Hansen, personal communication 2002).  Saintonge ceramic was a green glazed 
fine ceramic made in the Saintonge region of France throughout most of the 18th 
century. 
 
Decaying wooden post features were identified by LBA in test units 3 and 4.  LBA test 
unit three, two meters southwest of the northwest quadrant of the house cellar hole 
yielded two post features, features two and three.  Three post features were identified in 
LBA test unit four about ten to twelve meters southwest of the southwestern corner of 
the cellar hole.  These features were described consistently as decaying wooden posts, 
present in the ground at the interface between the nineteenth century occupation of 
Ford Farm and presumably sterile subsoils, although LBA was not able to work out the 
exact relationship between the posts in test unit four and their unit’s stratigraphy (LBA 
1994e: 12-45).  The wooden posts in test unit three were identified in the field by LBA 
as being from a fence or structure, and in test unit four as probably being from a 
building (LBA 1994e: 12-45).  LBA assumed that these posts were related to the Ford 
farmhouse, but their relationship was not clarified. The first step in implementing further 
evaluation was to examine the site for evidence of both the 19th century farmstead 
occupation and the LBA phase two excavation units from 1986.  By complete 
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examination of LBA maps and surface evidence, the approximate locations of previous 
phase two units were determined and farmstead occupation was identified.  Test units 
were placed nearest the LBA units that had produced the gunflint and Saintonge 
ceramic fragments. 
 
The first test units were placed according to LBA’s determination that the gunflint had 
come from test unit seven in a buried “A” horizon.  Test units one and two were placed 
in close proximity to LBA’s test unit seven, as was determined based on LBA site maps 
of the area and visual evaluation of the site.  Successful excavation of 17th century 
artifacts in test units one and two included trade beads, a possible trade ring, possible 
Saintonge ceramics, a partial adze, and a tinkling cone.  Later test units were placed in 
order to determine the 17th century occupation site perimeter.   
 
Artifacts suggest an early European contact period of the 17th century, possibly when 
Jesuit missionaries and French fur traders were beginning to explore St. Lawrence 
region and northern New York.  Although no archival documentation for this site has 
been discovered yet, it is a goal of the Fort Drum Cultural Resources Program to 
continue to explore this possibility.   
 
It is recommended that the site receive full protection.  There is the distinct possibility 
that at least one earth fast hemlock post structure will be revealed if additional test units 
are opened.  Since the three separate contexts of the site - the 19th century farmstead, 
the 17th century occupation and the 8000 BP occupation, have been preserved to date, 
continued protection of the small site should not pose any difficulties.  The site will need 
to be monitored on a routine basis to make certain that the posted off limits signs are 
sufficient protection.  
 
FDP 1199 TA 4A    
 
This site was discovered when prehistoric artifacts (lithic chert flakes) were found on the 
surface during phase IB evaluation.   No positive features were encountered during 
phase II excavation.  One possible flake found in TU 2 should be looked at further, and 
the seed should be identified.  It is important to note that the unidentified burned 
material is ubiquitous in tiny fragments throughout the landform.  No further evaluation 
is recommended for this site, and since no structural or feature remains were found the 
site does not appear to hold any additional information that would make it National 
Register eligible under Criterion D.   
 
FDP 1200 TA 4A   
 
The purpose of this project was to further evaluate an area that had a previously 
excavated test unit.  In 2001, a 1x1m test unit was excavated and produced a positive 
post mold in the east wall of the unit (2001.067 TU 11).  Artifacts found in Test Unit 11 
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included carbonized material, red slate, and chert.  A Phase IB STP survey had also 
been completed in 2001 over the same area (2001.057 BL8 TR2 STP24).  The 
evaluation of this site was important because of its proximity to FDP 1093, discovered in 
1997 and further evaluated in 2001.  The evaluation of this site is also important 
because it occupies part of an area of land that is important to the military for training 
exercises and also as an expansion of the National Guard infrastructure. 
 
Since there were so few prehistoric artifacts in association with the features of this site it 
does not appear that the site would be eligible for protection under the National 
Register.   
 
FDP 1201 TA 4A  
 
This site was discovered during Phase IB investigations to evaluate the area around 
FDP 1093.  Several chert flakes were found in an STP (2001.057 BL 13 TR3 STP 7), 
which led to the excavation of a 1x1m test unit (2001.067 TU 6).  The test unit also 
produced chert flakes of the same material.   Unit 6 also produced 3 possible post 
molds in line at 23 cm below datum.  Other artifacts included unidentified carbonized 
material and carbonized seeds.  The evaluation of this site is important because it 
occupies a section of land that is important to the military for training exercises and will 
be an expansion of the National Guard infrastructure. 
 
This site poses serious management challenges.  The site does have features but only 
small numbers of artifacts.  The features are very shallow and surrounded by military 
disturbance.  In addition, shovel testing is inadequate for determining an accurate site 
boundary because the site has so few artifacts, and the features are generally not 
discernible in the walls of the shovel tests. At this point, all of the excavated areas can 
be considered mitigated through data recovery.  In addition, the extensive excavations 
at this location could be considered mitigation for other associated remains that may not 
have been recovered.  However, it has not been conclusively identified as being 
associated with any other site due to the lack of diagnostic artifacts.   
 
An archeological construction monitor has already been recommended for any 
construction in archeologically sensitive portions of TA 4A.   
 
FDP 1202 Cantonment  
 
This appears to be a fairly large, multi-component site.  Roughly 86% of the total flakes 
collected on the site are tertiary flakes.  This number does not change significantly when 
the flakes are sorted by material type.  This fact seems to indicate some type of work 
area where tools were being sharpened or refurbished rather than a lithic reduction site.  
Additionally, 6 scrapers and several utilized flakes and unifaces were recovered.  The 
number of postmolds and burn features outside the area of the occupation floor may 
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indicate the presence of drying racks or other animal-processing activities.  The artifact 
assemblage from FDP 1203, 125m away, is almost the reverse of that at FDP 1202.  It 
consists mainly of chert shatter, primary and secondary flakes and cores.  The FDP 
1202 findings support the theory that FDP 1203 was a satellite site for lithic reduction. 
 
This site is a potentially eligible National Register prehistoric archeological site under 
Criterion D.  FDP 1202 has been placed “Off Limits by Order of the Commander”.  
Further evaluation, including the completion of existing test units should be undertaken 
when time allows.  A ground penetrating radar survey was performed in 2004 and a 
living area floor feature was discovered as well as several possible post molds. Further 
remote sensing is recommended such as  the resistance meter should be used to map 
the compacted area that may be a living floor feature.  The magnetometer could be 
used to try to identify hearths.  Hearth features identified and left in situ could be used to 
provide a magnetic profile for hearths from this site.  Remote sensing could be a very 
effective tool for mapping this site without further destructive excavation. 
 
FDP 1203 Cantonment  
 
The lack of prehistoric cultural features at FDP 1203 and the large amount of chert 
debris seem to point to a lithic reduction site of some type, perhaps as a satellite site to 
FDP 1202 which is located approximately 125m away.   
 
Phase II test unit placement was based on artifact concentrations from the phase I 
survey.  Based on the observed concentrations during excavation, this lithic scatter 
appears to have been inadvertently mitigated by testing.  Since there is no further 
information to be gathered from the site, it is no longer eligible for the National Register 
under Criterion D.  
 
FDP 1204 Cantonment   
 
During a phase I survey lithic cultural materials were found prompting a Phase II survey 
in 2003.  The Phase II survey failed to yield diagnostic artifacts or intact features.  This 
site is not eligible for protection or preservation due to lack of cultural material and 
evidence of disturbance.  No further investigation of this area is recommended. 
 
FDP 1205 TA 4B 
 
The site was discovered in June of 2003 during a Phase I Survey (2003.019).  Phase II 
excavations have not produced any evidence of diagnostic pottery, or post molds 
outlining structures.  Although LeRay chert scrapers were found, it is difficult to provide 
a cultural or temporal context. The distribution and concentration of chert debitage 
would classify this site as a lithic reduction site, and appears to represent a single 
activity locus.  Consequently, although it was not part of the original research plan, it 
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appears that most of the site may have been excavated during the course of evaluation. 
As a result, no further excavation is recommended. 
 
FDP 1206 Cantonment  
 
This site was located during a survey for a new railroad corridor (2003.039). The portion 
of railroad in question runs roughly east/west through the southern part of Cantonment.  
The spur passes close to several existing sites including the Iroquoian village known as 
Camp Drum 1 and the newly discovered FDP 1202. The area posted “Off Limits by 
Order of the Commander” and designated FDP 1202 should also be avoided. 
 
Due to the large amount of LeRay chert debitage excavated along baseline 6 transect 1 
between stp’s 16-29 the area was recommended for further evaluation.   
 
Phase II excavations uncovered extensive evidence of burning, fire pits and post molds.  
C-14 analysis of a sample from Feature 3 Test Unit 1 returned a date of 770+/-60 BP 
making it Owasco or proto-Iroquoian.  Although this date does not coincide with the date 
range for the Lamoka projectile point found in TU 1 and, in fact, was taken from below 
the provenience of the point, Feature 3 appears to have begun above the level where 
the point was found.  The majority of the historic materials recovered came from the 
upper levels of the unit, although a piece of whiteware was found below the Lamoka 
point.  Presumably, some disturbance took place during construction of the railroad.  It 
is also possible that vibration from passing trains may have caused some shifting of 
artifacts within the sandy matrix.   
 
Hematitic concretions and stains, believed to be red ochre, were discovered in levels 3 
and 4.  Analysis by Julian Van Nest, a NYSM geo-archaeologist, indicated that if the 
stains are the result of culturally introduced hematite, they have been in place long 
enough to become pedogenic (related to soil-building processes in the soil) features.   
 
Several important research questions may be addressed at this site.  First, are the 
hematite concretions significant from a cultural point of view?  Second, is there any 
evidence of prehistoric structures or was the site of a more ephemeral nature?  Third, 
does this site represent the northern edge of a larger and more significant site that may 
be associated with Camp Drum 1?   
 
FDP 1206 should be considered potentially eligible for the National Register under 
Criterion D, its potential to contribute to new knowledge.  FDP 1206 should remain 
protected pending further evaluation. 
 
FDP 1207 Cantonment  
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The Dailey/Parkinson/Whitney Farmstead (FDH 10-22) was first investigated by Louis 
Berger and Associates (LBA) in the 1980s when the new Cantonment was being built.  
At the time, the site was determined to have a prehistoric context as well as the 
expected historic context.  Although some Phase II test units were excavated by LBA, 
the prehistoric context was crudely addressed.  The prehistoric artifact assemblage that  
includes prehistoric ceramic, ceramic pipe, lithic materials, fire-cracked rock, a chert 
biface and a possible projectile point were recovered but written off by LBA as the 
“collecting activities of the former occupants (LBA no.7 vol. III).  The chert bi-face was 
identified as a Normanskill projectile point, probably Middle Archaic (3500-2500 BC; 
Ritchie 1971:37-38).  The decorated ceramic rim sherds were identified as quartz 
tempered, incised dentate from the Woodland period (1000 BC- AD 1600).  It was 
recommended in 2003 that prehistoric/contact period artifacts recovered from baseline 1 
and 2 should be used to determine the locations of Phase II test units in the vicinity of 
the Whitney Farmstead prior to any further ground disturbing activity in this area and to 
evaluate the sites potential for NR eligibility.  A Phase II excavation with these goals in 
mind occurred in 2004.  This site may be related to FDP 1216 and should be evaluated 
after further investigation. 
 
FDP 1208 TA 4A  
 
This site was discovered during Phase I investigations in 2001.  Phase II investigations 
in 2003 revealed a highly unusual and rare lithic tool.  The conical piece of chert was 
later identified as a polyhedral microblade core.  The object is similar to a stone tool 
recovered in Iceland.  It is also similar to boat building tools documented for the paleo 
period in coastal California and across the Arctic.  Dr. Jim Cassidy has been retained by 
Colorado State University as a consultant to assist in evaluation of this site as well as 
possibly related sites across the installation.  He was able to confirm that the lithic 
assemblage matched that of the paleo-maritime assemblage in California. 
 The site was evaluated in 2004 and is considered eligible for listing on the NRHP under 
criterion D. The site has been posted as “Off Limits by Order of the Commander.” 
Further evaluation is recommended and C-14 dates are required. 
 
FDP 1209 Cantonment  
 
This project was initiated to survey an area south and east of the Inn at Ft. Drum, which 
was to be used for additional parking.  The proposed project area had originally been 
surveyed during the 1980s expansion of Fort Drum with negative results.  However, a 
routine site visit located an outcrop of LeRay chert within the project area so it was 
decided that the new survey was necessary.  During the Phase I investigation it was 
discovered that the site was in fact a large chert quarry.  The chert quarry at the Fort 
Drum Inn required mitigation prior to initiation of construction to enlarge the inn.  The 
mitigation included further excavation as well as alteration of the project design to 
minimize impact on the site.  Concurrence with the mitigation plan and redesign was 
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received from the NY SHPO.  Phase II investigations required in the mitigation plan 
uncovered large amounts of lithic material, expected at a quarry site.  Additional 
analysis of the artifacts is required prior to making recommendations.   
The main portion of the quarry outcrop was protected through parking lot redesign.  This 
area should remain protected.  In addition, the parking lot was made smaller in order to 
avoid areas that may have more cultural material in the vicinity.  No ground disturbing 
undertakings should take place adjacent to the parking lot without further evaluation.   
 
FDP 1210 Cantonment 
 
A holistic approach in 2003 resulted in the rediscovery of earthworks on Fort Drum, 
originally described by Ephraim Squier in 1848.  Detailed comparison of Squier’s 
description and historic sketch map compared with aerial photos, historic maps, oral 
histories, and ground truthing of historic features resulted in a very high probability that 
the observed earthworks are in fact the “lost” Squier site.  Given the proximity of its 
location to Army Family Housing and proposed RCI Army Family community 
development, Fort Drum Cultural Resources has allocated a portion of its effort into 
making a positive identification of this location, determining its boundaries, and 
attempting to assess its potential significance.  Phase IB investigation included a test 
unit where two chert flakes were recovered from the surface.  In addition, a large 
bisection was excavated to reveal stratigraphy where an historic road had cut through 
the possible earthwork.  Further evaluation of this site is required in order to determine 
the nature of the earthworks.  More test units should be excavated based on findings 
from the close interval shovel test grid (2003.088).  The portion of the landform that has 
not been tested should also be subjected to close interval shovel test grid.   
 
FDP 1211 TA 7D  
 
The site was discovered during the 2000 field season and was recorded as buried lithic 
evidence.  It was then recommended for further testing to evaluate its potential NR 
eligibility.  Phase II excavations in 2002 were conducted to evaluate the site’s potential 
significance.  The excavations uncovered evidence of land disturbance, probably for 
training purposes and the sites information potential appears to be very limited.  Further 
protection or evaluation is not recommended at this time. 
 
FDP 1212 TA 5D 
 
This site is a cairn discovered during the 2001 field season.  The cairn is of an unknown 
origin.  Since cairns are thought to be possible grave markers, among other 
associations, it was recommended that this site be protected and no excavations 
conducted due to the possibility of inadvertent discovery.  During the 2003 field season 
Fort Drum Cultural Resources implemented a new form of site protection.  The Cultural 
Resources Team in cooperation with the LRAM (Land Rehabilitation and Maintenance) 
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Program chose the small partially exposed cairn, FDP1212, to begin this innovative 
technique.  A layer of geo-fabric was placed over the cairn followed by a layer of fill and 
a sign composed of durable vinyl approximately four by eight feet in size and printed 
with the phrase “Attention Do Not Dig by Order of the Commander, Cultural Resources 
Sensitive Site”.  Another layer of fill and finally a layer of rocks on the surface covered 
this posting.  This form of site protection allows the Cultural Resources Program to open 
the area for pedestrian use and still maintain site integrity and anonymity for the site 
location.  Should someone inadvertently begin to dig on the site, they would encounter 
the buried posting.  The site was posted as Off Limits in 2007. 
 
FDP 1213 Cantonment  
 
Phase I and II investigations of this area were conducted in 2002.  Due to the quality of 
the lithic material and the fact that this area is used for orienteering exercises and may 
be used for housing, further testing is recommended in the near future. The site was 
reevaluated in 2004 and considered ineligible for listing on the NRHP. 
 
FDP 1214 Cantonment  
 
A cairn made of cobblestones was noted adjacent to a very highly compacted 
historic/current pathway.  Julieanne Van Nest, geo-archeologist of the New York State 
Museum was asked to rule out a natural source for the cobbles.  In her estimation, the 
cairn closely resembled turtle cairns known to be prehistoric in the American Midwest.  
There was no geological explanation for the placement of the cobbles.  Photos were 
taken.  The placement also matches historical accounts of a contact period portage 
between the Black and Indian River systems in this general location using the Pleasant 
and West Creek drainages as a connection. 
 
The cairn should be protected as a potentially National Register eligible property.  The 
hypothesis that the cairn is prehistoric, possibly anthropomorphic, and could represent a 
trail marker should be tested further.  Expanding the site perimeter of FDP 83-60 will 
protect this site. 
 
FDP 1215 Cantonment  
 
This site was located during routine shovel testing of the area in preparation for the area 
to be used for housing.  The original Phase I (2003.024) yielded large amounts of lithics, 
specifically LeRay chert shatter and secondary flakes.  Three test units were excavated 
in 2004.  Test unit placement was based on the locations of positive shovel tests.  Test 
units 1 and 2 appear to have inadvertently mitigated the lithic scatter by testing as the 
artifacts seemed to be concentrated in the center of the two units.   Test Units 3 yielded 
very few obviously cultural artifacts.  Based on these findings and on the fact that a 5m 
shovel test grid over the area yielded only 1 additional positive shovel test (2004.014), 
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no further evaluation is recommended for this site.  Since there is no further information 
to be gathered from the site, it is no longer eligible for the National Register under 
Criterion D.  
 
FDP 1216 Cantonment  
 
While investigating FDP 1207, a baseline 1 was established to ensure that an area was 
not overlooked.  This baseline produced seventy-four possible prehistoric lithic cultural 
materials from below the surface, mostly in the form of blocky LeRay chert debitage.  
Some Onondaga shatter was also recovered as well as some chert flakes.  Further 
investigation is necessary prior to any ground disturbing activity. The site was evaluated 
in 2004 and nothing of significance was discovered. No further testing is necessary. 
 
FDP 1217 TA 5E 
 
The site was discovered in as a positive STP in 2000 and consisted of Onondaga chert 
shatter. In 2004 the site was evaluated using two test units. Two features were 
unearthed during the investigation. One may represent a hearth and the other a post 
mold. The artifacts recovered included chert shatter, heat treated flakes, red jasper, and 
quartz shatter, carbonized seeds and burnt bone. Historic era artifacts were recovered 
in the first 20 cm and consisted of earthenware sherds, cut nails, brick, and green glass. 
Based on the lithics recovered to date, it is difficult to provide a cultural or temporal 
context. However, the concentration of artifacts found in both test units, the variety of 
source materials used for these artifacts, evidence of a high frequency of heat treated 
flakes and the proximity to other sites across Munns Corners Road, makes this area an 
ideal candidate for further investigation. Further studies should analyze the possibility of 
a relationship between this assemblage and that of several sites located on the west 
side of Munns Corners Road. This area should remained protected and off limits until 
further investigation can be completed.  
 
FDP 1218 TA 5E 
 
This site has just been identified and is still being analyzed. Further evaluation is 
warranted and should remain Off Limits until then. 
 
FDP 1219 Cantonment   
 
This site was initially discovered during a phase I survey for MILCON. The site is 
located along the Pleasant Creek drainage and consists of several chert scrapers and 
possible post mold features. Further testing is recommended. 
 
FDP 1220 TA 19C 
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The site was first identified during a Phase I survey for a timber harvest in 2001. The 
site is adjacent to Indian Pond. The assemblage consists of Onondaga and LeRay chert 
shatter and flakes, quartz and argillite shatter, and fragments of soapstone and red 
ochre. The site has been posted as off limits and an annual site revisit is recommended 
until further evaluation of the site can be made to determine NRHP eligibility 
FDP 1221 TA 4A  
 
This site was first identified during a Phase I survey for a new water treatment plant 
facility. The site is located between the western side of Wheeler-Sack Army Airfield and 
the tank trail that borders the airfield, just across from the Central Vehicle Wash Facility. 
The assemblage consists of LeRay chert debitage. The location of the new water 
treatment plant facility is disturbed and FDP 1221 remains intact just outside of the 
footprint. Given the apparent size of the site and the degree of disturbance along the 
edge of the project area, the construction of the new water treatment facility will have no 
effect on the possible information that could make this site National Register eligible. 
Further testing is recommended. 
 
 
FDP 1222 TA 8B 
 
The site was identified during a Phase I survey for a proposed timber harvest. The site 
is located in a sand blowout adjacent to the West Branch of Black Creek. The site is an 
isolated surface find consisting of a partial Onondaga chert projectile point. The nature 
of the fracture makes identification difficult but it may be a Saugeen point. Shovel test 
profiles of the vicinity indicate that the area is disturbed. The site is considered ineligible 
for listing on the National Register due to lack of site integrity.   
 
FDP 1223 TA 5B 
 
The site was identified during a Phase I survey for a proposed timber harvest. The site 
is located in a sand blowout adjacent to the West Branch of Black Creek. The site is 
located immediately north of a relic beach line at the edge of the lake plain. The 
assemblage consists of Leray chert shatter and secondary and tertiary flakes. FDP 
1223 appears to be a small lithic scatter. Further evaluation in the form of Phase II 
testing should be performed when time allows. Until then the site has been removed 
from training and posted as off limits.   
 
FDP 1224 Cantonment 
 
The site was discovered during Phase I survey of a walking trail proposed by the 
Residential Housing Initiative. The site is located adjacent to the new trail that runs 
between the corner of Conway and Po Valley to the 10th Mountain Division Monument 
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on Mount Belvedere Boulevard. The artifact assemblage includes quartz flakes, a 
quartz drill, and another possible tool. The site was flagged for avoidance. 
 
FDP 1226 TA 7D 
  
The site was discovered during a Phase I survey for a proposed timber harvest. FDP 
1226 is a lithic scatter. The artifact assemblage consists of Leray chert shatter and 
flakes. The site has been removed from training and posted as off limits until. No further 
work is recommended.  
 
 
FDP 1227 TA 4A 
 
The site was discovered during a routine site revisit of FDP 1208. The site is located on 
a ravine edge approximately 160m from FDP 1208, a Paleo-Indian boat-building site. A 
partial chert tool was recovered that may be a punch or wedge. A more thorough 
pedestrian survey yielded a chert teriary flake that mends to the wedge. A LeRay chert 
secondary flake, Leray chert shatter, 2 pieces of Onondaga chert shatter, and two 
pieces of red jasper one of which may be a punch. In 2004 a large quartz wedge was 
recovered from the site but was not recognized as an artifact at the time. FDP 1227 is 
very similar to FDP1208 the paleo-maritime site. A close interval shovel test survey is 
recommended. 
 
FDP 1228 TA 7G 
 
The site was discovered during a Phase I survey for a proposed timber harvest. FDP 
1228 is a lithic scatter. The artifact assemblage consists of Leray chert shatter and 
flakes. The site has been removed from training and posted as off limits until. No further 
work is recommended.  
 
 
FDP 1229 TA 19B 
 
The site was identified during a Phase I survey for a proposed timber harvest. The site 
is located in the uplands adjacent to Rockwell Creek. The assemblage consists of 
quartz shatter and secondary flakes. FDP 1229 appears to be a small lithic scatter. 
Further evaluation in the form of Phase II testing should be performed when time allows. 
Until then the site has been removed from training and posted as off limits.   
 
FDP 1230 TA 19B 
 
The site was identified during a Phase I survey for a proposed timber harvest. The site 
is located in the uplands adjacent to Rockwell Creek. The assemblage consists of 
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quartz shatter. Further evaluation in the form of Phase II testing should be performed 
when time allows. Until then the site has been removed from training and posted as off 
limits.   
 
FDP 1231 TA 19B 
 
The site was identified during a Phase I survey for a proposed timber harvest. The site 
is located in the uplands adjacent to Rockwell Creek. The assemblage consists of 
quartz shatter and primary and secondary flakes. Further evaluation in the form of 
Phase II testing should be performed when time allows. Until then the site has been 
removed from training and posted as off limits.   
 
  
FDP 1232 TA 19B 
 
The site was identified during a Phase I survey for a proposed timber harvest. The site 
is located in the uplands adjacent to Rockwell Creek. The assemblage consists of 
several flakes of unidentified lithic material. Further evaluation in the form of Phase II 
testing should be performed when time allows. Until then the site has been removed 
from training and posted as off limits.   
 
FDP 1233 TA 19B 
 
The site was identified during a Phase I survey for a proposed timber harvest. The site 
is located in the uplands adjacent to Rockwell Creek. The assemblage consists of 
quartz shatter and primary, secondary, and tertiary flakes, as well as a possible abrader 
of unidentified material. Further evaluation in the form of Phase II testing should be 
performed when time allows. Until then the site has been removed from training and 
posted as off limits.   
 
FDP 1234 TA 19B 
 
The site was identified during a Phase I survey for a proposed timber harvest. The site 
is located in the uplands adjacent to Rockwell Creek. The assemblage consists of 
quartz shatter and primary and tertiary flakes. Further evaluation in the form of Phase II 
testing should be performed when time allows. Until then the site has been removed 
from training and posted as off limits.   
 
FDP 1235 TA 19B 
 
The site was identified during a Phase I survey for a proposed timber harvest. The site 
is located in the uplands adjacent to Rockwell Creek. The assemblage consists of 
quartz shatter. Further evaluation in the form of Phase II testing should be performed 
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when time allows. Until then the site has been removed from training and posted as off 
limits.   
 
FDP 1236 Cantonment 
  
The site was discovered during a Phase I survey for proposed MILCON. The site is 
located in a wooded area that is bisected by a small ravine that is part of the Pleasant 
Creek drainage. The site is situated between Oneida/Ontario Avenue, St. Lawrence 
Avenue, Sixth Street and seventh Street West. The artifact assemblage included quartz 
shatter Leray chert tertiary flakes, carbonized seeds, burnt bone and several sherds of 
Point Peninsula ceramics with assorted cord-impressed, linear stamp and rocker 
stamped patterns. The area has been posted as off limits and will be avoided during 
construction. Further evaluation is warranted.  
 
FDP 1237 TA 19A 
 
The site was discovered during a Phase I survey for a proposed timber harvest. The site 
is located in the uplands of the Adirondack foothills. The assemblage consists of a 
quartz flake and a core. The site has been flagged for avoidance and recommended for 
further testing.  
 
FDP 1238 TA 19A 
The site was discovered during a Phase I survey for a proposed timber harvest. The site 
is located in the uplands of the Adirondack foothills. The assemblage consists of  quartz 
flakes, quartz shatter, a scrapers and 2 broken bifaces. The site has been flagged for 
avoidance and recommended for further testing.  
 
 FDP 1239 TA 19A 
The site was discovered during a Phase I survey for a proposed timber harvest. The site 
is located in the uplands of the Adirondack foothills. The assemblage consists of a 
quartz flakes and shatter plus two pieces of hematite. The site has been flagged for 
avoidance and recommended for further testing.  
.  
 
FDP 1240 TA 19A 
The site was discovered during a Phase I survey for a proposed timber harvest. The site 
is located in the uplands of the Adirondack foothills. The assemblage consists of a 
quartzite core. The site has been flagged for avoidance and recommended for further 
testing.  
 
FDP 1241 TA 19A 
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The site was discovered during a Phase I survey for a proposed timber harvest. The site 
is located in the uplands of the Adirondack foothills. The assemblage consists of a 
quartz flakes, shatter and a core. The site has been flagged for avoidance and 
recommended for further testing.  
 
FDP 1242 TA 19A 
 
The site was discovered during a Phase I survey for a proposed timber harvest. The site 
is located in the uplands of the Adirondack foothills. The assemblage consists of a 
quartz flakes and shatter and also a possible tool and a core. The site has a historic 
occupation that has been designated as FDH 1321 which is eligible for listing on the 
National Register under criterion B. FDP 1242 will be protected along with FDH 1321. 
The site has been flagged for avoidance and recommended for further testing.  
 
 FDP 1243 TA 19A 
 
The site was discovered during a Phase I survey for a proposed timber harvest. The site 
is located in the uplands of the Adirondack foothills. The assemblage consists of a 
quartz flakes, shatter and a core. The site has been flagged for avoidance and 
recommended for further testing.  
 
FDP 1244 TA 19A 
 
The site was discovered during a Phase I survey for a proposed timber harvest. The site 
is located in the uplands of the Adirondack foothills. The assemblage consists of a 
quartz flakes, shatter, 2 quartz cores, a punch, and several scrapers. The site has been 
flagged for avoidance and recommended for further testing.  
 
FDP 1245 TA 19A 
 
The site was discovered during a Phase I survey for a proposed timber harvest. The site 
is located in the uplands of the Adirondack foothills. The assemblage consists of a 
quartz flake and a piece of shatter. The site has been flagged for avoidance and 
recommended for further testing.  
  
 
FDP 1246 TA 19A 
 
The site was discovered during a Phase I survey for a proposed timber harvest. The site 
is located in the uplands of the Adirondack foothills. The assemblage consists of a 
quartz flakes, shatter and a core plus 7 Onondaga chert tertiary flakes. The site has 
been flagged for avoidance and recommended for further testing.  
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FDP 1247 TA 19A 
 
The site was discovered during a Phase I survey for a proposed timber harvest. The site 
is located in the uplands of the Adirondack foothills. The assemblage consists of a 
broken quartz tool, quartz shatter and flakes. The site has been flagged for avoidance 
and recommended for further testing.  
  
FDP 1248 TA 19A 
 
The site was discovered during a Phase I survey for a proposed timber harvest. The site 
is located in the uplands of the Adirondack foothills. The assemblage consists of a 
quartz flakes, shatter, 2 quartz bifaces, a number of pieces of steatite and an Onondaga 
chert tertiary flake. The site has been flagged for avoidance and recommended for 
further testing.  
 
FDP 1249 TA 19A 
The site was discovered during a Phase I survey for a proposed timber harvest. The site 
is located in the uplands of the Adirondack foothills. The assemblage consists of quartz 
flakes (one with a modified edge), shatter. One piece of steatite and a tertiary flake of 
an unidentified type of chert were also recovered. The site has been flagged for 
avoidance and recommended for further testing.  
 
FDP 1250 TA 19A 
 
The site was discovered during a Phase I survey for a proposed timber harvest. The site 
is located in the uplands of the Adirondack foothills. The assemblage consists of a 
quartz flakes, shatter and 2 quartz tools. The site has been flagged for avoidance and 
recommended for further testing.  
 
FDP 1251 TA 19A 
  
The site was discovered during a Phase I survey for a proposed timber harvest. The site 
is located in the uplands of the Adirondack foothills. The assemblage consists of a 
quartz flakes, shatter and a core. The site has been flagged for avoidance and 
recommended for further testing.  
 
FDP 1252 TA 19A 
  
The site was discovered during a Phase I survey for a proposed timber harvest. The site 
is located in the uplands of the Adirondack foothills. The assemblage consists of a 
quartz flakes, shatter, a quartz scraper, and a quartz primary flake. The site has been 
flagged for avoidance and recommended for further testing.  
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FDP 1253 TA 19A 
  
The site was discovered during a Phase I survey for a proposed timber harvest. The site 
is located in the uplands of the Adirondack foothills. The assemblage consists of a 
quartz flakes, shatter, a scraper, and a punch. The site has been flagged for avoidance 
and recommended for further testing.  
 
FDP 1254 TA 19A 
 
The site was discovered during a Phase I survey for a proposed timber harvest. The site 
is located in the uplands of the Adirondack foothills. The assemblage consists of a 
quartz flakes, shatter, two possible quartz tools, a piece of red jasper shatter, and a 
piece of Onondaga chert shatter. The site has been flagged for avoidance and 
recommended for further testing.  
 
FDP 1255 Cantonment 
 
The site was discovered during a Phase I survey for a proposed MILCON. The site is 
located along St. Lawrence Avenue between 7th Street West and 8th Street West. The 
assemblage consists of a LeRay chert shatter, a LeRay chert cortex, an Onondaga 
chert tertiary flake, a possible drill of LeRay chert, a possible Onondaga chert tool and 
several post mold features. The site has been posted as off limits and removed from 
training.  The site has also been stabilized with geo-textile and sterile soil. The site was 
also covered with topsoil and reseeded.  
 
FDP 1256 Cantonment 
 
The site was discovered during a Phase I survey for proposed MILCON. The site is 
located along the banks of the Black River, south of Hospital Lane. The assemblage 
consists of LeRay chert angular shatter, flake shatter, proximal flakes, quartz flake 
shatter, a LeRay chert unidirectional core and a unimarginally retouched flake. The site 
has been posted as off limits and removed from training.  The site has also been 
stabilized with geo-textile and sterile soil. The site was also covered with topsoil and 
reseeded.  
 
 
FDP 1258 TA 6A 
 
The site was discovered during a Phase I survey for a proposed borrow pit. The site 
assemblage consists of lithic debitage of LeRay and Onondaga chert, quartz flakes, 
argillite debitage, four hafted bifaces (projectile points) of LeRay chert (ct. 1), quartzite 
(ct. 1; Otter Creek), and argillite (ct. 2; Otter Creek) and one unhafted biface of 
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unidentified non local chert material. The site has been posted as off limits and removed 
from training until it can be further evaluated.  
 
FDP 1259 TA 6A 
 
The site was discovered during a Phase I survey for a proposed borrow pit. The site 
assemblage consists of 2 LeRay chert flake tools, Onondaga chert flakes, and quartz 
flakes. The site has been posted as off limits and removed from training until it can be 
further evaluated.  
 
FDP 1260 TA 6A 
 
The site was discovered during a Phase I survey for a proposed borrow pit. The site 
assemblage consists of angular and flake lithic debitage of LeRay chert and quartz. The 
site has been posted as off limits and removed from training until it can be further 
evaluated.  
 
FDP 1261 Cantonment 
 
This site was discovered during a Phase I survey for a proposed fire station. The site is 
located along Ontario Avenue between 5th Street West and 5th Street Middle. The site 
consist of a small pile of limestone pieces and river cobbles that do not occur naturally 
in the surrounding landform. The site is potentially a prehistoric cairn. The site has been 
posted as off limits and the foot print of the proposed fire station has been redesigned to 
avoid the site. 
 
FDP 1264, TA 8B  
 
FDP 1264 was identified during the 2008 Phase I survey of a portion of Training Area 
8B (2008.036).  The site was evidenced by a possible Brewerton eared projectile point 
recovered from the surface between shovel tests 3 and 4 on transect 12 of baseline 34. 
This location was GPSed at the time of survey.  Although, by their nature, surface finds 
lack vertical provenience, Cultural Resources will continue to assign site numbers to 
diagnostic artifacts in order to better track them in the program’s database. 
 
FDP 1266 Cantonment 
 
The site was identified during a Phase I survey for a Residential Community Initiative 
(RCI) Parcel L for proposed housing construction. The artifact assemblage consisted of 
prehistoric materials in the form of LeRay chert shatter, a quartz flake, and two pieces of 
bone (1 burnt). The potential housing area boundary was redesigned to achieve site 
avoidance.  Testing showed a discreet event horizon and possible cultural features.  An 
area around the site measuring approximately 60 x 100m was placed off limits.  This 
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information was provided to RCI along with the recommendation that the area be 
avoided during any future construction. 
 
 
TCU 73 TA 19D 
 
Two additional artifacts were curated as having been found during the timber-cutting 
unit 73 project survey.  They are a large jasper core and a large novaculite core.  There 
are no specific proveniences for these artifacts and they are not mentioned in any field 
notes or the report for the season.  Due to the lack of information about these artifacts, 
no further testing can practically be performed. 

 
FDH 10-25/BB Cantonment 
 
The site was identified during a Phase I survey for the proposed construction of an 
Indoor Sports Facility. The historic artifacts are associated with FDH 10-25/BB, the 
Burdick/Porter farmstead and a small foundation was noted. FDH 10-25/BB is a 
farmstead/domestic site, covered under the existing MOA between Fort Drum and the 
NYSHPO that considers farmstead sites on Fort Drum as completely mitigated as a 
result of the Phase II and Phase III Investigations conducted by Louis Berger and 
Associates between 1985 and 1992.  No further work is recommended for this site. Due 
to the lack of significant cultural material and intact features recovered from the test unit, 
no further testing is recommended. 
 
FDH 316A TA 13A 
 
FDH 316A known as the David Beaman Farmstead was the subject of Phase I survey, 
Phase II evaluations, and Phase III data recovery by Louis Berger & Associates 
between 1989 and 1992. By virtue of this fact, the site is considered mitigated. In 
addition, when ITAM cleared the area of the site and it was re-exposed the deep cellar 
holes was determined to be a training hazard and ITAM requested to harden the site 
using geo-fabric and gravel. This treatment will protect the site and ensure preservation 
while military training takes place in the immediate vicinity. The Cultural Resources 
Program has concurred that the treatment proceed. 
 
FDH 0512/FDP 1195 TA 7B 
 
The Ford Farm (A045-21-0018) was originally evaluated by Louis Berger & Associates 
in 1986 (1986.07.11). At that time it was classified as a typical farmstead, considered 
mitigated through an agreement with the NYSHPO and returned to training. Following 
identification of an 18th-century French gunflint in the site collection during curation the 
site was reevaluated in 2002. A brief field visit to the site, conducted on 26 February 
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2002, revealed that no extensive impact has been made on the site since the Berger 
Phase II investigation in 1986.    
 The gunflint is a blonde, beeswax or “honey-colored,” European flint, 0.6cm thick by 
2.3cm long by 1.9cm wide, weighing 4.2 grams.  It has a slight area of reddening on its 
right side.  The flint is fine to very fine in texture.  The gunflint is interpreted as that of 
French manufacture, in use from late 17th century to the early 19th century.  French flints 
were traded in large numbers in the Fort Drum region during the French Fur Trade 
period beginning in the mid 17th century.  The earliest French gunflints were the spall 
type with the rounded heel.  Fort Drum’s example is prismatic and may be a slightly 
later example. 
  Provenience research revealed that this flint came from Level 5 of TU 7, a 5X5 
foot Phase II test unit, excavated 10 feet northwest of the northeastern corner of the 
farmhouse foundation at Ford Farm (Figure 2) in the 1986 LBA excavation.  Levels 3 
and 4 of TU 7 are interpreted by LBA (1994e: 12-42 to 12-43) as displaced fill 
excavated from the cellar of the Ford farmhouse as this building was constructed circa 
1835.  Level 5 in TU 7, the source of this gunflint, is a buried A horizon, a pre-1835 
ground surface sealed by deposition of the fill excavated from the farmhouse cellar 
(Figure 3).  It is therefore almost certain that this gunflint was recovered in a primary 
depositional context, related to pre-1835, occupation of the FDH 0512 area.  Recovery 
in this stratigraphic context, beneath strata associated with the 19th-century occupation 
of Ford Farm, supports association of this gunflint with a pre 19th century European and 
Native American contact environment.        
 Two sherds of green glazed vessel ceramic and one jug shoulder sherd of unglazed 
fine red earthenware were rediscovered in further searches of the LBA FDH 0512 
artifacts.  These sherds came from levels three and four respectively in test unit 7.  
These levels were determined to be fill displaced from the construction of the cellar for 
the Ford farmhouse.  Mr. Robert Ferguson and Ms. Denise Hansen of Parks Canada 
and the Nova Scotia Museum, authorities on eighteenth century French ceramics, 
identified photos of the green glazed ceramics as Saintonge earthenware (Ferguson 
and Hansen, personal communication 2002).  Saintonge ceramic was a green glazed 
fine ceramic made in the Saintonge region of France throughout most of the 18th 
century.   
 Decaying wooden post features were identified by LBA in test units 3 and 4.  LBA test 
unit three, two meters southwest of the northwest quadrant of the house cellar hole 
yielded two post features, features two and three.  Three post features were identified in 
LBA test unit four about ten to twelve meters southwest of the southwestern corner of 
the cellar hole.  These features were described consistently as decaying wooden posts, 
present in the ground at the interface between the nineteenth century occupation of 
Ford Farm and presumably sterile subsoils, although LBA was not able to work out the 
exact relationship between the posts in test unit four and their unit’s stratigraphy (LBA 
1994e: 12-45).  The wooden posts in test unit three were identified in the field by LBA 
as being from a fence or structure, and in test unit four as probably being from a 
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building (LBA 1994e: 12-45).  LBA assumed that these posts were related to the Ford 
farmhouse, but their relationship was not clarified.     
  Discovery of the gunflint and, in addition, Saintonge ceramics in the artifact 
assemblage meant that the site identification needed to be reconsidered with the 
possibility of multi-componency.  As a result, the site could no longer be considered 
mitigated and required further evaluation to determine the extent and condition of 
deposits reflecting occupation prior to construction of the farmstead in the mid 
nineteenth century.   
 The site is approximately 702 feet above sea level and is situated between two 
tributaries of Black Creek, one approximately 600 feet east of the Ford homestead, and 
the other approximately 1300 feet west.  Surrounding the Ford Farmstead are white and 
pines, gray birch and beech trees.  A series of sand dune formations dominate the 
landscape north-northeast of the current site perimeters.  These sand dunes indicate 
prior considerable erosion due to vehicular activity associated with military training 
exercises.  These dunes have been re-vegetated, which has slowed the erosion 
considerably.  Various historic artifacts associated with the farmstead are scattered 
through these dunes.     
 The Ford Farmstead is within the original Pine Camp boundaries, purchased in 1908 
by the New England National Guard, then later purchased in 1909 and 1910 by the War 
Department.  The original farmstead was established by Philip Ford, died 30 October 
1849, between 1835-1840 and was later operated by his widow Mary.     
 Artifacts suggest an early European contact period of the 17th century, possibly 
when Jesuit missionaries and French fur traders were beginning to explore St. 
Lawrence region and northern New York.  Although no archival documentation for this 
site has been discovered yet, it is a goal of the Fort Drum Cultural Resources Program 
to continue to explore this possibility.   
      It is recommended that the site receive full protection.  There is the distinct 
possibility that at least one earthfast hemlock post structure will be revealed if additional 
test units are opened.  Since the three separate contexts of the site - the 19th century 
farmstead, the 17th century occupation and the 8000 BP occupation, have been 
preserved to date, continued protection of the small site should not pose any difficulties.  
The site will need to be monitored on a routine basis to make certain that the posted off 
limits signs are sufficient protection.  
 
FDH 909/1038 TA 7G 
 
This site is identified as the “J. Mick” farmstead in the 1864 Beers Atlas of Jefferson 
County and as “G. Hosford” farmstead in the 1888 Robinson Atlas of Jefferson County. 
It is not shown on the 1908 Maneuver Ground Map, and is present but unnamed on the 
1911 USGS Antwerp, NY Quad. The site is an historic farmstead covered under the 
existing MOA between Fort Drum and the NYSHPO that considers farmstead sites on 
Fort Drum as completely mitigated as a result of the Phase II and Phase III 
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Investigations conducted by Louis Berger & Associates between 1985 and 1992. No 
further work is recommended. 
 
 
FDH1159 TA 14F 
 
FDH 1159 is a maple syrup production site (MSP). The site is largely intact and 
undisturbed. Recommendations for protection will be made within the context of the 
completed list of evaluated MSPs on Fort drum. An MOA will be prepared when 
evaluations are complete and most appropriate sites are selected to represent the 
sugaring context on Fort Drum. 
 
FDH 1160 TA 14F 
 
FDH 1160 is a maple syrup production site (MSP). The site includes an exposed ramp 
and an evaporator. The ramp appears to have been built into a pre-existing knoll. The 
artifacts were architectural in nature rather than directly associated with sugaring. The 
site is largely intact and undisturbed. Recommendations for protection will be made 
within the context of the completed list of evaluated MSPs on Fort drum. An MOA will be 
prepared when evaluations are complete and most appropriate sites are selected to 
represent the sugaring context on Fort Drum. 
 
FDH 1231/FDH 1232  
 
FDH 1231 is one of two historic schoolhouses (along with FDH 1232) relocated and 
mapped in 2000 as part of the Dispersed Social Center, Rural Industry and Agricultural 
Processing Survey). FDH 1231 appears on the 1875 Beers Atlas of Lewis County and 
the 1916 15’ USGS Lake Bonaparte Quadrangle Map labeled “S. H.” and “Kinsman 
School” respectively and is suggested to have been the later of the two schools.  The 
2000 Cultural Resources Annual Report concluded that the earlier school (FDH 1232) 
had been abandoned in favor of a newer school house (FDH 1231) across the road.  By 
2000, FDH 1231 had suffered substantially from military impact and was recommended 
for preservation.  In 2004, due to the proposed upgrade of Rock Road, the site was 
posted with OFF LIMITS signage. The site was revisited in 2006 and appeared in good 
condition. 
 
FDH 1253 TA 8B 
 
FDH 1253 was identified as a surface find in a sand blowout immediately surrounded by 
woods. The site is north of a water filled ravine that is part of the West Branch and Black 
Creek drainage systems and flows into Warren Swamp. The single artifact recovered is 
a blond French gunflint. Further testing found the presence of chert in the blowout as 
well. No features were present and test unit profiles demonstrated a lack of stratigraphy 
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indicated that the blowout is the remains of an active sand dune. Further testing is 
recommended in the adjacent tree line where the land surface has been stabilized. 
 
FDH 1256 TA 14F 
 
FDH 1256 is a maple syrup production site (MSP). The site includes an exposed stone 
and concrete pier, a boiling house structure, and a coal pile. Artifacts related to sugaring 
were distributed across the site including remains of glass containers, spiles, bucket 
hangers, an auger bit, and bucket hoops. The site is largely intact and undisturbed. 
Recommendations for protection will be made within the context of the completed list of 
evaluated MSPs on Fort drum. An MOA will be prepared when evaluations are 
complete and most appropriate sites are selected to represent the sugaring context on 
Fort Drum. 
 
FDH 1294 TA 14E 
 
FDH 1294 is a maple syrup production site (MSP). The site includes a ramp for 
delivering sap to the boiler, a concrete boiling house floor, an evaporator foundation, 
and an evaporator pan including portions of its frame. The site is largely intact and 
undisturbed. Recommendations for protection will be made within the context of the 
completed list of evaluated MSPs on Fort drum. An MOA will be prepared when 
evaluations are complete and most appropriate sites are selected to represent the 
sugaring context on Fort Drum. 
 
FDH 1302 Cantonment 
 
FDH 1302, while appearing on the Louis Berger & Associates map it had not been given 
its own designation. The site is a small rectangular foundation measuring 23 X 6.5 m 
and has two main sections. The larger of these sections contains three smaller 
compartments and a wall down the center of the structure. The smaller is not 
compartmentalized and has an entryway into the larger section. The site is located 
behind the “servants’ quarters” at the LeRay Mansion.  
 
FDH 1304 TA 7C 
 
FDH 1304 is a maple syrup production site (MSP) that consists of a pile of bricks and 
some roughly formed limestone blocks located approximately 30m north of FDH 1305. 
There was considerable evidence of military disturbance around the site in the form of 
foxholes and concertina wire. A site form was completed and a site map drawn. No 
excavation was performed and no artifacts were recovered. Based on surface 
reconnaissance, the site lacks physical integrity. It is located in very close proximity to 
two other, better, preserved, maple syrup processing sites. Recommendations for 
protection will be made within the context of the completed list of evaluated MSPs on 
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Fort drum. An MOA will be prepared when evaluations are complete and most 
appropriate sites are selected to represent the sugaring context on Fort Drum. 
 
 
FDH 1305 TA 7C 
 
FDH 1305 is a maple syrup production site (MSP) that is located approximately 30m 
south of FDH 1304. The site is a small trough-style MSPS. Materials recovered included 
2 military bullets, bricks and a piece of brown glass. Some probable burned sandstone 
appeared to have fallen over from the evaporator structure. The site was less disturbed 
than FDH 1304. Recommendations for protection will be made within the context of the 
completed list of evaluated MSPs on Fort drum. An MOA will be prepared when 
evaluations are complete and most appropriate sites are selected to represent the 
sugaring context on Fort Drum. 
 
 
FDH 1306 TA 7C 
 
FDH 1306 is a maple syrup production site (MSP) that is located approximately 20m 
south of FDH 1305. The site is very similar in size and style to FDH 1305. Materials 
recovered included carbonized nails, iron wire, flat pieces of metal, red brick, fire brick, 
mortar, charcoal and burned sandstone. The site was moderately to heavily disturbed 
by military training. Recommendations for protection will be made within the context of 
the completed list of evaluated MSPs on Fort drum. An MOA will be prepared when 
evaluations are complete and most appropriate sites are selected to represent the 
sugaring context on Fort Drum. 
 
 
FDH 1309  TA13A 
 
The site was located after a supplementary survey of an area that is scheduled for 
MILCON. Located just of the US Military Highway in the southern portion of the project 
area, the presence of feral lilies, lilac, and a relic maple tree indicated the existence of a 
historic site. No foundation was present. The site was not in coverage and was given its 
present designation. The site appears on both the 1864 Beers Atlas of Jefferson County 
and the 1888 Robinson Atlas of Jefferson County as the J.H. White farmstead. On the 
1908 Maneuver Ground Map the site is labeled as “White” and on the 1911 15’ USGS 
ANTWERP Quad , the site is present but unlabeled. The site no longer appears on the 
1949 15’ USGS Quad indicating that the site was destroyed after the 1940-41 date of 
U.S. Army purchase. There is nothing to indicte that the FDH 1309 is anything other 
than a farmstead/ domestic site, covered under the existing MOA between Fort Drum 
and the NYSHPO that considers farmstead sites on Fort Drum as completely mitigated 
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as a result of the Phase II and Phase III investigations conducted by Louis Berger and 
Associates between 1985 and 19992. No further work is recommended for FDH 1309. 
 
FDH 1310 TA 8B 
 
FDH 1310 is a small or trough maple syrup production site (MSP) and was located 
during a phase I survey for a projected 2005 timber harvest. It is located on a south-
facing slope on the southeastern side of a low knoll within an area of dissected uplands 
east of the West Branch of Black Creek. The site is a typical small MSP site on the Fort 
Drum Military Reservation. While its brick flue extension is somewhat unusual, it is 
otherwise generally typical of 16 other small MSP sites presently known to exist on Fort 
Drum lands. Therefore, this site is unlikely to contain additional information that would 
make it potentially eligible for the National Register. Therefore, ground disturbing activity 
in the vicinity of FDH 1310 will have no adverse effect. 
 
FDH 1311 TA 9A 
 
FDH 1311 is a historic farmstead that does not appear in the Louis Berger & Associates 
coverage. The site was identified as the A.F. Shreer farmstead in the 1864 Beers Atlas 
of Jefferson County and is shown as an unnamed structure in the 1888 Robinson Atlas 
of Jefferson County. On the 1908 Maneuver Ground Map the site was identified as F. 
Scherer. It also appears as an unnamed building on the 1911 USGS Antwerp, NY 
Quad. FDH 1311 is a farmstead covered under the existing MOA between Fort Drum 
and the NYSHPO that considers farmstead sites on Fort Drum as completely mitigated 
as a result of the Phase II and Phase III investigations conducted by Louis Berger & 
Associates between 1985 and 1992. No further work is recommended for FDH 1311.  
 
FDH 1313 TA 7D 
 
The site was discovered during a Phase I survey of a proposed timber harvest. The site 
is located in a sandy area adjacent to Warren Swamp, a part of the West Branch of 
Black Creek and off the south side of the South Tank Trail. The area consisted mainly of 
wooded areas with a ravine and a few low-lying swamps.  The site was identified as a 
WWII bunker with poor integrity. FDH 1313 was determined to be ineligible for National 
Register listing. 
 
FDH 1314 TA 6A 
 
FDH 1314 was discovered during monitoring of the new fence placed along the western 
boundary of Training Area 6A. The site was identified as a surface scatter of historic 
artifacts. These included broken milk bottles, earthenware fragments, historic ceramic 
fragments including whiteware, flow blue and porcelain, pressed glass and assorted 
pieces of metal, brick, mortar and clay pipe. The site does not appear on any historic 
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maps, though a road in its general vicinity does appear in the 1941 aerial photos of the 
area. There is nothing in the artifact assemblage to indicate that the site is anything 
other than an historic trash dump, probably related to nearby farmsteads. As such, it is 
covered under the existing MOA between Fort Drum and the NYSHPO that considers 
farmstead sites on Fort Drum as completely mitigated as a result of the Phase II and 
Phase III investigations conducted by Louis Berger & Associates between 1985 and 
1992. No further work is recommended.  
 
FDH 1316 TA 7C 
 
The site was discovered during a Phase I survey for a proposed timber harvest. The site 
is located west of Alexandria Road and east of the Warren Swamp. The assemblage 
consists of plain whiteware sherds, lead-glazed redware and hand-painted whiteware 
with a floral motif. Also found was  Onondaga chert shatter and 1 piece of possible 
jasper.  The historic artifacts could indicate a date older than generally found at historic 
sites on Fort Drum.  A search of historic maps may substantiate the theory that this site 
is older than most on Fort Drum.  The site is shown as “G.W. Smith” in the 1855 historic 
map locations digitized into the GIS coverage.  It appears as “W.W. Owen” in the 1864 
Beers Atlas of Jefferson County.  It does not appear again on any more recent maps, 
including the 1888 Robinson Atlas of Jefferson County.  The area that was posted for 
avoidance should be evaluated by means of Phase II test units when time allows.  FDH 
1316 may be significant if it proves to be older that most of the historic farmsteads on 
Fort Drum.  The prehistoric lithic materials were not assigned a site number because 
they do not meet Fort Drum’s criteria to be considered a lithic scatter.  However, further 
investigations of FDH 1316 may also yield additional prehistoric materials.  
 
 
FDH 1318 TA 7D 
 
The site was discovered during a Phase I survey for a proposed timber harvest. FDH 
1318 is a historic farmstead that does not appear in the Louis Berger & Associates 
coverage. The site was identified as the F.H Gates farmstead in the 1864 Beers Atlas of 
Jefferson County and is shown as the C. Austin farmstead on the 1888 Robinson Atlas 
of Jefferson County. Both maps show a second structure labeled “S. Mill” on a creek to 
the northeast with the structures joined to show single ownership. However, remains of 
the mill could not be located. On the 1908 Maneuver Ground Map the site appears at 
the end of a road running north from Rte. 3 and is labeled “Thayer”. It also appears as 
an unnamed building on the 1911 USGS Antwerp, NY Quad. FDH 1318 is a farmstead 
covered under the existing MOA between Fort Drum and the NYSHPO that considers 
farmstead sites on Fort Drum as completely mitigated as a result of the Phase II and 
Phase III investigations conducted by Louis Berger & Associates between 1985 and 
1992. No further work is recommended for FDH 1318.  
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FDH 1319 TA 7D 
 
The site was discovered during a Phase I survey for a proposed timber harvest. FDH 
1319 is a historic artifact scatter. The site does not appear on any of the historic maps 
of the area. The artifact assemblage consists of assorted glass, whiteware, nails, a clay 
pipe stem fragment and a brass button with a flower design. The site falls within the 
protective boundary of FDP 1226 which has been removed from training and posted as 
of limits.No further work is recommended for FDH 1318.  
 
FDH 1320  TA 19B 
 
The site was discovered by the Forestry crew and reported it to the Cultural Resources 
Section. When investigated several large stone piles were noted as was a large 
foundation in excellent condition. A plowshare was noted nearby. The farmstead does 
not appear in the Louis Berger & Associates coverage. The site does not appear on any 
historic maps of the area, however, the USGS topographic map does show a trail 
leading to it from Russell Turnpike. FDH 1320 is a farmstead covered under the existing 
MOA between Fort Drum and the NYSHPO that considers farmstead sites on Fort Drum 
to be completely mitigated as a result of the Phase II and Phase III investigations 
conducted by Louis Berger and Associates between 1985 and 1992. No further work is 
recommended. 
 
FDH 1321 TA 19A 
 
The site was discovered during a Phase I survey for a proposed timber harvest. The site 
is located in the uplands of the Adirondack foothills. The assemblage consists of a clay 
pipe stem, glass, ceramics, and square nails. A foundation was also noted. The site has 
been flagged for avoidance and recommended for further testing. The foundation 
appears on the 1875 Beers Atlas of Lewis County labeled “Z.H. Benton”. The foundation 
and the attendant artifacts were labeled FDH 1321 and the prehistoric component was 
labeled FDP 1242. The site was flagged for avoidance during the timber harvest. Z.H. 
Benton was Zebulon H. Benton a noted mining entrepreneur and the husband of 
Caroline de Foie, daughter of Joseph Bonaparte. Benton invested in and owned the iron 
furnace at Alpina, New York. Historic literature describes a brick house overlooking the 
iron works in Alpina. The apparent farmstead ascribed to Benton and now identified as 
FDH 1321 is not described in any of the sources found to date. Fort Drum manages 
Benton’s Alpina holdings as a National Register protected archaeological district. Given 
this association, FDH 1321 is eligible for listing on the National Register under criterion 
B. 
 
FDH 1322 TA 6A 
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FDH 1322 is located in what is now a heavily forested area but adjacent to the bend in 
the historic road as depicted in the Beers 1864 Atlas of Jefferson County., which shows 
the farmstead as belonging to L.W. Prentice. Judgmental STPs confirmed a graded 
road as with a gravel base. The intact perimeter of the limestone foundation clearly 
outlines the rectangular shape of the main house structure located on an elevated bluff. 
The entrance to the structure faces south towards the road. Glass bottles and ceramic 
are scattered throughout the area. Another small structure closer to the historic road 
was also noted. FDH 1322 is a farmstead covered under the existing MOA between 
Fort Drum and the NYSHPO that considers farmstead sites on Fort Drum to be 
completely mitigated as a result of the Phase II and Phase III investigations conducted 
by Louis Berger and Associates between 1985 and 1992. No further work is 
recommended. 
 
FDH 1323 TA 6A 
 
The C. Losee Farmstead is marked by a large maple tree and Tiger Lilies. The site is 
currently located along the intersection of two tank trails (formerly historic roads) facing 
a landing for a previous logging operation. The proximity of the parking area for the 
logging vehicles may have impacted the site. The site consists of a main structure 
whose foundation is constructed of limestone rocks, some lined with what appears to be 
mortar. A few red bricks were also noted on the interior. Immediately behind the 
structure is an elevated and level platform similar to those used for barns or silos, but no 
associated structure was confirmed. It should be noted that some stones and red bricks 
from this farmstead may have been removed as some were found atop a sand dune 
across the road. Also immediately across the road are remnants of a small apple 
orchard, likely associated with the farmstead. FDH 1323 is a farmstead covered under 
the existing MOA between Fort Drum and the NYSHPO that considers farmstead sites 
on Fort Drum to be completely mitigated as a result of the Phase II and Phase III 
investigations conducted by Louis Berger and Associates between 1985 and 1992. No 
further work is recommended. 
 
FDH 1324 TA 6A 
 
This site represents the largest of three farmsteads located in this area of TA 6A. Five 
separate structures, including a silo, were identified. The cement structure of the silo is 
relatively intact. There are at least three rectangular concrete foundations associated 
with the silo. The main house is clearly indicated by a below ground level foundation 
whose intact stone staircase marks the entrance. While subdivisions of the structure are 
discernable, its evolution can be identified by its northern extension and a possible 
porch made in concrete as opposed to cut limestone. The farmstead is located on a 
high bank overlooking the Black River and between two prehistoric sites (FDP 1077 and 
FDP 1078). Oral accounts suggest that the site location may hold evidence for the 
development and rise of unions in the region. Located directly across the river from the 
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Deferiet’s St. Regis Paper Mill, it has been rumored that scab labor camped there 
during the labor unrest of 1915. While difficult to confirm, the site’s location warrants 
further investigation. The site is currently protected by the off limits boundary for FDP 
1078.  
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Appendix F 

Standard Operating Procedures 

ICRMP SOP #1 

NATIONAL HISTORIC PROTECTION ACT (NHPA), 

SECTION 106 COMPLIANCE 

 

OBJECTIVE 

 
Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act directs that when federal funds are 
expended on an undertaking, prior to agency approval of the undertaking, the effect of 
that undertaking on cultural resources, specifically historic buildings, must be taken into 
account, and the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation be given a reasonable 
opportunity to comment on the undertaking.  The objective of this Standard Operating 
Procedure is to establish procedures to ensure that National Historic Preservation Act, 
Section 106, Advisory Council on Historic Preservation Consultation occurs for all 
undertakings at Fort Drum that may affect identified and evaluated historic properties, 
as well as, protection of cultural resources not yet discovered, as in the instance of 
buried archeological deposits.  (Buried archeological deposits on federal property may 
also be protected by ARPA, which permits the assessment of criminal and civil penalties 
for noncompliance.)  This process will be initiated early in the planning stages of a 
project.   

POLICY 

 
Any project or other activity on Fort Drum qualifies as an undertaking if the project or 
activity alters or changes the characteristics of a property that is included in or eligible 
for inclusion in the NRHP.   
 
All ground disturbing activities that alter a property or landscape, such as machine aided 
excavations, earth moving projects, and/or training activities with ground disturbing 
implications undertaken by the Army will be designed to avoid damage to archeological 
sites or other historic properties that are eligible for listing on the NRHP.  Until an 
archeological site has been formally determined to be not eligible, and the New York 
State SHPO has concurred with such a determination, all known sites in the inventory 
will be treated as potentially eligible and avoided wherever possible. 
 

Who is responsible for Section 106? 
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Meeting the requirements of Section 106 on Fort Drum is the responsibility of the 
Cultural Resource Manager (CRM).  The CRM will ensure that proper consideration is 
given to cultural resources during the planning and execution of all undertakings 
occurring on the Fort Drum Military Reservation and any lands leased for use by Fort 
Drum.   
 

Who participates in the Section 106 process? 
 
Participants in the process are the CRM, the New York SHPO and, optionally, the 
Advisory Council.  If the undertaking being considered may affect Native American 
traditional cultural properties, sacred sites, burial sites or other archeological sites or 
collections containing objects of Native American cultural patrimony, then Native 
American entities will be involved in consultation as primary parties.  Other participants 
may include local governments, local historic preservation groups and interested 
persons. 
 

PROCEDURES FOR THE CRM 

Step 1: Identification of Cultural Resources 

 
The requesting activity will submit project documentation to the CRM for each proposed 
action.  Fort Drum Form 541 or the REC Form will be used.  Project documentation will 
be submitted as early in the planning process as possible and shall include a project 
scope of work including any associated design plans, specifications, and detailed 
drawings, and a map that shows the location and extent of any ground disturbing 
activity associated with the proposed action. 
 
The CRM will determine whether there are any historic or archeological properties in the 
project’s area of impact (AOI).  This determination may involve consulting existing 
inventories, historical research, or may require a survey/inventory of the AOI to identify 
unknown resources.  If during survey any unknown resources are located, a 
determination must be made of National Register eligibility with New York SHPO 
concurrence.  If the resource is determined to be ineligible for the National Register, the 
Section 106 obligations have been met and the project may proceed.  If the resource is 
determined to be eligible or potentially eligible, then the CRM will proceed to Step 2.   
 
Where known sites can be avoided without formal determination of their National 
Register potential, no coordination of the action with the New York SHPO is required 
other than the inclusion of the action report in the annual report.  It is considered 
unlikely that any training excavation could not be successfully relocated using the REC 
form process.   
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The most common types of excavation at Fort Drum are related to training and 
maneuver activities undertaken by units on field exercises.  Fort Drum Regulation 200-2 
requires that all units coordinate earth-moving activities with the CRM and other parties 
of the Environmental Office of the Directorate of Public Works (PW).  All coordination 
takes place with the completion of Fort Drum Form 541, Record of Environmental 
Consideration (see *).  It is the policy of the Cultural Resources Program to assign 
training activities to areas of the post that have been surveyed and determined to have 
no known buried archeological sites or historic buildings, landscapes or districts.  If a 
conflict exists between a known archeological site and the location of a proposed 
ground disturbing activity, the CRM proposes an alternative location.  
 
All construction projects planned on Fort Drum are subject to site selection by the 
Engineering Division.  The complete inventory of known archeological sites on the post 
has been placed in the GIS database.  Avoidance of recorded archeological sites is 
always an objective during routine site selection.  Where avoidance is not feasible, the 
staff archeologist suggests other options for treatment of the site.  As a last resort, 
National Register testing and data recovery are considered in mitigating the effect of 
proposed construction/training on archeological sites.  National Register evaluations of 
sites that are threatened by construction or on-going maneuver damage will be given 
priority.  
 
The following is a list of the most common undertakings that occur on the Fort Drum 
military Installation: 
 

 Maintenance work on existing features such as roads, fire lanes, mowed areas, 
active disposal areas, and manmade ditches/drainages, waterways, and ponds. 

 Outdoor recreational programs including hunting, fishing, and non-consumptive uses 
in accordance with Fort Drum and Army regulations. 

 The following Natural Resources Management activities: timber harvest, tree 
planting, maintenance of wildlife food and shrub plots, prescribed burns, wetland 
mitigation projects and improvement of existing stream crossings.  

 Ordnance disposal in accordance with prescribed Fort Drum, Army, and Department 
of Defense (DOD) regulations. 

 Paving and repair of streets, driveways, parking lots, curbs, and gutters as they now 
exist.   

 All interior and exterior maintenance, repair, and renovation of historic structures and 
landscapes.  (Define historic structures and landscapes.)  See also SOP #6, 
Standards for Management of Historic Structures at Fort Drum. 

 All ground disturbances reviewed through Fort Drum dig safe programs. 

 All tactical excavations reviewed through the Fort Drum REC review process. 

 Observed or reported inadvertent damage to subsurface cultural resources as a 
result of training or maneuver. 
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 Any new construction proposed that will cause ground disturbance.   

 All proposed mine or borrow pit activities that extend outside previous permits or 
create new permits. 

Step 2:  Determination of Effect 

 
The CRM will make a determination of effect for resources eligible for the National 
Register.  If a finding of adverse effect is made, then the CRM will proceed to Step 3.   
 

Step 3: Formal Consultation 

 
If a finding of adverse effect to a National Register-eligible resource is determined, the 
CRM will consult with the New York SHPO (and Native American entities as 
appropriate).  The CRM will provide the New York SHPO will the following materials: 
 

 A cover letter, 

 A description of the proposed undertaking, including applicable figures and/or maps, 
if any, 

 A description of relevant cultural resources investigations for the AOI, (which may 
include soils data, artifact data, maps, excavation notes, etc.) if any 

 A description of the cultural resource(s) that will be affected, and 

 An explanation of the determined adverse effects (ACHP) 
 
Consultation usually results in agreement on procedures to avoid, reduce or mitigate 
adverse effects.  An agreement must take into account mission-related needs, 
management limitations and concerns of outside parties.  If an undertaking cannot be 
modified to avoid adverse impacts, then measures will be agreed upon to reduce and/or 
compensate for negative impacts.  Compensation can be made in the form of 
documentation, data recovery, HAEBS/HAER technical drawings and outreach.  
However, other measures might be proposed that provide for partial protection of the 
cultural resource.  Examples include: 
 

 Limiting the magnitude of the undertaking; 

 Modifying the undertaking through redesign, reorientation or other 
changes; 

 Relocating the property; and 

 Providing for repair of damage (in the case of historic structures, 
landscape of districts; ACHP) 

Step 4, Alternative 1: Successful Consultation 
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The product of successful consultation is generally a Memorandum of Agreement 
(MOA) that stipulated measures to be taken.  Consultation may also result in a 
Programmatic Agreement (PA), typically used for potentially adverse effects that are 
recurring or widespread.   
 
Per AR 200-4, draft MOAs and PAs, following review by New York SHPO, will be 
staffed through * for a 45-day review period.  The draft agreement will be accompanied 
by an installation-prepared Memorandum For Record containing the following: 
 

 Cost estimate and funding schedule; and 

 Confirmation that installation offices have reviewed and concur with the 
document 

 Any additional comments will be incorporated into a final agreement 
document.   

 
The Garrison Commander will sign the final document, return the document to the CRM 
who will obtain the New York SHPO signature and forward the agreement to the 
Advisory Council for signature (if applicable).  If the Advisory Council participated in the 
consultation, the agreement document will be forwarded to the AC for signature.  If the 
AC did not participate in the consultation process, it may wish to review the document.  
If requested by the Garrison Commander or the New York SHPO, the CRM will forward 
the agreement to the Advisory Council for a 30-day review period.  The CRM will keep 
on file in the ACF a copy of the final document signed by all participating parties.  This 
concludes the Section 106 process. 

Step 4, Alternative 2: Termination of Consultation 

 
If the CRM, Fort Drum installation management and the New York SHPO cannot agree 
on a MOA or PA, consultation may be terminated after thirty days following initiation of 
consultation with the New York SHPO, and the actions proposed may be implemented, 
as if the SHPO has concurred. If the consultation is terminated, the Advisory Council 
must be notified and allowed to comment.  The Advisory Council will be provided the 
following documentation: 
 

 Cover letter;  

 Copy of documentation submitted to the New York SHPO upon initiation of 
consultation; 

 A description of alternatives or mitigation measures rejected by the CRM 
or Fort Drum installation management; 

 Documentation of all consultation with the New York SHPO; 

 A description of the CRM’s efforts to consider views of other consulting 
parties;  
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 A schedule for the proposed undertaking; and 

 Copies of any written views received from the New York SHPO or other 
parties (ACHP, 1986:40-1) 

 
After reviewing the documentation, the Advisory Council has 60 days to issue 
comments and/or conduct on-site inspection of the property(ies).  The CRM will address 
the Advisory Council’s comments and inform the Advisory Council of its decision.  This 
concludes the Section 106 process. 

Army Alternate Procedures 

 

The Army Alternate Procedures (AAP) is a streamlined procedure Army installations 
can elect to follow to satisfy the requirements of Section 106 of the National Historic 
Preservation Act (NHPA) set forth in 36 CFR Part 800. The AAP approaches the 
installation’s management of historic properties programmatically, instead of on a 
project-by-project review as prescribed by the regulations of the Advisory Council on 
Historic Preservation (ACHP). The AAP allows installations to implement standard 
operating procedures for historic properties in their Integrated Cultural Resource 
Management Plans (ICRMPs) and to implement actions for five years without formal 
project-by-project review. 
 

The Fort Drum Cultural Resources Management program will continue to follow the 
ACHP's regulations in the implementation of installation undertakings and do not 
choose to follow the Army Alternate Procedures at this time. 

Capehart and Wherry Era (1949-1962) Army Family Housing, 

Associated Structures, and Landscape Features 

 
Army installations are no longer required to follow the case-by-case Section 106 review 
process for each individual management action affecting Capehart and Wherry Era 
housing, associated structures and landscape features.  
 
On May 31, 2002, ACHP approved the Army's request for a Program Comment on 
Capehart and Wherry Era (1949-1962) Army Family Housing, Associated Structures, 
and Landscape Features. This category of properties covers almost 20,000 buildings—
52 percent of the Army's stock of family housing—all of which have reached, or are fast 
approaching, the 50-year eligibility threshold for the National Register of Historic Places.  
 
Consideration of eligibility and review of these properties under Section 106 of the 
National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended, constitutes a major compliance 
responsibility for the Army, for which they sought a proactive, programmatic approach in 
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meeting their compliance requirements. ACHP's regulations allows the Program 
Comment to cover an entire category of undertakings at 36 CFR 800.14(e).  
 
ACHP published a "Notice of Approval" of this Program Comment in the Federal 
Register June 7, 2002, at which time the Program Comment became effective. 
 

Summary 

 
The Fort Drum Cultural Resources Manager may routinely make findings of “no effect” 
under Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act where proposed ground 
disturbing activities will avoid the locations of known archeological sites.  Where the 
finding of “no effect” is based on National Register eligibility issues, a letter report of the 
proposed finding must be submitted to the SHPO for comment.  The SHPO must concur 
with a finding of not eligible.  Formal published reports will be required where several 
sites are being tested, or where a complex or deeply stratified site is involved.  An 
annual summary report covering all Section 106 actions taken during the past fiscal 
year by Cultural Resources Manager will be submitted to the SHPO, applicable THPOs 
and the ACHP in a timely way after the end of the fiscal year. 
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ICRMP SOP #2 

NHPA, SECTION 110 COMPLIANCE 

 

OBJECTIVE 

 
The objective of this Standard Operating Procedure is to establish procedures to ensure 
that Fort Drum will be in compliance with Section 110 of the National Historic 
Preservation Act for Nomination of Archeological Sites to the National Register of 
Historic Places. 

POLICY 

All historic and prehistoric sites will be accorded the administrative protection outlined in 
SOP #1 until they have been formally determined not to be eligible for the National 
Register following this SOP.  No funds will be expended for the protection or mitigation 
of sites determined not to be eligible for the National Register.  However, cemeteries 
that must be protected under other laws, to include both the American Indian Religious 
Freedom Act and the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act need not 
qualify for the National Register to qualify for funding of treatment or mitigation projects.  
Cemeteries, whether historic or prehistoric, will be preserved intact and undisturbed as 
far as possible, regardless of their National Register eligibility. 

PROCEDURES 

 

Prehistoric Sites 

The original survey records for each identified prehistoric site have been evaluated by 
an archeologist familiar with the Fort Drum site inventory and with research questions 
currently considered germane to Northern New York prehistory.  An initial determination 
of National Register eligibility was made based on these records.  The procedure 
outlined below is applicable only to those sites that were judged to have insufficient 
information in the record on which to base a determination or to those sites judged to be 
possibly eligible.  Prehistoric archeological sites normally qualify under Criterion D, 
research potential. 
 
1. If a site was placed in the insufficient information category, it will be relocated and 

revisited to allow the recording of required data.  A field judgmental will be made to 
proceed with further subsurface investigation of the site because it appears to fall 
into the possibly eligible class of sites. Alternately, a field finding of not eligible will 
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be documented with sufficient information about the site’s current condition and 
composition to allow for review by the SHPO. 

 
2. Sites that are determined to be potentially eligible will be subjected to appropriate 

levels of Phase 1B, Phase 2, and Phase 3 investigation as defined by the New York 
State Archeological Council.  Investigation methods are also outlined in SOP #4.  If 
the information content of the site is consistent with a designation of eligible status, 
the specific area of research will be identified.  If the Army and SHPO concur with 
this finding, the site will be appropriately treated.  A finding of not eligible will also be 
reviewed by the Army and the SHPO.  If both concur in the field determination of not 
eligible, no further treatment or administrative protection of the site is required. 
 

3. Sometimes more extensive excavations may be required before a site can be 
confidently placed in either the eligible or not eligible category.  These sites will 
continue to carry the potentially eligible designation, but will be afforded protection 
as if they were eligible.  This protection will continue until the results of further 
investigation provide sufficient information to make a determination. 

 

Historic Sites 

Historic sites may qualify for the National Register on any of the four basic criteria.  
Historic sites may be significant to local, state, or national history because they are 
associated with specific historic events, broad processes, or persons of historic note.  
Evaluation of these sites against these criteria requires investigation of the actual site 
complemented by archival research.  The original survey records have been examined 
by archeologists familiar with the Fort Drum inventory and with research questions 
considered germane to the history of Northern New York.  Determinations of eligibility 
for the majority of historic sites on post have been made.  The procedure outlined below 
is applicable only to those sites that have not yet been identified or for which there is 
currently insufficient data to make a determination.  It is important to note that per 
agreement with SHPO, research of historic farmsteads on Fort Drum is considered 
complete.  There will be no further investigation of sites within this context.  The rural 
villages on Fort Drum have received protected status, and the Army has set aside the 
LeRay Mansion Historic District.  Iron industry sites have been completely documented 
in the Historic Engineering Record.  As a result, the chances are very low that any 
additional historic sites warranting National Register nomination remain to be 
discovered at Fort Drum.  The only possible sites would fall in the dispersed social 
centers or the dispersed agricultural processing site contexts. 
 
1. Archival analysis of a potentially eligible historic site will be done parallel to field 

investigation.  Priority will be given to any sites at risk from training activity.  A short 
site history will be compiled for each historic site comparing the chronological 
evidence from the archival record with that recorded on the site survey forms.  The 
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names of the owners will be compared with such standard references as Landon’s 
History of the North Country to establish the significance of persons in state history.  
References like Hough’s Histories of Jefferson, Lewis, and St. Lawrence Counties 
will be used to identify events and persons significant to local history.  Based on 
these brief site histories, a determination of not eligible can often be made without 
reference to the current physical condition of the site. 

 
2. If the site warrants further investigation, evaluation of the condition of the site is the 

next step.  The integrity and richness of the deposit and/or state of preservation will 
need to be evaluated.  A site could be designated not eligible due to paucity or prior 
disturbance of physical remains. 

 
3. If the site appears to meet National Register criteria and features a wealth of intact 

remains, a qualified historic archeologist will investigate the site.  The site will be 
protected as if designated eligible, until the investigation is completed.  If this 
investigation supports a nomination to the National Register, the Army and the 
SHPO will review the recommendation.  If there is concurrence, the site will be 
nominated.  
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ICRMP SOP #3 

ARCHEOLOGICAL RESOURCES PROTECTION ACT OF 

1979, COMPLIANCE PROCESS  

 

OBJECTIVE 

This SOP implements the provisions of Public Law 9696 (93Stat. 721; 16 USC 
470aa470MM), Archeological Resources Protection Act of 1979 (ARPA), and the final 
uniform regulations issued under the Act by the Department of Defense (32 CFR § 229).  
ARPA makes it a federal felony for the unauthorized excavation, removal, damage, 
alteration or defacement of any archeo0logical resources located on federal lands.  The 
sale, purchase, exchange, transport or receipt of any artifacts obtained in violation of 
this or related laws are also a federal felony offense under ARPA.  The regulations 
contain definitions and guidelines for the enforcement of the act and set forth 
procedures and standards for the issuance of permits that are held to be exceptions to 
the act.  This SOP spells out procedures for enforcement of ARPA and the issuance of 
permits for exceptions to restrictions on excavation. 
 

POLICY 

Archeological resources from United States Army installations belong to the United 
States Government, except where NAGPRA requires repatriation of human remains or 
objects of cultural patrimony to a lineal descendant or Indian tribe. IAW AR 200-4, the 
Installation Commander will ensure that military police, installation legal staff, the 
installation Public Affairs Office (PAO), and the New York Department of Environmental 
Conservation (NYDEC), and trainees are familiar with the requirements and applicable 
civil and criminal penalties under ARPA. In instances where proof of violation may be 
insufficient to obtain a conviction under the Act, or where deemed otherwise advisable, 
the Staff Judge Advocate (SJA) may choose to assess a civil penalty under the 
provisions of 32 CFR § 229.15.  Such actions may be particularly applicable to 
violations of Section 106 of the NHPA (36 CFR § 800) and the procedures outlined in 
SOP #1 of this ICRMP. For the purposes of Army compliance with ARPA, the 
Installation Commander is considered the federal land manager as defined in 32 CFR § 
229.3(c). As the federal land manager, the Installation Commander may determine that 
certain archeological resources in specified areas under his jurisdiction, and under 
specific circumstances, are not or are no longer of archeological interest and are not 
considered archeological resources for the purposes of ARPA (IAW 32 CFR § 
229.3(a)(5)). All such determinations shall be justified and documented by 
memorandum.  The use of metal detectors to locate archeological resources is 
prohibited on Army installations except when used by Army personnel, contractors, or 
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permittees in association with official cultural resources management activities or 
pursuant to a permit issued under ARPA. 
 
The Provost Marshall, Military Police and SJA will strictly enforce the provisions of 
ARPA on Fort Drum.  Any exceptions to ARPA require a federal permit.  Under 32 CFR 
226.6, any qualified person may apply for a permit to excavate or remove archeological 
remains from federal lands.   
 

Procedures 

Archeological investigations that may result in the excavation and/or removal of 
archeological resources from Fort Bragg may not proceed without the express written 
approval of the Installation Commander. All archeological investigations conducted by 
individuals or agencies who are not under contract to, or otherwise cooperatively 
assisting the Department of Army, must obtain a permit issued by the Cultural 
Resources Manager for Fort Drum New York on the approval of the Installation 
Commander.  The Installation Commander provides the Northeast Regional Office with 
approval to issue the permit by means of a Determination of Availability report prepared 
after necessary consultation and compliance actions have been met.  
 
The Fort Drum CRM and staff will monitor the field investigations of persons with 
archeological permits to ensure: 
 

1. That compliance with the requirements of 32 CFR § 229, 43 CFR § 10 and 
the terms and conditions of the permit, 

2. That any interests federally recognized Indian tribes may have in the 
permitted activity are addressed in a manner consistent with the 
requirements of the NHPA and NAGPRA, and 

3. That permitted activities are performed according to applicable professional 
standards of the Secretary of the Interior. 

 

Public Notice 

 
The CRM will insure that brief notices outlining the acts prohibited under ARPA and the 
criminal penalties allowed under the Act are published in the Fort Drum newspaper, The 
Blizzard at least once each calendar year.  Specifically, the policy specified in ER 405-
1-12 (8-136) that prohibits the use of metal or density detection for the purpose of 
undersurface discovery, or the use and any means of ground disturbance without a 
valid permit, will be published. 

Permitting 
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Exceptions to ARPA require a federal permit.  Under 32 CFR § 226.6, any qualified 
person may apply for a permit to excavate and/or remove archeological resources from 
public lands.  The federal land manager, in full cooperation and coordination with the 
CRM, and the Directorate of Contracting has authority to issue permits for work on Fort 
Drum.  All permit applications are subject to the CRM’s final approval.  The CRM will 
submit the approved application to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.  The New York 
SHPO will be informed upon issuance of permits.  The CRM reserves the right to 
monitor all work conducted under the permit.   
 
The following regulations are in place for issuance of federal permits allowed under 
ARPA on Fort Drum: 
 

 The application for a permit must be submitted on ENG FORM 4922-R. 
 

 Both the Garrison Commander at Fort Drum and an applicable NERO representative 
must approve the application.  This coordination may extend the 90-day processing 
time normally allotted for technical review of applications. 

 

 The technical review is done in accordance with the regulations by a qualified 
archeologist, in most cases the CRM or a contracted archeologist.  If a report of 
availability is issued it may be restricted or made subject to such conditions as the 
Garrison Commander feels necessary. 

 
A report of availability will be issued when the Fort Drum Garrison Commander, the 
CRM and necessary NERO representatives have approved the application. 

Enforcement 

 
An ARPA violation is a federal offense.  If such violation occurs or is believed to have 
occurred, the Provost Marshal and the CRM will initiate an investigation.  The CRM may 
opt to enlist the services of the Cultural Resources staff or a contract archeologist to 
assist in the investigation.  The Provost Marshal will vigorously enforce the law when 
violations can be proven.   
 
In cases where proof may be insufficient to obtain a conviction under the Act, or where 
deemed otherwise advisable, the SJA may choose to assess a Civil Penalty under 
provisions of 32 CFR Part 229.15.  This procedure is particularly applicable to violations 
of the provisions of excavation coordination issued by Range Division to prevent 
damage to known archeological sites. 
  
If the CRM determines that damage to a cultural resource constitutes a willful violation 
of Federal law, the CRM will transmit memoranda to notify the DPW, the Garrison 
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Commander and the Provost Marshall.  Should the violation concern military personnel 
then Commander of the Unit or Director of the Directorate that is responsible for the 
violation will be contacted, likewise should a contractor be responsible for the violation 
the Directorate of Contracting will be notified. 
 
The following procedures will be taken: 
 

 When the willful damage to a cultural resource at Fort Drum may be considered a 
felony offense, in violation of ARPA, the CRM will immediately report the incident to 
the Fort Drum Provost Marshall and the SJA.  The CRM and cultural resources staff 
will cooperate with law enforcement officials in the investigation of the incident and 
assist in damage assessment and/or mitigation as required per SOPs #1 and #2, in 
compliance with archeological site violation documentation procedures outlined 
below.  The Fort Drum Provost Marshall and the SJA will be in charge of forwarding 
information on the violation to other investigating agencies if required. 

 

 When repair or mitigation of the damage to the cultural resource is possible, the 
Garrison Commander or the Commanding General may require that the party(ies) 
responsible for the violation provide funding to repair or mitigate the damage to the 
cultural resource.  ARPA contains provisions for both punitive and civil penalties to 
be used in the mitigation of the damage. 

 

 All actions regarding willful damage to cultural resources will be fully recorded and 
documented as outlined in the documentation procedures below.  A full report on the 
incident will be included in the Annual Report and submitted to the New York SHPO 
and applicable THPOs.   

 

Archeological Site Violation Documentation Procedures 

 
Investigation of looting or vandalism of an archeological site requires a systematic 
examination of the crime scene by both a law enforcement investigator and a 
professional archeologist. A law enforcement officer (in this case a military police 
officer) is responsible for investigating violations of the law and, therefore, directs the 
archeological crime scene investigation process. The archeologist provides forensic 
expertise on archeological resources for the crime scene investigation, and may be 
requested to assist in other activities, such as taking the crime scene photographs, 
testifying, helping with the crime scene sketch, or providing assistance in collecting the 
archeological evidence. 
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Procedures 

An ARPA investigation begins when an archeological crime is first suspected or 
discovered, whether in person or upon receiving a report from a third party. Information 
provided by a witness should include a signed narrative statement describing the exact 
location, specific activity, and people and any vehicles involved. Specific investigation 
steps are: 
 
1. Field Notes: Investigative note taking should contain, at a minimum, the who, what, 
where, when, why, and how of the incident, as well as the following specific information: 
 

 Name and title of investigator and/or archeologist 

 Date and time assigned to the case 

 Who reported the crime and how it was reported 

 Reported location of the crime 

 Date and time of arrival at the crime scene 

 Names of other members of the investigative team 

 Weather and other environmental conditions 

 Witnesses or other persons present 

 Detailed description of the crime scene 

 Specific details concerning actions taken 
 
2. Crime Scene Search: The archeologist should accompany the law enforcement 
investigator during the initial crime scene survey to assist in locating archeological site 
damage and archeological and other physical evidence. If the crime scene involves 
human remains or objects of cultural patrimony of an obvious Native American origin, 
proceed with SOP #7. 
 
3. Crime Scene Photography: Three types of photographs must be taken at the 
archeological crime scene: 
 

 General, overall photographs of the entire area. 

 Mid-range photographs that show relationships of physical evidence contained in the 
crime scene 

 Close-up photographs of each specific piece of evidence 

 The general rules concerning crime scene photography are as follows: 

 Photograph the overall crime scene first, at several different angles 

 Photograph the immediate overall surroundings of the crime scene as they 
relate to the crime scene 

 Take intermediate crime scene photos second 

 Photograph each item of evidence before moving or collecting it 

 Take initial photographs without adding anything 
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 Maintain an accurate photo log and descriptions of each photograph, 
including any notes and photograph numbers on a detailed map of the 
crime scene 

 Mark each photograph for identification purposes 

 Handle all photographs, slides, and negatives as evidence 

 If the scene is also being videotaped make sure to describe evidence in 
detail on audio 

 
4. Crime Scene Sketch: The purpose of the crime scene sketch is to record the exact 
location of each evidential item as found. The crime scene sketch need not necessarily 
be drawn to scale, but all measurements must be accurately referenced to a fixed, 
immovable object. The sketch should also contain a title block that includes case 
number, unique Fort Drum identifier, date and time of sketch, name of sketcher, 
location, and name of person assisting with measurements. 
 
5. Evidence Collection: A military police officer will be responsible for all of the 
handling and collection of physical evidence at a crime scene. The sequence of 
evidence collection should follow a logical, systematic order. 
 
6. Chain of Custody: In an ARPA case the law enforcement investigator, archeologist, 
and prosecutor together should determine who should analyze which items of evidence. 
A professional archeologist will normally analyze the archeological evidence. Other 
types of physical evidence will be submitted to the crime laboratory. The same three 
people should also decide where to have the archeological evidence proceed. 
 
7. Case Report: Detailed investigative field notes by both law enforcement and 
archeological specialists are the basis for preparing an ARPA case report. The report 
should include the following: 
 

 Synopsis of the incident 

 Individual team member reports 

 Damage assessment report 

 Photograph log 

 Evidence log 

 Laboratory reports 

 Crime scene sketches, diagrams, and maps 

 Witness statements 

 List of potential government witnesses 

 Letter from land manager concerning lack of ARPA permit issuance or violation of 
permit terms. 
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ICRMP SOP #4 

STANDARDS FOR FIELD SURVEY PROJECTS AND 

INVESTIGATION  

 
 [References:  NHPA 1966, as amended, 16 USC 470-470w, 36 CFR § 800] 
 

OBJECTIVE 

 
The following SOP outlines standards for archeological field survey projects and 
investigation on Fort Drum and any lands leased by Fort Drum.  The guidelines are 
intended to provide basic minimum requirements for all Cultural Resources Program 
staff and ORISE interns members within a framework from which all field survey 
projects and evaluations will be conducted. Phase I archeological investigations are 
required by Sections 106 and 110 of the National Historic Preservation Act.  Section 
106 requires federal agencies to consider how their activities will affect historic 
properties, and requires archeological surveys prior to surface disturbing activities in 
areas not previously surveyed. Section 110 requires that federal agencies assume 
responsibility for identifying, evaluating, nominating and protecting historic properties 
under their control. 
 

POLICY 

 
The standardization of research methods is vital for scientific inquiry.  It is the policy of 
the Fort Drum Cultural Resources Program for all archeological surveys to adhere to a 
basic set of methods that will maximize the data gathered through efficient use of 
government funds. 
 

PROCEDURES 

 
1. Fort Drum has established procedures for all phases of cultural resource 

investigation.  See crew orientation materials, procedures, and sample 
documentation paperwork in Appendix I.   

 
2. All Fort Drum cultural resource survey results are entered into GIS coverage for Fort 

Drum.  Fort Drum uses an ACCESS database platform linked to ARCVIEW mapping 
software. 

 
3. The CRS survey will enter survey results into the GIS system within two weeks of 

project completion in order to make the information as accessible as possible to the 
land managers at Fort Drum. 
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ICRMP SOP #5 

STANDARDS FOR NOMINATION OF ARCHEOLOGICAL 

PROPERTIES TO THE NATIONAL REGISTER OF 

HISTORIC PLACES 

 
[Reference:  36 CFR § 60, National Register of Historic Places] 
 

OBJECTIVE 

 
Fort Drum is responsible under Section 110 of NHPA for identifying archeological sites, 
traditional cultural properties, objects, buildings, landscapes, and districts on the 
Installation that may be eligible for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP).  
Fort Drum is also responsible for evaluating these properties and obtaining the 
NYSHPO’s comments on the evaluation. 
 

What is the National Register of Historic Places? 

 
The National Register of Historic Places is the nation's official list of buildings, 
structures, objects, sites, and districts worthy of preservation for their significance in 
American history, architecture, archaeology, and culture. The National Register was 
established by the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966. The purpose of the Act is 
to ensure that as a matter of public policy, properties significant in national, state, and 
local history are considered in the planning of federal undertakings, and to encourage 
historic preservation initiatives by state and local governments and the private sector. 
 

National Register of Historic Places Criteria 

 

The following criteria are designed to guide the states, federal agencies, and the 

Secretary of the Interior in evaluating potential entries for the National Register.  This 

criteria can also be found in Appendix *, it is listed here as well for clarity.  

Criteria:  The quality of significance in American history, architecture, archaeology, and 
culture is present in districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects that possess 
integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association, 
and:  
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A. that are associated with events that have made significant contribution to the broad 
patterns of our history; or  

B. that are associated with the lives of persons significant in our past; or  

C. that embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of 
construction, or that represent the work of a master, or that possess high artistic values, 
or that represent a significant and distinguishable entity whose components may lack 
individual distinction; or  

D. that have yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or 
history.  

Criteria Considerations (Exceptions): Ordinarily cemeteries, birthplaces, or graves of 
historical figures, properties owned by religious institutions or used for religious 
purposes, structures that have been moved from their original locations, reconstructed 
historic buildings, properties primarily commemorative in nature, and properties that 
have achieved significance within the past 50 years shall not be considered eligible for 
the National Register. However, such properties will qualify if they are integral parts of 
districts that do meet the criteria or if they fall within the following categories:  

A. a religious property deriving primary significance from architectural or artistic 
distinction or historical importance; or  

B. a building or structure removed from its original location but which is significant 
primarily for architectural value, or which is the surviving structure most importantly 
associated with a historic person or event; or  

C. a birthplace or grave of a historical figure of outstanding importance if there is no 
other appropriate site or building directly associated with his or her productive life; or  

D. a cemetery that derives its primary significance from graves of persons of 
transcendent importance, from age, from distinctive design features, or from association 
with historic events; or  

E. a reconstructed building when accurately executed in a suitable environment and 
presented in a dignified manner as part of a restoration master plan, and when no other 
building or structure with the same association has survived; or  

F. a property primarily commemorative in intent if design, age, tradition, or symbolic 
value has invested it with its own historical significance; or  
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G. a property achieving significance within the past 50 years if it is of exceptional 
importance.  

 

POLICY 

 
National Register listing does not provide absolute protection from federal actions that 
may affect the property. It means that if a federal undertaking is in conflict with the 
preservation of a National Register property, the Fort Drum CRM and NYSHPO will 
cooperate in an effort to eliminate or minimize the effect on the historic property. This 
review procedure applies to properties that are determined eligible for the National 
Register in the review process as well as those actually listed in the National Register. 
 
Prehistoric archeological resources are often evaluated under Criterion D of the NRHP.  
Historic archeological resources may be evaluated under any of the criteria.  Importance 
is a site characteristic that has to be assessed from a regional specific perspective.  
Evaluations of eligibility and determinations must be considered on a site by site basis. 
 

PROCEDURES 

 
4. A prehistoric archeological site on Fort Drum would be considered for National 

Register eligibility if one or more of the following characteristics are demonstrated by 
either survey or test investigation findings. 

 
a. The site provides good evidence of being a single component occupation of a 

recognizable cultural period or is the first representation of a culture on the 
installation. 

 
b. The site exhibits multiple cultural components that are separable and for which 

the data suggest that chronological control can be obtained. 
 

c. The site contains unusual or unique remains that suggest that an investigation of 
the property would produce data that would contribute to the advancement of 
knowledge. 

 
d. The site contains noteworthy configuration features such as a mound. 

 
e. The site contains remains that may be associated with important events or 

cultures that have been reconstructed from the archeological record. 
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5. An historic archeological site on Fort Drum would be considered for National 
Register eligibility if one or more of the following characteristics are demonstrated by 
either survey or test investigation findings. 

 
a. The site is well preserved and determined to be the single most appropriate 

representative of a specific activity on Fort Drum.  One example would be Fort 
Drum’s best preserved cheese factory. 

 
b. The site is well preserved and is a unique example of a specific activity on Fort 

Drum.  One example would be Fort Drum’s historic gold mine. 
 

c. The site contains material remains or features that demonstrate an association 
with the Frontier historic context. 

 
d. The site contains an unusual artifact assemblage that can be studied for its 

contribution to filling gaps in regional knowledge. 
 

e. The site is demonstrated to be associated with a significant event or individual, 
and there is potential that investigation could provide data that can be related to 
the event or individual to further advance the historical record. 

 
6. All farmsteads on Fort Drum are considered mitigated through a cooperative 

agreement between Fort Drum and the NYSHPO with selected examples protected 
as National Register eligible sites.   

 
7. The dispersed social center context and dispersed agricultural processing industries 

context will be considered mitigated on completion of these context inventories.  
Appropriate representatives of activities and structures within these contexts will be 
selected for protection. 

 
8. Fort Drum will determine the assessment methods for proper evaluation of the 

historical significance of a specific property.  Assessment methods can include but 
are not limited to historic document research, archeological survey and testing, oral 
history, and architectural evaluation.  Assessment will be done in accordance with 
the criteria for listing on the NRHP.   

 
9. All assessments of military construction and training activities will be conducted 

primarily on the basis of national context although state and local contexts will be 
considered. 

 
10. All assessments will be completed by professionals who meet the standards 

provided in 36 CFR § 61. 
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11. In the event that the SHPO and Fort Drum disagree, Fort Drum must seek a final 
determination from the Garrison Commander.   
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ICRMP SOP #6 

STANDARDS FOR MANAGEMENT OF HISTORIC 

STRUCTURES ON FORT DRUM INCLUDING 

PRESERVATION, REHABILITATION, RESTORATION, 

REONSTRUCTION, MAINTENANCE, DEMOLITION 

AND/OR NATIONAL REGISTER NOMINATION 

 
[Reference:  NHPA 1966, AS AMENDED, 16 U.S.C. 470-470W, 36 CFR § 800] 
 

OBJECTIVE 

 
The objective of this SOP is to provide a framework to insure routine evaluation of 
above ground properties at Fort Drum that are or may become eligible for the NRHP, to 
guard against inadvertent damage to potentially eligible historic properties that might 
adversely affect their eligibility prior to evaluation, and to provide for routine 
maintenance, repair, operation, and treatment of facilities that are over 50 years old (45 
years old in the case of demolition). 
 

POLICY 

 
Fort Drum will proceed with caution in the maintenance, repair, renovation, and 
operation of all above ground structures, monuments, and landscapes that are 50 or 
more years old and have not been determined to be ineligible for the NRHP.  No major 
maintenance, repair, or new construction project will be implemented for these 
resources without first seeking a determination of eligibility. 
 
Fort Drum may implement actions affecting potentially eligible historic structures by 
treating these structures as if they were eligible.  Fort Drum will include in their annual 
report any actions affecting these properties to the SHPO. 
 
Generally, Fort Drum will not demolish any above ground structure or monument, nor 
substantially alter designed landscape including ranges and training areas that are 45 or 
more years old without considering eligibility issues.   However, World War II temporary 
structures covered under the national programmatic agreement are exempt from historic 
consideration. 
 

PROCEDURES 
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Rehabilitation and Maintenance of Historic Properties 

 
The procedures for maintenance and repair of historic buildings are in accordance with 
the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation (see Appendix *).  These 
procedures identify activities that will result in determinations of no historic properties 
affected and no adverse effect.  These procedures do not exempt undertakings from 
coordination with the New York SHPO. 
 
1.  The following actions associated with maintenance and repair of landscapes, roofs, 
exterior walls, windows and doors will result in determinations of no historic properties 
affected: 

 Removal of snow, including the use of salty agents and sand; 

 Pruning of shrubbery and trees to allow light to reach walls and prevent undue 
dampness and mildew; 

 Routine cleaning of gutters and downspouts; and 

 Cleaning wall surfaces with standard water pressure and natural bristle brushes; 
 
2.  The following actions associated with maintenance and repair of landscapes, roofs, 
exterior walls, windows and doors will result in determinations of no adverse effect: 

 Replacement and repair of existing water, sewage and heating lines in their 
present configuration and alignment with in-kind repair without altering existing 
site features such as vegetation, lighting, walks, steps and building foundations; 

 Replacement and repair of existing electric lines and poles in their present 
configuration and alignment; 

 Installing ice and water barrier material along the lower edges of roofing; 

 Replacement in-kind of existing siding matching appearance, color and texture; 

 Repair of existing foundation walls, footings, piers and slabs to match existing 
materials, installation technique, profile and finish; 

 Reglazing and caulking broken window panes to match original; 

 Replacement or repair of existing window screening to match existing; and 

 Replacement or repair of existing door screening to match existing. 
 
All other maintenance and repair activities not listed above or not consistent with the 
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation will receive determinations of 
adverse effect and will require Section 106 consultation with the New York SHPO. 
 
1. All above ground buildings, structures, or landscape features fifty or more years old 

will be identified as being potentially eligible for inclusion in the NRHP until such time 
as they have been determined to be ineligible for inclusion as a result of consultation 
with SHPO, the ACHP, or the Keeper of the Register.  World War II temporary 
wooden structures covered by the MOA are exempt from this consideration. 
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2. The proponent of any action that may affect any eligible or potentially eligible 
property will provide the Cultural Resources Program with copies of the project 
documentation in accordance with the provisions of SOPs 1 and 2. 

 
3. The proponent of any action to demolish any eligible or potentially eligible property 

will provide the Cultural Resources Program with a notice of intent to demolish and 
copies of project documentation.  The proposed action will be reviewed by the 
Cultural Resources program in accordance with SOPs #1 and #2. 

 
4. The Cultural Resources Program Manager will insure that project documentation for 

proposed actions that may affect any eligible or potentially eligible property is 
reviewed by a professional who meets the applicable standards included in AR 200-
4.  This professional will determine if the proposed action will have an effect on the 
resource that would warrant consultation with the SHPO, the ACHP, or the Keeper 
of the Register.  Actions that do not warrant consultation will be included in the 
annual or periodic report to the SHPO.  All actions affecting historic properties on 
Fort Drum will be in keeping with the Secretary of the Interior’s guidelines for 
management of historic properties. 

 
5. See Appendix G for actions that may affect cultural properties.  Part One includes 

actions that are categorically excluded from cultural resources review.  Part Two 
includes actions that are reviewed by cultural resources but do not require 
consultation. 
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ICRMP SOP #7 

ACCIDENTAL DISCOVERY OF ARCHEOLOGICAL 

DEPOSITS 

 
[References:  NHPA 1966, as amended, 16 U.S.C. 470-470w, 36 CFR § 800, Protection 
of Historic and Cultural Properties] 
 

OBJECTIVE 

 
The archeological survey of Fort Drum is not complete which is why it is critical that all 
excavation projects are coordinated through the Cultural Resources Program.  Even 
after coordination, archeological investigation methods, such as sampling based survey, 
the potential for the accidental discovery of deeply buried archeological deposits 
including human remains may remain undetected.  The presence of human remains is 
of particular concern at Fort Drum, even in inventoried areas.   This SOP outlines 
procedures to be followed in case of accidental discovery. See also the NAGPRA 
SOPs. 
 

POLICY 

 
Procedures outlined in SOP #1 will be used to evaluate the location of a proposed 
excavation.  In addition, all excavations within the cantonment area require an 
excavation permit that must be reviewed and initialed by the CRM.  If no deposits are 
identified during the evaluation but there remains a high probability that such deposits 
may exist, the Cultural Resources staff reserves the right to monitor any excavation.   
All contracts at Fort Drum include the stipulation that all work will cease within a 30 
meter radius of an accidental discovery during the course of a contract activity and that 
the Cultural Resources Program Manager will be notified immediately.  Because of the 
potential of any archeological deposit to contain Native American human remains or 
cultural materials, failure to report discovery of archeological deposits may result in 
violation of NAGPRA, ARPA and other related federal and state laws resulting in fines 
and penalties against the Garrison Commander of Fort Drum, New York. 
 
 

PROCEDURES 

 
1. Upon discovery of archeological materials, personnel will report the finding of 

artifacts to the CRM at the Environmental Division and cease ground-disturbing 
operations in the area. 
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2. When notified of the possible discovery of unexpected buried archeological material, 
the CRM will arrange for a qualified staff member to visit the excavation as soon as 
possible within 24 hours of the discovery. 

 
3. If, upon the examination of the recovered material, it appears to be modern debris or 

other such materials that are often mistaken for archeological materials, the CRM 
may allow the excavation to proceed without further action.   

 
4. If, upon examination, the recovered materials are clearly of human cultural origin, 

the CRM must make a field evaluation of the primary deposit and its probable age 
and significance.  The findings will be recorded in writing, documented with maps, 
photographs, notes, and drawings.  If the find includes human remains, the CRM will 
follow the procedures outlined in NAGPRA SOP #1. 

 
5. If the disturbance to the site has been slight and the excavation can be relocated to 

avoid the buried site, the CRM is only required to file the site forms with the 
NYSHPO in a routine manner, having avoided adverse impact through relocation of 
the excavation.  The area may be placed off-limits until such a time that the area can 
be examined more closely for National Register eligibility.   If the deposits include 
human remains, the procedures outlined in NAGPRA SOP #1 are to be followed. 

 
6. Where excavation cannot be relocated or simply aborted by Fort Drum, emergency 

consultation for adverse effect with the NYSHPO will be required.  Ground-disturbing 
activities will remain suspended. The steps for this consultation will include 

 
a. Telephone consultation with the field review staff at the New York SHPO.  During 

this conversation, a 36 CFR § 800 qualified staff member will review the 
discovery, summarizing the facts that bear on the significance of the site relative 
to the criteria for NRHP eligibility.  If both the SHPO representative and the 
qualified staff member agree that the deposit encountered is not eligible, the 
telephone conversation will be summarized in a Memorandum for Record to be 
included in the site report.  This memorandum for record will be provided to the 
NYSHPO for concurrence.  The Memorandum for Record will also be included in 
the annual Cultural Resources report.  The CRM may then allow the excavation 
to proceed, but must assign a qualified staff member to monitor the excavation 
for other deposits that may be eligible. 

 
b. If the recovered data is insufficient to make a determination of eligibility, in the 

opinion of either the SHPO or Fort Drum, an emergency testing plan will be 
devised by a 36 CFR § 800 qualified CRM staff member and coordinated with 
NYSHPO.  Further activity in the vicinity of the site will be suspended until the 
agreed upon testing procedure has been carried out and sufficient data gathered 
for a determination of eligibility to be made.  If the NYSHPO and Fort Drum agree 
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after testing is complete that the site is not eligible for the NRHP, work on the 
project may resume.   

 
c. If after testing, the site appears to be eligible, or if there is a question about 

eligibility, then Fort Drum will reconsider relocation of the project to avoid adverse 
effect.  If the project cannot be relocated, Fort Drum will proceed with data 
recovery under a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) with the NYSHPO that 
specifies the scope and extent of the data recovery required.  This option may be 
implemented as an extended test for NRHP eligibility and can be terminated 
when evidence specified in the MOA indicates that the site is not eligible.  If 
potential data recovery is limited, Fort Drum may proceed with data recovery 
using an informal but documented agreement with New York SHPO. 

 
d. When recovery of human remains is deemed to be likely, Fort Drum may choose 

to initiate excavation in accordance with NAGPRA SOP # 2. 
 

e. Fort Drum could choose to comply with 36 CFR § 800.11(b)(2), developing and 
implementing actions that take into account the effects of the undertaking on the 
property to the extent feasible and the comments of both SHPO and ACHP.  The 
comments of the ACHP will be requested.  Under the regulation, interim 
comments of the ACHP must be provided to the Army within 48 hours and final 
comments within 30 days.  Nothing in Section 106 or other federal regulations 
requires Fort Drum to stop work on an undertaking.  However, if the comments of 
the NYSHPO and the ACHP both indicate that the nature of the property is 
significant, and the undertaking’s apparent effect will be serious, then Fort Drum 
should make a reasonable effort to minimize harm to the property until such time 
as the Section 106 process is completed. 
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ICRMP SOP #8 

REPORTING TO THE STATE HISTORIC 

PRESERVATION OFFICER AND ADVISORY COUNCIL 

ON HISTORIC PRESERVATION 

 

OBJECTIVE 

 
The objective of this Standard Operating Procedure is to establish reporting standards 
to ensure that Fort Drum’s reports will accurately represent archeological survey and 
historic preservation activities of the cultural resources program.  
 

POLICY 

 
Fort Drum will provide the ACHP and the SHPO an opportunity to comment on an 
“Annual Report of Cultural Resources Management Activities.”  This report will be a 
compilation of all cultural resources management activities accomplished during the 
previous calendar year.  The contents of the Annual Report will provide reviewers with 
all pertinent information necessary to provide an informed comment on the Fort Drum 
Cultural Resources Program in accordance with Section 106 of the National Historic 
Preservation Act of 1966 as amended. 
 

PROCEDURES 

 
The contents of the report will include: 
 
1.  A plastic cover and title page.  The CRM and Director of Public Works are required 
to sign the original copy of the report. 

 
2.  A management summary that will consist of a brief, quotable summary useful for 

informing the technically-oriented professional public of what the author considers to 
be the major contributions of the investigation to archeological knowledge.  The 
management summary will include an estimate of acreage covered by the 
investigation. 

 
3.  A table of contents and lists of figures, maps, tables, appendices, and any other 

special inclusions. 
 

4. An introduction discussing the purpose and scope of each investigation. 
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5. A brief description of the immediate natural environment of the project area. 
 

6. A discussion of the field and laboratory techniques and methods. 
 

7. A discussion of the results of projects including a discussion of all artifacts and 
features discovered.  All individual project reports will be provided as appendices to 
the Annual Report. 

 
8. All project report appendices will include maps and photographs, including a map 

showing the location(s) of the project, and a map clearly indicating the location(s) of 
all excavations, shovel tests, any features discovered, relevant topographic features, 
and any other information pertinent to the project.  The photographs should be high 
resolution, should be bound with the report and listed in an appropriate Table of 
Contents.  Each photograph will be captioned to indicate viewer orientation and the 
subject of the photograph.  All photographs will be keyed to the project and area 
maps.  All maps will be keyed to a USGS map.  All photographic reproductions will 
be full color on archival photographic paper.  The maps will be professionally 
drafted.   

 
9. NYSHPO site forms will be filled out as required fro relevant projects. 

 
10. Each report will include a bibliography listing all sources consulted during the 

investigation. 
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ICRMP SOP #9 

DISSEMINATION OF PROGRAM ACTIVITIES TO 

CONCERNED PARTIES AND THE PUBLIC 

 

OBJECTIVE 

 
Numerous federal regulations and sound policy require that the interested public have 
access to the results of cultural resource management programs undertaken at public 
expense.  Nevertheless, cultural resources are exempt from the Freedom of Information 
Act because identifying the location of cultural resources may subject them to 
vandalism. 
 
While coordinating with the public, Fort Drum Cultural Resources program will take 
measures to control the dissemination of cultural resources information and will provide 
no information on the location of archeological sites. This SOP does not concern 
consultation with the New York SHPO, Advisory Council, or Native American entities.  
Fort Drum’s cultural resources documents will be prepared so that maps of specific site 
locations are easily removable. Documents for the public will be copied so that maps or 
site forms are not included. 
 
This SOP describes the routine measures that will be undertaken by the Cultural 
Resources Staff at Fort Drum to aid such access.   
 

POLICY 

 
All reports of research will be made available to the NYSHPO where they are put on file 
in the State of New York Consolidated Archeological Site Files.  Reports are also 
available for use at the DPW, Environmental Division office.  Other materials prepared 
by the cultural resources staff or by contractors may be published in scholarly journals, 
presented as papers at meetings of academic societies, or published in book form.  
While the Army encourages teaching, lecturing, and writing, Army regulations and 
protocol must be observed by the Cultural Resources Staff, federal and contract.  
 

PROCEDURES 

 
1. The CRM will maintain a list of contacts of scholars and other researchers who have 

expressed an interest in the Fort Drum cultural resources program.   All press 
releases pertaining to the cultural resources program will be shared with contacts on 
this list. 
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2.  Requests to use Fort Drum’s archeological collections including associated records 
will be made through the Public Affairs Office (PAO).  The written request will 
include: the requestor’s name, address, and telephone number; items needed for 
research; intent of the research; and goal of the research.  If granted, permission to 
access the collections will be in writing from the Director of Public Works.  Specifics 
regarding times and dates for research will be coordinated through the Cultural 
Resources Program. 

 
3. Loans will be addressed on a case by case basis and will leave the installation only 

under special circumstances. 
 
4. Where materials will have a wider interest, these may be published in scholarly 

journals, books, or given as papers at meetings of academic societies.  All materials 
prepared by the Fort Drum Cultural Resources Staff including contract personnel will 
be submitted through channels to the staff PAO, JAG office and through DPW chain 
of command for approval, in compliance with AR 360-5.  Materials prepared by 
contractor personnel for such presentations will be approved in the manner specified 
in the individual contract. 

 
5. The CRM or Cultural Resources Program Staff will routinely attend meetings of local 

preservation groups, the New York State Archeology Association, and the Society of 
American Archeology to speak on the status of the Fort Drum historic preservation 
program.  Where a formal paper is to be given, the text will be approved in advance 
by the PAO.  No such prior approval is required for informal slide presentations or for 
responses given to questions. 
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ICRMP SOP #10 

PUBLIC ACCESS TO CEMETERIES, BURIAL SITES, 

SACRED SITES AND TRADITIONAL CULTURAL 

PROPERTIES 

 
[References:  NHPA 1966; Public Law 89-665, as amended by Public Law 96-515, 
Executive Order 13007, AIRFA] 
 

OBJECTIVE 

 
Various provisions of public law, army regulation, federal law, and sound policy require 
that the appropriate interested public have access to cemeteries, burial sites, sacred 
sites, and traditional cultural properties.  This internal SOP describes the routine 
measures that will be undertaken by the Cultural Resources Staff at Fort Drum to aid 
such access.  Visitor safety is the overriding concern for all visitor access policies and 
procedures at Fort Drum. 
 

POLICY 

 
It is the policy of Fort Drum to permit reasonable access to cemeteries, burial sites, 
sacred sites, and traditional cultural properties.  Exceptions to this policy may occur 
when the personal safety of individuals is in question; where active military training 
would be compromised; or when the physical integrity of a site may be altered.  
Interested parties could include Federally-recognized affiliated Native American 
organizations, the NYSHPO, family members of individuals interred on Fort Drum, 
municipalities owning cemeteries on Fort Drum, and cemetery associations of 
cemeteries on Fort Drum. 
 
Public access to family and church cemeteries will be allowed assuming the visit has 
been coordinated with Fort Drum authorities. Coordination of such visits with the Public 
Affairs office, Cultural Resources office and Range Control must be conducted in order 
to avoid any conflicts with scheduled training activities. 
 
It is the policy of Fort Drum to cease all training activity on Memorial Day and Labor Day 
to allow public access to all cemeteries on the Installation for that day.  This access 
includes Wood’s Mill Cemetery that is located inside the impact area boundary. 
 

PROCEDURES 
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6. The CRM will coordinate with PAO in maintaining a list of parties with legitimate 
interests in cemeteries, burial sites, sacred sites, and traditional cultural properties 
on Fort Drum. 

 
7.  Requests for individual, private citizen access to Fort Drum cemeteries, burial sites, 

sacred sites or traditional cultural properties will be made through the Public Affairs 
Office.  The written or verbal request will include the requestor’s name, address, and 
telephone number; estimated time and length of the visit; a point of contact who will 
be at the visit; the number of motor vehicles; makes of vehicles and license 
numbers; precise location of the visit on the installation; and general nature or 
reason for the visit.  Identities of persons requesting access will be kept confidential 
on request.  Requests must be made with no less than five working days before the 
desired visit date.  Exceptions may be made for funeral arrangements.  It is strongly 
encouraged that longer notice be given to insure access.  Access may be declined 
at any time for necessary military training activities. 

 
8. As soon as all of the necessary information has been received, the PAO will provide 

a written notice with all of the above information to the DPTM Range Division and 
DPW, Environmental Division, Cultural Resources Program.  These offices will 
review the request and return written comments to the PAO. 

 
9. The PAO will forward all requests for official state visits by Native American 

organizations to the Installation Garrison Commander’s office for guidance.   
 
10. Once visitors receive written confirmation of range clearance from PAO, passes may 

be picked up at Range Control.  Confirmation of range clearance for official state 
visits by Native American governments will be provided through the Office of the 
Commanding General. 

 
6.  Visitors will adhere to the following guidelines. 

 
a. Certain impact areas will not be entered at any time. 
 
b. Visitation will not be permitted if training activities pose a hazard to the visitor. 

 
c. Visits are to be made during normal operating hours, 0700 – 1530, generally 

daylight, unless special arrangements have been made in advance. 
 

d. Plants may be collected as needed for medicinal, ceremonial, and personal 
subsistence use.  Requesters will be asked to provide a list of plants they intend 
to collect.  Trees may not be cut down.  Threatened, Endangered, or otherwise 
prohibited species will not be disturbed in any way.  Collection of feathers is 
prohibited. 
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e. Visitors may not disturb archeological or historic sites in any way. 

 
f. Visitors will comply with all Federal, state, and installation laws and regulations. 

 
11. When an individual request cannot be approved due to military training or for safety 

reasons, the Public Affairs Office will propose an alternate date or request an 
exception to policy from the Chief, Range Division.  In the event that a resolution 
satisfactory to all of the parties cannot be made, requests and comments will be 
forwarded to the Fort Drum Garrison Commander for a final decision.   

 
12. In the event that a Tribal request cannot be approved due to military training or for 

safety reasons, the PAO will inform the Garrison Commander and Installation 
Commander immediately. 

 
13. For large visits, the request should be submitted to the Public Affairs Office at least 

sixty days prior to the visit so that proper arrangements can be made with Range 
Control to reserve training area acreage.  This notice will enable the Garrison to 
make any appropriate special arrangements for the group as well. 

 
14. Any appropriate special arrangements, like security or handicapped accessibility, 

must be made at the time of the original coordination.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
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ICRMP SOP #11 

MONITORING OF PROTECTED ARCHEOLOGICAL 

SITES AND PROPERTIES ON FORT DRUM 

 

OBJECTIVE 

 
The objective of this SOP is to provide procedures for systematic and consistent 
monitoring or protected cultural resources on Fort Drum. 
 

POLICY 

 
National Register eligible cultural properties on Fort Drum are placed off limits by order 
of the Garrison Commander.  These properties are posted as such with the expectation 
that there will be no pedestrian or vehicular incursions on these properties (including no 
access to recreational users).  However, environmental factors like erosion can cause 
protected properties to deteriorate as well.  It is the responsibility of the cultural 
resources program to inventory designated and protected cultural properties on Fort 
Drum on at least an annual basis to determine their condition. 
 

PROCEDURES 

 
6. The Cultural Resources Program will maintain an up to date list of potentially eligible 

National Register properties on GIS.  The data associated with the locations will 
include the Fort Drum identifying numbers, NYSPO site numbers where applicable, 
the nature of the site, the reason for eligibility, the size, and directions for finding the 
site.  This coverage will not be available to the public. 

 
7. The Cultural Resources Survey will send qualified crew members to each site at 

least once a year to evaluate the site’s condition.  The crew will be prepared with a 
map of the site, an evaluation form, and a photograph of the site from the year 
before.  The evaluation will include: 

 
a. Photographs 
 
b. Status of the posted signs with recommendations for adding or repairing signage 

 
c. Evidence of any trespassing within posted perimeters 

 
d. Damage not present the year prior 
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e. Natural deterioration due to erosion, vegetation or other environmental factors 
 
8. If the site is in good condition, results of the monitoring will be included in the annual 

report.   
 
9. Any damage or deterioration to the site with implications for site integrity will be 

documented and reported to the SHPO along with                           
recommendations for mitigation. 
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ICRMP SOP #12 

REPORTING DAMAGE TO PRESERVATION DISTRICTS 

AND/OR ARCHEOLOGICAL SITES 

 

OBJECTIVE 

 
This SOP provides a framework to ensure the routine reporting of damage to the 
preservation districts and/or archeological sites on Fort Drum and to protect Fort Drum’s 
cultural properties from all unnecessary damage.  Fort Drum will report damage to any 
National Register Eligible or Potentially Eligible Archeological site in compliance with 
federal law and regulations. 
 

INTRODUCTION 

 
During routine training activity at Fort Drum, there exists some risk of inadvertent 
damage to archeological sites that may be eligible for the NRHP.  Such damage can 
occur through the failure of routine administrative controls provided elsewhere in this 
plan, through failure of units to place excavations as instructed in order to avoid sites 
and/or construction projects not following correct procedures.  
 
Fort Drum will exercise every precaution to avoid and reduce the risk of damage to Fort 
Drum’s cultural properties.   
 

POLICY 

 
The CRM staff will routinely monitor excavations where precise placement is required to 
avoid impact to archeological sites.  The CRM staff will review all excavation requests 
on Fort Drum in order to prevent excavation in proximity to known cultural resources. 
 
In cases where a cultural property (i.e. preservation district or archeological site) located 
at Fort Drum sustains damage, the incident shall be reported and a reasonable effort 
shall be made to identify the responsible parties, if any, and to repair or replace the 
damaged resource or in some way mitigate its loss.  In the event that some failure of 
this process occurs, the following procedures will be implemented. 
 

PROCEDURES 

 

Damage of Archeological Sites 
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1. Incidents involving protected cultural resources will be reported immediately.  
When a site has been damaged, the CRM or a CR staff archaeologist, who 
meets the applicable standards included in 36 CFR 61 - Appendix A, will review 
the archeological site records and visit the site. The archeologist will make a 
preliminary determination of the potential eligibility of the archeological site for 
inclusion in the NRHP and assess the damage to the site. 

 
a) Where the damage is determined to be slight, where the damage has 

occurred to a deposit not in situ, or where the archeological site has been 
determined potentially not eligible for inclusion in the NRHP, the CRM may 
determine that the damage sustained has had no effect or no adverse 
effect on the site. Fort Drum will record a finding of no effect and report 
each incident in the Annual Report.  The evidence to support such a 
finding and a short description of the circumstances will be included in the 
Annual Report required under SOP #10. 

 
b) Where the damage to the archeological site is determined to be severe 

and the CRM feels there is evidence that the archeological site may have 
been potentially eligible for inclusion in the NRHP if not for the damage it 
had sustained, or if the archeological site had previously been determined 
to be eligible for inclusion in the NRHP, the CRM will: a) contact the OIC 
of the offending unit or the DOC if a contractor is at fault, b) request that 
the activity cease immediately, c) request that Range Control seal off and 
preserve the area with vehicles left in place if practical, and d) begin 
internal investigation resulting in a special report to the NYSHPO 
documenting the circumstances of the damage, its extent and effect, 
within 30 days of the incident. 

 
2. In cases where the damage involves multiple sites or willful violation of 

regulations by Army personnel, the CRM will notify DPW and Garrison 
Commander by memorandum.  In most cases, damage to marked sites will be 
considered intentional and will be handled as such.  At the discretion of the 
Garrison Commander, the SHPO may be invited to be a party to the investigation 
of the incident. 

 
3. All NHRP potentially-eligible sites will be marked using “Keep Out by Order of the 

Commander” Signs combined with Seibert Stakes. 
 
 

Damage to Above Ground Properties 

 
1. When an above ground property that is 50 or more years old sustains willful or 

unintentional damage, and that property is found to be either included in the 
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NRHP, determined to be eligible for inclusion in the NRHP but not yet registered, 
or has not been previously evaluated to determine its eligibility for inclusion in the 
NRHP, a member of the Cultural Resources Staff will visit the property to record 
and assess the damage to the property and to prepare a preliminary evaluation 
to determine the property’s eligibility for inclusion in the NRHP.  

 
a) Where damage is slight and/or does not affect the features of the property 

which contribute to the property’s historical significance, the CRM may 
determine that the damage had no effect or no adverse effect on the 
property.  Fort Drum will document these actions in the Annual Report. 

 
b) Where damage is severe, the CRM may determine that the damage had 

an adverse effect on the property.  The CRM will prepare a report to the 
SHPO, in accordance with the requirements of 36 CFR 800.  The report 
will provide documentation of the incident including the circumstances 
which caused the damage to the property, and the nature and extent of 
the damage sustained by the property. The report will be submitted to the 
NYSHPO within 30 days of receiving the report of damage.  Fort Drum will 
document these actions in the Annual Report. 

 
c) In cases of either partial or total demolition of a historic property the CRM 

may determine that the damage had either no effect, no adverse effect or 
an adverse effect on the property dependent on if the property had been 
NRHP evaluated, determined eligibility or NRHP eligible.  The CRM will 
prepare a report to the SHPO, in accordance with the requirements of 36 
CFR 800.  The report will provide documentation of the incident including 
the circumstances which caused the damage to the property, and the 
nature and extent of the damage sustained by the property. The report will 
be submitted to the NYSHPO within 30 days of receiving the report of 
damage.  Fort Drum will document these actions in the Annual Report. 

 

Emergency Actions 

 
No requirement of a PA, MOA or SOP shall be used to delay immediate actions that are 
required in an emergency to protect health and human safety or avoid substantial loss 
of building fabric. “Emergency” is defined here as an immediate and imminent threat to 
life, health, or property. 
 
Where, in the opinion of the U.S. Government senior technical representative at the site, 
emergency exists, as defined above, all reasonable and prudent efforts shall be made 
to avoid or reduce any adverse effects to historic properties which may be caused by 
the implementation of emergency actions. The action shall be documented in writing, 
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per the procedures noted above. Fort Drum will include documentation of these actions 
an Annual Report. 
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ICRMP SOP #13 

SAFETY IN THE FIELD FOR ARCHEOLOGISTS AT 

FORT DRUM 

 
 [References: Health and Safety for Archaeologists and CRM Professionals by Pan 
American Environmental, Inc, 29 CFR, as amended, American National Standards 
Institute D6, as amended, U.S. Army Military Munitions Response Program and UXO 
Safety Education guidelines] 
 

OBJECTIVE 

 
CRM professionals perform a wide variety of work activities in multiple environments 
including historic buildings, laboratories, building foundations and military installations.  
Health and safety training is beneficial to both employers and employees for many 
reasons including lost time incidents, injuries or illness.   
 
Archeological activities at Fort Drum routinely involve hand excavation of various types 
(e.g., shovel tests, test units, trenches, etc.), monitoring drill rigs or backhoes to locate 
deeply buried deposits and excavating sites which may be contaminated with 
hazardous waste (e.g. historic period industrial chemicals).  Archeologists are also at 
risk from diseases caused by animals and insects as well as physical hazards.  OSHA 
regulations affect cultural resources projects and could result in citations and fines for 
violations. 
 
Fort Drum is the home of the 10th Mountain Division (Light Infantry).  This installation is 
also the location of extensive National Guard field training, serving Guard units 
throughout the eastern United States.  Soldiers are training on a daily basis using 
various weapons systems across the installation.  Although live fire exercises are 
contained within specific ranges, overland movement exercises and other forms of 
training could endanger civilian lives.  In addition, civilian activities like hunting and 
logging pose a hazard to field technicians. 
 
Fort Drum has been an active military installation since 1906 and saw significant 
expansion and training during World War II.  Locations of impact areas have changed 
over the years, and as a result, unexploded ordnance poses a problem throughout the 
installation.  Whenever civilian and military activities share acreage, there is the 
potential for an accident. 
 

POLICY 
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It is the responsibility of the Fort Drum CRM to inform all CRM personnel and 
contractors of their responsibilities regarding safety to insure that no unnecessary, life 
threatening risks are taken.   It is also the responsibility of the Fort Drum CRM to insure 
that all necessary safety procedure information is offered to all CRM personnel working 
in Fort Drum training areas. 
 
The Fort Drum Cultural Resources Program will ensure that: 
 
No staff member will be required or instructed to work in surroundings or under 
conditions that are unsafe or dangerous. 
 
A cultural resources supervisor will serve as the Safety Officer (SO) for each project that 
potentially involves physical, chemical and biological hazards.  In cases where there 
potential for soil contamination or unexploded ordinance (UXO) exists, the SO will 
instruct or arrange for safety instruction for staff members.    
 

OVERVIEW 

 
CRM professionals are exposed to a myriad of chemical, biological as well as physical 
hazards.  The following table is an overview of the chemical, physical and biological 
hazards that CRM professionals are potentially exposed to.  This list is not meant to be 
all inclusive but is a general overview of common hazards. 
 
Physical Hazards Biological Hazards Chemical Hazards 

Heat/cold stress Airborne fungi Toxic chemicals 

Noise/vibration Mosquito-borne diseases Hazardous waste 

Excavations Tick-borne diseases      - air 

Sun Other      - soil 

Construction hazards     -Hantavirus     - water 

Traffic exposures     - Rabies Asbestos 

Mobile equipment     -Tetanus Lead 

Driving Hazards     - Poison Ivy/Sumac Pesticides 

Unsafe Buildings or 
Structures 

    - Spider Bites Lab Hazards 

Electrical  Curation/Forensics 

Slips, trips falls  Radiological 

 

COMMON ACTIVITY HAZARD IDENTIFICATION 

 
Shovel testing/ hand screening-  This activity commonly involves the use of shovels, 
trowels, tape measures, screens (e.g., ¼” mesh), pick axes, geology picks, as well as 
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use of insect repellent, sunscreen lotions and toxic plant protection.  This activity is most 
often conducted in open fields, thick brush, wooded areas, near a water source (e.g, 
lakes, rivers, swamps etc.) or within construction sites.   
 
Hazards can include:  Exposure to hazardous or industrial wastes, chemicals, physical 
hazards and ergonomic concerns, biological exposure to insects, sun, cold, vegetation 
and poisonous plants. 
 
Excavation of test units-  This activity is most often associated with excavation 
typically measuring 1 x 1 meter, 1 x 2 meter, 2 x 2 meter, 4 x 4 meter and occasionally 5 
x 5 meter and ~ 1 to 1.5 meter in depth.  This work involves the use of shovel, trowel, 
tape measure, hand screening (1/4” mesh), chaining pins, utility knife/razor knife, 
hammer, wooden or nylon stakes, nylon string, machete, pick axe and/or geology pick.   
This activity is most often conducted in open fields, thick brush, wooded areas, near a 
water source (e.g, lakes, rivers, swamps etc.) or within construction sites.   
 
Hazards can include:  Exposure to hazardous or industrial wastes, chemicals, physical 
hazards and ergonomic concerns, confined space, biological exposure to insects, sun, 
cold, vegetation and poisonous plants.  
 
Trenching-  Trenches excavated for cultural resources investigations have a wide 
variety of width and depth ranges.  Work associated with trenching activities can involve 
the use of a drill rig, backhoe, ladder, shoring, shovel, trowel, tape measure, hand 
screening (1/4” mesh), chaining pins, utility knife/razor knife, hammer, wooden or nylon 
stakes, nylon string, machete, pick axe, geology pick, submersible pump, etc.  Like 
other activities trenching can occur in open fields, thick brush, wooded areas, near a 
water source (e.g, lakes, rivers, swamps etc.) or within construction sites.   
 
Hazards can include:  Exposure to hazardous or industrial wastes, chemicals, physical 
hazards and ergonomic concerns, confined space, biological exposure to insects, sun, 
cold, vegetation and poisonous plants.  
 
Surface Inspection-  Usually performed in open  settings such as sand areas on Fort 
Drum. 
 
Hazards can include:  Potential exposure to pesticides, herbicides and fertilizers.  
Biological exposure to insects, sun, cold, vegetation and poisonous plants.  
 
Artifact Curation-  Artifact curation can include the use of various types of equipment 
such as plastic bags, marking pens, small brushes, “dental” picks, ultraviolet lighting, 
magnifying lens, scale, caliper, acetone. 
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Hazards can include:  Exposure to dusts, biological agents (bacteria) and chemicals 
(ferric/corroded metal, dirt, bone) as well as physical and ergonomic hazards. 
 
Historic Preservation Assessments-  Activites associated with historic preservation 
typically include projects to improve, protect, preserve, rehabilitate, repurpose or restore 
properties subject to NRHP guidelines.  These projects may include first time 
assessment of structures, exterior restoration, and interior restoration or landscape 
concerns. 
 
Hazards can include:  Physical hazards associated with structurally unsound buildings 
and structures, confined space, exposure to hazardous chemicals such as asbestos, 
PCBs, etc., biological agents (such as rodents, insects, fungi, etc.). 
 

PROCEDURES 

 

General Procedures for All Activities on Fort Drum 

 
1. All access to the training areas will be coordinated with The Readiness Business 

Center, Range Division.   
 

a. All personnel entering training areas will check in with the Range Control radio 
room and will provide accurate destinations for the Range Board. 

 
b. Any change in location in the field will be coordinated through Range Control. 

 
c. All personnel coming in from the field will take themselves off of the Range 

Board. 
 

d. Cultural resource personnel will be provided with adequate communications 
equipment in order to be able to contact the Range Control radio room or central 
office staff at all times. 

 
e. All cultural resource vehicles will have range passes at all times. 

 
2. The cultural resources staff will be proactive in addressing other safety issues with 

personnel in the field. 
 

a.  Cultural resource personnel will not exceed vehicle speed limits in the training 
areas. 

 
b. Cultural resource personnel will wear blaze orange in the field at all times. 
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c. Central office staff will be responsible for providing weather advisories to cultural 
resource supervisors in the field. 

 
d. Staff members in the office will be responsible for providing wet bulb ratings to 

cultural resource supervisors in the field. 
 

e. All cultural resource personnel entering training areas on Fort Drum will be 
briefed on the potential for encountering unexploded ordinance and appropriate 
procedures to follow in this event. 

 
f. Cultural resource personnel will work in teams of two, at minimum, in the field at 

all times. 
 

g. All personnel working in the training areas will make sure that staff members in 
the office know where they are.  All field personnel will check in with the office 
contact when they come in from the field. 

 

Trenching and Excavation 

 
There are a wide variety of potential health and safety hazards associated with 
exactions.  OSHA requirements for trenching and excavation are contained in 29 CFR 
(P) 1926:650- 1926.652.   
 

 Basic minimum exaction requirements include: 

 A project-specific excavation plan should be developed for all 
projects where trenching or excavations are planned. 

 Personal protective equipment including hard hat, safety glasses 
and steel-toe work boots may be required. 

 Sloping, shoring or some other equivalent means should be 
utilized, as required. 
 

 Underground utility locations should be checked and determined prior to initiating 
excavations, this is especially important on cantonment.   

 
 A minimum safe distance of 15 to 25 feet should be maintained when working 

around overhead high-voltage lines. 
 

 Excavations five feet or more deep will require an adequate means of exit, such 
as ladder, ramp or steps and located so as to require no more than 25 feet of 
lateral travel.  Under no circumstances should personnel be raised using heavy 
equipment.  
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 Personnel working around heavy equipment will wear a blaze orange vest, blaze 
orange hard hat and steel-toe work boots.  Safety glasses may also be required. 

 
 Excavation work on or adjacent to highways or streets requires signals, signs or 

barricades that conform to the requirements of the current American National 
Standards Institute (ANSI) D6.1, Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices for 
Streets and Highways.  Flag persons should be provided when signs, signals and 
barricades do not provide adequate protection.  

  
 Personnel should be safely located in or around the trench and should not work 

underneath loads handled by lifting or digging equipment. 
 

 CR personnel should not work in excavations that have accumulated water or 
where water is accumulating unless adequate precautions have been taken. 

 
 Safety harnesses and lifelines should be worn be personnel entering excavations 

that qualify as confined spaces.  Regulations pertaining to confined spaces are 
found in 29 CFR 1910.146.   

 
 Never leave test units open and unattended.  Open test units should be flagged 

off with bright flagging and/or surrounding by fencing.  Excavations should be 
backfilled as soon as possible when completed. 

 

Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety 

 
Traffic and motor vehicle safety refer to two distinct areas: safety and safety associated 
with working near or alongside motor vehicles.  The following motor vehicle safety 
procedures are to be followed by all field personnel. 
 

 Assigned drivers of rental or government vehicles must have a valid driver’s 
license and should have received all instruction in the safe operation of multi-
passenger vehicles (including safety checks of the vehicle prior to operation). 

 
 Personnel shall not mount or dismount moving vehicles. 

 
 Personnel shall not ride in the bed of any vehicle. 

 
 Seatbelt use is mandatory. 

 
 Stay with the vehicle if it breaks down and wait for help to arrive.  Do not attempt 

to walk to get help. 
 

 A first aid kit and flares should be carried on all vehicles. 
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Personnel will observe all pedestrian and vehicle rules and regulations.  Extra caution 
will be observed while driving on unpaved roads and driving in reverse. 
 

Injuries and Workmen’s Compensation 

 
 All injuries in the field will be reported to a supervisor at once. 

 
 Injured personnel will fill out a workmen’s compensation form and submit it to 

their employer within 48 hours of the injury. 
 

Unexploded Ordinance 

 
Throughout history, our ability to maintain a well-trained military force has required the 
use of military munitions in live-fire training and testing.  Unexploded military ordinance 
(UXO) results from the military’s use of live-fire training.  Ordnance refers to tanks, 
helicopters and ammunition.  Unexploded ordinance includes ammunition and 
explosives such as bullets, grenades, mines, bombs, missiles and other explosive 
devices.   Most military munitions contain some form of energetic material (propellants, 
explosives, or pyrotechnic mixes). When military munitions do not function as intended 
during use, they become unexploded ordnance or UXO.  Munitions should never be 
touched, disturbed or moved because they can function (explode) and cause serious 
injury or even death.  Only trained military personnel will identify munitions found in the 
field.  
 

 Fort Drum Cultural Resource personnel will attend training on being able to 
recognize UXO in the field.  All CR personnel will follow Amy protocol for UXO 
which is Recognize, Retreat and Report. 

 
 Important tips to recognize UXO include: 

 UXO may not look like a bullet or bomb. 

 UXO may look harmless but they are all dangerous. 

 UXO may be shiny or rusty. 

 UXO may be clean or dirty. 

 Even though UXO hasn’t been moved for years, or you’ve moved it 
dozens of times, it may still explode. 

 Leave it alone! 
 

 Retreat: 

 Leave the area the same way you entered the area. 

 Don’t touch the UXO. 

 Stay away, even when trained personnel arrive. 
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 Report it: 

 Report UXO to Range Control. 

 Training explosive ordinance disposal (EOD) personnel will clear the 
area. 

 EOD will dispose of the item. 
 

Laboratory Safety 

 
Injuries to archeologists occur not only in the field but in the office and laboratory as 
well.  Cultural resource and archeological laboratory activities involve cleaning, 
examining, describing and curating artifacts with little, if any, use of hazardous 
materials.  While working in the Artifact Curation Facility cultural resources personnel 
should follow all written guidelines at their workstation. 

 
 When using acids, never pour water into acid, always acid into water. Wear 

aprons, full face protection for splatters, and gloves.  
 
 Acetone is described in some of the preservation processes. It is extremely 

flammable and must be handled with care.  
 

 Never heat conservation wax directly over an open flame as it is flammable. 
 

 Acryloid B-72 is a synthetic thermal plastic resin that does not embrittle or 
discolor over time. This adhesive is readily removable with solvents.  This 
adhesive should always be used under a vent hood or in a well ventilated area. 

 
 Always wear appropriate safety gear which may include safety glasses, dust 

masks and protective gloves. 
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ICRMP SOP #14 

CURATION OF ARCHEOLOGICAL COLLECTIONS AT 

FORT DRUM 

 
[Reference:  36 CFR § 79, Curation of Federally Owned and Administered 
Archeological Collections] 
 

OBJECTIVE 

 
As a federal property, Fort Drum is responsible for the long-term curation of artifacts 
and associated records generated by cultural resource investigations conducted on the 
installation.  Curation of collections preserves the Army’s financial investment in cultural 
resources investigations by ensuring the durability and availability of accumulated data.  
Collections dealt with properly from the start will avoid deterioration and costly 
rehabilitation.  When these collections are managed efficiently, they will provide ready 
information for improved management of military land as well as a scholarly resource. 
 
The overall goal of the federal curation program, as set forth in 36 CFR § 79, is to 
ensure the preservation and accessibility of archeological collections for use by 
members of the public interested in the archaeology of the region. Archeological 
collections are a significant element of our national patrimony and are valuable for the 
scientific information they contain, as well as for educational purposes. An archeological 
collection is defined in 36 CFR § 79 as material remains that are excavated or removed 
during an archeological survey, excavation, or other study of prehistoric or historic 
resources and associated records that are prepared or assembled in connection with 
the survey, excavation or other study.  
 
Archeological collections and associated records always remain the property of the 
Army and must be maintained in perpetuity. Without the proper conservation and 
storage, archeological collections deteriorate, become displaced, or are otherwise 
subject to the many changes of time.  
 
To comply with federal law and Army regulation (36 CFR § 79, AR 200-4 and PAM 200-
4), Fort Drum has established an artifact curation facility (ACF) and an administrative 
structure to manage its archeological collections. It is helpful and cost-effective for 
artifacts, site records, cultural resource reports, non-cultural materials, digital data and 
other associated data to be curated and readily available to the installation Cultural 
Resources Program staff, other installation professionals, other land management 
activities and interested researchers. Construction projects, military training activities 
and other land management activities require cultural resource clearances. Access to 
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this information enables the CR staff to readily review project proposals, suggest 
locations that will have a low impact on cultural resources, and project where additional 
cultural resources are likely to be located.  
 
This SOP outlines the policies and procedures to be followed to curate, conserve, store 
and use Fort Drum's archeological collections. 
 

POLICY 

 
Curation of collections at Fort Drum is governed by 36 CFR § 79, Curation of Federally-
owned Archeological Resources.  36 CFR § 79 as well as 48 FR 44716, Archeology 
and Historic Preservation: Secretary of the Interior’s Standards and Guidelines, and 
NAGPRA establish four general criteria for federal curation of archeological artifacts or 
other collections. 
 

1. Curation facilities must have adequate space, facilities and professional 
personnel. 

 
2. Archeological specimens must be maintained so that their information value is 

not lost through deterioration.  Records must be maintained to a professional 
archival standard. 

 
3. Curated collection must be accessible to qualified researchers within a 

reasonable time of having been requested. 
 

4. Collections must be available for interpretive purposes, subject to reasonable 
security precautions. 

 
The policies outlined here establish consistent curation efforts for the Fort Drum ACF. It 
is important to present the governing policies so that curation facility staff and other 
professionals understand the principles and reasons governing the procedures for 
collections management tasks.  Consistent application of these policies and procedures 
will be ensured through staff training and the use of this SOP and the Curation 
Guidelines in the operation of the facility.   
 
All archeological curation on Fort Drum shall operate in compliance with all applicable 
federal regulations, most notably 36 CFR § 79 (Curation of Federally-Owned and 
Administered Archeological Collections) as well as all corresponding Army regulations 
(AR 200-4 para. 27) and guidelines.  AR 200-4 (Cultural Resource Management) 
requires the Installation Commander to ensure that all archeological collections (as 
defined in 36 CFR § 79) are processed, maintained and preserved in accordance with 
the requirements of 36 CFR § 79. 
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DEFINITIONS 

 

 36 CFR § 79 defines artifacts as “objects and other physical evidence excavated 
or removed during a survey, excavation or other study of a prehistoric or historic 
resource.”  Artifacts include, but are not limited to, components of structures, 
objects of human manufacture, natural objects used by humans, by-products or 
debris resulting from the production or use of made or natural materials, organic 
remains, human remains, physical components of artistic or symbolic works, and 
environmental and chronometric samples. 

 

 Associated records means original records or copies thereof that are prepared, 
assembled and documented efforts to locate, evaluate, record, study, preserve or 
recover a prehistoric or historic resource.  Associated records include, but are not 
limited to, laboratory reports, site forms, field notes, prepared maps or drawings, 
photographs, oral histories, artifact inventories, computerized data, reports, 
bibliographies, and administrative records. 

 

PROCEDURES 

 
Acquisition 
 
The Fort Drum Artifact Curation Facility accepts for accessioning all new archaeological 
collections and associated documents collected as part of Fort Drum’s Cultural 
Resources Management Program activities or are directly related to the history and 
prehistory of the immediate Fort Drum area.  Archival material such as historic 
photographs, family histories and land deeds will also be collected in association with 
the continued research of the area, specific research projects or as part of oral history 
interviews in order to expand the Facility’s historical knowledge of the North Country 
region.  Collections will be developed for use in exhibits, education programs and public 
outreach programs, as well as, made available for research by outside scholars and 
students.  Collections development and use will be balanced with preservation needs 
and available resources.  Additional reference material will be added to the library 
collection when possible through both purchases and donations.  
 
The Fort Drum Curation Facility develops its collections through field collections 
conducted by the Cultural Resource Program and Colorado State University’s Center 
for Environmental Management of Military Lands (CSU-CEMML) fieldwork, through the 
transfer of collections from another facility or museum; through donations or gifts; from 
archival research and oral history interviews; and through purchase.   
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The following guidelines will be followed when considering an object for acquisition. 
 

1. Objects acquired shall further the Cultural Resources Section mission, have an 
original Fort Drum property provenience; a valid legal title, and are unrestricted.   

 
2. The physical qualities of the material, as well as any legal encumbrances, will 

not restrict the ACF to conserve and care for the object(s) in accordance with 36 
CFR § 79.   

 
3. Possession or transfer of object(s) will not violate any federal or state law or 

regulation pertaining to the acquisition or possession of such object(s).   
 

4. Ethical standards governing the possession and use of the object, preservation 
and long term care requirement, value and contribution to collection’s priorities 
will be considered for each acquisition.   

 
The Curator, in consultation with the Fort Drum Cultural Resource Manager will carefully 
consider potential acquisitions before accessioning.  Upon acceptance into the ACF 
collections, the objects and associated documents will be properly accessioned, 
conserved, and stored, exhibited or designated as part of the reference or teaching 
collection.     
 
Field Collection 

 
All field collections must originate from the property of the Fort Drum Military 
Reservation under the requirements governed by Section 106 of the NHPA.  All objects 
and associated documents acquired through field collection by CR staff are the property 
of Fort Drum.  Collections from excavations will be inventoried and accessioned by the 
CR staff under the supervision of the archeological collections Curator.  Collections 
shipped to Fort Drum from another installation must be cataloged, inventoried and 
stored in compliance with the Fort Drum Curation Guidelines and follow all federal laws 
and guidelines for artifact curation.  
 
Donations and Gifts 

 
Object(s) donated or given, as gifts to the ACF must have been collected from Fort 
Drum property and as such, they were never the legal property of the collector and 
therefore no receipt or transfer of title is necessary.  The ACF is not required to accept 
donated objects that did not originate on Fort Drum property. The ACF will accept gifts 
after careful consideration and consultation by the CRM and CR staff. Objects accepted 
as gifts should contribute to the broad knowledge of the Fort Drum region.  All such 
objects are subject to the acquisition’s policy and the approval of the Collections 
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Manger/Curator and/or the CRM.  Compliance with NAGPRA and/or the repatriation of 
any donated objects will be conducted by the CR staff and begin upon the date of 
acquisition of the collection.   
 
Transfer of Collections 

 
The ACF may accept transfers of collections if the material originated from Fort Drum 
property and complies with the conditions of the acquisition policy.  Objects acquired 
through transfer or exchange are accessioned, conserved as necessary and added to 
the collections. In addition transfer of collections from other Federal facilities without the 
ability to care and store artifacts will also be accepted and added to the Fort Drum 
collection. Transferred collections will be accepted fully cataloged and accessioned and 
these collections will be stored separately within the curation room. Currently the Fort 
Drum ACF is storing the collection transferred from Fort Totten, New York.  
 

Archival Research and Oral History Interviews 

 
Similar to field research, this method of collections acquisition results from specific 
research conducted by the CR staff.  Collections obtained through archival research 
and oral history interviews consist primarily of photo-duplications of historic records 
such as deeds, wills, personal correspondence and photographs.  As with any other 
collection type acquired by the ACF, this material must also meet all requirements of the 
acquisition policy.   
 
Purchase 

 
The CRP may pursue the purchase of any object or historical record(s) if the item in 
question meets all requirements of the acquisition policy and is deemed to be an 
important contribution to achieving the goals of the CRP.  The acquisition of such items 
must be approved by the CRM and purchased through the regular purchasing 
procedures of the Public Works Division.   
 
Cataloging and Accessioning  
 
All artifacts brought into the ACF are subject to the laboratory procedures established 
by the CR lab director, before they are accessioned.   
 

Cleaning  
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For material collected on Fort Drum, a plain water rinse with as little soft brushing as 
necessary has been found to be most appropriate for all historic glass and ceramic 
artifacts. Prehistoric artifacts SHOULD NEVER be cleaned with water, dry brush only for 
prehistoric artifacts.  Prehistoric pottery shards should be treated with particular care 
during brushing to prevent any abrasion of the surface by the brush.  In addition, shards 
should not be cleaned at all if any carbon material or other residue remains on the 
exterior or interior surfaces.  Metal artifacts should not be washed but merely dry-
brushed as needed.   Historic documents and drawings may be cleaned with a 
document-cleaning pad and soft brush and have all metal contaminates such as paper 
clips removed before accessioning.    
 
All artifacts should be cleaned and stabilized prior to accessioning except in instances 
where an unclean condition may facilitate a particular form of analysis (e.g. charcoal for 
C14, blood residue analysis, etc.).  Appropriate documentation of the condition of these 
artifacts and the proposed analysis should be included in the artifact inventory and lab 
methods section of the final report.  Items requiring specialized conservation measures 
should be stabilized on a case-by-case basis and further documented in the artifact 
inventory and lab methods section of the final report. 

 

Sorting and Cataloging  

 
The collections are to be sorted by site number, provenience and artifact category (e.g., 
lithic, prehistoric ceramic, historic ceramic, metal, glass, other historic, ethnobotanical, 
faunal).  Analytical categories will be further subdivided within each general category 
(e.g., flake/tool type, raw material, decoration, color etc…).  Fire-cracked rock, 
unmodified cobbles, brick, mortar, window glass, and nails may be discarded in the lab 
at the discretion of the CR staff, but must be described, weighed, photographed (when 
appropriate) and noted in the artifact inventory, as well as, the discard log for the 
project. No artifacts are discarded without appropriate representative samples being 
kept. All other archeological material must be cataloged unless the CRM and 
appropriate staff have approved specific requests for alternative lab procedures.   
 
Accessioning  
 
The ACF uses a numeric system to accession all artifacts. All artifacts are assigned an 
accession number based upon a three-part system. The first part of the accession 
number is the year the artifact was recovered, the second part is the project number, 
and the third part of the accession number is the actual unique number given to an 
artifact, which are numbered in sequential order starting with .0001 and ending when 
the last artifact from the project.  No artifacts will have the accession number placed 
directly on to the artifact. The CR staff makes a separate archival label with the 
accession number and all provenience information along with an artifact description and 
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places the tag into the bag with the artifact.   The accession number and provenience 
information from the tag will be written on the outside of the bag in indelible ink.  
Oversized artifacts that will not fit into a bag are wrapped and the tag is tied to the 
object.  
 
All bags, tags and pen inks and any other materials used during the curation process 
are of archival quality and are routinely tested to ensure the artifacts are stored in an 
acid-free/neutral environment.  
 
Human Remains Laboratory and Curation Procedures  

 The potential for inadvertent discovery of human remains does exist at Fort Drum, 
therefore procedures were developed for dealing with any inadvertently discovered 
human remains from both a curation standpoint as well as the legal mandates under the 
Native American Graves and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA). Human remains will be 
curated using minimal conservation. Bones should be dry-brushed only to rid the bone 
of any agents of deterioration.  These objects will not be directly marked but will have 
identification information and accession numbers written on acid-free labels in the bags 
and identifying information labeling the exterior of the bags.  Fragile human bone will be 
wrapped and/or supported in polyfelt or foam lining and placed in acid free polyethylene 
bags.  Processed human remains will then be stored in a locked cabinet in the climate 
controlled storage room until the necessary THPOs and Fort Drum authorities have 
been notified and the NAGPRA process is completed.  
 
Relevant NAGPRA information is contained in this document under the NAGPRA 
SOPs. 
 
Storage 
 
To assess storage techniques one must balance the conservation, security, archiving 
and use requirements of the objects under consideration.  The National Parks Service 
divides archeological material into three categories of stability (NPS 1990, I, pp 5-7): 
 

1. Negligibly Climate-Sensitive Materials:  Materials like fired ceramics and 
stone, inorganic architectural materials, dry pollen, flotation, faunal remains, and 
unprocessed soil samples.  These materials can tolerate a range of variation in 
temperature and humidity as long as the fluctuations are not severe.  The 
tolerable temperatures can range from above freezing to 100 degrees and the 
relative humidity (RH) from 30 to 65 percent. 

2. Climate Sensitive Materials:  Stable metal, stable glass, worked bone, antler, 
shell, botanical specimens, textiles, wood, skin, leather, fur, feathers, horn, 
natural gums, resins, and lacquer. The temperature and relative humidity 
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ranges are slightly narrower for these specimens.  The ideal relative humidity 
for these materials would be between 40 and 55 percent.  The storage 
temperatures should not go below 50 or above 75 degrees. 

3. Significantly Climate-Sensitive Materials:  Unstable ceramics and stone, 
devitrified glass, unstable metal especially iron, mummified remains, composite 
objects.  These materials require a steady temperature between 60 and 72 
degrees.  All category three materials require lower percentages of relative 
humidity.   

 
Fort Drum’s ACF houses a diverse collection of materials.  For all items to be 
maintained at a stable environment an average temperature and humidity levels are 

sustained at a constant 64F with a relative humidity of 40%.  
 
Should an object of significant climate-sensitive materials be identified, a microclimate 
will be constructed for its storage.  Microclimates consist of sealed archival friendly 
plastic container with silica gel desiccants.  Microclimates will be monitored regularly. 
 
After accessioning has been completed, a specific storage location is assigned to each 
object or group of objects.  Unless the object is designated as part of the teaching or 
research reference materials, or it is identified as having particular value and therefore 
in need of increased security, it is stored in an archival plastic bag (or group of bags) 
with the rest of the site material.  Transparent packing materials will be used whenever 
possible.  Clear enclosures allow for easy artifact identification and condition monitoring 
without disturbance.  Artifacts are then grouped in site number order within archival 
storage boxes that are in turn, ordered by site number on open, rolling metal storage 
shelves in a climate-controlled and locked room.  Items identified as additions to the 
teaching collection are stored in separate boxes, also located on the open shelves.  
Reference and secure items are stored in small archival boxes in locked cabinets.  
Over-sized objects are stored directly on polyfelt-lined shelves.  Any time an object is 
separated from its permanent storage location for special storage, temporary use, 
exhibition, conservation, or any other reason; a label indicating its current location will 
be left in its place.  
 
All associated documents are reviewed for completeness while being prepared for 
storage.  Documents essential to complete project files and accession records may 
include: the project scope of work; field notes; artifact inventories; draft and final report 
copies; a signed Deed-of-Gift or Deed of Purchase form; authority to conduct field 
research permit; correspondence; background research or the documented history of 
the objects. 
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Appraisal or Authentication 
 
The Fort Drum ACF will seek assistance from the JAG office and the PW Director 
before entering into any agreements with any party for the purchase of artifacts and/or 
archival materials relating to Fort Drum. After consultation and recommendations from 
JAG and PW, external appraisal firms will be used to confirm the purchase price of any 
potential purchase exceeding $1000, to establish the tax-deductible value of a donation, 
for insurance purposes, or to determine a loss in the case of damage or theft (over 
$1000).  The ACF will make every effort to avoid a conflict of interest when consulting 
an appraiser by inquiring whether that individual has had any past, present or future 
interest in the object being appraised, and whether or not the individual has any other 
relationship with the ACF, its staff or the Department of the Army.  Internal appraisals 
will be done to set a value for artifact and site damage as part as an ARPA 
investigation, to determine values for outgoing loans, to confirm the purchase price 
proposed acquisitions and for most theft and deaccessioning purposes.  The ACF staff 
will not provide appraisals to the public institutions or private individuals.   
 
Access 
 
In accordance with 36 CFR 79, Fort Drum’s archeological collections and associated 
records are available for scientific, educational, and religious uses, subject to such 
terms and conditions as are necessary to protect and preserve the condition, research 
potential, religious or sacred importance, and uniqueness of the collection. To gain 
access to the collections, all potential users must register their visit in the “Collections 
Room Log” indicating their name, affiliation and time. Any resulting exhibits and/or 
publications shall acknowledge Fort Drum as the curatorial facility and the U.S. Army as 
the owner and administrator of the collections. A minimum of five copies of any resulting 
publications including exhibition supplementary materials shall be provided to the CRM.  
All outgoing loans of Fort Drum’s materials require execution of written loan 
agreements. 
 
Loans 
 
Materials from permanent collections in museums or other institutions may be borrowed 
or loaned for research or exhibition purposes. Human remains, Native American 
funerary or sacred objects, and objects of cultural patrimony will not be considered for 
loans, except at the direction of the affiliated tribe.  Records of all incoming and 
outgoing loans must be made and procedures established in the collection management 
plan must be followed. 
 
Outgoing loans 
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The loan period must be agreed upon between the lender and the borrower prior to the 
loan.  The maximum loan period is 1 year but consideration will be given to loans for a 
longer period upon request. 
 
Loans will be considered to borrowers outside the usual realm of the institution or 
Museum.  The borrower must meet established requirements for safe handling, 
environmental controls, insurance and security.  Generally, objects are to be handled 
with caution and care, securely packed and padded for transport, not subjected to 
excesses in temperature or humidity and kept in locked, access-controlled locations.  
Specific requirements for handling, environment and security will be specifically 
addressed on the loan form.  The borrowing institution must provide proof of insurance 
with copies of such policies held on file with the loan agreements.   
 
Loans may be used for educational purposes, study or exhibition.  If the lending 
institution (Fort Drum) has reason to believe the borrower is not following the guidelines 
set out by the ACF, we reserve the right to request return of the object to the ACF.   
    
Objects considered for loan from the ACF must have accession records, be the property 
of Fort Drum and be approved by the CRM and curator.  Restrictions will be made on 
loans based on condition, rarity, monetary value, and borrower’s ability to provide the 
necessary insurance, care and security of the object.   
     
A full condition report must be made by the curator to verify the condition of the object 
prior to the release of the object to the borrower.  If the object(s) is turned over directly 
to the borrower (or official representative) they will be required to concur with the 
condition report on the loan form.  The ACF will courier or deliver objects to the 
borrower, when deemed necessary, with shipping expenses paid by the borrowing 
institution.  The ACF reserves the right to cancel the loan request if the object is not in 
stable condition for travel or exhibition.  Upon receipt of the object(s) to the borrower 
must inspect the object(s) condition and concur with the condition report included by 
signing and returning the loan form to the ACF; or immediately report any damage or 
theft to the CRM.   
     
Objects from the collections (i.e. archeological materials) sent to laboratories for non-
destructive analysis, at the request of the CRM and/or staff, require an Outgoing for 
Analysis Loan Form to be completed by the CR curator. 
 
Incoming Loans 

     
Short or long term loans of objects may be pursued when the collections pertain to the 
stated mission of the ACF.  Loan agreements may be negotiated only with the rightful 
owner of the material who must verify a clear title and rights of ownership.  All loan 
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negotiations must have prior approval of the CRM.  The loan agreement documents and 
records are the responsibility of the ACF curator.     
 
All costs incurred by the lending institution, for shipping or other expenses must be 
discussed and approved by the CRM, in advance of the arrival of the object(s) to the 
ACF.  The ACF, in cooperation with the Fort Drum JAG office, will provide the lending 
institution with a certificate of insurance for the object(s) while on its premises and 
during travel. 
 
Upon receipt of objects: 
 

1. The curator will allow objects to acclimatize prior to opening in an 
environmentally controlled holding area. 

 
2. The curator will open the shipping containers and record the condition of the 

object(s) on the Incoming Loan Agreement Form.  If any damage to the object 
has occurred in transit the lender will be informed immediately and the 
appropriate action will be discussed. 

 
3. Upon completion of the condition report(s) a copy of the report is signed by the 

CRM and retained in the ACF files.  Signed copies are sent to the lender. 
 

4. Objects will be sent to a secure storage area until use for exhibition and shipping 
containers will be stored for use in return shipment. 

   
The curator will make arrangements for the safe return of the object to the lender and 
will inform the lender of the loan return schedule prior to shipping. 
 
The curator will complete condition reports on each object prior to return shipment.  
Shipping containers will also be examined and replaced as necessary prior to return 
shipment. 
 
Deaccessioning 

 
Deaccessioning concerns the disposal of object(s) previously accessioned into the ACF 
collections in order to define and enhance the scope of the ACF collections.  
Deaccessioning policies and procedures will be defined by the CR’s mission statement 
will be carried out according to the procedures outlined here.   
 
All materials scheduled for deaccessioning must be clearly justified, free of ownership 
encumbrances or other legal issues and approved by the CRM.  In the instance of 
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donated or bequeathed objects, every reasonable attempt will be made to contact the 
donor or heir regarding the ACF’s intent to deaccession.   
 
All deaccessioned material is fully documented (Deaccessioning Record) and disposed 
of appropriately.  If the appropriate disposal method cannot be secured then the ACF 
will retain the material and provide for its preservation until such a time that an 
appropriate disposal can occur.  Documentation must include justification for 
deaccessioning, name of individual who proposed deaccessioning, CRM approval, 
value of object(s), disposal method and disposal point of contact and address.  
Justification for deaccessioning may include but is not limited to:  irrelevant to stated 
mission, redundancy, lack of provenience, return to donor, transfer, sale, theft, 
destructive analysis and natural disaster.  Deaccessions may be proposed by any 
member of the CR staff, carefully reviewed by the curator and approved by the CRM.  
The accession number will not be reassigned.   All associated records or documents for 
deaccessioned object(s) will be maintained in the filing cabinets and database with 
“deaccessioned” clearly marked on all these records.  Maintenance of deaccessioning 
records will be the responsibility of the CR curator. 
 

Destructive Analysis 

 
Any object that may be sent out for destructive analysis will not be accessioned into the 
collection. The object will however be cataloged and entered into a separate section on 
the curation accession form with the notation “Sent out for Destructive Analysis”. An 
object that will be destroyed during the process of scientific analysis may include such 
items as pottery, bone or charcoal samples.  An Outgoing for Analysis and/or 
Deaccessioning Form will be completed by appropriate CR staff and approved by the 
CRM.  Deaccessioning information will be added to the object(s) accession record.   
 
Transfer or Exchange 

 
Transfer or exchange is the preferred disposal for objects deemed irrelevant or 
redundant to the ACF’s collections.  Suitable institutions for transfer or exchange 
partnerships would include public museums, universities, non-profit museums or other 
educational facilities.  The partner institution must provide written assurance that they 
have the resources and intent to provide for long-term care of the object(s). 
 

Return to Donor 

 
Objects proposed for deaccessioning may be returned to the donor if an appropriate 
transfer or exchange cannot be identified and if the original donor or heir can be 
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located.  An initial certified letter inquiring into the donor/heir’s willingness to accept or 
decline the return of the collection is sent by the CRM.  If the donor/heir is willing to 
accept the collection then deaccessioning may proceed without delay.  If the donor/heir 
declines or does not respond to the letter, or if the original donor cannot be located and 
a Deed of Gift does not exist, the object(s) will be considered available for an alternate 
deaccessioning method.      
 

Sale 

Objects from the archaeological collection may not be sold.  Other collections deemed 
appropriate for deaccessioning by sale may be disposed of through the DRMO 
Department of Army surplus supplies system.  Objects will not be sold below fair market 
value as determined by in-house appraisal and one independent appraisal.  Monies 
acquired through the sale of deaccessioned material will be used at the discretion of the 
Department of the Army. 

 
Deterioration beyond Repair or by Natural Disaster 

 
Objects that have badly deteriorated (beyond the help of a conservator) or completely 
decomposed in storage will be approved for deaccessioning.  Objects that have been 
destroyed by natural disaster will be treated in a like manner. 
 

Reporting Requirements 

 
The annual Secretary of Interior’s report to Congress requires an assessment of 
archeological records and materials in federal repositories.  This is accomplished on 
Fort Drum through an Environmental Quality Report (EQR).  36 CFR § 79 and AR 200-4 
require reports specific to actions pertaining to the installation archeological collections. 
In addition, 36 CFR § 79 and AR 400-4 require specific reporting actions pertaining to 
the installation archeological collections: 
 

1. Within five (5) days of the discovery of any loss or theft of, deterioration and 
damage to, or destruction of the collection (or part thereof) or any other Fort 
Drum-owned or controlled archeological artifacts, the Repository Official 
prepares and provides the Federal Agency Official written notification of the 
circumstances surrounding the loss, theft, deterioration, damage or destruction. 

 
2. Following each inspection and inventory, the Repository Official prepares and 

provides the Federal Agency Official with a written report of the results of the 
inspection and inventory, including the status of the objects and associated 
records, treatments completed and recommendations for additional treatments, 
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inventory of all U.S. Government-owned personal property received by the ACF, 
physical status of the ACF and the results of periodic inventories conducted to 
verify the location of objects and/or associated documents. 
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ICRMP SOP #15 

PROTECTION OF CULTURAL RESOURCES DURING 

EMERGENCY SITUATIONS, INCLUDING HAZARDOUS 

WASTE EVENTS 

 
[References: NHPA, 16 USC 470-470w, 42 USC 690 et. al. (as revised), 36 CFR § 800, 
36 CFR § 78, Waiver of Federal Agency Responsibilities under Section 110 of NHPA] 
 

OBJECTIVE 

 
There may be situations like severe weather and its aftermath, other natural disasters, 
hazardous waste spills, explosive ordnance removal, wildfires, and national security 
alerts, where the nature of the situation would make full compliance with cultural 
resource laws impractical and possibly dangerous.  The purpose of this SOP is to insure 
that cultural resources on Fort Drum are afforded as much protection as possible in 
these situations. 
 

POLICY 

 
Fort Drum will provide as much protection as possible for cultural resources during 
emergency situations.  At no time will Fort Drum value protection of a cultural resource 
over human life and safety. 
 

PROCEDURES 

 
1. In the event of an emergency, the Garrison Commander, the Director of Public 

Works, the Environmental Division Chief, the Range Safety Officer, the Chief of the 
Fort Drum Fire Department or other appropriate emergency personnel and their 
designates will carry out their duties as authorized by Federal and State law and 
Army Regulations such that immediate life or property saving actions will not be 
impeded by historic preservation responsibilities under Section 106 of NHPA or 36 
CFR 800.  However, emergency management personnel will include cultural 
resource personnel in strategic decision making in handling an emergency. 

 
2. Reasonable efforts will be made to minimize impacts to known historical properties 

during the course of managing an emergency event.  Examples include locating 
firebreaks to avoid and protect archeological sites and historic properties; minimal 
earth disturbance during ordnance disposal or hazardous waste removal; 
designating emergency vehicle parking away from archeological sites; and 
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designating skid corridors during emergency timber management activities.  
Sometimes mitigation of an emergency situation involves activity that has the 
potential to affect a cultural property, and there is no time to give the SHPO an 
opportunity to comment prior to the action.   In this event, Fort Drum will provide 
complete documentation of the incident to the SHPO including a description of what 
efforts were made to minimize potential impacts on the property. 

 
3. Using the Record of Environmental Consideration process, Fort Drum actively works 

to prevent the presence of hazardous material in the vicinity of cultural properties.  
However, in the event that a cultural property were to become contaminated with a 
hazardous material, the Environmental Engineer in charge of hazardous waste will 
determine the most efficient way to comply with the Resource Conservation and 
Recovery Act (RCRA) while minimizing damage to historic property.  
Decontamination of contaminated artifacts will be completed if cost effective.  If 
contaminated artifacts cannot be recovered, they will be completely documented 
prior to disposal in an approved facility. 

 
a. The hazardous waste manager will insure that historic properties are 

appropriately considered in planning during emergency response. 
 

b. The CRM will insure that the hazardous waste manager has detailed information 
on known cultural properties and on areas where there is a high potential for the 
presence of cultural properties. 

 
c. After responding to and mitigating the possible environmental and safety dangers 

posed by a hazardous waste spill, the Fort Drum hazardous waste manager will 
provide information to the CRM on the date and time of the spill, the nature of the 
spill, and the means of mitigation.  In the event that a spill and mitigation involves 
a cultural property, the CRM will prepare an after action report and will report to 
the SHPO as described in Number 2 above. 
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APPENDIX G 

FORT DRUM NAGPRA SOPS 

 

NAGPRA SOP #1 

 

Inadvertent Discovery of Native American Human Remains 

and Associated Funerary Objects, Sacred Objects, or 

Objects of Cultural Patrimony 

 
[Reference: Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act 25 U.S.C. 3002, 
Sec. 3(d), 43 C.F.R. 10.4] 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Fort Drum is engaged in a continuing archeological survey and inventory of the cultural 
resources within its boundaries.  Cultural resources in surveyed areas have been 
identified, although not all have been evaluated for eligibility to the National Register of 
Historic Places.  The results of surveys completed to date indicate that at least certain 
portions of Fort Drum were used fairly intensively by American Indians.  As a result, 
ground disturbing activities on post do have the potential to impact unreported 
archeological deposits that may contain Native American human remains and cultural 
objects. 
 
In accordance with the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act 
(NAGPRA), such human remains and cultural objects must be identified, if possible, as 
to lineal descendants or culturally affiliated contemporary tribes, treated in a manner 
deemed appropriate by the lineal descendants or culturally affiliated tribes, and 
repatriated if claims are justified by a preponderance of evidence. SOP #1-3 outline 
procedures to be followed in the event of an inadvertent discovery of Native American 
human remains, funerary objects, sacred objects, or objects of cultural patrimony; in 
planning an excavation that has the high potential to result in the discovery of Native 
American human remains and cultural objects; and in dealing with the treatment and 
disposition of Native American human remains and cultural objects.   Appended to 
these SOP is a list of the referenced legislation, executive orders, and presidential 
memoranda; sample memoranda for notification of the installation commander and 
Indian tribes; and a list of official tribal contacts. 
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This SOP is an internal document only.  As such it is intended solely to improve the 
internal workings of the Fort Drum staff and does not in any way create any right or 
cause of action to any party. 
 

NAGRPA DEFINITIONS 

 
Burial site means “any natural or prepared physical location, whether originally below, 
on, or above the surface of the earth, into which as a part of the death rite or ceremony 
of a culture, individual human remains are deposited, and includes rock cairns or pyres 
which do not fall within the ordinary definition of grave site" [43 C.F.R. 10.2(d)(2)]. 
 
Cultural affiliation means “that there is a relationship of shared group identity which 
can reasonably be traced historically or prehistorically between members of a present-
day Indian tribe or Native Hawaiian organization and an identifiable earlier group” [43 
C.F.R. 10.2(e)]. 
 
Funerary objects means "items that, as a part of the death rite or ceremony of a 
culture, are reasonably believed to have been placed intentionally at the time of death 
or later with or near individual human remains.  Funerary objects must be identified by a 
preponderance of evidence as having been removed from a specific burial site of an 
individual affiliated with a particular Indian tribe or Native Hawaiian organization or as 
being related to specific individuals or families or to known human remains” [43 C.F.R. 
10.2(d)(2)]. 
 
Sacred objects mean "items that are specific ceremonial objects needed by traditional 
Native American religious leaders for the practice of traditional Native American 
religions by their present day adherents.  While many items, from ancient pottery sherds 
to arrowheads, might be imbued with sacredness in the eyes of an individual, these 
regulations are specifically limited to objects that were devoted to a traditional Native 
American religious ceremony or ritual and which have religious significance or function 
in the continued observance or renewal of such ceremony" [43 C.F.R. 10.2(d)(3). 
 
Objects of cultural patrimony mean "items having ongoing historical, traditional, or 
cultural importance central to the Indian tribe or Native Hawaiian organization itself, 
rather than property owned by an individual tribal or organization member.  These 
objects are of such central importance that they may not be alienated, appropriated, or 
conveyed by any individual tribal or organization member.  Such objects must have 
been considered inalienable by the culturally affiliated Indian tribe or Native Hawaiian 
organization at the time the object was separated from the group” [43 C.F.R. 10.2(d)(4)]. 
 
Indian tribe means “any tribe, band, nation, or other organized group or community of 
Indians, including any Alaska Native village or corporation as defined in or established 
by the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (43 U.S.C. 1601 et seq.), which is 
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recognized as eligible for the special programs and services provided by the United 
States to Indians because of their status as Indians" [43 C.F.R. 10.2(b)(2)]. 
 
Intentional excavation means “the planned archeological removal of human remains, 
funerary objects, sacred objects, or objects of cultural patrimony found under or on the 
surface of Federal or tribal lands pursuant to section 3(c)” of NAGPRA [43 C.F.R. 
10.2(g)(3)]. 
 
Inadvertent discovery means “the unanticipated encounter or detection of human 
remains, funerary objects, sacred objects, or objects of cultural patrimony found under 
or on the surface of Federal or tribal lands pursuant to section 3(d)” of NAGPRA [43 
C.F.R. 10.2(g)(4)]. 
 
For the purposes of this SOP, the term cultural objects specifically refer to funerary 
objects, sacred objects, and objects of cultural patrimony. 
  
For the purposes of this SOP, tribal contacts means the tribes that are listed in 
Appendix C.  
 

POLICY 

 
If archeological deposits are encountered during any ground disturbing activity, such 
activity must be immediately stopped and the Cultural Resources Manager, Dr. Laurie 
Rush contacted in person or by phone 315-772-4165. 
 
In the event of a discovery of Native American human remains or cultural objects, the 
Garrison Commander will ensure compliance with NAGPRA [25 U.S.C. 3001-3013, 43 
C.F.R. 10] and any applicable statutory and regulatory requirements of the American 
Indian Religious Freedom Act [42 U.S.C. 1996-1996a], Archaeological Resources 
Protection Act [16 U.S.C. 470aa-470ll], National Environmental Policy Act [42 U.S.C. 
4321-4370c], and National Historic Preservation Act [16 U.S.C. 470-470w] as well as 
Executive Order 13007 and White House Memorandum, 29 April 1994.  Each statute 
mandates compliance with independent requirements.  Compliance with one statutory 
requirement therefore may not satisfy other applicable requirements. 
 
The installation Cultural Resources Manager will coordinate with the Environmental 
Division Chief, Staff Judge Advocate (SJA) and Provost Marshal’s Office (PMO) to 
ensure that the Cultural Resources Manager (1) is incorporated in the planning of 
training and construction to assess the potential for the discovery of Native American 
burials and archeological sites, and (2) is identified as the point-of-contact to be notified 
immediately if a Native American burial or archeological site is inadvertently discovered 
on installation property.   
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If Native American human remains or cultural objects are discovered by a unit training in 
the field, the unit will immediately contact Range Control by telephone (772-7152) or 
radio. Range Control will then contact the Cultural Resources Manager. The site will be 
protected and stabilized.  Any removal of material is prohibited and constitutes a 
violation of NAGPRA and the Archaeological Resources Protection Act (ARPA). The 
Cultural Resources Manager, in consultation with qualified professionals as necessary, 
will initially evaluate the site and report the finding to the installation commander and the 
potentially culturally affiliated Indian tribes.  Any subsequent treatment of the remains 
and objects or stabilization of the site will be carried out only after consultation with the 
potentially affiliated tribes.  
 

PROCEDURE 

 
[Reference:  NAGPRA 25 U.S.C. 3002, Sec. 3(d), 43 C.F.R. 10] 
 

A.   PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT, PROTECTION, AND VERIFICATION 

 
1. When notified of the possible inadvertent discovery of buried human remains or 

cultural objects, the Cultural Resources Manager or staff archeologist will 
arrange to visit the site as soon as practical, always within twenty-four (24) hours 
of the discovery, to examine discovered material and any in situ deposits. 

 
2. If, upon examination, the remains are identified as  non-human, the Cultural 

Resources Manager or staff archeologist will determine if archeological contexts 
are present that need to be evaluated pursuant to the National Historic 
Preservation Act [16 U.S.C. 470-470w] and Section 106 [36 C.F.R. 800]. 

 
3. If, upon examination, the remains appear to be human the New York Department 

of Health shall be notified immediately at (315) 785-2277 to ensure the issuance 
of proper permits. 

 
4. If, upon examination, the remains appear to be human and associated with a 

crime scene of 50 years old or less, the Cultural Resources Manager will notify 
the Provost Marshal's Office (PMO) and the Criminal Investigation Division (CID), 
all activities will cease within a 100 foot radius of the site, and the site will be 
protected and declared off limits to everyone except authorized personnel.  The 
CID will assume custody of the remains and notify the proper authorities. 

 
5. If the remains are determined to be non-Native American (e.g. Caucasian, 

African American, or Asian American) and not associated with a crime, follow 
procedures outlined in the New York Public Law Article 41, Sections 4218 and 
4144. 
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6. If the remains are determined to be Native American and not associated with a 

crime, the Cultural Resources Manager or the staff archeologist must make a 
written field evaluation of the circumstances of the discovery, the condition and 
contents of the burial, including any artifacts, the primary context of the remains 
and any artifacts, and their antiquity and significance. The human remains and 
cultural objects will be evaluated in situ. Destructive analysis is prohibited.  The 
Cultural Resources Manager or staff archeologist may consult with the CID or a 
qualified physical or forensic anthropologist as necessary.  The site shall be 
protected from damage.  Stabilization or covering may be employed if necessary. 

 
7. Note that a preliminary assessment of whether NAGPRA applies to a discovery 

of human remains may take considerable time and coordination with qualified 
professionals.  Therefore, the Cultural Resources Manager should make 
arrangements with qualified professionals, such as physical or forensic 
anthropologists, who are willing to aid in situ identifications before an inadvertent 
discovery of human remains occurs.  

 
 

B.   NOTIFICATION OF THE RESPONSIBLE FEDERAL AGENCY OFFICIAL 

(GARRISON COMMANDER) [43 C.F.R. 10.4] 

 
1. When the Cultural Resources Manager or staff archeologist receives notification 

of an inadvertent discovery of Native American human remains and cultural 
objects, immediate telephone notification must be provided to the Garrison 
Commander or his/her official designee.  This telephone notification will be 
followed immediately by a 408 that contains the results of the field evaluation and 
a plan of action to inform the commander of the intended consultation tasks and 
disposition of the discovered objects. 

 
2. No later than 48 hours after receipt of written confirmation from the Cultural 

Resources Manager, the Garrison Commander or his/her official designee will 
forward to the Cultural Resources Manager a memo that the 408 has been 
received. 

 

C.   NOTIFICATION OF NATIVE AMERICANS 

 
1. Within three (3) working days after receipt of written notification from Garrison 

Commander of the discovery of Native American human remains and /or cultural 
objects, the Cultural Resources Manager shall notify possible lineal descendants 
or culturally affiliated Indian tribes of their discovery by telephone and by 
forwarding the signed copy of the 408 of the Garrison Commander.  Notification 
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must include the field evaluation report.  Notices shall be sent to the tribal 
chairpersons and copy furnished to the designated NAGPRA coordinators of the 
Onondaga, Oneida and St. Regis Mohawk tribal nations. 

 
2. Decisions on which tribes to notify will be based on the order of priority of 

ownership described in 25 U.S.C. 3002, Sec. 3(2) and 43 C.F.R. 10.6, 
information in the Native American contacts file kept by the Cultural Resources 
Manager, and the List of Tribal Contacts appended to this SOP. [Appendix *]  

 
3. Priority of ownership or control of Native American human remains and cultural 

objects is briefly:  [For details, see 25 U.S.C. 3002, Sec. 3(a)(1)-(2), 43 C.F.R. 
10.6] 
   

a) Lineal descendants, as determined pursuant to 43 C.F.R. 10.14 (b) 
b) Indian tribe land owner 
c) Culturally affiliated Indian tribe as determined pursuant to 43 C.F.R. 10.14 
d) Indian tribe recognized as the aboriginal owners of the land by a final 

judgment of the Indian Claims Commission or the United States Court of 
Claims 

e) Indian tribe aboriginally occupying the land 
f) Indian tribe with the strongest demonstrated cultural relationship 
g) Unclaimed 

  
4. The List of Tribal Contacts will be kept by the Cultural Resources Manager and 

will be verified and/or updated annually in coordination with tribal election 
schedules.  

 

D.   IDENTIFICATION OF Native American HUMAN REMAINS 

  
1. Identification of Native American human remains and cultural objects will be 

made in situ unless they have already eroded from their original location or have 
been removed from their original resting place by accident or as a result of 
looting. If an in situ identification of the remains cannot be made, the potential 
culturally affiliated tribes will be consulted pursuant to 43 C.F.R. 10.3(b) and 
further identification procedures will be discussed.  

 
2. If necessary, the Fort Drum Cultural Resources Manager will coordinate the 

identification of Native American human remains and cultural objects with 
qualified archeologists, forensic or physical anthropologists, or cultural 
anthropologists who will record their recommendations and all data necessary to 
make the identification, including any additional information that can contribute to 
the determination of lineal descendants or cultural affiliation.  The Fort Drum 
Cultural Resources Manager or staff archeologist may use recommendations of 
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experts along with any additional comparative physical anthropological data and 
archeological, ethnographic, and historical information to determine lineal 
descendants or Indian tribes that have the closest affiliation according to priority 
of ownership as defined in 25 U.S.C. 3002, Sec. 3(a) and 43 C.F.R. 10.6. 

 
3. Cultural affiliation is determined by a preponderance of evidence based on 

geographical, kinship, biological, archeological, anthropological, linguistic, 
folkloric, oral tradition, historical, or other relevant information or expert opinion 
[25 U.S.C. 3005, Sec. 7(a)(5), 43 C.F.R. 10.14].  Criteria for determining cultural 
affiliation are listed in 43 C.F.R. 10.14(c).  Regulations caution that a finding of 
cultural affiliation based on a preponderance of evidence should take into 
consideration "the totality of the circumstances and evidence pertaining to the 
connection between the claimant and the material being claimed and should not 
be precluded solely because of some gaps in the record" [43 C.F.R. 10.14(d)].  
Cultural affiliation does not have to be established by the claimants with scientific 
certainty [43 C.F.R. 10.14(f)]. 

 
4. Preliminary determination of lineal descendants or closest affiliation will be sent 

to the previously notified tribes for review.  A time and place for consultation will 
be proposed.  Traditional religious leaders should also be identified and 
consulted.  The tribes may have additional information to contribute to the 
identification of lineal descendants or cultural affiliation.  Representatives of 
tribes may decide to visit the site to verify the identification.  A list of all Indian 
tribes consulted regarding the particular human remains and cultural items will 
also be provided to each consulting tribe.   

 
5. Consultation must result in a written plan of action in accordance with 43 C.F.R. 

10.5(e)] or Comprehensive Agreement (CA) in accordance with 43 C.F.R. 10.5(f) 
between the appropriate tribes and the installation commander.  Development, 
review, and signature of the CA follow Army protocol specified in AR 200-4.  The 
Fort Drum Cultural Resources Manager, acting on behalf of the installation 
commander, may prepare the written plan of action or CA.   The installation 
commander will approve and sign all NAGPRA documents.  Copies of the written 
plan of action are provided to the consulting lineal descendants and Indian tribes. 
Parties covered in a CA must agree to be signatories.  

 
6. Information to be gained during the consultation that should be included in the 

written plan of action or CA: 
 

a) Kinds of material to be considered as cultural objects as defined in 
Standard Operating Procedure #1 and 43 C.F.R. 10.2(b); 

b) Specific information used to determine custody pursuant to 43 C.F.R. 10.6 
c) Treatment, care, and handling of human remains and cultural objects; 
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d) Archeological recording of the human remains and cultural objects; 
e) Kinds of analysis for identification of human remains and cultural objects; 
f) Steps to be followed to contact Indian Tribe officials at the time of an 

inadvertent discovery or before any excavation of human remains or 
cultural objects; 

g) Kind of traditional treatment to be afforded the human remains or cultural 
objects; 

h) Nature of the reports to be prepared; and  
i) Disposition of human remains and cultural objects in accordance with 43 

C.F.R. 10.6. 
 

E.   RESUMPTION OF ACTIVITY 

 
1) 43 C.F.R. 10.4(d)(2) specifies: 
 

The activity that resulted in the inadvertent discovery of Native American human 
remains or cultural objects may resume thirty (30) days after certification by the 
installation commander of the receipt of the notification sent by the Cultural 
Resources Manager, if otherwise lawful.  Any impacts to the site must be 
evaluated pursuant to Section 106 [36 C.F.R. 800] of the National Historic 
Preservation Act [16 U.S.C. 470-470w].  Removal or excavation of Native 
American human remains and cultural objects must also be carried out in 
accordance with 43 C.F.R. 10.3.   
 
Or, activity may resume if the treatment is documented in a written binding 
agreement between the installation and the affiliated Indian tribes that adopts a 
plan for stabilization and protection of the site with no removal of human remains 
and cultural objects, excavation or removal of the human remains or cultural 
objects in accordance with 43 C.F.R. 10.3, or their disposition to lineal 
descendants or Indian tribes with priority of custody as defined in 25 U.S.C. 
3002, Sec. 3(a) and 43 C.F.R. 10.6.  
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NAGPRA SOP #2 

 

Intentional Archeological Excavation of Native American 

Human Remains, Associated Funerary Objects, Sacred 

Objects, and Objects of Cultural Patrimony 

 
[Reference: Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act 25 U.S.C. 3002, 
Sec. 3(c), 43 C.F.R. 10.3] 
 

INTRODUCTION 

 
Fort Drum is engaged in a continuing archeological survey and inventory of the cultural 
resources within its boundaries.  Archeological activities include survey for sites to be 
included on the inventory required under Section 110 of the National Historic 
Preservation Act (NHPA) [16 U.S.C. 470-470w], evaluation of sites under Section 106 of 
the NHPA by testing their eligibility for the National Register of Historic Places and for 
their significance [36 C.F.R. 60, 36 C.F.R. 63] and the mitigation of sites eligible for the 
National Register that cannot be protected from destruction.   
  
The definitions provided in the Introduction of Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) #1 
apply. 
 

POLICY 

 
Fort Drum must comply with NAGPRA [25 U.S.C. 3002, Sec. 3(c),43 C.F.R. 10.3], 
which requires that Native American human remains, associated funerary objects, 
sacred objects, and objects of cultural patrimony be excavated or removed only after 
consultation with the appropriate Indian tribes that have priority of custody over these 
items.  All notification and consultation shall be carried out with tribal governments in 
compliance with White House Memorandum, 29 April 1994, Government-to-
Government Relations with Native American Tribal Governments.   Excavation of Native 
American human remains and cultural objects is also subject to review under Section 
106 [36 C.F.R. 800] of the National Historic Preservation Act [16 U.S.C. 470-470w]. 
 

PROCEDURE 

 
1. Archeological excavations that have a high potential to result in the discovery or 
removal of Native American human remains, associated funerary objects, sacred 
objects, or objects of cultural patrimony are permitted only after (1) issuance of a permit 
pursuant to the Archaeological Resources Protection Act [16 U.S.C. 470aa-470ll], if 
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applicable, and (2) consultation establishes provisions for the identification, treatment, 
and disposition of Native American human remains and cultural objects and meets the 
requirements of 43 C.F.R. 10.5. 
 
2. Before issuing any approvals or permits for excavations that may result in the 
discovery of Native American human remains or cultural objects, the Cultural Resources 
Manager must provide written notification signed by the installation commander to the 
Indian tribes that are likely to be culturally affiliated, any present-day Indian tribes who 
aboriginally occupied the area, and any tribes who are likely to have a cultural 
relationship with the human remains and cultural objects that may be excavated.  
 
3. When notifying Indian tribes, refer to the List of Tribal Contacts in Appendix C, 
which is based on criteria discussed in SOP #1, Procedure C, 2-4. 
 
4. The notice to the tribes of planned excavations must describe the planned 
activity, its general location, the basis for the determination that human remains and 
cultural objects may be encountered during excavation, and the basis for the 
determination of likely custody pursuant to 43 C.F.R. 10.6.  In addition, the notice must 
propose a time and place for meetings or consultations and the federal agency's 
proposed treatment and disposition of the human remains and cultural objects.   
 
5. If no response is received from a written notification in fifteen (15) days, a follow-
up telephone call should be made by the Cultural Resources Manager. 
 
6. In making determinations of priority of ownership and right of control of Native 
American human remains and cultural objects, refer to SOP #1, Procedure C, 2-4. 
 
7. Consultation must be documented by (1) a written plan of action in accordance 
with 43 C.F.R. 10.5(e) signed by the installation commander or his designee, which the 
consulting tribes have the option to sign, or (2) a Comprehensive Agreement (CA) in 
accordance with 43 C.F.R. 10.5(f), signed by the installation commander or his 
designee and official tribal representatives. 
 
8. Information to be gained during the consultation that should be included in the 
written plan or CA: 
 
 a. Kinds of material to be considered as cultural objects as defined in 
Standard Operating Procedure #1 and 43 C.F.R. 10.2(b); 
 b. Specific information used to determine custody pursuant to 43 C.F.R. 10.6 
 c. Treatment, care, and handling of human remains and cultural objects; 
 d. Archeological recording of the human remains and cultural objects; 
 e. Kinds of analysis planned for identification of human remains and cultural 
objects; 
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 f. Steps to be followed to contact Indian Tribe officials before any excavation 
of human remains or cultural objects; 
 g. Kind of traditional treatment to be afforded the human remains or cultural 
objects; 
 h. Nature of the reports to be prepared; and  
 i. Disposition of human remains and cultural objects in accordance with 43 
C.F.R. 10.6. 
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NAGPRA SOP #3 

 

Treatment and Disposition of Native American Human 

Remains, Associated Funerary Objects, Sacred Objects, and 

Objects of Cultural Patrimony Discovered Inadvertently or 

During Planned Archeological Excavations 

 
[Reference:  Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act 25 U.S.C. 3002, 
Sec. 3, 43 C.F.R. 10] 
 

INTRODUCTION 

 
Specifying treatment and disposition of Native American human remains, associated 
funerary objects, sacred objects, and objects of cultural patrimony discovered on Army 
lands rests with lineal descendants or Indian tribes that can demonstrate priority of 
ownership as outlined in NAGPRA [25 U.S.C. 3002 Sec. 3(a), 43 C.F.R. 10.6]. 
 
The definitions provided in the Introduction of Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) #1 
apply. 
 

POLICY 

 
Identification of Native American human remains and cultural objects occurs first in 
consultation with potential lineal descendants or Indian tribes that can demonstrate the 
closest affiliation according to priority of ownership. All notification and consultation shall 
be carried out with tribal governments in compliance with White House Memorandum, 
29 April 1994, Government-to-Government Relations with Native American Tribal 
Governments. 
 
If the Army, in consultation with lineal descendants or federally-recognized tribes, 
determines that an asserted claim is legitimate, the lineal descendants or tribe(s) may 
specify treatment and disposition.  If ownership cannot be assigned to one tribe due to 
lack of a preponderance of evidence, then the responsibility of treatment and disposition 
may lie with multiple tribes.  If there are no legitimate claimants, the Departmental 
Consulting Archaeologist will be notified and the human remains and cultural objects will 
be protected in situ, or if that is not possible, will be removed and stored in a facility 
agreeable to the consulting parties, pending the appearance of legitimate claimants. 
 
In instances where there is a dispute as to the ownership of human remains and cultural 
objects, the installation shall safeguard them until the dispute is resolved. The 
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installation commander shall notify the Major Command (MACOM) and Army 
Environmental Center (AEC) in the event of a dispute regarding custody of human 
remains and cultural objects.  All activities carried out to comply with NAGPRA and 43 
C.F.R. 10 shall only occur with federally-recognized Indian tribes and lineal 
descendants as defined and provided for by NAGPRA. 
 

PROCEDURE 

 
1. The treatment and disposition of any Native American human remains and 
cultural objects recovered from Fort Drum lands shall be determined in consultation with 
lineal descendants or closest affiliated Indian tribe(s) as required by 25 U.S.C. 3002 
Sec. 3(a), 43 C.F.R. 10.3(2), and 10.4(d)(iv). 
 
2. A tribe that wishes to make a claim of ownership of human remains or cultural 
objects must be able to demonstrate an affiliation by a preponderance of evidence 
according to the criteria for the priority of custody specified in 25 U.S.C. 3002, Sec.3(a) 
and 43 C.F.R. 10.6. 
 
3. If a single, legitimate claimant cannot be identified, continue consultation with the 
previously consulted tribes to consider possible alternatives for affiliation, treatment, and 
disposition.  Notify the Departmental Consulting Archaeologist and Forces Command 
(FORSCOM) regarding the details of the case. Fort Drum must retain the material in a 
safe and secure manner agreeable to the consulting parties as required by 43 C.F.R. 
10.6(c), and 10.15 until a plan for the treatment and disposition of the Native American 
human remains and cultural objects pursuant to 43 C.F.R. 10 can be specified. 
 
4. If no agreement can be reached, refer to dispute resolution in this SOP. 
 
5. For inadvertent discoveries of Native American human remains and cultural 
objects, endeavor to specify treatment within thirty (30) days after the certification of 
notification has been issued. 
 
6. The treatment regarding Native American human remains and cultural objects 
encountered during planned archeological excavations will be developed before the 
commencement of the project. 
 
7. If it is determined by the consulting parties that the in situ restoration of a burial 
site is not feasible, the contents of the burial shall, upon the identification of the lineal 
descendants or cultural affiliation, be repatriated to the lineal descendants or 
appropriate tribe/s, if a legitimate claim is made.  Procedures for repatriation will be 
made in consultation with the appropriate descendants and/or tribe/s pursuant to 43 
C.F.R. 10.6. 
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8. Each restoration and reinterment shall require that Fort Drum provide an 
opportunity for appropriate tribal religious ceremony or ceremonies pursuant to the 
American Indian Religious Freedom Act (AIRFA) [42 U.S.C. 1996-1996a] and Executive 
Order 13007. 
 
9. Upon request, sacred objects and objects of cultural patrimony shall be returned 
where [25 U.S.C. 3005, Sec. 7(a)(5)]: 
 
 a. The requesting party is the direct lineal descendant of an individual who 
owned the sacred object; 
 b. The requesting Indian tribe can show that the object was owned or 
controlled by the tribe; 
 c. The requesting Indian tribe can show that the sacred object was owned or 
controlled by a member thereof, provided that in the case where a sacred object was 
owned by a member thereof, there are no identifiable lineal descendants of said 
member or the lineal descendants, upon notice, have failed to make a claim for the 
object under NAGPRA. 
 
10. Following 43 C.F.R. 10.6(c), prior to the disposition of human remains and 
cultural objects to the lineal descendants or the apparent most closely affiliated Indian 
tribe(s), the installation commander or his/her official designee must publish notices of 
the proposed disposition in a newspaper of general circulation in the area in which the 
human remains and cultural objects were discovered and in which the lineal 
descendants or affiliated Indian tribe/s currently reside. 
 
 a. The notice must provide information as to the nature and affiliation of the 
human remains, funerary objects, sacred objects, or objects of cultural patrimony and 
solicit further claims to custody.  The consulting tribes may review the content of the 
notice before its publication.  Privileged information should not be included in the notice. 
 
 b. The notices must be published twice at least a week apart. A copy of the 
notice and information on when and in what newspaper/s the notice was published that 
must be sent to the Departmental Consulting Archeologist, Department of Interior. 
 
 c. The return of human remains and cultural objects must not take place until 
at least thirty days after the publication of the second notice to allow time for any 
additional claimants to come forward.  If additional claimants do come forward and the 
installation commander or his/her designee cannot clearly determine which claimant is 
entitled to custody, the federal agency must not transfer custody of the human remains 
and cultural objects until the proper recipient is determined pursuant to 43 C.F.R. 10. 
 
11. If a claim is made for human remains and cultural objects, all of the tribes that 
were involved in the consultations regarding their disposition will be notified.   
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12. Unclaimed Native American human remains and cultural objects shall be 
returned in accordance with the regulations developed by the NAGPRA Review 
Committee. 
 
13. The resolution of treatment and disposition issues must be documented in a 
written plan of action or Comprehensive Agreement (CA), as specified in SOP #1 and 
#2 pursuant to 43 C.F.R. 10.3, 10.4, 10.5, 10.6, and 10.15. 
TIME CONFLICTS 
 
1. On those rare occasions when Fort Drum or the tribe(s) are unable to meet their 
commitments pertaining to time schedules for any activity specified herein, the party 
that is unable to meet the schedule will notify the other party as soon as physically 
possible to reschedule the activities to the mutual satisfaction of both parties.  
Emergency actions will be coordinated by telephone or FAX. 
 

DISPUTE RESOLUTION 

 
1. All disputes regarding the cultural affiliation of discovered human remains and/or 
cultural objects shall be resolved in accordance with Sections 3 and 7(e) of NAGPRA 
and the implementing regulations 43 C.F.R. 10. 
 
2. Fort Drum shall follow the procedures set forth in this document regarding 
consultation with the interested tribes.  Should any interested tribe make a conflicting 
claim of cultural affiliation or dispute the methods of treatment or disposition of human 
remains and/or cultural objects as delineated herein, the installation commander shall 
notify the MACOM and the Army Environmental Center (AEC).   
 
3. Fort Drum will continue consultation with the disputing parties, suggest that the 
disputing parties seek resolution among themselves, and, if the disputing parties 
concur, go before the NAGPRA Review Committee which is given the authority under 
25 U.S.C 3006, Sec. 8(c)(4) and 43 C.F.R. 10.16 and 10.17 to make recommendations 
on the resolution of disputes. 
 
4. If, upon receipt of the recommendations of the Review Committee, the most 
appropriate claimant still cannot be determined, Fort Drum shall retain the disputed 
remains or cultural objects until the question of custody is resolved, as stated in 43 
C.F.R. 10.15(a)(2). 
 

ADDITIONAL PARTIES 
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1. Interested tribes claiming lineal descent or cultural affiliation may join these 
procedures at any time should they express a desire to do so. 
 
2. However, in accordance with 43 C.F.R. 10.15 (a)(1), if an interested party fails to 
make a written claim prior to the time human remains and cultural objects are duly 
repatriated or disposed of to a claimant in accordance with 43 C.F.R. 10, the interested 
party is deemed to have irrevocably waived any right to claim such items pursuant to 
these regulations. 
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NAGPRA REFERENCES 

 
FEDERAL STATUTES 
 
1. American Indian Religious Freedom Act of 1978, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 1996-
1996a 
2. Archaeological Resources Protection Act of 1979, 16 U.S.C. 470aa-470ll  
3. Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act of 1990, 25 U.S.C. 
3001-3013 
4. National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 4321-4370c 
5. National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended, 16 U.S.C. 470-470w 
 
FEDERAL REGULATIONS 
 
1. 32 C.F.R. 229, Protection of Archeological Resources 
2. 36 C.F.R. 60, National Register of Historic Places  
3. 36 C.F.R. 63, Determinations of Eligibility for Inclusion in the National Register of 
Historic Places 
4. 36 C.F.R. 78, Waiver of Federal Agency Responsibility under Section 110 of the 
National Historic Preservation Act 
5. 36 C.F.R. 800, Protection of Historic Properties 
6. 40 C.F.R. 1500-1508, Regulations Implementing the National Environmental 
Policy Act 
7. 43 C.F.R. 7, Protection of Archaeological Resources 
8. 43 C.F.R. 10, Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act 
Regulations 
 
EXECUTIVE ORDERS 
 
1. E.O. 11593, Protection and Enhancement of the Cultural Environment 
2. E.O. 13007, Indian Sacred Sites 
 
PRESIDENTIAL MEMORANDA 
 
1. White House Memorandum, Government-to-Government Relations with Native 
American Tribal Governments, April 29, 1994
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Text for 408: 

 
 
Purpose:  To receive Fort Drum approval for the enclosed draft Standard Operating 
Procedures for compliance with Section 3 of the Native American Graves Protection 
and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA). 
 
Information:  NAGPRA requires Fort Drum to repatriate Native American human 
remains and cultural items found on post to lineal descendants or culturally affiliated 
groups.  The enclosed Standard Operating Procedures establish procedures for 
meeting this requirement.  Once accepted on post, these Standard Operating 
Procedures will be forwarded to the appropriate Native American groups (see Appendix 
C in enclosed Standard Operating Procedures) for review and comment.  When those 
comments are incorporated, the Standard Operating Procedures will again be routed for 
final Fort Drum approval. 
 
Conclusion:  The enclosed draft Standard Operating Procedures will facilitate 
compliance with NAGPRA.  Fort Drum approval of these drafts is required before they 
are sent to Native American representatives for review and comment. 
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LIST OF TRIBAL CONTACTS 

 
CAYUGA INDIAN NATION 
Chief Vernon Isaac 
Cayuga Indian Nation 
P.O. Box 11 
Versailles, NY 14168 
(716) 532-4847 
 
Sharon LeRoy 
Office Manager 
Cayuga Nation 
P.O. Box 11  
Versailles, NY 14168 
(716) 532-4847 
 
ONEIDA INDIAN NATION  
Dr. Tony Wonderley 
Oneida Indian Nation 
223 Genesee St. 
Oneida, NY 13421 
(315) 361-6300 
FAX: (315) 361-6333 
 
Mr. Brian Patterson 
NAGPRA Liaison 
Oneida Indian Nation 
Route 5, P.O. Box 1 
Vernon, NY 13476 
(315) 829-3090 
 
ONEIDA TRIBE OF INDIANS OF WISCONSIN 
Ms. Susan G. Daniels 
Lead Researcher, Repatriation Program 
Oneida Cultural Heritage Department 
P.O. Box 365 
Oneida, WI  54155 
(414) 869-2768, FAX: (414) 869-2959 
 
Ms. Denise J. Vigue 
Area Manager 
Oneida Cultural Heritage Department 
P.O. Box 365 
Oneida, WI  54155 
(414) 869-2768, FAX: (414) 869-2959 
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ONONDAGA NATION  
Chief Oren Lyons 
Onondaga Nation 
P.O. Box 200 
Nedrow, NY  13120 
 
Chief Irving Powless, Jr.  
Onondaga Nation 
Box 319B, Hemlock Rd. 
via Nedrow, NY  13120 
(315) 492-4210, FAX: (315) 469-1302 
 
ST. REGIS MOHAWK TRIBE 
Mr. Francis Jock 
Tribal Historic Preservation Officer, NAGPRA Liaison 
The Saint Regis Mohawk Tribe 
412 State Rte 37  
Hogansburg, NY 13655 
(518) 358-2272, ext 260, FAX: (518) 358-3203 
 
SENECA NATION 
Dennis Bowen, Sr. 
President 
Seneca Nation of Indians 
Allegany Reservation 
P.O. Box 231 
Salamanca, NY 14779 
 
Mr. Peter Jemison 
NAGPRA Coordinator 
Seneca Nation of Indians 
P.O. Box 239 
Victor, NY 14564 
(716) 924-5848, FAX: (716) 742-1732 
 
Ms. Judith Greene, Director   
The Seneca Iroquois National Museum 
P.O. Box 442 
Broad Street Extension 
Salamanca, NY  14779 
(716) 945-1738 
 
TONAWANDA BAND OF SENECAS 
Chief Norman Hill 
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Tonawanda Band of Senecas 
HOME: 7415 Reuben Road 
Basom, NY  14013 
 
Chief Kervin Jonathan 
Tonawanda Band of Senecas           
7027 Meadville Rd.                       
Basom, NY 14013 
(716) 542-4600 
 
Chief Emerson Webster 
Tonawanda Band of Senecas           
7027 Meadville Rd.                       
Basom, NY 14013                         
(716) 542-4244 
 
 
SENECA-CAYUGA TRIBE OF OKLAHOMA 
Ms. Roberta Smith 
Seneca-Cayuga Tribe of Oklahoma 
P.O. Box 1283 
Miami, OK 74355 
(918) 542-6609 
 
Chief Terry Whitetree 
Seneca-Cayuga Tribe of Oklahoma 
P.O. Box 1283 
Miami, OK 74355 
(918) 542-6609 
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AFZS-PW-E 
15 May 1998 

 
INFORMATION PAPER 

 
 
SUBJECT:  Standard Operating Procedures for the Discovery of Human 
Remains and Other Cultural Objects 
 
1.  PURPOSE:  To provide information about the need for standard operating 
procedures covering the discovery of human remains and other Native American 
cultural objects. 
 
2.  INFORMATION 
 
 a. The Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA) 
requires that human remains and cultural objects found on Fort Drum must be 
identified, if possible, as to lineal descendants or culturally affiliated 
contemporary tribes, treated in a manner deemed appropriate by the lineal 
descendants or culturally affiliated tribes, and repatriated if claims are justified by 
a preponderance of evidence. 
 
 b. The attached standard operating procedures (SOP #1-3) outline 
procedures to be followed in the event of an inadvertent discovery of Native 
American human remains, funerary objects, sacred objects, or objects of cultural 
patrimony; in planning an excavation that has the high potential to result in the 
discovery of Native American human remains and cultural objects; and in dealing 
with the treatment and disposition of Native American human remains and 
cultural objects. 
  
 c.  These Standard Operating Procedures are part of a FORSCOM-wide 
initiative to assist installations with NAGPRA compliance.  Similar Standard 
Operating Procedures have been or are being reviewed and accepted at all 
FORSOM installations. 
  
3.  CONCLUSION:  Fort Drum is required to comply with all sections of 
NAGPRA, and the enclosed Standard Operating Procedures will facilitate that 
compliance. 
 
 
 

 DR. ADAM KING/2-4165 
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Appendix H 

Field Crew Orientation Materials 

 
PHASE I FIELD PROCEDURES 

 
 
FIELD NOTEBOOK 
 
The field notebook is a general-purpose log for narrative field notes and 
description.  It will only be used for recording daily work in Training Areas, 
transects and shovel test profiles, and to add notes or explain the excavation 
techniques used during the testing of units and features.  Always date your 
entries.  Begin each day’s entry on a new page.  The site number, project 
number, baseline number and azimuth, transect number and azimuth, shovel 
test, unit, etc. must always be written in the book.  The notebook may be used for 
sketches; always indicate the project number or area, the scale, magnetic and 
grid north orientation of the drawing, your initials, and the date.  Label the 
drawing as well.  Any notes pertaining to the immediate environment of the 
project area (vegetation type, or the coverage by the vegetation) and the location 
of the project in relation to landforms should be included in your field notebook.  
Under no circumstances are features or units to be given a “pet” name, please 
see the crew chief or survey coordinator for a number for a unit of feature.  
Include basic test unit information and measurements each day even though 
these are also recorded on your Level Forms.  Both you and your partner should 
record all information everyday.  This will eliminate the possibility of lost data if 
one of you loses your field book. 
 
Please notify lab director when your field book has 10 pages left and you will be 
given an additional book. 
 
SHOVEL TESTING 
 
Phase I subsurface testing for prehistoric cultural resources within the project 
area is conducted using shovel test pits (STPS) dug at 20-meter intervals.  All 
shovel tests will be identified by transect and consecutive shovel test number 
(Transect 1, STP 5).  Each STP is excavated to a depth at least 10 centimeters 
below sterile subsoil.  Depth measurements are recorded using the metric scale 
and soil profiles use standard Munsell soil notations.  Both of these should record 
in your field book and later on the Shovel Test Record form.  All soil excavated 
from shovel tests is screened through 1/4” (quarter-inch) mesh to locate cultural 
materials.  Any cultural materials recovered are bagged by level within the shovel 
test and recorded for further analysis and identification. When bagging multiple 
artifacts from the same provenience, bag the artifacts by type and then bag all 
the artifacts from the same provenience.  
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If a positive shovel test is obtained, cruciform shovel tests are dug at 1 meter 
intervals around the original shovel test pit.  If any of these are positive, the 
corresponding 5-meter, 10-meter and 15-meter shovel tests should be dug as 
needed.  Cruciform shovel tests should be numbered with the number of the 
original shovel test (X) followed by the decimal indicator of the cruciform position.  

 
 X.1 indicates the 1-meter shovel test on the transect azimuth,  

 X.2 indicates the 1-meter shovel test 90 clockwise from X.1 
 X.3 indicates the 1-meter shovel test on the reverse transect azimuth 

 X.4 indicates the 1-meter shovel test 90 clockwise from X.3 
 
If 5-meter or more cruciforms are needed, the numbering continues clockwise 
with X.5, X.6, etc.  Do not cruciform off negative cruciform shovel tests and use 
only the numbers needed. Remember, the cruciform shovel test number refers to 
the position around the positive STP and not to the actual number of STPs dug.  
(See Cruciform Protocol at the back of the handbook).  Soil profiles are recorded 
for each shovel test. 
 
All shovel tests must be backfilled upon completion.  Use the sample STP form 
and the instructions with the form to complete the STP form.  Also use the form 
that lists the Field Characteristics of the Major Soil Textural Classes as the 
standard abbreviations for your soil textures, and how to determine your soil 
textures.  Note: Consistency in abbreviations is essential.  Use the list 
below and no other abbreviations.  This material is entered into a database 
and the degree of consistency in your information is directly related to 
quick and accurate entries. 
 
SHOVEL TEST RECORD 
 
Data from no more than 6 shovel tests are recorded on one form.  Information for 
more than one transect should never appear on the same form.  The shovel test 
form allows you to draw a profile of each shovel test and should include the 
depths of each stratigraphic or natural level/strata, Munsell soil color notation, 
soil texture (sand, clay, loam, etc.), and a brief description of the number and 

type of cultural material.  The null sign () will be used when no cultural material 
is present.  The letters EOT should appear at the end of a set of paperwork for a 
transect.  Headings must be filled in on ALL forms. 
 
Instructions for STP Forms 
 
1. There must be a heading on every page. 
 
2.  A color for each level indicated must be included using the Munsell Soil 
description. 
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3.  Use ONLY the following abbreviations for soil textures on each level: 
 SAND = s 
 LOAMY SAND = ls 
 SANDY LOAM = sl 
 LOAM = l 
 SILT LOAM = sil 
 SILTY CLAY LOAM = sicl 
 CLAY LOAM = cl 
 SANDY CLAY LOAM = scl 
 SILTY CLAY = sic 

CLAY = c 
SANDY CLAY=scl 
Please see the attachment at the end of the orientation manual for 
information on determining these soil textures. 
 

4.  For the artifact column please use the  to indicate that no cultural material 
was present.  
 
5.  If artifacts are recovered please indicate using a general description of the 
artifact and include an artifact count.  For example 15 chert debitage, 2 chert 
flakes, 2 prehistoric ceramic, or 5 historic ceramic.  Also note the level each 
artifact came from.  It is important to differentiate between prehistoric and 
historic ceramic materials. 
 
6.  Please indicate the depth of each level. 
 
7. W/O will indicate that a shovel test has been written off.  A reason MUST be 
included, such as military disturbance or standing water.  W/O may never stand 
for “walkover”. 
 
8.  PWO indicates a Pedestrian Walkover, use this when the surface is 100% 
visible and can be evaluated by a surface collection.  These shovel tests are not 
considered to have been written off. 
 
9.  Use EOT to indicate that the transect was completed. 
 
BASELINE RECORD 
 
The baseline information sheet for each project will need to be filled out by the 
crew chief.  This should be done at the end of each day.  This sheet is important 
for entering the shovel test information into the database record.   
 
TRANSECT STATUS RECORD 
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The transect status form will be used to record a summary of the work conducted 
on transects along a single baseline and will be completed before leaving the 
field by the crew chiefs.  The form asks you to record: the transect, the team 
working on the transect, the number of STPs attempted, completed, written off, 
or walked-over, the number of positive shovel tests, and the number of artifact 
bags.   Data from no more than 4 transects will be recorded on one form.  Any 
new baseline will require a new form.  The comment section should include the 
numbers of the shovel tests that were either written off and/or positive.  It also 
should include the type of artifacts found in the positive shovel tests.  General 
descriptive notes can be added as well. 
 
 
PROJECT NUMBERS AND SITE NUMBERS 
 
The lab director or crew chief will give the project number on a daily or as-
needed basis.  Each crewmember is responsible for writing the project number in 
their field notes.  Following the completion of Phase I testing, sites will be 
identified using consecutive project and field numbers in conjunction with the 
abbreviations for Fort Drum Prehistoric and Fort Drum Historic (FDP, FDH 
respectively) (e.g. FDP1004).  A New York State Prehistoric Site Inventory Form 
will be prepared for the New York State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) to 
obtain an official state site number.  When referring to a site, on forms and in 
notebooks, use both site numbers if they are available. 

 
FIELD ARTIFACT BAGGING 
 
All recovered cultural remains (artifacts, flotation samples, etc.) will be placed in 
sealable (zip-lock) plastic bags.  Using a black “Sharpie,” the project number 
(2004.001, etc.), project/site name (Training Area 12A, FDP1004), baseline, 
provenience (transect number, shovel test number, and level), test unit 
coordinate (if applicable), feature number (if applicable), the level from which the 
artifact was recorded, date, recorder's first initial and last name, and number of 
artifacts will be written on the artifact bag.  If an artifact is too large to fit in a bag, 
an artifact tag will be securely tied to the artifact with string.  The tag will contain 
the same information as the artifact bag.  Floral and faunal remains, complete 
artifacts, and fragile items may require separate bags or film canisters.  In 
addition, if there is more than one bag for a provenience, the bags will be marked 
bag 1 of 3, 2 of 3, and 3 of 3 respectively.  See below for all information needed 
on each artifact bag.  Also note in your field books when artifacts are recovered 
and identify the artifact type. 
 
It is important to bag artifacts from different levels of the same shovel test 
separately.  

 
Included on artifact bags: 
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1. Project Number 
2. Project Name 
3. Training Area Number (if applicable) 
4. Site Number (if applicable) (FDP 1090 or FDH 1070 as an example; FDP 

stands for Fort Drum Prehistoric and FDH for Fort Drum Historic) 
5. Baseline Number (BL #) 
6. Transect Number (TR #)  
7. Shovel Test Number (STP #) 
8. Level (of STP or Unit) 
9. Test Unit Number (if applicable) (TU #) 
10. Feature # (if applicable) (Fea #) 
11. Date 
12. First Initial and Last Name of Both (or all) Team Members 
13. Number and type of Artifacts 
14. Total Number of Bags for that Provenience (bag 1 of 3 etc.)  

 
You must use the abbreviations shown above. 
 
SITE MAP 
 
A site map will be completed for each newly identified site.  The map should 
show the entire site area and relationship(s) to landforms, contours, structures, 
roads, disturbed areas and other landmarks that may aid in documenting and 
relocating the site.  The map of the site should be to scale and include an arrow 
indicating both grid and magnetic north.  The map should also indicate the test 
grid used for shovel tests, surface collection units and excavation units and 
should include a legend denoting positive tests, subsurface features, 
concentrations, etc.  Historic foundation plans and descriptions should include 
construction material information (brick, limestone masonry, concrete, wood, 
plaster, etc.) as well as construction details. 
 
PHOTOGRAPH LOG FORM 

 
All photos taken with the digital camera should be recorded in your fieldbook.  
When the pictures are downloaded, you should be prepared to provide a written 
photolog including the date, location, subject of the photo and direction of the 
photo.  For Phase II projects, small disposable cameras will be provided.  Each 
test unit will have its own camera and photolog.  Photos will also be taken of 
units, levels, features and profiles during Phase II testing and will be recorded on 
this form as well.  Enter the project number, camera number, exposure number, 
site name, description of photo, direction and date.  Be sure to include the 
photographer’s name/initials.  Project and unit information may be written directly 
on the disposable cameras.  All photo logs and film or computer disks (digital 
camera) will be returned to the Survey Coordinator. 
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SURFACE COLLECTION AND SHOVEL TESTING 
 
Sites that have been previously identified by surface collection and/or are 
situated on eroded sand dunes (where excavation is extremely difficult due to 
severe wind erosion) are tested using intensive surface collection and shovel 
testing.  A site datum is first established which is tied into USGS benchmarks or 
permanent landmarks and located using Global Positioning Systems (GPS) data 
where possible.  A rectangular grid of 5-meter or 10-meter intervals is then laid 
out over the site area, with grid square intersections marked by fluorescent 
orange paint or pin flags.  Each 5m x 5m (or 10m x 10m) grid square is then 
identified by the coordinates of its southwest corner, which is the datum for each 
unit (i.e. N505E490). 
 
Surface collection is conducted on 100% of the visible surface area, and any 
cultural materials recovered are plotted according to their location within a 
particular grid square.  When the collection is complete assembling the individual 
grid square results creates a composite grid map of the total number of surface 
finds.  This map is then used to analyze and interpret any possible patterns of 
artifact concentrations. 
 
Following the completion of the surface collection, shovel testing is conducted at 
10- meter intervals with the existing grid as a guide.  Using one side of the 
rectangular grid as a baseline, transects are tested across the grid perpendicular 
to the baseline.  Transects are identified by numbers and individual shovel tests 
are designated with numbers, as with standard Phase I field procedures.   
 
PHASE II FIELD PROCEDURES 
 
If a Phase I survey of a prehistoric archeological site indicates that the site may 
be potentially eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places, Phase 
II testing is conducted to provide data for a final assessment of the site’s 
eligibility.  Generally, excavation units are used to test areas where surface 
collection units and shovel testing have identified features or potential features 
and artifact concentrations.  If the data obtained from these methods are 
sufficient to fully assess the site’s National Register eligibility, further fieldwork 
may not be necessary. 
 
PHASE II PROTOCOL 
 

1. Southwest corner acts as the unit datum.  A line level is secured to the 
position/level of the highest corner in the unit.  This will provide exact 
contour data for the grid set and standardize the procedure. 
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2. Test units will be excavated in arbitrary 10cm levels unless the natural 
level is thinner than 10cm or a new natural level is reached before the next 
10cm mark.  A new level form should be used for each level. 

 
3. Photographs do not need to be taken for each new 10cm level unless 

there is a significant change in soil color or you have a feature or in situ 
artifact in your planview.  If you are uncertain, take a picture anyway.  
When closing the unit, photograph all four walls. 

 
4. Plot artifacts from closest walls and include below datum depths for 

diagnostics, features, and debitage clusters.   
 

5. Planviews are still required for all levels and should include wall to wall 
provenience and below datum depths. 

 
6. Features are recorded by number beginning with 1.  New features in 

lower levels are numbered accordingly.  This will keep features organized 
when they penetrate more than one stratum.  If a feature reappears in an 
adjacent unit and has a different number, use the same symbol in your 
planviews for both units. 

 
7. Munsell each level and feature and include soil type. 

 
8. Soil and carbon samples are extracted from strata with an uncontaminated 

instrument and placed in a clean, unused bag.  All provenience 
information will be included on the bag.  Note the location and below 
datum measurement on either a planview or profile.  Always collect soil 
from around a diagnostic artifact found in situ.  

 
9. Profile your best-looking wall using the datum level.  Be sure to write 

which wall you are profiling when drawing the map.  If features appear in 
more than one wall, you may have to profile all walls. 

 
 
UNIT/LEVEL RECORD FORM 
 
A unit/level form will be filled out for each excavation unit level.  Levels will be 
numbered consecutively through the unit.  The unit/level form records depth, 
level, soil, features, and artifacts recovered.  The back of the form contains a 
chart where features should be recorded.  Closing depths from one level will be 
made using a line level from the unit datum (0 elevations) in the southwest 
comer, and should be identical to the opening depths for the next level.   
 
FEATURE FORM 
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A feature form, located on the back of the level form, will be completed for each 
feature identified within a unit.  The feature form records depth, dimensions, 
shape, levels, and contents of features.  Additional descriptive and interpretive 
comments on features should be recorded on the level form and also written in 
field notebooks.  Photograph and draw a planview of the feature before 
completing a bisection.  Features will be bisected on either a north-south or east-
west axis.  One-half of the feature will be removed and screened through 1/4” 
mesh.  Following the excavation, a profile is drawn the un-excavated portion and 
the feature is photographed again.  Next, the second half of the feature is 
removed and placed in 1-liter plastic bags for flotation and/or C14 analysis.  All 
recovered materials from the excavated portion of the feature are bagged 
separately from the flotation sample and from other artifacts found within that 
level.  Both are assigned a provenience corresponding to the feature, unit and 
level.  Be sure to label the bags as you would for other artifacts (see Field Artifact 
Bagging and Artifact Bag Catalog). 
 
PROFILE AND PLANVIEW DRAWINGS 
 
Profile drawings will be made on graph paper for one or more walls at the 
completion of each excavation unit.  On the graph paper, the wall (north, south, 
east, west), the elevation of the line level above or below the unit datum, ground 
surface, levels and the base of the excavation or unit floor will be identified.  
Profile drawings will also be made for east-west or north-south cross sections of 
features.  Planview refers to the “bird’s-eye” view of an excavation unit(s) and 
should include an arrow indicating magnetic and grid north, spot elevations, etc.  
Profile drawings and planviews should contain a key to describe the texture and 
Munsell color of soil strata, any stone tools, pottery, fire-cracked rock, reddened 
soil, charcoal, and other prominent features.  Roots, root stains, and animal 
burrows may be included on profile drawings.  Leave ample space to repeat the 
identifying information for the title, i.e. site number, state site number, unit, 
profile/planview, date, initials, orientation, etc.  The metric scale will be used for 
all planviews and wall profiles.  Use the key included in the Phase II kit for legend 
symbols.  Symbols for soil colors, etc. should remain consistent throughout the 
unit paperwork. 
 
LABORATORY ANALYSIS 
 
Artifact accessioning and cataloging will be covered in greater detail as needed.  
The processing of all recovered cultural materials is conducted at the Fort Drum 
Artifact Curation Facility (ACF), Building P-4836 in accordance with Fort Drum’s 
Repository Curation Methodology.  The contents of each bag returned from field 
excavations are checked and verified against field records to ensure that no 
artifacts or provenience data are lost.  No prehistoric material will be washed; 
chert and ceramic can be dry-brushed.  Charcoal, bone, and other fragile 
material will remain with the soil they are in context with and will not be washed.  
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Different artifact types from the same unit will be accessioned separately.  
Remember to keep artifacts separated not only by type and diagnostic but also 
by provenience first.  After cataloging and typing the artifacts, write all 
provenience information on the bag (labels inside the bags will be added later by 
the curator).  Soil will be accessioned separately using a soil accession log.  
During rain days you will be required to work in the lab or the curation room.  
Duties will be assigned at that time but will include accessioning, flotation, 
separation of flotation, curation.  

 
 CATALOGING/ACCESSIONING 
 
The artifact bags will be logged on a CRS cataloging worksheet.  All of the 
artifact bags from the same provenience containing the same material type (e.g. 
ceramic, chert) are cataloged together using only one accession number, 
beginning with .001.  If two material types are found in the same provenience 
then each type of artifact is given its own accession number. 
The artifact bags from different proveniences from the same site will be given 
their own accession number following with the next consecutive number: .003, 
.004, etc.  Diagnostic artifacts will receive their own accession numbers.  Basic 
drawings of diagnostic materials will be drawn on the catalog sheet for easy 
recognition. This is an example of a complete accession number: 1995.32.006.  
This equals  “year.project number.accession number”.  This number will be 
written in the accession number space on the Cataloging Worksheet along with 
all provenience information. 
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURES IN THE FIELD 
 

Field Accident Protocol 
  
If the event of becoming lost in the field: 

 
STOP and stay where you are as soon as you realize you are lost.  Blow 
your whistle.  (Each crewmember will be issued a whistle).   This signals 
to other crewmembers one of ONLY two things: you are lost or hurt.  At 
this point, the nearest crewmember should whistle or yell to establish 
contact.  If you hear someone’s whistle: 

1.) Signal that you have heard them by whistling or yelling. 
2.) Use your compass to establish a bearing toward the 

crewmember in distress. 
3.) Walk toward the person who signaled.  (It is important that the 

member who whistled stay in the same spot so that others can 
establish a heading).  If you are in a team of two, leave one 
person behind so you have a known point to return to.  

4.) When you have established contact and learned the nature of 
the emergency, take the necessary steps to secure help. 

Remember that the whistle, and any emergency transmissions are 
regarded as emergencies and will be treated as such. 
If you are lost and no one answers your whistle it is important not to panic 
and to remain in one place.  The closer you are to where you should be, 
the easier you will be to find. 

 
 
In case of emergency: 

1. If an area needs to be evacuated immediately when crew is in the field, 
crew will hear three long blasts of the vehicle horn.  These three blasts 
indicate that crew should immediately evacuate the area.  Gear not 
easily and quickly gathered or carried should be abandoned.  
Crewmembers should return to their vehicles.  Never leave your 
partner behind.   

2. If you see ordnance (or think you do), do not touch it.  Flag the 
ordnance at a safe distance, leave the immediate area and notify your 
crew chief at once. He/she will take appropriate action. 

 
 
In the event of a medical emergency: 

1. Contact your crew chief immediately. 
2. If your crew chief is not available contact the nearest person with a 

radio or cell phone so that they may call the crew chief, or Survey 
Coordinator (315-772-2150).   
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3. Crew chief will contact Survey Coordinator (315-772-2150) and other 
parties, as he/she deems necessary.  Other parties to include: Fort 
Drum Cultural Resources Manager, 315-772-4165, Fort Drum 
Emergency Number 315-772-4131 or *766, the cell phone equivalent 
of 911. 

4. In the event that you are unable to reach your crew chief or Field 
Director proceed to call the Fort Drum Emergency Number 315-772-
4131.  This is the same as calling 911 when you are off the installation.   

5. First Aid kits will be in all vehicles that carry crewmembers.    
6. Do not administer any medicines without medical approval.  
7. Remember: cell phones and radios are not secure connections.  

Never transmit the name of an injured party or any personal 
information about him/her.  Use discretion: do not transmit 
anything you do not want widely known. 

 
In case of vehicle accident: 

1. Contact your crew chief immediately.   
2. Crew chief will contact Survey Coordinator (315-772-2150) and other 

parties, as he/she deems necessary.  Other parties to include; Fort 
Drum Cultural Resources Manager, 315-772-4165, Fort Drum 
Emergency Number 315-772-4131 or *766, the cell phone equivalent 
of 911. 

3. If your crew chief is not available, contact the nearest person with a 
radio or cell phone so that they may call the crew chief, or Survey 
Coordinator (315-772-2150).   

4. In case of medical emergency, see medical emergency protocol 
above. 

5. Be prepared to show identification and vehicle information, which will 
be in your glove compartment.  When possible photograph damage to 
both vehicle you are operating and other vehicle or environment.  
Remain on scene until the MPs arrive.   

6. Remember: cell phones and radios are not secure connections.  
Never transmit the name of an injured party or any personal 
information about him/her. Use discretion; do not transmit 
anything you do not want widely known. 

  
Crew chiefs will be equipped with both a radio and a cell phone.  In the 

event that no one else can be reached, the number for the Radio Room in Range 
Control is 772-7152.  There is someone at this number 24 hours a day and it 
should be used for extreme emergencies only. 

  If you are injured at work you must notify your crew chief and fill out an 
injury report immediately.  Failure to do so could result in not being able to file 
for worker’s compensation should you later need medical attention.  Even if your 
injury seems minor, let your crew chief know and they will give you an incident 
report to fill out.   
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DOWN RANGE PROCEDURES 
 
Anywhere that is not Cantonment (the fenced area southwest of State Route 26) 
is considered down range.  Never go down range without checking in at Range 
Control for clearance.  Also remember to take yourself off the Range board when 
you return.  Normally your crew chief will take care of this but you may be 
required to go yourself for special projects.  Always take some form of 
communication (usually a cell phone) with you and let your crew chief know 
where you are going.  The speed limit on all tank trails is 25 mph.  It is important 
to observe this at all times.  Due to dusty conditions on most roads, headlights 
must always be used.  Seatbelts must be worn at all times by all crewmembers.   
 
Remember that cell phones and radios are not considered secure forms of 
communication.  Never discuss sensitive issues (such as possible human 
burials) over the phone or on the radio.  Remember that everyone in the area 
with a radio can hear your conversations.  Be professional.   
 
Your job here does not entitle you to go down range for any reason on your own 
time or in your own vehicle.  Field vehicles have special passes that allow them 
in the training areas. 
 
If you meet soldiers in the area where you are working, notify your crew chief 
immediately.  He or she will coordinate with the soldiers and determine if it is safe 
for you to remain in the area.  If your crew chief is unavailable, return to your 
vehicles and wait.  If you have any problems with soldiers, you need to record the 
information on the bumpers of their vehicles and then report the incident to your 
crew chief.  Without the bumper numbers, it is difficult to file a report with Range 
Control.   
Orange safety vests must be worn at all times unless specified by your crew 
chief.  Crewmembers may substitute blaze orange T-shirts for the vests if they 
choose.  This serves to make you visible to hunters who may be in the area and 
to identify you to soldiers as someone who should be in the area. 
If you find any ordnance in the field, you should flag the area (not too close to the 
ordnance) and leave.  Notify your crew chief immediately.  Never touch anything 
you cannot identify.  Crew chiefs will notify Range Control who will take steps to 
identify and remove the ordnance. 
 
ATTENDANCE POLICY 
 
We will work Monday-Thursday, 7:00am to 5:30pm.  There will be four 
mandatory holidays during the regular field season: Memorial Day, the 4th of July, 
Labor Day and Columbus Day.  In these weeks we will work Friday to make up 
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the time.  If you will not be at work you must either 1). Let your crew chief know 
ahead of time and write it on the attendance calendar or 2). Call the ACF (772-
2150) and leave a message.  If you do not do so, it will be considered an 
unexcused absence and you will be given a warning.  Your second unexcused 
absence may result in dismissal.  Except in special circumstances, there will not 
be opportunities to make up for missed time. 
 
 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
 
Due to heightened security measures, it is necessary for you to carry some form 
of identification on your person at all times.  Failure to do so could result in your 
not being allowed on Post or being asked to leave the training areas. 
 
Field gear issued to you by the Ft. Drum CRS is to remain in the ACF during non-
work hours.  This is to eliminate the possibility of forgotten gear or paperwork. 
 
Crewmembers must be 21 or older to drive CSU rental vehicles. 
 
When driving in Cantonment or on the tank trails, remember that the speed limit 
is 10 mph when passing troops in formation.  Obey the posted speed limit at 
other times. 
 
Cell phones provided by the Ft. Drum CRS are for work-related use only.  No 
personal calls are to be made or received for any reason.  Do not give the 
numbers of work cell phones to anyone for non-work-related purposes.  Failure 
to use phones properly could result in termination of your position.  Also 
remember that it is a New York State law that you may not use a cell phone while 
operating a motor vehicle.  This also applies to Fort Drum roads.  Unless your 
phone is equipped with a hands free kit, you must pull over while you talk. 
 
Although we do not have a strict dress code, discretion is required.  Short shorts 
and middy shirts are not allowed.  Both males and females may wear tank tops 
but armholes should be snug and straps should be wide enough to cover bra 
straps (no spaghetti straps).  Remember that you will be in view of soldiers and 
their families.  Clothing with logos or print that may be offensive (i.e. peace 
symbols or anti-war slogans) may not be worn at any time. 
 
 
*** IF AT ANY TIME YOU HAVE A QUESTION PLEASE DO NOT HESITATE 
TO ASK YOUR CREW CHIEF, SURVEY COORDINATOR, LABORATORY 
DIRECTOR OR PROGRAM COORDINATOR.  FOR QUESTIONS 
CONCERNING THE STORAGE/CURATION OF ARTIFACTS AND 
DOCUMENTS CHECK WITH YOUR CREW CHIEF OR ASK THE 
COLLECTIONS MANAGER.*** 
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EMERGENCY PHONE NUMBERS 
 
THESE NUMBERS ARE PLACED IN THE ORDER IN WHICH YOU SHOULD 
CALL IN THE EVENT OF AN EMERGENCY 
 
FIRST ATTEMPT TO CONTACT YOUR CREW CHIEF, THEN TRY: 
 
772-2150 ACF 
772-4165 DR. RUSH 
772-4852 GIS (AMY WOOD, MANDY ROGGIE AND JIM RAPANT) 
772-9914 IAN WARDEN (cell 783-5747) 
772-3170 FORESTRY (PAUL ZANG) 
772-9636 WILDLIFE (RAY RAINBOLT) 
772-4729 WETLANDS (SCOTT SEIGFREID) 
772-5708 ENVIRONMENTAL DIVISION MAIN OFFICE (MARY ALICE 

MURPHY) 
 
*766 From a cell phone instead of 911. 
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Please return this page to your crew chief. 

 

 

 

 

I have read the Cultural Resource Program Orientation Manual and 
understand the rules and procedures stated in it. 

 
 
 
_________________________________________________ 
Crew member signature                Date 
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Appendix I 

Field and Laboratory Forms 
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Artifact Catalog Sheet
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Appendix J 

The Fort Drum Artifact Curation Facility 

Disaster Plan 

 
Copies of this disaster plan are in the following locations: the first and second 
floors of P-4836 the Artifact Curation Facility (ACF), the Environmental Division 
(T -4838), the Natural/Cultural Resources Branch (T -4838), Fire Station #2 (T -
2330), and the curator's office in P-4836. Disaster planning at the Fort Drum ACF 
has been coordinated with installation fire and safety personnel. 
 

Authority and Delegation 

 
In an emergency, the Fort Drum Environmental Division authorizes 
implementation of this disaster plan and the most responsible person designated 
below to take charge and undertake any action necessary to preserve life and 
the assets of Fort Drum ACF. If the individual is not available, then the next 
person available on the following list is in charge. Within this disaster plan, only 
position titles and official names have been included. 
 
1. Chief, Environmental Division: 315/772-5708; DCTN 341-5708 
FAX: 315/772-8050 
 
2. Natural and Cultural Resources Branch Chief, Environmental Division: 
315/772-5971; DCTN 341-5971 
 
3. Fort Drum Archeologist: 315/772-4165; DCTN 341-4165 
 
4. Curator, Curation Facility: 315/772-2150; DCTN 341-2150 
 
5. National Environmental Policy Act Coordinator: 315/772-5110 
 
In an emergency, human life and safety are more important than the collections 
and material assets of the Fort Drum ACF. 
No action is to be taken that endangers life or safety. 
 

Emergency Phone Numbers 

 
Fire Department: 911 or 315/772-4131 
Military Police: 911 or 315/772-5156 
Ambulance/Rescue Squad: 911 
Poison Control Center: 1-800-252-5655 
Utilities: 
Water: 315/772-5589 or 772-4168 
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Preventative Maintenance: 315/772-5601 
PW Work Order: 315/772-5495 
Animal Incidents: 
Fort Drum Fish and Wildlife Manager: 315/772-9636 
New York State, Department of Environmental Conservation: 315/785-2261 
Fort Drum PW Work Order Branch: 315/772-5495 
 

External Assistance Phone Numbers 

 
Architect: 1-800-USA-CERL 
Conservator: 315/772-5971; DCTN 341-5971 
Electrician: 315/772-5300 
Equipment Rental: C & M Technologies, 315/782-3000 
Space SaverTMS helving: 716/924-1430,716/729-2942 
Storage Space: Troop Operations, 315/772-5250, 315/772-6235 
Mutual Aid Institution Phone Numbers 
New York State Historic Preservation Office: 518/237-8643 
Jefferson County Historical Society: 315/782-3491 
St. Lawrence County Historical Society: 315/386-8133 
New York State Museum: 518/474-5813 
Staff Recall List 
Leader: Natural and Cultural Resources Branch Chief, 
Environmental Division: 315/772-5971; DCTN 341-5971 
Security: Representative, Military Police, 315/772-5156 
Buildings and Grounds: 315/772-5694 
Public Relations: 315/772-5461 
 

Fire Suspected or Discovered 

 

Sound the alarm and initiate the evacuation procedure: 

 
1. Calmly advise others to leave area by nearest safety exit 
2. Assist people requiring help 
3. Go to a designated assembly area 
4. Account for all people 
5. Call fire department: 911 or 315/772-4131 
6. Tell fire department location and nature of the fire 
7. Activate staff recall 
8. Meet fire department on arrival 
9. Advise fire or police officials of your actions 
10. Advise fire or police officials if someone needs special assistance 
11. Re-enter only with permission from fire department 
 

If arson is suspected: 
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1. Look for multiple sources of fire and suspects at the scene 
2. Advise fire or police officials of suspicions and observations 
 

If collections are damaged: 

 
1. Call curator 
2. Re-establish fire protection systems 
3. Create a written record of the event; submit report to the Environmental 
Division 
 

In the case of theft: 

 
1. Advise--Chief, Environmental Division: 315/772-5708 
Fort Drum Archeologist: 315/772-4165 
2. Call military police: 911 or 315/772-5156 
3. Protect scene, identify suspects and witnesses, record details 
4. Meet police on arrival 
5. Provide police with detailed descriptions-- item(s) and suspect(s). If collection 
objects have been stolen, provide photos and estimated dollar value and other 
information required to assist recovery efforts 
6. Record details and police report numbers-- for future reference 
7. Secure building-- as soon as police gives approval, consult with police and 
Public Affairs Office before releasing press release 
8. Report to lenders or holders of curation contracts-- if appropriate 
9. Consult the Staff Judge Advocate's office if appropriate3, 15/772-6371 
10. Check with police on progress 
11. If object is recovered and in police custody, offer to provide or recommend 
safe environmental storage conditions 
 

In the case of missing collections: 

 
1. Document when last seen 
2. Search premises 
3. Take inventory, check records 
4. If appropriate, call police 
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In case of personal assault: 

 
1. Intervene if appropriate and safe to do so 
2. Provide privacy, comfort, first-aid, if required 
3. Staff resources( first aid certified): 911 
4. Advise Chief, Environmental Division: 315/772-5708 
5. Call police: 911 or 315/772-5156 
6. Protect scene, identify suspects and witnesses, record details 
7. Meet police on arrival 
8. Record details and police report numbers for future reference 
9. Consult Staff Judge Advocate's Office, if appropriate: 315/772-6371 
 
Accidents and illness: 
 
1. For rescue-- call fire department: 911 or 315/772-4131 
2. For sudden illness or injury—Staff resources (first-aid certified): 911 or 
315/772-4131 
3. Accidents and illness continued: 
4. Ambulance: 911 or 315/772-4131 
5. Notify: Fort Drum Archeologist: 315/772-4165 
6. Chief, Environmental Division: 315/772-5708 
7. Companions or associates of the victim, if the victim is a visitor to the curation 
facility. 
 
Complete an accident report: 
 

STEP ACTION BY WHOM 

1 Notify Supervisor of 
accident 

 

Employee 

2 Complete CA-16 (Part A) 
 

In emergency complete 
CA-16 this can follow 

treatment make copy and 
send to Administration 

 

Administration 
 

Supervisor 
 

3 Take/Send employee 
with CA-16 to Guthrie 

Clinic 
 

Supervisor 

4 Complete side (1) ofCA-1 
and submit to Supervisor 

 

Employee 

5 Complete side (2) ofCA-1 Supervisor 
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and submit to 
Administration within 48 

hours of time of accident. 
Provide copies of all 

doctor's slips. 
 

6 Prepare a PW Safety 
Report (AFZS-PW 602) 

and submit to 
Administration within 5 
days of the date of the 

accident. 

Supervisor 

 
When an employee has a personal injury, they have the right to refuse treatment 
at Guthrie Clinic. Once the CA-1 and CA-16 have been filled out the employee is 
encouraged to go to Guthrie Clinic before they seek private medical attention 
(emergencies excluded). If they seek private medical attention, the following 
forms are needed. 
 

7 Complete CA-16 (Part A) 
and note to doctor, 

employee brings with 
him/her to private 

physician. 
 

Complete CA-17, HCF A-
1500, and rest of CA-16. 

Administration 
 
 
 
 
 

Physician 
 
 

8 Lost time must be 
reported to 

Administration 

Supervisor 
 
 
 

9 Lost time memorandum 
to Civilian Pay 

 

Administration 

10 When return to duty (lost 
time) complete CA3,  

submit to Administration 
with all doctor's slips 

 

Supervisor 

11 Make an appointment 
with occupational health 
for fitness for duty once 
returned from lost time. 

 

Supervisor 
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12 Keep Administration 
updated on light duty 

assignments. 
 

Supervisor 

 
All accident reports must b e processed through Annette West, Administration, in 
order to keep an accurate record of all accidents. The necessary forms can be 
obtained from Annette West, Administration, 2-4258. 
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Hazards 

 
Take immediately action to remove or correct the problem or to control access if 
correction is not possible. If physical access cannot be controlled, provide 
supervision over the hazardous circumstances until remediation occurs. 
In the case of buildings/utilities failure (water, roof leak, water line break, rain): 
A quickly as possible, identify source(s) and stop flow or channel it by shutting off 
valves, catching leak, covering roof, or caulking/patching area of infiltration. If 
necessary use sump pumps or emergency pumps to drain flooded areas. Also 
use dehumidifiers. 
 

In case of structural damage or collapse: 

 
1. As soon as possible have an architect/engineer evaluate situation 
2. Determine if area can be safety occupied 
3. Stabilize to prevent further damage 
4. When safe, remove collections and other assets 
5. Protect area from rain damage and unauthorized access 
 

In the case of failure in heating, ventilating, or air conditioning: 

 
1. Try to determine how long the failure will last 
2. Prepare to mitigate freezing conditions 
3. Prepare to drain water lines to prevent breaks 
4. Limit opening and closing of doors to retain residual heat 
5. Try to moderate rapidity of changes in temperature and humidity 
 

In the case of high heat: 

 
1. Use natural cooling factors, close shutters, drapes, open windows 
2. Use portable fans to move air and portable dehumidifiers if necessary 
3. Vent building on upper levels 
 

In the case of loss of power: 

 
1. Ensure that the security and fire protection and detection systems have been 
switched to battery power 
2. Ensure that all emergency lighting and exit lighting also have switched to 
battery power 
3. Report power outage, PW Work Order: 315/772-5495 
4. Ask how long power will be out 
5. Plan for staff security coverage if battery back-up systems will be expended 
6. If telephone is also out, use PW radios for emergency communications 
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To implement collections salvage first aid, the following are 

emergency recommendations intended only to stabilize objects 

until conservators arrive: 

 
1. Segregate damaged and undamaged objects 
2. Remove and protect undamaged objects 
3. Keep damaged objects as they are 
4. If wet, keep them wet; if dry keep them dry 
5. Place in cool, well ventilated space away from undamaged objects 
6. Examine daily for mold growth 
 

To treat wet prints and drawings: 

 
1. Remove from frames 
2. If easily separated from mats, separate and air dry 
3. If not air dry in mat 
4. Do not apply heat 
 

To treat wet books or documents: 

 
1. Freeze as soon as possible 
2. Call conservator 
 

To treat wet metal, glass, or ceramic objects: 

 
1. Air dry quickly 
2. If necessary, mop gently with clean, soft, dry lint-free cloth or paper 
3. A warm air blower or hair dryer may be used on metals with caution 
 

To treat objects that have dried after being wet: 

 
1. Keep in a cool, well ventilated place apart from undamaged objects 
2. Inspect for mold 
3. If mold is found, treat as wet objects 
 

To treat smoke damaged scorched, charred, or dirty objects: 

 
1. Handle as little as possible 
2. Do not try to clean 
 
 




